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Abstract
Most of the privacy-protection schemes adopting chaotic
maps are usually by symmetric cryptography for guaranteeing identity hiding. This will lead to a high calculated
amount. So, the paper will wipe out the symmetric cryptography, and only use chaotic maps, a secure one-way
hash function to construct a provable privacy-protection
system (PPS) which can achieve two kinds of privacyprotection and switch between them optionally by users:
The first is anonymous scheme which can make nobody
know the user’s identity, including the server and the registration center (RC), and they only know these users are
legal or paying members. The other is hiding scheme
which owns also privacy-protection property, because the
user’s identity is not transferred during the process of
the proposed protocol, and only the server and the RC
know the user’s identity. About practical environment,
we adopt multi-server architecture which can allow the
user to register at the RC once and can access all the
permitted services provided by the eligible servers. Then
a new PPS authenticated key agreement protocol is given
based on chaotic maps. Security of the scheme is based on
chaotic maps hard problems and a secure one way hash
function. Compared with the related literatures recently,
our proposed scheme can not only own high efficiency and
unique functionality, but is also robust to various attacks
and achieves perfect forward secrecy. Finally, we give the
security proof and the efficiency analysis of our proposed
scheme.
Keywords: Chaotic maps, key agreement, multi-server architecture, privacy-protection system

1

Introduction

Authenticated key exchange (AKE) is one of the most
important cryptographic components which is used for

establishing an authenticated and confidential communication channel. Based on the number of participants, we
can divide AKE protocols into three categories: two-party
AKE protocols [10], three-party AKE protocols [13], and
N-party AKE protocols [3, 14, 25]. Furthermore, based
on the respective features in detail, the previous AKE
protocols [1, 2, 8, 11, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23] can be
classified many categories, we use two-party AKE protocols to set an example: such as password-based [10],
chaotic map-based [2], ID-based [25], anonymity [13, 23],
secret sharing [21] and so on. Recently many researchers
achieve AKE in the multi-server environment called
multi-server authenticated key agreement (MSAKA) protocols. MSAKA protocols allow the user to register at the
registration center (RC) once and can access all the permitted services provided by the eligible servers. In other
words, users do not need to register at numerous servers
repeatedly. MSAKA protocols mainly want to solve the
problems in a traditional single server with authentication schemes [11] which lead to the fact that user has to
register to different servers separately. About MSAKA
protocols, the pioneer work in the field was proposed by
Li et al. [15] in 2001. However, Lin et al. [17] pointed
out that Li et al.s scheme takes long time to train neural
networks and an improved scheme based on ElGamal digital signature and geometric properties on the Euclidean
plane has also been given. Next stage, the main work
is amended repeatedly. For example, Tsai [22] proposed
an efficient multi-server authentication scheme based on
one-way hash function without a verification table. Because Tsais scheme only uses the nonce and one-way hash
function, the problems associated with the cost of computation can be avoided in the distributed network environment. However, the literature [20] pointed out that Tsais
scheme is also vulnerable to server spoofing attacks by
an insider server and privileged insider attacks, and does
not provide forward secrecy. At the present stage, the
research emphasis shifts to functionality and user experi-
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ence. Therefore, identity-based MSAKA protocols, based
on bilinear pairings or elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC)
MSAKA protocols, dynamic identity-based MSAKA protocols and other MSAKA protocols came up recently [20].
However, there are many scenes need not mutual authentication at all and we just need one-way authentication. For example, readers act upon the perceived reputation of a news source, so reputation is a valuable commodity for journalists. No further authentication is required
and since the information is public, channel secrecy is not
required and does not affect the actions of either party.
Another example, on Internet, patients requiring medical
advice may wish to do so anonymously, while still ensuring the confidentiality of their request and assurance
that the medical advice received comes from an authentic,
qualified source. The key idea of one-way AKE is that one
party wishes for no one to be able to determine his/her
identity, including all the authorities. However, only a
few protocols have considered the problem of one-way
authentication. Goldberg [8] gave a specialized one-way
AKE security definition for the Tor authentication protocol. The literature [1] described an identity-based anonymous authenticated key exchange protocol but with a limited session key secrecy definition based on key recovery,
not indistinguishability. Morrissey et al. [18] analyzed the
security of the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol
in the context of one-way authentication, but with specialized security definitions. Recently, Goldberg and Stebila [9] provided an intuitive set of goals and present a formal model that captures these goals. Usually, public key
encryption can be used for one-way AKE protocols, for
example by having the client encrypt a session key under
the server’s public key. This mechanism is widely used,
for example in the RSA-based cipher suites in TLS [6] and
in the KAS1 protocol in NIST SP800-56B [19].
All above-mentioned scenes do not include a new scene
of application: A user wants to consult with an authenticated expert anonymously or explicitly, and the expert does not want to provide the free service because
of limited time or energy. Both mutual authenticated
key agreement [10] and one-way authenticated key agreement protocol [27] cannot provide the solutions about this
scene. Even for mutual authenticated key agreement protocol with privacy protection cannot solve it, because the
scene needs transformation flexibly between anonymity
and hiding identity. Therefore I propose the concept
about privacy-protection system to solve the problem. In
a meaning, the mutual authenticated key agreement protocol with privacy protection is the subset of the privacyprotection system.
The main contributions are shown as below: The paper
firstly presents a new provable privacy-protection system
towards multi-server architecture. Furthermore, the proposed protocol is mainly based on chaotic maps without
using modular exponentiation and scalar multiplication
on an elliptic curve. In Security aspect, the protocol can
resist all common attacks, such as impersonation attacks,
man-in-the-middle attacks, etc. About functionality, the
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protocol also has achieved some well-known properties,
such as perfect forward secrecy and execution efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Some preliminaries are given in Section 2. Next, a privacy-protection
system towards multi-server architecture is described in
Section 3. Then, the security analysis and efficiency analysis are given in Section 4 and Section 5. This paper is
finally concluded in Section 6.

1.1

Multi-server Architecture

In the multi-server environment [15], each user must perform authentication procedure to login the server for a
transaction. If the user is in a single authentication architecture, then the user must register at various servers
and memorize the corresponding identifications and passwords, which could not be convenient for a user. In order to make the registration to various servers easier for
users, each user must register with the registration center to obtain a secure account. Then the user uses the
secure account to perform the login and authentication
procedures with various servers.

1.2

Security Requirements

Secure communication schemes for remote one-way authentication and session key agreement for the multiserver architecture should provide security requirements [20, 27]:
1) Authentication: Anonymous authentication or hiding identity authentication in different phase in our
protocol. Anonymous authentication: the server or a
expert knows that he serves for a premium user but
does not know the user’s identity. Hiding identity authentication: only the RC and the server know the
user’s identity.
2) Impersonation attack: An impersonation attack is an
attack in which an adversary successfully assumes the
identity of one of the legitimate parties in a system
or in a communications protocol.
3) Man-in-the-middle attack: The man-in-the-middle
attack is a form of active eavesdropping in which
the attacker makes independent connections with the
victims and relays messages between them, making
them believe that they are talking directly to each
other over a private connection, when in fact the entire conversation is controlled by the attacker.
4) Replay attack: A replay attack is a form of network
attack in which a valid data transmission is repeated
or delayed maliciously or fraudulently.
5) Known-key security: Known-key security is that a
protocol can protect the subsequent session keys from
disclosing even if the previous session keys are revealed by the intendant user.
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Table 1: Notations
Symbol
SIDA
Si , IDSi
AnoSi
a, ra , ri
(x, Tk (x))
k
RC, IDRC
H
||

Definition
A temporary session;
The ith server and the identity of the ith server, respectively;
The identifier of anonymity;
Nonces;
Public key based on Chebyshev chaotic maps;
Secret key based on Chebyshev chaotic maps;
Registration center and its identity;
A secure one-way hash function;
Concatenation operation.

6) Perfect forward secrecy: An authenticated key establishment protocol provides perfect forward secrecy if
the compromise of both of the node secret keys cannot results in the compromise of previously established session keys.

2

The
Proposed
PrivacyProtection System with MultiServer Architecture

In this section, under the multi-server architecture, a
chaotic maps-based one-way authentication key agree7) Session key security: A communication protocol ex- ment scheme is proposed which consists of five phases:
hibits session key security if the session key cannot server registration phase, user registration phase, Anonybe obtained without any long-term secrets.
mous authenticated key agreement phase, Hiding identity
authenticated key agreement phase, Password changing
8) Resistance to stolen-verifier attacks: An adversary phase.
gets the verifier table from servers or RC by a hacking
way, and then the adversary can launch any other 2.1 Notations and Chebyshev Chaotic
attack which called stolen-verifier attacks.

Maps

In this section, any server i has its identity IDSi . Only
9) No verification table: there is no verification table at
RC has its identity IDRC and public key (x, Tk (x)) and a
the RC or the server at all.
secret key k based on Chebyshev chaotic maps and a secure one-way hash function H(·). The concrete notations
10) Securely chosen password and time synchronization: used hereafter are shown in Table 1.
Guarantee securely chosen password and no need for
Let n be an integer and let x be a variable
time synchronization among parties.
with the interval [−1, 1].
The Chebyshev polynomial Tn (x): [−1, 1] → [−1, 1] is defined as Tn (x) =
cos(ncos−1 (x)) [24]. Chebyshev polynomial map Tn :
R → R of degree n is defined using the following recurrent
1.3 Kinds of Authentication
relation:
Anonymity ensures that a user may use a resource or serTn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x)
(1)
vice without disclosing the user identity completely.
ID hiding usually means that a user may use a resource where n ≥ 2, T0 (x) = 1 and T1 (x) = x. The first few
or service without disclosing the user identity during the Chebyshev polynomials are:
protocol interaction, which is a kind of privacy protection
partly. A pseudonym is an identifier of a subject other
T2 (x) = 2x2 − 1,
than one of the subject real names. ID hiding usually
T3 (x) = 4x3 − 3x,
uses pseudonym to realize. Because the server may store
T4 (x) = 8x4 − 8x2 + 1
the user identity.
···
···
OTP (one-time password) usually means that the password can be used only once but the ID is plaintext during One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev
the protocol interaction, so there is no privacy protection. polynomials are the so-called semi-group property which
The above-mentioned terms related with authentica- establishes that
tion called anonymous authentication, hiding identity auTr (Ts (x)) = Trs (x).
thentication and OTP authentication.
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Figure 1: Server or a authenticated expert registration phase

An immediate consequence of this property is that Cheby- can consult with an expert anonymously or not. (5) Acshev polynomials commute under composition
cumulative assessment will affect the expert’s reputation.
Concerning the fact that the proposed scheme mainly
Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
relies on the design of Chebyshev chaotic maps-based in
multi-server architecture, it is assumed that the servers
In order to enhance the security, Zhang [26] proved that can register at the registration center in some secure way
semi-group property holds for Chebyshev polynomials de- or by secure channel. The same assumption can be set
fined on interval (−∞, +∞). The enhanced Chebyshev up for servers. Figure 1 illustrates the server registration
polynomials are used in the proposed protocol:
phase.
Tn (x) = (2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x))(modN )

Step 1. When a server(or an expert) wants to be a new
legal service provider, she chooses her identity IDSi
where n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞, +∞), and N is a large prime
with her identification card in law. Then the server
number. Obviously,
submits IDSi to the RC via a secure channel.
Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).

Step 2. Upon receiving IDSi from the server, the RC
computes R = H(IDSi ||k), where k is the secret key
Definition 1. Semi-group property of Chebyshev polynoof RC. Then the server stores R in a secure way via
mials:
a secure channel.
Trs (x)

= Tr (Ts (x))
=

cos(rcos−1 (scos−1 (x)))

2.3

User Registration Phase

=

cos(rscos−1 (x))

Figure 2 illustrates the user registration phase.

= Ts (Tr (x))

Step 1. When a user wants to be a new legal user,
she chooses her identity IDA , a random number
ra , and computes H(ra ||P W ). Then Alice submits
Definition 2. Given x and y, it is intractable to find the
IDA , H(ra ||P W ) to the RC via a secure channel.
integer s,such that Ts (x) = y. It is called the Chaotic
Maps-Based Discrete Logarithm problem (CMBDLP).
Step 2. Upon receiving ID , r , H(r ||P W ) from Alice,
= Tsr (x).

A

Definition 3. Given x, Tr (x) and Ts (x), it is intractable
to find Trs (x). It is called the Chaotic Maps-Based DiffieHellman problem (CMBDHP).

2.2

Server Registration Phase

The business architecture of our proposed protocol: (1)
The RC is a platform for users and servers/experts. In
other words, anyone can register at the RC as a user or
an expert. (2) If a user wants to consult with an expert,
the RC must help him find an authenticated expert and
charge fee. After ending the consultation, the user will
give the evaluation for the expert, and the RC and the
expert will share the fee in some percentage. (3) The expert must be authenticated by real name. (4) The user

a

a

the RC computes B = H(IDA ||k) ⊕ H(ra ||P W )
and BA = H(Anonymous||k) ⊕ H(ra ||P W ), where
k is the secret key of RC. Then Alice stores
{IDA , ra , B, BA } in a secure way.

2.4

Anonymous
Authenticated
Agreement Phase

Key

In this phase, the anonymous authentication has three
meanings: (1) The server and the RC authenticated each
other; (2) The RC will help the server to authenticate the
premium user, but no one knows (including the server and
the RC) the premium user’s identity. (3) The RC will
help the premium user to authenticate the server. This
concrete process is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: The user registration phase

Step 1. If Alice(assume Alice as a premium user) wishes
If any authenticated process does not pass, the proto consult some personal issues establish with Si
tocol will be terminated immediately.
(or an expert) in a anonymous way, she will inAfter receiving the mes∗
put password and compute BA
= BA ⊕ H(ra ||P W ), Step 4. For Alice:
0
sage
{ID
,
C
},
Alice computes C3
=
RC
3
n choose a random integer number a and compute
0
∗
||ID
||ID
||T
(x)).
Check
if
C
=
C
.
If
H(B
∗
S
RC
r
3
3
i
i
A
KA−RC = Ta Tk (x), HA = H(BA ||IDSi ||Ta (x)). Afholds,
Alice
computes
SK
=
T
T
(x).
a
r
i
ter that, Alice sends m1 = {AnoSi , Ta (x), HA } to Si
where she wants to get the server’s service.
For Si : After receiving the message {IDRC , C2 }, Si
0
computes C2 = H(IDRC ||IDSi ||m1 ||R||Tri (x)) and
0
Step 2. After receiving the message m1
=
checks if C2 = C2 . If holds, then Si computes SK =
{AnoSi , Ta (x), HA } from Alice, Si will do the
Tri Ta (x).
following tasks to ask RC for helping Alice to authenticate itself: Si selects random ri and computes Remark 1: We can view the servers and the RC as an
Tri (x) and C1 = H(IDSi ||m1 ||R||Tri (x)). And then integrated system for the user, so from the perspective of
sends the message m2 to RC.
the user, we adopt anonymous authentication, that means
Step 3. Next, RC will help Alice to authenticate Si and only user authenticated the integrated system (the server
verify the temporary information by helping them to and the RC) but there is a anonymous authentication for
compute the session key. After receiving the message the user. However, from the inside integrated system, for
m2 = {IDSi , Tri (x), C2 , m1 }, RC will do the follow- providing the reliable service in multi-server architecture,
and we must make the server and the RC to authenticate
ing tasks:
each other, that is the mutual authentication.
1) Authenticate Si ; Based on IDSi , RC can com0
pute R = H(IDSi ||k). Then RC computes
2.5 Hiding Identity Authenticated Key
0
0
C1 = H(IDSi ||m1 ||R ||Tri (x)) and check if
0
Agreement Phase
C1 ? = C1 . If above equation holds, that means
Si is legal participant in this instance because Simply speaking, a premium user also can as a legal and
only Si owns R.
hiding ID to interact with an expert. The two differences
2) Anonymous authenticate Alice: RC com- between hiding identity authenticated and anonymous au0
∗
putes BA
= H(Anonymous||k), HA = thenticated are:
0
∗
H(BA
||IDSi ||Ta (x)) and verifies if HA = HA
1) The user uses the B to login at the RC so that the
holds. If above equation holds, that means Alserver or the expert can know the users positive idenice is a legal premium user in this instance betity.
cause only a legal premium user can retrieve the
information H(Anonymous||k).
2) We construct an efficient method to covered identity
or some important information instead of using sym3) Confirm Si is the server that Alice wants to
0
metric cryptography. Without loss of generality, we
consult with: RC computes computes HA =
0
∗
assume Party i sends a covered message to Party j usH(BA
||IDSi ||Ta (x)). RC verifies HA ? = HA .
ing (x, TKj (x)) for covering IDi but only Party j can
If holds, that means Si is the server that Alice
recover the IDi . Party i selects a large and random
wants to consult with.
integer
t, and computes Tt (x), Ct = Tt TKj (x)IDi ,
4) Help Si and Alice to get the session key: RC
H(C
||T
t
t (x)).
computes C = H(ID ||ID ||m ||R||T (x))
2

RC

Si

1

ri

∗
and C3 = H(BA
||IDSi ||IDRC ||Tri (x)). Then
RC sends the message {IDRC , C3 } to Alice and
sends the message {IDRC , C2 } to Si .

Then Party i sends {Tt (x), Ct , H(Ct ||Tt (x))} to
Party j. After receiving the message {Tt (x), Ct ,
H(Ct ||Tt (x))} from Party i, Party j will use Tt (x)
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Figure 3: Anonymous authenticated key agreement phase for multi-server environment

and his own secret key Kj to recover IDi =
Ct /TKj Tt (x) = Ct /Tt TKj (x). Then Party j check
if the two hash values are equal. If above equation
holds, Party j deems IDi is legal identity. Otherwise,
Party j terminates the session.
For the sake of simplicity, the paper only provides the
process of hiding identity authenticated key agreement
phase (Figure 4).

0

HA = HA or not. If holds, RC computes
B

0

0

0

0

= H(IDA ||k) ⊕ H(ra ||P W ),
0

0

BA

=

H(Anonymous||k) ⊕ H(ra ||P W ),

HRC

=

(IDRC ||IDA ||B ||BA ),

0

0

0

C3

= B × KRC−A ,

C4

= BA × KRC−A ,

0

where k is the secret key of RC. Finally RC sends
{IDRC , C3 , C4 , HRC } to Alice.

2.6

Password Changing Phase

Step 3. Upon receiving {IDRC , C3 , C4 , HRC }, Alice uses
0
0
KA−RC to decrypt C3 , C4 to get B , BA . Then Alice
Figure 5 illustrates the password changing phase.
0
0
0
computes locally HRC = (IDRC ||IDA ||B ||BA ) to
compare with HRC . If they are equal, Alice stores
0
0
0
Step 1. When a user wants to change her pass{IDA , ra , B , BA } in a secure way.
0
word, she chooses new password P W , two ran0
dom numbers ra , a, and computes B ∗ = B ⊕
H(ra ||P W ), Ta (x), KA−RC = Ta Tk (x), HA =
Security Analysis
H(B ∗ ||IDRC ||Ta (x)||C1 ||C2 ), C1 = IDA × KA−RC 3
0
0
and C2 = H(ra ||P W ) × KA−RC . Then Alice sends
The section analyzes the security of our proposed protom1 = {Ta (x), C1 , C2 , HA } to the RC.
col. Let us assume that there are three secure components, including the two problems CMBDLP and CMBStep 2. Upon receiving m1 = {Ta (x), C1 , C2 , HA } from DHP cannot be solved in polynomial-time and a secure
Alice, RC computes KRC−A = Tk Ta (x) and recov- one-way hash function. Assume that the adversary has
0
0
ers IDA = C1 /KRC−A , H(ra ||P W ) = C2 /KRC−A . full control over the insecure channel including eavesdrop0
Next, RC computes B ∗ = H(IDA ||k) and HA = ping, recording, intercepting, modifying the transmitted
H(B ∗ ||IDRC ||Ta (x)||C1 ||C2 ).
Then, RC checks messages.
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Figure 4: Hiding identity authenticated key agreement phase for multi-server environment

Figure 5: The password changing phase
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3.1

Security
Scheme

Proof

of

the

Proposed

In this subsection, we give a definition and simplified
proof of various kinds of security and attacks.
Anonymous Authentication and Key Agreement.

810

Simplified Proof: Because Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) contain the participants’ identities or an anonymous identifier, a man-in-the-middle attack cannot succeed.
Replay Attack.
Definition: A replay attack is a form of network
attack in which a valid data transmission is repeated or delayed maliciously or fraudulently.

Definition: Anonymous authentication and key
agreement refers to authenticate each other for
Simplified Proof: That any message of Alice was
two peers/system, but only one peer knows the
replayed by an adversary is meaningless. Beother peer’s identity and getting the session key
cause “Alice” is an anonymous user, the adsimultaneously.
versary can as an anonymous user to initiate
Simplified Proof: Alice authenticates RC: Bethe protocol legally as his wish. Furthermore,
cause only RC has the secret k, RC can
if the adversary wants to launch the replay atcomputes KRC−A = Tk Ta (x) which equals to
tack successfully, it must compute and modify
KA−RC = Ta Tk (x). So if Alice computes
Ta (x), Tri (x) and Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) correctly which
0
C3 and check if C3 = C3 . RC and Si auis impossible.
thenticate each other: We can use the shared
key R to achieve the task. Firstly, based Known-key Security.
on IDSi , RC can compute R0 = H(IDSi ||k)
Definition: Known-key security is that a protocol
by its private key k. Then RC computes
can protect the subsequent session keys from
C10 = H(IDSi ||m1 ||R0 ||Tri (x)) and checks if
disclosing even if the previous session keys are
C10 = C1 . If above equation is equal, then
revealed by the intendant user.
that means RC authenticates Si . After receiving the messages {IDRC , C2 }, Si comSimplified Proof: Since the session key is deputes C20 = H(IDRC ||IDSi ||m1 ||R||Tri (x)) and
pended on the random nonces a and ri , and
checks if C20 = C2 . As for the key agreement,
the generation of nonces is independent in all
after authenticating each other, the temporary
sessions, an adversary cannot compute the preTa (x), Tri (x) and the SIDA ||IDSi ||IDRC were
vious and the future session keys when the adalready authenticated by RC. So finally Alice
versary knows one session key.
and Si can make the key agreement simultaneously. The hiding identity authenticated key Perfect Forward Secrecy.
agreement can be proof in some analogous way.
Definition: An authenticated key establishment
protocol provides perfect forward secrecy if the
Impersonation Attack.
compromise of both of the node’s secret keys
Definition: An impersonation attack is an attack
cannot results in the compromise of previously
in which an adversary successfully assumes the
established session keys.
identity of one of the legitimate parties in a sysSimplified Proof: In the proposed scheme, the sestem or in a communications protocol.
sion key is related with a and ri , which were
Simplified Proof: An adversary cannot impersonrandomly chosen by Alice and the server Si reate anyone of the Si and RC. The proposed
spectively. So any session key has not related
scheme has already authenticated each other
with the secret key (such as k) of each of particbetween Si and RC, and Alice authenticates
ipants. Furthermore, because of the intractabilSi and RC based on the secrets k, R and the
ity of the CMBDLP and CMBDHP problem, an
nonces a, ri . So there is no way for an adversary
adversary cannot compute the previously estabto have a chance to carry out impersonation atlished session keys.
tack.
Session Key Security.
Man-in-the-middle Attack.
Definition: The man-in-the-middle attack is a form
of active eavesdropping in which the attacker
makes independent connections with the victims and relays messages between them, making them believe that they are talking directly
to each other over a private connection, when in
fact the entire conversation is controlled by the
attacker.

Definition: A communication protocol exhibits session key security if the session key cannot be
obtained without any long-term secrets.
Simplified Proof: In the authenticated key agreement phase, a session key SK is generated from
a and ri . These parameter values are different
in each session, and each of them is only known
by Alice and Si . Additionally, since the values
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Table 2: Security of our proposed protocol

[5] (2013)
[22] (2008)
[16] (2009)
[7] (2009)
Our Scheme

S1
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

S2
S21
S21
No
No
S22

S3
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

S4
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

S5
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

S6
No
No
S61
S61
S62

S7
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

S8
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

S9
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

S10
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

S11
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

S12
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

S1: Single registration; S2: Authentication; S21: Mutual Authentication; S22: Privacy-protection system; S3: No
verification table; S4: Securely chosen password; S5: Session key agreement; S6: Privacy protection for a user; S61:
ID hiding; S62: Anonymity or ID hiding; S7: Freedom from time synchronization; S8: Session key secrecy; S9:
Perfect forward secrecy; S10: Resistance to replay attack; S11: Resistance to stolen-verifier attack; S12: Resistance
to masquerading attack Yes/No: Support/Not support the security.
Table 3: Descriptions the model of Canetti and Krawczyk
Symbol
Parties P1 , · · · , Pn
Adversary Λ

Send query
Two sessions matching

Definition
Modelled by probabilistic Turing machines.
A probabilistic Turing machine which controls all communication, with the exception
that the adversary cannot inject or modify messages (except for messages from corrupted parties or sessions), and any message may be delivered at most once.
The adversary can control over Parties’ outgoing messages via the Send query. Parties
can be activated by the adversary launching Send queries.
If the outgoing messages of one are the incoming messages of the other

a and ri of the random elements are very large,
attackers cannot directly guess the values a and
ri of the random elements to generate session
key. Therefore, the proposed scheme provides
session key security.
Resistance to Stolen-verifier Attacks.

(see Remark 1). (3) Our proposed protocol can hold the
security S1-S12, but the [5, 7, 16, 22] have some defects.
(4) Our protocol is anonymity, and [7, 16] only assure ID
hiding, and [5, 22] have no privacy protect at all.

3.2

The Provable Security of the Proposed Scheme

Definition: An adversary gets the verifier table
from servers or RC by a hacking way, and then We recall the definition of session-key security in the
the adversary can launch any other attack which authenticated-links adversarial model of Canetti and
called stolen-verifier attacks.
Krawczyk [4]. The basic descriptions are shown in TaSimplified Proof: In the proposed scheme, neither ble 3.
We allow the adversary access to the queries Sessionthe server nor the registration center maintains
StateReveal,
SessionKeyReveal, and Corrupt.
any verification table. Thus, the stolen-verifier
attack is impossible to initiate in the proposed
1) SessionStateReveal(s): This query allows the adverscheme.
sary to obtain the contents of the session state, inFrom Table 2, we can see that the proposed scheme
cluding any secret information. s means no further
can provide secure session key agreement, perfect forward
output.
secrecy and so on. As a result, the proposed scheme is
more secure and has much functionality compared with 2) SessionKeyReveal(s): This query enables the adverthe recent related scheme.
sary to obtain the session key for the specified session
s, so long as s holds a session key.
Remark 2: Some qualitatively discuss about the difference between the proposed scheme and [5, 7, 16, 22]
as followed: (1) Our protocol is one way authentication 3) Corrupt(Pi ):This query allows the adversary to take
AKE for users, so only servers need to registration at the
over Party Pi , including long-lived keys and any
RC. (2) About authentication, one-way authentication
session-specific information in Pi 0 s memory. A corfor users and mutual authentication for server and RC
rupted party produces no further output.
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4) Test(s): This query allows the adversary to be issued at any stage to a completed, fresh, unexpired
session s. A bit b is then picked randomly. If b=0,
the test oracle reveals the session key, and if b = 1,
it generates a random value in the key space. The
adversary can then continue to issue queries as desired, with the exception that it cannot expose the
test session. At any point, the adversary can try
to guess b. Let GoodGuessΛ (k) be the event that
the adversary Λ correctly guesses b, and we define
the advantage of adversary Λ as AdvantageΛ (k) =
max{0, | Pr[GoodGuessΛ (k)] − 21 |}, where k is a security parameter.
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1) If two uncorrupted parties have completed matching
sessions with pre-distributed parameter, these sessions produce the same key as output;
2) AdvantageΛ (k) is negligible.
Theorem 2. Under the CMBDHP assumption, using Algorithm 2 to compute session key is session-key secure in
the adversarial model of Canetti and Krawczyk [4].
Proof. The proof’s process is similar to Theorem 1. The
protocol Π2 is the composable instance of protocol multiple Π1 . Since Theorem 1 is session-key secure, the protocol Π2 is also session-key secure.

A session s is locally exposed with Pi :if the adversary Probability analysis. It is similar to Algorithm 1. If
has issued SessionStateReveal(s), SessionKeyReveal(s), we assume that Algorithm 2 forms a polynomial-time disCorrupt(Pi ) before s is expired.
tinguisher for CMBDHP having non-negligible advantage,
Definition 4. An authenticator exchange protocol Π1 in the overall advantage of the proposed protocol simulator
security parameter k is said to be authentication secure in with authenticated parameter is ε/k which is also nonthe adversarial model of Canetti and Krawczyk if for any negligible. Because the protocol Π2 chooses different parameters to structure session keys in different phase which
polynomial-time adversary Λ,
are secure independence of protocol Π1 .
1) If two uncorrupted parties have completed matching
sessions, these sessions produce the same key as out4 Efficiency Analysis
put;
2) AdvantageΛ (k) is negligible.
Theorem 1. Under the CMBDHP assumption, using Algorithm 1 to compute two authenticator messages can be
deemed as session keys which are session-key secure in the
adversarial model of Canetti and Krawczyk [4].
Proof. The proof is based on the proof given by [4]. There
are two-two uncorrupted parties (Alice and the server,
Bob and the server) in matching sessions output the same
authenticator messages, and thus the first part of Definition 4. is satisfied. To show that the second part of the
definition is satisfied, assume that there is a polynomialtime adversary Λ with a non-negligible advantage ε in
standard model. We claim that Algorithm 1 forms a
polynomial-time distinguisher for CMBDHP having nonnegligible advantage.
Probability analysis. It is clear that Algorithm 1
runs in polynomial time and has non-negligible advantage. There are two cases where the rth session is chosen
by Λ as the test session: (1) If the rth session is not the
test session, then Algorithm 1 outputs a random bit, and
thus its advantage in solving the CMBDHP is 0. (2) If
the rth session is the test session, then Λ will succeed
with advantage ε, since the simulated protocol provided
to Λ is indistinguishable from the real protocol. The latter case occurs with probability 1/k, so the overall advantage of the CMBDHP distinguisher is ε/k, which is
non-negligible.

Compared to RSA and ECC, Chebyshev polynomial computation problem offers smaller key sizes, faster computation, as well as memory, energy and bandwidth savings. In our proposed protocol, no time-consuming modular exponentiation and scalar multiplication on elliptic
curves are needed. However, Wang [24] proposed several
methods to solve the Chebyshev polynomial computation
problem. For convenience, some notations are defined as
follows.
Thash : The time for executing the hash function;
Tsym : The time for executing the symmetric key cryptography;
TXOR : The time for executing the XOR operation;
TExp : The time for a modular exponentiation computation;
TCH : The time for executing the Tn (x) modp in Chebyshev polynomial using the algorithm in the literature [12].

To be more precise, on an Intel Pentium4 2600 MHz
processor with 1024 MB RAM, where n and p are 1024
bits long, the computational time of a one-way hashing operation, a symmetric encryption/decryption operation, an elliptic curve point multiplication operation
and Chebyshev polynomial operation is 0.0005s, 0.0087s,
0.063075s and 0.02102s separately [12]. Moreover, the
Definition 5. A composable key exchange protocol Π2 in computational cost of XOR operation could be ignored
security parameter k is said to be session-key secure in when compared with other operations.
the adversarial model of Canetti and Krawczyk if for any
Table 4 shows performance comparisons between our
polynomial-time adversary Λ,
proposed scheme and the literature of [5, 7, 16, 22] in
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Table 4: Efficiency of our proposed scheme
Phase
A
B
C

[5] (2013)
[22] (2008)
[16] (2009)
[7] (2009)
Ours
2Thash + 1TXOR
2Thash + 1TXOR
5Thash + 2TXOR 8Thash + 4TXOR
3Thash
1Thash
1Thash
1Thash
1Thash
1Thash
2Thash + 1TXOR + 1Thash + 2TXOR
6Thash + 3TXOR 7Thash + 7TXOR
N/A
1TExp
D1-User
1Thash + 1TExp
4Thash + 3TXOR
3Thash
2Thash
3Thash + 1TCH
D1-Server 2Thash + 2TExp
6Thash + 7TXOR
6Thash + 3TXOR 8Thash + 6TXOR
2Thash + 1TCH
D1-RC
6Thash
6Thash + 5TXOR
0
5Thash + 7TXOR
6Thash + 2TCH
D1-Total
9Thash + 3TExp
16Thash + 15TXOR 9Thash + 3TXOR 15Thash + 13TXOR 11Thash + 4TCH
D2-User
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
3Thash + 1TCH
D2-Server N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2Thash + 1TCH
D2-RC
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6Thash + 2TCH
D2-Total
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
11Thash + 4TCH
E
2Thash + 2TXOR
2Thash + 2TXOR
4Thash + 5TXOR 4Thash + 4TXOR
8Thash + 2TCH
F
4 rounds
7 rounds
3 rounds
5 rounds
3 rounds
A: User registration; B: Server registration; C: Login phase; D1: Hiding identity authentication phase; D2:
Anonymous authentication phase; E: Password change phase; F: Communication cost; N/A: No support.
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multi-server architecture. Therefore, as in Table 4 the
concrete comparison data as follows: The total computation cost of our proposed protocol is lower than the literatures [5]. The main reason is that the literatures [5]
adopted modular exponentiation computation. At the
same time, the literatures [5] cannot provide privacy protection for a user. The total computation cost of our proposed protocol is higher than the literatures [7, 16, 22].
Furthermore, the communication round of our proposed
protocol is superior to the literature [7, 22] and is equal
to the literature [16]. The reasons are: one reason is our
protocol mainly adopts Chebyshev chaotic maps but the
literatures [7, 16, 22] mainly adopts one way hash function. At the same time, Chebyshev chaotic maps has
more attributes which leading to reduce communication
rounds. Furthermore, from the perspective of security,
our protocol is more secure than the literatures [7, 16, 22].
From Table 2, we can see that the literatures [5, 7, 16, 22]
cannot resist many attacks and the literatures [7, 16] cannot afford any authentication method. Therefore, as in
Table 2 and Table 4, we can draw a conclusion that the
proposed scheme has achieved the balance of efficiency
and security.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

5

Conclusion

We only use chaotic maps and a secure one-way hash
function to construct a provable privacy-protection system (PPS) which provides a provable privacy-protection
system towards multi-server architecture. The core ideas
of the proposed system are the mutual authentication
between the servers and RC and the anonymity or hiding identity for the users. Subsequently, we explain the
practical motivations for authentication and secrecy assurances of parties engaging in AKE protocols and some
related terms. Based on our discussion we proposed a
suitable protocol that covers those goals and offered an
efficient protocol that formally meets the proposed security definition. Finally, after comparing with related
literatures (multi-server schemes and privacy-protection
system) respectively, we found our proposed scheme has
satisfactory security, efficiency and functionality. Therefore, our protocol is more suitable for practical applications.
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Abstract
The cloud-assisted Body Sensor Networks (BSN) often has an architecture of Multi-hop Wireless Networks
(MWN) model, in which both the body sensors and the
users must be secure to protect the whole infrastructure.
Unfortunately, both the information providers and the
users are movable and resource-constrained in communication and computation. Thus some new security problems are proposed, such as the light weight-secure authentication caused by limited resource, re-authentication
in foreign zone caused by mobility, and composablilty
security caused by heterogeneity between the transmission subnet, many BSN subnets. We propose a Random
Roaming Authentication Protocol (RanRAP) for BSNs
with these cloud-assisted infrastructure. We test the composable security at an AP/cluster head/gateway node by
using strand spaces theory, and analyze the performance
of RanRAP protocol in both the theoretical analysis and
experiment simulations. It was shown that RanRAP has
some advantages of composable security, computation and
communication overheads over some related protocols.
Keywords: Authentication protocol, body sensor networks,
composable security, internet of things

Networks (WBANs). BSNs consist of a number of miniaturized, portable, and autonomous sensor nodes that are
used to monitor the body function and the surrounding
environment. These sensor nodes continuously collect vital signs of patients, which are used for ubiquitous health
monitoring including real-time diagnosis and prescription.
In addition, BSNs may be used for managing catastrophic
events and increasing the effectiveness and performance
of rescue forces. The huge amount of data collected by
WBAN nodes should be saved and preceded in a scalable, on-demand, powerful, and secure manner. Cloudassisted BSNs are emerged and expected to satisfy these
requirements [8]. Typical Cloud-assisted BSN works in
the architecture of Multi-hop Wireless Network (MWN)
Model [24], [25] as shown in Figure 1, in which a backbone transmission subnet is employed to connect the BSN
clusters with cloud.

In Figure 1, the sensor clusters are formed by the body
sensors located in a near place. These sensors are weak
in computing and communication, but they are movable with the worn person. Thus the sensor can roam
from cluster A to cluster B. The transmission subnet is a
fixed infrastructure, e.g., the internet, wire networks, and
some other steady wireless devices connected to a powerful cloud computing center. Each cluster has an access
point (AP) to the backbone network. The AP is powerful in computation and communication, and also serves
1 Introduction
as the head of the cluster (CH) and the gateway node of
Body Sensor Networks (BSNs) [4, 14] have emerged as a the BSN cluster. We take each cluster as a BSN subnet,
promising technology for medical and non-medical appli- and the cluster head (CH, also AP) as the base station of
cations, which are also called Wireless Body Area Sensor the located subnet. Then BSNs with the cloud-assisted
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Cloud-assisted BSN architecture are very limited. Up to
now, there are no references on the authentication protocol with the random roaming and composable security.

2

Figure 1: Cloud-assisted BSNs

infrastructure become scalable, for each AP has a cluster
and the number of the AP is assumed no limitation in
the fixed transmission subnet. The storage and processing of big data collected by BSN isn’t a problem, either.
Because AP sends the collected information to the cloud
computing center through the transmission backbone network, and the cloud will save and process the big data.
Now we discuss the security of cloud-assisted BSN. We
won’t consider the internal security questions in a BSN
cluster, the transmission backbone network and the cloud
center with the assumption that they are solved in their
areas respectively. We focus on the new security question
on the node roaming authentication. For example, node
MA moves away from his home cluster A, and joins a foreign cluster B. MA cooperates with the node in the cluster
B, and the BSN also requires CHB to collect continually
the information of MA .
In the remainder part of this paper, we will study the
roaming identity authentication between CHB and MA .
This identity authentication has several features. The
first is the requirement of the lightweight. The mobile
nodes in the BSN are resource-limited in communication,
computation and even power supply. Secondly, the selection of the visiting foreign cluster is usually on demand
and random. That is to say, a node often moves from
one cluster to another in a random manner after the node
registers in the initial home cluster. Besides, the node
is unwilling to go back to the home cluster to obtain
the trusted recommendation certification before joining
a new cluster. Finally, when the mobile nodes join in a
foreign cluster and obtain their legal identities, they want
to access all the network resources of the foreign cluster.
Therefore, the authentication protocol should have both
the self-security and the composable security [30, 31], and
shouldn’t affect the security of the existed protocols in
the foreign cluster. A typical composable security scenario is that the running of the identity authentication
protocol in the cluster head shouldn’t reduce the security
of other protocols running in that head. Currently, papers about the roaming authentication protocol for this

Related Work

It seems that the traditional research area of the Secure
Wireless Roaming [12, 33, 34, 39] is related to our topic.
However, these protocols are realized by the session keys
negotiation based on the public key mechanisms. The
computation of the public key algorithm costs too much.
Thus it is difficult to complete the computation in the
node of the BSN. There is also no composable and secure
protocol in this area.
The universal composable (UC) security [30, 31] refers
to the situation that the protocol guarantees the security
when it is in the following cases: running alone, composed
of an arbitrary set of protocols, and more generally, used
as a component of an arbitrary protocol. Some protocols [1, 3, 19] are designed or analyzed by using the UC
formal approach. Unfortunately, the present formal protocol design method for the composable security is combined with a strong security, which fails to guarantee the
lightweight property. Later UC security is integrated into
the design of roaming authentication protocol, such as [7],
which, however, did not attend to the lightweight property.
The typical lightweight authentication protocols in the
area of wireless sensor networks is proposed by Perrig
et al. [28] who presented the lightweight secure structure SPINS and the broadcast authentication protocol
µTESLA. The µTESLA used a reverse hash chain to
replace the public-cryptography-based heavy algorithms.
Du et al. [6] reduced the computation and communication overheads by adopting the Merkle Tree to construct an authentication path. Further, the whole network was divided into some subareas to reduce the
Merkle Tree height, and protocol authentication hops
were also reduced. Only the static nodes were considered in [6, 28]. Later many security studies took mobile
nodes into consideration, such as the mobile authentication [2, 18, 38], and roaming authentication for wireless
communication [11, 23, 36]. But they are not lightweight
enough for wireless sensor networks.
The most related work of BSN security is reported
in [13, 14, 21, 29]. Huang et al. [14] and Li et al. [21]
present a survey on secure access and data security respectively, but they didn’t talk about the roaming authentication. References [13, 29] are discussing the lightweight
roaming authentication schemes for the wireless sensor
networks. Han [13] considered the re-authentication issue
on the mobile nodes moving among different sink nodes.
The sink in the home cluster is assumed as a trusted third
party, and the adjacent relation of the clusters is assumed
as the pre-known information. Then the authentication
materials are pre-stored in the adjacent clusters. Thus
the credible information is also assumed to be transferred
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to the adjacent clusters. That is to say, the foreign cluster is limited as one of a neighbor of the home cluster. In
this way, the communication and computation expenses of
the re-authentication are reduced by the neighbor roaming assumption and pre-transferred information. Here
this binding relation of neighboring clusters loosed for the
cluster heads are connected by the fixed infrastructure of
the transmission subnet.
Qiu [29] presented a roaming authentication protocol,
in which a mobile node roams within a very large and distributed wireless sensor network, such as the application
of the BSN in the healthcare field. When the dynamic
sensor moves to a new area (foreign cluster), it sends a request message to the base station before connecting with
the router (cluster head) of the area. After verifying the
validity of the request message, the base station generates
the session key for the mobile node and the router, and
sends it to the router. Then the router sends the material
of the session key to the mobile node. In Qiu’s protocol,
the overheads of the base station are too heavy and the
communication band near the base station becomes the
bottleneck of the system.
We also studied the re-authentication protocol in heterogeneous wireless sensor networks with some mobile
sink. In literature [16], we focus on the wireless sensor
network based on the classic structure of Voronoi graph,
and deduce the computation and storage cost of the presented protocol by using the knowledge of Voronoi graph.
In literature [17], we consider a mobile wireless network
with a base station, which presented as an on-line trusted
authority.
But the scenario of this paper is different from the reported work. At first, there is no base station on-line
taking care of the body sensors in networks. Furthermore, the BSN based on a cloud-assisted infrastructure
has a MWN model, in which the communication among
routers(Cluster Heads) is transferred to the transmission
subnet and the computation of the base station was run
by the cloud computing center. Thus, the main contribution of this paper is that we focus on a new case that the
BSN is connected with a cloud computing center and a
backbone transmission network. The presented RanRAP
satisfies the random roaming, lightweight and composable
security. To the best of our knowledge, our RanRAP is
the first reported authentication protocol for the roaming
scenario of the presented cloud-assisted BSN.

3

Roaming Authentication Protocol

Our RanRAP can be divided into two phases, Phase 1
and Phase 2. In Phase 1, the mobile node registers in
the initial home cluster. The secret materials are set and
preloaded on the mobile node, such as initial key and
authentication information. In Phase 2, the mobile node
and the foreign cluster head authenticate each other, and
then generate a session key.
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Table 1: Notation and description
Notation
ti
MA

Description
Timestamp
Mobile node

CHA

Home cluster

CHB

Foreign cluster

KAB

Session key between A and B

EK (·)

Encrypt the plaint message by K

DK (·)

Decrypt the ciphertext by K

M ACK (·)
R1 , R2
H(·)

Message authentication code used K
Random number
hash function

k

connect

⊕

xor

In the cloud-assisted BSN, there are three characteristics:
• The nodes are mobile, and they often move from one
cluster to another.
• Each cluster has a head, which is the gateway node
connected with the BSN cluster and the transmission subnet. The head has the non-limited communication band and is assumed to be secure as the
traditional base station.
• Each cluster is like a traditional sensor network. The
head has the same assumed abilities as the base station, and all the heads are connected with the transmission subnet and the cloud computing center.
We assume that the cluster has the security structures
of the traditional WSN, such as SPINS [28], and the transmission subnet has the public key infrastructure just like
the Internet. Here we focus on the authentication scheme
for nodes’ random cross-cluster roaming. Table 1 shows
the notation used in the protocol.

3.1

Phase 1: Mobile Node Initial Registration

In the BSN, the mobile node MA belongs to the home
cluster A with a head CHA (cluster head A), and registers in this local cluster. In the initial registration phase,
MA sends the registration request to CHA . Then CHA
randomly selects a symmetric session key KCHA −MA , a
random number r and an identity authentication material EskCHA (CHA , MA , tb , te ), where skCHA is the private
key of CHA , tb and te are the predefined beginning and
ending time of the identity authentication, respectively.
Thus, te − tb is the effective time of the identity authentication. As a reply, CHA sends KCHA −MA , r and
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Figure 2: Random roaming authentication protocol
EskCHA (CHA , MA , tb , te ) to MA . MA stores the information into its main memory. At the same time, CHA saves
the registration information. The initial registration is
finished offline, and assumed to be secure.

3.2

Phase 2:
Random Mobile Node
Roaming Authentication Protocol
(RanRAP)

In Phase 2, MA moves to a new cluster CHB , and acquires a legal identity in this foreign cluster. Besides, a
new session key is generated between MA and CHB . The
RanRAP protocol is described in Figure 2.
1) RanRAP-Request phase.
MA randomly selects
a random number R1 ∈ {0, 1}a , computes e1
= EKCHA −MA (R1 ), M ACKCHA −MA (CHA , t1 , e1 ,
AU T HEN ) and sends the RanRAP-Request message
to CHB ,
MA −→ CHB : CHA , t1 , e1 , AU T HEN, M AC1 (1)
where AU T HEN = EskCHA (CHA , MA , tb , te ),
M AC1 = M ACKCHA −MA (CHA , t1 , e1 , AU T HEN ),
and t1 is the presented time.
2) RanRAP-Ask phase. After receiving the RanRAPRequest message at time t∗ , the foreign cluster CHB
checks whether (t∗ − t1 ) ≤ ∆t, ∆t is a predefined
threshold of time slot. If it is in a valid time interval,
CHB uses the public key KP KCHA of CHA to decrypt
∗
AUTHEN and get CHA
and MA∗ in the cipher-text.
The accuracy and the reliability of MA are authenticated and some illegal messages are dropped. We
can also obtain te which can resist the expired authentication non-limited reused by the adversary.

Figure 3: VerifyA algorithm
the verification algorithm VerifyA shown in Figure 3.
Therefore CHA obtains R1 , and sends the RanRAPAnswer message to CHB ,
CHA −→ CHB : t3 , e2 , M AC3

(3)

where e2 = EKCHA −CHB (r, R1 ), and M AC3 =
M ACKCHA −CHB (t3 , e2 ).
4) RanRAP-Response phase. When CHB receives the
message RanRAP-Answer, the first step is to verify
the correctness of t3 and M AC3 . If the validation
fails, the session ends. Otherwise r and R1 are extracted, and a random number R2 ∈ {0, 1}a is chosen. The session key is computed according to Equation (4).
KCHB −MA = H(R1 ||R2 )
(4)
Finally, CHB sends the following RanRAP-Response
message to MA ,
CHB → MA : t4 , h1 , h2 , M AC4

(5)

where h1 = r ⊕ H (R1 ) , h2 = H (r) ⊕ R2 , and
M AC4 = M ACKCHB −MA (t4 , h1 , h2 ).
5) MA receives the RanRAP-Response message, and
verifies whether t4 is within the threshold time. If
not, the session ends. Otherwise, r∗ = h1 ⊕ H (R1 )
is computed. If r∗ = r, CHB identity is proved, then
MA computes R2 = H (r) ⊕ h2 . Hence MA can obtain the new session key from Equation (4). Then
MA checks the correctness of M AC4 , if M AC4 is
correct, the authentication completes, and the new
session key is valid.

∗
After the correctnesses of CHA
= CHA and MA∗ =
After completing the authentication and generating the
MA are verified, CHB sends the message RanRAP- session key, CH immediately distributes a new identity
B
Ask to CHA and the home cluster of MA ,
authentication and r0 to MA , and informs CHA to delete
the identity authentication material r of MA . Thus MA
CHB −→ CHA : MA , t2 , t1 , e1 , M AC1 , M AC2 (2)
becomes a member of CHB , and can take CHB as the
where t2 is the message sending time, and M AC2 = home cluster and move to another new foreign cluster.
Taking into account the issues of traceability and trackM ACKCHB −CHA (MA , t2 , t1 , e1 , M AC1 ).
ing, when MA joins CHB , CHB redistributes a new ID to
3) RanRAP-Answer phase. After receiving the message the mobile node. We assume that each cluster head has
RanRAP-Ask, CHA verifies the legitimacy by using 216 IDs. When the mobile node obtains the trust of the
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new cluster, the cluster head selects a new unused ID for
the mobile node. In this way, we can prevent the outside
nodes to track the trajectory of the mobile node. At the
same time, in order to let the lawful authority trace the
movement of the mobile node, each cluster head maintains a source ID table which is like Table 2. The table
includes the ID of the previous home cluster head, the ID
of the mobile node in previous home cluster, the redistribution ID of the mobile node in the new cluster, and the
time taken to join the cluster.

With the support of the MWN-based architecture, we
assume that the authentication materials are securely
transmitted by the transmission subnet. In the BSN, the
authentication protocol serves as the local authentication
schemes between the mobile node and the foreign header.
That is to say, the MWN-based IoT architecture makes all
the heads like the neighbors, which saves the computation
and communication over the BSN.

3.3

In the RanRAP protocol, MA applies to join a new
cluster by sending the RanRAP-Request. This message
contains the authentication content AUTHEN. According
to Proposition 2, AUTHEN can achieve the initial identity authentication of MA in the cluster CHB . The completed identify authentication is realized by the algorithm
VerifyA after CHA receives the message RanRAP-Ask in
Equation (2).
As CHB shows his identity to MA , it is mainly deterred
by the random value r, which exists in the RanRAPResponse message. The random value is delivered through
the XOR value h1 .r is generated in the home cluster and
is re-generated after the authentication is realized in the
foreign cluster.

Protocol Security Analysis

Proposition 1. RanRAP satisfies the forward security.
Based on the Table 2, even if the attackers acquire
the session key KCHC −MA between the mobile node MA
and the cluster node CHC , it is still difficult to derive
the session key used before, i.e. KCHB −MA .The session
key between MA and CHB is determined by two random
numbers R1 and R2 , and they are separately transmitted
by the ciphertext e1 in Equation (1) and the XOR value
h2 in Equation (5).
If the attackers want to obtain the plaintext R1 from
e1 , they must know the session key KCHC −MA between
MA and CHA . However KCHC −MA is a preloaded value
and is assumed to be completely secure. Thus it is impossible to obtain the value of R1 in our RanRAP.
R2 is also difficult to know because it is only used in
h2 = H (r) ⊕ R2 . If the attackers want to deduce R2 from
h2 , they should know the hash value H(r). However r is
also a preloaded value and it is as secure as KCHC −MA .
Even if the attackers acquire the current session key
of MA , they can not derive the previous session key of
MA without R1 and R2 . Thus the protocol satisfies the
forward security.
The forward security also provides a privacy protection
for the roaming node. When the roaming node joins the
new cluster, other nodes and the physical capture attackers do not know which cluster the roaming node comes
from. However the cluster head that acts as the AP of
the cluster knows the privacy, thus the roaming node can
also be traced by the authorized assistance of the AP.
Proposition 2. RanRAP obtains the local identity authentication.
In the roaming protocol RanRAP, there is no preshared information between CHB and MA . However, the
RanRAP-Request message in Equation (1) contains the
identity authentication AUTHEN which is encrypted by
the private key of CHA . After CHB receives AUTHEN,
CHB decrypts the ciphertext by using the public key of
KpkCHA and obtains CHA ∗ and MA ∗. If CHA ∗ 6= CHA
and MA ∗ =
6 MA , the mobile node is judged to be illegitimate. The RanRAP-Ask message is not sent to CHA in
the BSN. In this way, the performance of the resistance
against the forgery attack can be improved. CHB can
also acquire te , to resist the non-limitation of reusing the
expired identity.

Proposition 3. RanRAP completes the mutual identity
authentication.

Proposition 4. RanRAP has the ability of preventing
man-in-the-middle attacks.
According to the analysis of the RanRAP protocol,
we find that the attackers are able to trick or truncate
RanRAP-Request messages to imitate the mobile node
MA and communicate with the foreign cluster head. Thus
the attackers can preserve the protocol and eventually be
able to extract the session key material from the feedback message RanRAP-Response. However, according to
Proposition 1, R1 and R2 are not sent in the plaintext.
In order to attack the protocol, the previous session key
should be known. The whole problem is back to the question of Proposition 1. For the intermediary tampering attacks, as mentioned in Proposition 3, the bilateral identity
authentication ensures the correctness of the identity of
the message sender, and the M AC used in every message
ensures the message integrity. The security of the M AC
depends on the security of the hash function. The recommended M AC size in our protocol is 4 bytes for the
practical application, since only 40 forgery attempts per
second are available in a 19.2 kb/s channel and 231 trials
are required for a successful forgery. The intermediary
can not construct a valid message to realize the communication, thus the protocol is secure against the man-inthe-middle attacks.
Proposition 5. RanRAP blocks the replay attack.
The current timestamp is bound in every message of
RanRAP. They are noted as t1 , t2 , t3 and t4 in Request,
Ask, Answer and Response messages, respectively. If the
received messages is not in the valid time slots ∆t, it will
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Table 2: Source ID table in the cluster head
Mobile Node

Source Cluster Head

Local ID

Time

MA

CHA

MA0

ta

MB

CHC

MB0

tb

···

···

···

···

CHJ

MI0

tk

MI

be dropped to resist the replay attacks. The random number used to generate the pair-wise key is updated when
the mobile node joins the new cluster according to Equation (5). Thus, the freshness and prevention of the replay
attack are guaranteed validly.

3.4

playing the forged or overdue packets. RanRAP resists this attack by encrypting and authenticating the
fresh message with a timestamp. Unfortunately, the
cryptology algorithm can recognize the outside attacker, but can’t fight against the resources depletion
in communication and computation. The attackers
can also cheat the sensor node by ceaselessly sending the request message to the header and asking for
joining the cluster. Then the relay nodes forward a
large amount of packets to the cluster head. The
head runs RanRAP to authenticate the request.

Discussion about the DoS Exhaustion
Attacks

The Denial of Service (DoS) attack is a key issue that
must be considered in the design of the security network
protocols. References [15] and [27] reported that the DoS
attack can be efficiently prevented if the authentication is
completed by the mobile node and the foreign head. That
is to say, local roaming authentication at foreign head is
beneficial for the DoS prevention.
Our RanRAP designs for the BSN based on the cloudassisted structure (Figure 1). We assume the security
questions on the transmission subnet are solved, and do
not discuss the security question within a single BSN cluster with the assumption that is the same as traditional
wireless sensor networks. Thus we consider the DoS attack on the RanRAP protocol, which is different from the
DoS attack in WSNs discussed in [15, 27, 32]. The DoS
attacks that we will study in the roaming authentication
scenario can be classified into the following two aspects.
1) Attack from inside adversary. The inside attacks are
launched by inside nodes. If the mobile node is physically captured by the adversary, it is compromised
and replicated. Then a large number of replicas are
deployed in the BSN, and the adversary can launch
the DoS attack. Due to the fact that the multiple
replicas have the same ID in the cluster, the cluster
head is easy to find the replica by binding the sensor’s
relative location and ID. The replica detection is another research area and some papers have reported
good results [35, 41]. When the replicas are deployed
in different clusters, they are difficult to be detected
by the ID recognition. However, in our RanRAP, the
mobile node has a pair of keys with the cluster head.
Only one replica is allowed in a cluster. Thus it is
impossible for a simple replicated node to launch the
DoS attack in a subnet. Thus the inside DoS attack
is resisted by this means.

Our RanRAP protocol can’t prevent the outside DoS
attack, because the sensor node directly sends the
RanRAP-Request message to the cluster head. Because
of the characteristic of the random roaming, the sensor
node doesn’t know any information about the mobile node
when it joins the cluster. Thus it’s difficult to authenticate the mobile node. The outside DoS attack is an open
problem in this area, and Qiu’s [29] and Han’s [13] papers
didn’t consider the energy overhead caused by this attack.
In our cloud-assisted BSNs, RanRAP can be improved
by dividing each BSN cluster into some small sub-clusters.
This method was enlightened by the scalable and clustering scheme presented by Reference [20]. A sub-cluster can
vote a chair by some cluster selection algorithms. When
the mobile node MA moves into the cluster CHB , MA first
communicates with the closest sub-cluster chair CHBi .
The validity of message RanRAP-Request is checked by
CHBi as the first step. After check, the chair decides
whether the request will be forwarded. In this improvement, we shift the verification process from CHB to small
cluster head CHBi . Then the bad consequence of the DoS
attack is limited in a small sub-cluster.

4

Composable Security Based on
Authentication Test

The authentication test was proposed by Guttam [5, 10].
The authentication test is based on the security protocol formalization of the strand spaces theory and the
challenge-response mechanism. The instance of authentication test is constructed by a special form of the data
transmission characterized with the unique source prop2) Attack from outside adversary. This kind of DoS erty. The special form of data transmission completes
attack often depletes the network resources by re- the proof of the authentication properties of the proto-
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col through proving the existence of the general nodes.
The composable authentication test was also proposed by
Guttman [9] in 2009, and is used to prove that two protocols used in composition don’t undermine the overall
security.

4.1

Basic Framework of Composable Protocol’s Authentication Test

The basic goal of the composable authentication test is to
test whether Π2 has a composable security. We consider
the composition of protocols Π1 and Π2 (the composable
protocol is denoted by Π1 ). If the composable protocol Π
is still able to achieve the security goals identified by II1 ,
it means the operation of Π2 doesn’t affect the security
goals identified by Π1 . Thus Π2 has a composable security
based on the authentication test.
When the proposed protocol RanRAP runs, the cluster heads CHA and CHB have a shared key KCHA −CHB .
It can be assumed that KCHA −CHB is generated by the
classic protocol TinyPK. Eventually, there are some circumstances of the composable using of TinyPK [37] and
the RanRAP protocol. We record TinyPK as Π1 and
RanRAP as Π2 . Π means that TinyPK is used in the
combination with the RanRAP protocol, which is used
to test whether the RanRAP affects the security goals of
TinyPK during the running process of Π. In other words,
if Π achieves authentication test, then Π1 is composable
secure in this application instance.
The proof of the composable authentication test is generally executed in three steps [9]. First, the strand space
directional figure is used to describe the initial protocol.
It simplifies the running process of the protocol. And
predicate symbol is also used in this protocol. Second,
the security goal of Π1 is deduced on the basis of the protocol logical description, and it is proved that the security
goal of the composable protocol Π and Π1 is homomorphic. At last, the node roles involved during the protocol
running on the basis of the protocol logical description
are defined and described. By decomposing the node role
(Π1 or Π2 ) during the protocol execution of Π, the proof
about the strong disjoint encryption of Π1 and Π. the
solution of counterexample of Π-skeleton, and the realization of Π-skeleton are completed. After the three steps,
the security goals of Π1 can be achieved, which means
that the composable security authentication test of Π2 is
completed. The three steps are separately described in
Subsections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.

Figure 4: Strand space of TinyPk(Π1 )
simplify the two protocols, and the logical language is
used to describe the protocols.
The function of TinyPK [37] in the composable protocol is to generate the shared key among clusters. The
strand space of TinyPk(Π1 ) is shown in Figure 4.The cluster heads CHB and CHA are two participants. CHB , m0 ,
and m1 are the nodes of CHB . n0 and n1 are the nods
of CHA . g1 and g2 are generated by the Diffie-Hellman
key exchange. g1 is g x mod P , and g2 is g y mod P (x
and y are random values). {g1 } (CHA )sk represents that
CHA uses the private key of CHA to encrypt g1 . Store
KCHA −CHB means that after CHB verifies the correctness of the messages sent by CHA , CHB computes the
shared key KCHA −CHB and stores the key. For simplicity, some unnecessary parameters are neglected during
the implementation of the protocol. The basic security
assumptions of protocol TinyPK(Π1 ) are as follows: (1)
(CHB )sk , (CHA )sk ∈
/ KP (KP is the key set grasped by
the penetrator), (2) x and y are generated uniquely, (3)
g is not leaked, and (4) x 6= y.
As shown in Figure 4, the strand spaces of protocol Π1
contain the initiator strands and the responder strands.
The initiator strands of protocol TinyPk(Π1 ) are denoted by Si1 .which contains two participants CHB and
CHA . Messages {{g1 } (CHB )sk } and {{g1 , g2 } (CHA )sk }
are transmitted between them. We use Init[] as the identity of the initiator strands
Si1 ∈ Init[CHB , CHA , {g1 }(CHB )sk , {g1 , g2 }(CHA )sk ].
The trace is described as Equation (6)
<< σ1 , a1 >, < σ2 , a2 >>
=

4.2

Test Strand Space Model and Description of Protocol

As described in Subsection 4.1 the composable security
of RanRAP(Π2 ) is tested by the composable use states of
TinyPK(Π1 ) and RanRAP(Π2 ) among nodes MA , CHA
and CHB . Thus during the composable protocol’s execution, we can see whether the security goals of TinyPK(Π1 )
can be realized. The strand space model is used here to

(6)

< +{{g1 }(CHB )sk }, − {{g1 , g2 } (CHA )sk } >

In Equation (6), < σ1 , a1 > represents the symbolic
term of the trace. The symbol term generally are denoted by < σ, a >, where σ has the positive or negative
values, corresponding to the sender or receiver, respectively. a is the strand space trajectory, which is the message transmission path. For example, the trace of the
initiator < σ1 , a1 > corresponding to +{{g1 }(CHB )sk },
means that CHB sends a message {g1 }(CHB )sk .
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Figure 6: Implementation of Protocol TinyPK(Π1 )

Figure 5: Strand space of TinyPk(Π2 )

are {e1 , AU T HEN , M AC1 }, {e1 , M AC1 , M AC2 }, {e2 ,
The responder strands of protocol TinyPk(Π1 ) are de- M AC } and {h , h , M AC }. We use Resp[] as the iden3
1
2
4
noted by Sr1 which contains the same strands as the ini- tity of the responder strands, then
tiator strands. We used Resp[] as the identity of the responder strands, then
Sr2 ∈ Resp[MA , CHB , CHA , e1 , AU T HEN, M AC1 ,
M AC2 , e2 , M AC3 , h1 , h2 , M AC4 ].
<< σ1 , a1 >, < σ2 , a2 >>
(7)
The trace is described as Equation (9)
= < −{{g1 }(CHB )sk }, + {{g1 , g2 } (CHA )sk } >
< σ1 , a1 > corresponds to −{{g1 }(CHB )sk } in
Equation (7), means that CHA receives a message
{g1 }(CHB )sk . < σ2 , a2 > in Equation (7) corresponds
to +{{g1 , g2 }(CHB )sk }, and means that CHA sends a
message {g1 , g2 }(CHA )sk .
The function of protocol RanRAP in the composable
protocol is to achieve the mobile node authentication accessing to the new foreign cluster by using the shared
key generated by protocol TinyPK. The strand spaces are
shown in Figure 5, where O0 , O1 and O2 are the nodes of
participant MA , P0 , P1 . P2 and P3 are the nodes of participant CHB . Q0 and Q1 are the nodes of participant
CHA . The symbols involved in strand space have the
same definition as described in Subsection 3.2. The basic
security assumptions of protocol RanRAP(Π2 ) are as follows: (1) (MA , CHA )k , (CHA , CHB )k ∈
/ KP , (2) R1 and
R2 are generated uniquly, and (3) R1 6= R2 . (MA , CHA )k
denotes the session key between MA and CHA , and KP
is the key set grasped by the penetrator.
In Figure 5, the basic strand spaces of protocol Π2
contain the initiator strands, the responder strands, and
the server strands.
The initiator strand of protocol RanRAP(Π2 ) is denoted by Si2 , which contains two participants, MA and
CHB . The messages transmitted between them are
e1 , AU T HEN, M AC1 and h1 , h2 , M AC4 . We use Init[]
as the identity of the initiator strands.
Si2 ∈ Init[MA , CHB , e1 , AU T HEN, M AC1 ,
h1 , h2 , M AC4 ].
The trace is described as Equation (8)
<< σ1 , a1 >, < σ2 , a2 >>
=

(8)

< +{e1 , AU T HEN, M AC1 }, −{h1 , h2 , M AC4 } >

The responder strands of protocol RanRAP(Π2 ) is denoted by Sr2 , which contains three participants, MA ,
CHB and CHA . The messages transmitted among them

<< σ1 , a1 >, < σ2 , a2 >, < σ3 , a3 >, < σ4 , a4 >>
= < −{e1 , AU T HEN, M AC1 },

(9)

+{e1 , M AC1 , M AC2 }, −{e2 , M AC3 },
+{h1 , h2 , M AC4 } >
The server strands of protocol RanRAP(Π2 ) is denoted by Ss2 , which contains two participants, CHA
and CHB . The messages transmitted between them are
{e1 , M AC1 , M AC2 } and {e2 , M AC3 }. We use Ser[] as
the identity of the server strands.
Ss2 ∈ Ser [CHA , CHB , e1 , M AC1 , M AC2 , e2 , M AC3 ].
The trace is described as Equation (10),
<< σ1 , a1 >, < σ2 , a2 >>

(10)

= < −{e1 , M AC1 , M AC2 }, +{e2 , M AC3 } >

4.3

Security Goals Description of Protocol Π1 and Homomorphism Security
Goals Proof of Π

Guttman [9] defined a goal language L(Π) based on the
classical first order logic for the strand space security protocol. L(Π) is a language for the execution of protocol
Π, based on Classic Quantified Language. We use L(Π)
to describe the execution of protocol Π and define the
security goals of the protocol. Figure 6 shows the implementation of protocol TinyPK(Π1 ) based on the language
grammar, in which the strand space is described in Figure 4. ϕ1 and ϕ2 are extracted as the security goals.
In Figure 6, m is the storage node where CHB
stores KCHA −CHB . m0 , m1 , and n0 correspond to
the nodes as shown in Figure 3, which send or receive a message. n is defined as the attackers’ monitoring node which is not drawn out in Figure 4.
x, y, g, (CHA )pk , (CHB )pk , (CHB )sk , (CHA )sk and other
notations in Figure 6 have the same definitions as Subsection 4.2 and Figure 4.
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Figure 6 also includes some new predicate symbols,
such as Store1 (m, (CHA , CHB )K ) and Non(pk(CHA )),
which are defined as follows.
In the predicate symbols like Nov(v), v is assumed to be
no-originating. It exists in every entity before the implementation of the protocol and is not grasped by the penetrator. Be specific to Non(pk(CHA )), Non(pk(CHB )),
Non(sk(CHA )) and Non(sk(CHB )) in Figure 6, where
(sk(CHB )) is defined as the private key of CHB , and
(pk(CHB )) is the public key of CHB .
Predicate symbols like RhoJ(m, v1 , · · · , vi ) are the role
predicate. They are defined as follows, In skeleton A
when m is the j th node of an instance of the role ρ,
with its parameters (in some conventional order) instantiated by the associated values v1 , · · · , vi . Be specific to
Store1(m, (CHA , CHB )K ), CHB 1(m0 , x, g1 , (CHB )sk ),
CHA 1(n0 , g1 , (CHB )pk ), CHA2 (n1 , g1 , y, g2 , (CHB )pk ,
(CHA )sk ), CHB2 (m1 , x, g1 , g2 , (CHB )sk , (CHA )pk ) in
Figure 6, where Store1(m, (CHA , CHB )K ) means that
Store role stores (CHA , CHB )K in node m. CHB 1(m0 ,
x, g1 , (CHB )sk ) means that CHB produces variable x,
g1 , (CHB )sk at its first node m0 . The same explanation
can be used in the other role predicates.
The security goals based on predicates ϕ1 and ϕ2
can be explained as follows. Before KCHA −CHB is generated, CHA receives the message {g1 }(CHB )sk and
successfully obtains g1 .
CHB receives the message
{g1 , g2 }(CHA )sk and successfully obtains g2 . Security assumptions: (CHB )sk , (CHA )sk and g are not leaked.
The mapping relation is based on the strand space and
classic quantity language. We can verify the security goals
claimed by ϕ1 and ϕ2 in Figure 6 and the security goals
in Figure 4 are homomorphic.
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Same as the role nodes in Figure 6, Store1(m, (CHA ,
CHB )K ), CHB 1(m0 , x, g1 , (CHB )sk ), CHA 1(n0 , g1 ,
(CHB )pk ), CHA2 (n1 , g1 , y, g2 , (CHB )pk , (CHA )sk ),
CHB2 (m1 , x, g1 , g2 , (CHB )sk , (CHA )pk ) are the role
nodes and meets the parameter relationship, which satisfies A, σ |= RhoJ(m, v1 , · · · , vk ).
We define A |= ϕ when A, σ |= ϕ for all σ. Theorem 1
verifies that the security goals based on the strand space
model in Figure 4 can be expressed as ϕ1 and ϕ2 .

4.4

Composable Security Proof of the
RanRAP Protocol

According to the definition of the composable security
protocol in [9], the realization is divided into the following steps. First, it is proved that Π and TinyPK(Π1 )
have a strong disjoint encryption, which is defined here
as Proposition 6. Second, we give the solution to the
counterexample of Π1 -skeleton of Π and the realization
of Π-skeleton as Proposition 7. Finally, after drawing the
above two conclusions, with the composable security definition described in [9], Theorem 2 is concluded, which
means that RanRAP is a composable security.
Proposition 6. Protocol Π and TinyPK(Π1 ) satisfy the
Strong Disjoint Encryption.

The strong disjoint encryption requires that when
RanRAP(Π2 ) constructs the protocol, there should
be no creation conflicts and extraction conflicts with
TinyPK(Π1 ).
The creation conflicts mean that
RanRAP(Π2 ) can not create encryptions which are specified in TinyPK(Π1 ). RanRAP(Π2 ) can be used, but
can not construct a similar encryption, which can leak
the contents constructed by TinyPK(Π1 ). The extraction
Theorem 1. The security goals based on strand conflicts mean that the encrypted content of TinyPK(Π )
1
space model in Figure 4 can be expressed as ϕ1 are transmitted to the RanRAP(Π ) protocol, which can
2
and ϕ2 .
not be re-transmitted the plaintext outside these enProof. Suppose A as the skeleton of Π. σ is the function crypted contents again.
mapping of skeleton A from variables of Π1 to the strand Proof. According to the definition of the strong disjoint
space of Π. To deduce A |= ϕ(ϕ1 andϕ2 ), all the function encryption in [9], the proof is divided into three steps.
mapping of A should satisfy A, σ |= ϕ.
First, the primary and secondary nodes of the combinaThe propositional logic is defined via the standard tion protocol Π should be found out. Second, the mesTarski inductive clauses for the classical first order log- sage related to the creation conflicts and extraction conical constants, and the basic clauses are as follows:
flicts should be found out, which is based on the definition

A, σ |= N ov(v), iff σ(v) ∈ nonA (nonA means passive, of the secondary nodes. Finally, combined with the secand it exists in the role node before the implementa- ondary node, the content encrypted by the creation conflicts and extraction conflicts should be found out, and
tion of the protocol);
the conclusion should be drawn.
A, σ |= RhoJ(m, v1 , · · · , vk ), iff σ(m) ∈ nodes(A)
(nodes(A) represents the nodes belonging to skeleton 1) Determining the primary and secondary nodes. The
primary nodes are defined as the role nodes, appeared
A), and σ(m) is the j th node of the role ρ with its
in TinyPK(Π1 ) when using the composable protocol
parameters (in some conventional order) instantiated
Π. The role nodes are defined as the secondary nodes,
by the associated values σ(v1 ), · · · , σ(vk ).
which are used in protocol Π but not in an instance of
the role nodes of TinyPK(Π1 ). According to the defThe predicates pk(CHA ), pk(CHB ), sk(CHA ), and
inition of the role nodes and traces in Equations (6)
sk(CHB ) in Figure 6 are no-originating in skeleton A.
and (9), it can be found that CHA and CHB are the
All the four predicates meet σ(v) ∈ nonA , and then
primary nodes, and MA is the secondary node.
A, σ |= N ov(v).
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2) Determining the contents of the creation conflicts and
extraction conflicts about the secondary node. The
main purpose of this step is to identify all the involved encrypted and decrypted contents of the secondary node, which is prepared for the creation conflicts and extraction conflicts of the next step. According to trace in Equation (8), the encrypted contents are e1 , M AC1 and AUTHEN, and
e1 ∈ E ⊆ (Π2 ) =
{e1 : ∃O0 , α.e1 ⊆ msg (α(O0 )) ∧ (O0 )
is a role node of Π2 },

{M AC1 : ∃O0 , α.M AC1 ⊆ msg (α(O0 )) ∧ (O0 )

Proof. The realization of skeleton A is achieved through
the authentication test in [9]. There is a new proposed
authentication test. Thus we first describe the definition
of the authentication test as Lemma 1.

(12)
Lemma 1. Let c be an atom or an encryption, and S be
a set of encryptions. If ∃n ⊆ nodes(A), Cut(c, S, A), is
the test cut for c and S in A, we formalize

AU T HEN ∈ E ⊆ (Π2 ) =
{eA U T HEN : ∃O0 , α.
eAU T HEN ⊆ msg (α(O0 )) ∧ (O0 )
is a role node of Π2 }.

two steps. First, B is restricted to its primary node
B ↑ Π1 (represented by cluster A). Then, all the nonprimary encryptions e ∈
/ E  (Π1 ) are removed from A,
thus the rest is A1 .
B is first restricted to its primary node skeleton B ↑ Π1 form traces in Equations (6)-(10):
[CHB , CHA , {g1 }(CHB )sk , {g1 , g2 }(CHA )sk , e1 , M AC1 ,
M AC2 , e2 , M AC3 ].
After all the non-primary encryptions e
∈
/
E  (Π1 ) are removed from A, skeleton A1 is
[CHB , CHA , {g x }(CHB )sk , {g1 , g2 }(CHA )sk ].

(11)

M AC1 ∈ E ⊆ (Π2 ) =
is a role node of Π2 },

825

Cut(c, S, A)
(13)

(14)
S

= {n ⊆ nodes(A) : ∃m.m ≤A n ∧ c† msg(m)}.

According to the new definition of the authentication test in Lemma 1, two important cuts Cut(g1 , S1 , A)
and Cut(g2 , S2 , A) should be solved in skeleton A.
Cut(g1 , {g1 , g2 }(CHA )sk , A) is solved at node n1, and
Cut(g2 , {g1 , g2 }(CHA )sk , A) is solved at node m1 . Thus
skeleton A is realized.
The final judge of the composable protocol Π2 is based
3) Determining the strong disjoint encryption. The on the composable theorem in [9]. We describe it as
strong disjoint encryption requires the secondary Lemma 2 here.
node having no creation conflicts or extraction conflicts with the TinyPK(Π1 ) protocol. According to Lemma 2. Let Π and Π1 have the strong disjoint enEquation (11), e1 has the creation encryption re- cryption, and let G1 ∈ L(Π1 ) be a security goal. If
lated with protocol RanRAP(Π2 ) referred to the spe- A |=+ G1 can be realized, for some realized Π1 -skeleton
cific encryption content of e1 . It is not relevant A1 , A1 | =+ G1 .
to TinyPK(Π1 ), and there is no creation conflicts.
M AC1 is the same as e1 . But for AUTHEN, it does Theorem 2. RanRAP is a composable security.
not belong to TinyPK(Π1 ) or RanRAP(Π2 ), and the
decrypted contents of AUTHEN do not flow in the Proof. In Theorem 1, A |= ϕ (ϕ is expressed as two secure
trace, which is only used as the middle validation. claims, ϕ1 and ϕ2 ), and Proposition 7 has proved that
Even if the decrypted contents combined with the the skeleton A of protocol Π is realized. Combined with
message which generates AUTHEN, there are no cre- the definition of the counterexample realized in [9], the
conclusion A| =+ G1 is drawn.
ation conflicts or extraction conflicts.
According to Lemma 2, the first requirement of proFrom the above analysis, we can find that the sec- tocols Π and Π1 is that they should have a strong disondary node of the combination protocol Π does not cause joint encryption, which has been described in detail in
the creation conflicts or extraction conflicts. Therefore Π Proposition 6. Another requirement of Lemma 2 is that
and TinyPK(Π1 ) satisfy the strong disjoint encryption.
A| =+ G1 should be met, which has also been deduced
from Theorem 1 and Proposition 7. Hence Π and Π1 also
Proposition 7. The cluster counterexample of A of prosatisfy another premise of Lemma 2. A1 has been given as
tocol Π in protocol Π1 (TinyPK) and the realization proof
the counterexample of Π1 in Π. According to Lemma 2,
of cluster A in protocol Π.
the conclude A1 | =+ G1 is drawn. The composable
For any goal G1 ∈ L(Π1 ), the TinyPK(Π1 )- protocol Π does not affect the security goals of protocounterexample A1 from a Π-counterexample B should col TinyPK(Π1 ). Thus the composability of the RanRAP
be squeezed. This can be achieved by the following protocol is concluded.
From Equations (11), (12), and (13), it can be known
that the encrypted contents e1 , M AC1 and AUTHEN
are implemented in protocol Π2 . In the strand space
model, there is a corresponding homomorphism at
node O0 that generates the encrypted content, and
O0 is the role node of protocol Π2 .
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√
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294M

3
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Yang
2010[9]
He
2011[10]
Han
2010[21]
Our
RanRAP

Mobile
node
Whole
protocol

584.225M

√
-

Prevent
Dos
attack
Local
identity
authentication
Communication times

Table 3 lists the comparison between RanRAP and related
protocols in the aspects of lightweight, randomly roaming
and security. The computation overhead is measured by
CPU’s number of revolutions in a 8 MHz CPU. The message size is measured in the unit of byte. In the following,
hn is the average hops when the mobile node in a cluster reaches the cluster head, nc is the average number of
the neighboring clusters, and ” − ” means that it is not
considered in the security part.
The lightweight is compared in three aspects: communication times, computation overhead and message size.
In the comparison of communication times, Han 2010 [13]
and our RanRAP protocol consider the entire authentication process. The communication times include the
transmission time of the authentication materials. The
roaming protocols of Yang 2010 [39] and He 2011 [12]
used the identity-based cryptography and group signature
to realize the local authentication of the roaming protocol. The communication times of the mobile node in their
protocols do not contain the transmission of the authentication materials. The former total communication times
are greater than communication times involved in the mobile nodes. In the roaming protocol, the mobile node is
limited by the resource. Thus the lightweight focuses on
mobile nodes. The sensor node in IoT under the mobile environment is more limited in energy, computation
capacity and communication capacity. Thus it has more
demands on the lightweight. The communication times of
Han 2010 [13] are equal or greater than 4 times, because
of the re-authentication process after every moving. The
protocol stores all the authentication materials into the
neighboring nodes through broadcast, and the broadcast
communication computes at least once communication.
The numbers of CPU revolutions are used to calculate the computation overhead. It is mainly based on [26]
which proposed to use the energy consumption relationship of each algorithm to estimate the results. In the 8
MHz CPU for the Micaz mote, its encryption algorithm,
CPU revolution and energy consumption are shown in
Table 4.
Table 5 shows the basic cryptographic operations used
in the roaming protocol. The cryptographic algorithms
corresponding to the energy consumption is shown in Table 4. BCE represents Block Cipher Encryption, M AC
means Message Authentication Code Computer, PKE
means Public Key Encryption or Decryption, ECSM
means Elliptic Curve Scalar Multiplication, P means El-

security

Comparison with the Related Works

Table 3: Comparison of related work
lightweight
Communication
Random
overhead
Message size
roaming
(CPU revolution)
Whole
Mobile
Whole
Mobile
protocol
node
protocol
node
√
393.225M 198.45M 74hn + 72
74hn + 72

5.1

Composable
security

The roaming authentication protocol of the cloud assisted
BSN has three aspects of security needs: lightweight, random roaming and composable security. In this section,
our work is compared with the related work in terms of
these three aspects both qualitatively and quantitatively.

-

Protocol Performance Analysis
and Comparison

protocol

5
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Table 4: Energy algorithm consumption
Encryption algorithm

Energy consumption

CPU revolution

AES(128bits)

38µJ

10742

ECDSA(160bits)

52mJ

14.7M

liptic Curve Bilinear Pairing, and EXP means Modular Exponentiation. The comparison of the computation
overhead does not consider the hash algorithm overhead
when the protocols run.
Table 5: Protocol encryption operations
Protocol operation

Energy consumption

BCE

1AES

M AC

1AES

ECSM

1ECDSA

P

6ECDSA

P KE

2ECDSA

EXP

2ECDSA

The basic computation times of the protocols in Table 3 are shown in Table 6. From Tables 4, 5 and 6, the
estimated calculation of the computation overhead can be
obtained.
Table 6: The whole protocol computation overhead
Whole computation

Whole energy

Protocols

overhead

overhead

Yang 2010 [39]

8.75ECSM + 3P

1391mJ

He 2011 [12]

15.75ECSM + 4P

2067mJ

Han 2010 [13]

4BCE + 8M AC

456µJ

From Table 3, we can find that computation overhead
of Han 2010 [13] and RanRAP are lower than the similar
protocols in an integer magnitude on the mobile sensor
nodes. This is mainly determined by the goal of the protocol design. We can obtain the computation time of each
protocol based on the CPU revolutions from Table 3. The
computation times of Yang 2010 [39] and He 2011 [12] are
24.08625 s and 36.75 s in the 8 MHz CPU for the Micaz
nodes, respectively. The theoretical value of computation
times does not include the time overhead of the communication delays and the task waiting, but it is still too
long for the roaming service. While Han 2010 [13] and
RanRAP are 6.7125 ms and 4.0256 ms, respectively, it
has an obvious applicability regarding the computation
overhead. In the comparison of the lightweight between
Han 2010 and RanRAP, RanRAP is more excellent than
Han 2010, because RanRAP uses fewer cryptographic op-

erations. This is mainly due to the reduced communication times while the average amounts of the computation
time of the two protocols are almost the same. In addition, it should be noted that when the local authentication
is activated, the number of the consumed revolutions is
25.529 M which is much bigger than Han’s solution. However, the decryption algorithm of the public keys runs on
the cluster head, which has enough energy to support. If
the function of the local authentication is inactivated, the
whole process costs 128.904 K.
Table 3 shows the comparison of the message size. We
consider the influence of the average relay hops in the
cluster and the average adjacent clusters on the entire
message size of the protocol (hn means the average relay
hops in the cluster, and nc means the average neighboring
clusters). The message size in Table 3 is measured by the
data in Table 7. In addition, in the message size calculation process, the message format is beyond calculation,
and the message size of the symmetric encryption is an
integer multiple of the key length. The message size of
the public encryption is only calculated as the size of the
encrypted message. The length of the hash value has the
same length as the content in the hash function.
From the message size in Table 3, we can find that
the message sizes of Han 2010 and RanRAP protocol are
the shortest. Despite using the public key algorithms, the
length of the protocol message only computes according
to the length of the encrypted content without considering the specific public key algorithm. However, with the
number of relay hops in the cluster increased, the RanRAP protocol has a better performance. In addition, Han
2010 protocol is also related with the average number of
the adjacent cluster nc . When nc is large, the protocol
roaming range and the message size are enlarged. Other
protocols can execute the random roaming without relying on the location of the home cluster and foreign cluster.
RanRAP protocol uses AUTHEN to filter some illegal
joiners by decrypting parameters in the local foreign cluster before the mobile node is authenticated. The specific
instructions can refer to the analysis of Proposition 2 in
Subsection 3.3.
For the security comparison, some roaming protocols
should go to the fixed home cluster to achieve the identity
authentication. Thus the DOS attack is unavoidable. In
Han 2010 and RanRAP protocols, when a mobile node
reaches a new cluster, the mobile node doesn’t need to go
back to the fixed initial cluster to obtain the authentication material in the next roaming, which reduces the harm
caused by the DOS attacks. What’s more, we propose
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Table 7: Bytes of basic protocol
Protocol content

bytes

M AC

4

Time stamp

8

Random number

8

Key

16

Node Id

2

Index operation

50

Elliptic curve length

20

a solution to the DOS attacks caused by the Multi-hop
transmission. The details are shown in Subsection 3.4.
The composable security is the most distinctive feature
of the RanRAP protocol compared with other lightweight
protocols. That is because when the lightweight protocol
is used by the cluster head, the cluster head acts as the
gateway which connects the BSN subnets and the backbone network. The lightweight protocol running in the
BSN cluster can not affect the security goals of the original protocol. Section 4 completes the composable security
proof of the authentication test.

5.2

Protocol Simulation

We simulate the RanRAP protocol by using NS2.29, and
the transmission delay is used to quantify the message
sizes, because the transmission delay can reveal the availability and efficiency of the RanRAP protocol. The simulation uses the mesh network topology. The M AC layer
uses the 802.15.4 protocol which Zheng [40]wrote for NS2.
The routing layer uses the AODV routing protocol which
has the shortest hops. The transportation layer uses the
UDP protocol, and the application layer transmits the
CBR packet. The message size is set according to Table 7 in Subsection 5.1. The data transmission speed is
250 KB/s, which adopts the recommended beacon mode
standard setting in [40].
Supposing the communication radius of the mobile
node and the sensor nodes within the cluster is 20 m,
the communication radius of the cluster head is 100 m.
The delay times of the RanRAP-Request and RanRAPResponse messages in the node are derived from the computation overhead of the mobile node according to Table 3
(using the Micaz mote with 8 MHz CPU). The delay times
are 3 ms and 1.5ms. The time delay of RanRAP-Ask and
RanRAP-Answer in the node is set to 1 ms (using a CPU
with a frequency of a few hundreds MHz as the cluster
head processor).
To analysis the message size of Table 3 in 6, we design
two groups of simulations. The number of each simulation
is 100 times.
Simulation 1: When nc = 1, we set hn = 2 and hn = 5.
When the protocol runs, only a specified neighboring

Figure 7: Time delay for nc = 1 and hn = 2

Figure 8: Time delay for nc = 1 and hn = 5
cluster can roam, and RanRAP degenerates as the
Han 2010 [13] protocol which is a re-authentication
protocol between clusters. Figures 7 and 8 show 100
sets of data obtained from the simulation.
In Figure 7, nc = 1, and hn = 2. The average delay of Han 2010 is 26.864 ms, whereas the average
delay of RanRAP is 18.1056ms. Contrary to the theoretical analysis of the message size, the delay of the
RanRAP simulation is less. This is mainly due to
the RanRAP protocol less once to send a message.
When RanRAP sends a message, it needs to add the
M AC layer header, which makes the simulation delay is not proportional to the message sizes. The
fluctuation effect in Figure 7 is mainly caused by
hn = 2. During the transmission process of nodes
in the cluster, it needs to consume the transmission
delay (when the node transmits, it needs to repeat
calling, sending and receiving process, and seek the
routing table, which needs more delay time). Thus
the time is unstable.
In Figure 8, nc = 1 and hn = 5. The average delay of
Han 2010 is 60.3689 ms, whereas RanRAP is 37.04ms.
With the relay hops in the cluster increased, the advantages of the RanRAP protocol are more obvious
compared with the results in Figure 7. This is due to
less communication message sizes of the mobile node.
From the comparison between Figures 7 and 8, we
can also see that the volatility becomes larger, which
is due to hn = 5. This indicates that as the cluster relay hops increase, the instability of the delay is more
obvious. Table 3 also shows that the RanRAP protocol has the characteristic of the random roaming.
In order to reflect the performance advantages by using the network model, we design simulation 2. The
simulation assumes that the mobile node randomly
roams in a fixed region which has 100 clusters. The
average number of the neighboring clusters around
each cluster head is nc = 4. In order to reflect the
fairness, we assume that the Han 2010 protocol can
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normal use and the normal operation of the node itself
is not affected, which can achieves a seamless interface in
the practical application.

6
Figure 9: Time delay for nc = 4 and hn = 2
automatically search for the shortest hop to roam to
the foreign cluster.
Simulation 2: When nc = 4 and hn = 2, the mobile
node roams randomly in the region, and the mobile
nodes separately run the RanRAP and Han 2010 protocols. We randomly select the foreign cluster in the
simulation. The mobile node which runs the RanRAP protocol only needs to complete the authentication protocol once, whereas the Han 2010 protocol
requires to inquiry the shortest path and then authenticates one cluster by one cluster. Figure 9 shows
20 clusters which are randomly selected to visit, and
their simulation times are calculated by selecting the
foreign cluster to joining the visit cluster (The maximum roaming hop is 5 and the minimum is 1.).
Figure 9 shows the experimental results of 20 times.
The abscissa shows that the crossing cluster roaming
hop of the 2nd, 4th, 11th, and 19th experiments is 1.
The two protocols have a similar performance in the
experiment. The hop of the 3rd, 6th, 15th, and 16th
experiments is 2. The hop of the 5th, 12th, 14th, and
20th experiments is 3. The hop of the 7th, 8th, 17th,
and 18th experiments is 4. The hop of the 1st, 9th,
10th, and 13th experiments is 5. Under these circumstances, the time delays of Han 2010 are 2, 3, 4, and
5 times that of the RanRAP protocol, respectively,
because Han 2010 needs to join the neighboring cluster to authenticate several times through the running
path.
Note that the message sizes of Han 2010 are proportional to the number of nc . However, in simulation 2
only one message transmission delay is included. We do
not consider the cluster head waiting for the message to
send by sequence. In addition, the fluctuation of the same
roaming hop is in a wide range as shown in Figure 9. As
the hops among the clusters increases during roaming in
Han 2010, the direct ratio of hops to the time delays is
not obvious. This is due to the accumulation of the transmission fluctuation.
We further demonstrate the random roaming characteristics of the RanRAP protocol in Figure 9. It also illustrates the application network model considered by Han
2010, which restricts its advantages in terms of roaming.
From the above time delay measured by the simulation,
we can find that the whole time delay of the RanRAP
protocol can be limited within 50 ms. Within the tolerance for the time delay roaming protocol in [22], the

Conclusion

With the application and development of the BSN, the
BSNs become popular and are distributed widely. Then
many BSN clusters are connected with the backbone
transmission networks, and the big data collected by BSN
require cloud storage and processing. Thus a novel type
of cloud-assisted BSNs is presented. We consider the security questions of this type of BSNs with cloud-assisted
infrastructure. Especially, we discussed the roaming authentication of the mobile body sensors in this scenario.
In this paper, we exploit the advantages of cloud-assisted
BSNs based on MWN model, and design an efficient, secure and composable protocol for the mobile nodes roaming randomly in the networks. The security analysis
shows that our designed protocol can satisfy the forward
security and mutual identity authentication, and can prevent the man-in-the-middle attacks and the replay attacks. The performance analysis shows that the RanRAP protocol can achieve lightweight, random roaming
and composable security, which is well adapted to the application requirements of the BSN based on cloud-assisted
infrastructure.
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Abstract
This article proposes an image watermarking scheme to
improve the robustness and security of watermark against
several attacks. To achieve this, image normalization is
utilized where affine transformation is applied on the image and which makes it as invariant to geometric transformations. The Lifting Wavelet Transform (LWT) and
block based Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied
to the cover image after normalizing an image. Then, the
DC coefficients from all blocks are gathered and singular
value matrix is constructed using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The watermark image is embedded in this
singular value matrix after scrambling the image, which
increases the security of the proposed scheme. The robustness and invisibleness of the proposed scheme is measured using Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Signal to
noise Ratio (SNR) and Structural Similarity (SSIM). The
comparison was made with existing schemes and it reveals
that the proposed scheme provides high robustness than
the existing one.
Keywords: Copyright protection, distortions, image watermarking, scrambling

1

Introduction

The marvelous growth in computer networks and the
world wide web coupled with the exponential increase
of computer performance, has facilitated the distribution of multimedia data [20]. The extraordinary technical revolution from analog to numerical technology was
not achieved without generating anxiety in terms of the
protection of the author’s rights, since the digital media
content, including audio, video and image can be quite
easily duplicated, modified and illegally attacked by anyone, and without deterioration of the original image [10].
Thus, it came to be progressively imperative for creators
of the computerized media archives to ensure themselves

and secure interactive media reports as they were influenced by noteworthy income misfortunes.
Digital watermarks provide a solution to this issue and
the exchange of multimedia documents has been since
more secure. The digital watermarking was introduced
at the beginning of the 1990s, as a second level of technical security protection after encryption. It consists of
inscribing invisible secret data into the multimedia document to protect [12]. The key point of digital watermarking is to find the balance between the aspects such
as robustness to various attacks and invisibleness. The
invisibleness of watermarking is based on the intensity
of embedding watermark and the better invisibleness is
achieved for less intensity watermark. In general, there
is a little compromise between the robustness and invisibleness. Increased robustness require a stronger embedding, which in turn increases the visual degradation of
the images [19]. Under the human perception, the digital image watermarking scheme can be classified into two
categories: visible and invisible. Visible watermarking in
which, the information is obvious in the picture/video.
For invisible watermarking, information is added as digital data audio, picture/video, but it cannot be perceived
as such. Further, the invisible watermarks are categorized
into watermarking techniques as fragile, semi fragile and
robust. Fragile/semi-fragile watermark is applied to content authentication and integrity verification because of
its sensitiveness to attacks. A robust method is generally
used for copyright protection and ownership identification
because they are designed to withstand attacks. But the
geometric attacks are more complicated to deal with the
other kinds of attacks. In this article, a watermarking
method is proposed to alleviate the problem of distortion
for geometric attacks. The rest of this paper is structured
as follows: section 2 gives related works for solution to geometric distortion, section 3 gives the background details
of the algorithms used, section 4 illustrates the proposed
methodology, section 5 discusses the results and section 6
concludes the paper.
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Related Works

The work in [4], the original image is transformed into
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) domain and a reference sub-image is formed using directive contrast and
wavelet coefficient. Then the watermark is embedded by
modifying the singular values of reference image using the
singular values of the watermark. Many of the transform
domain watermarking schemes are proposed by the authors in [3, 16, 23]. In [1] pseudorandom sequence of real
number is used as watermark and genetic programming
(GP) is used to structure the watermark for enhanced
imperceptibility by reflecting the Human Visual System
(HVS) aspects. The watermark is detected using correlation. The authors in [6], presented a robust and blind
DWT based digital image watermarking scheme. The
host image is transformed to wavelet domain and SVD
is applied to each sub band. The watermark image is
converted to form a new semi binary array and which is
inserted into the selected values of SVs of decomposed
host image’s sub band.
The scheme in [12], the host image is normalized and
Harris feature points are extracted to generate some nonoverlapped circular regions. The watermark is embedded
and extracted into classified regions using the DCT domain. In [9], Zernike transform is applied to the normalized host image to calculate Zernike moments. Dither
modulation is adopted to quantize the magnitudes of
Zernike moments according to the watermark bit stream.
The quality degradation of watermarked image brought
about by the embedded watermark is visually transparent.
The work in [8], the first SVs of adjacent blocks of the
normalized host image are concatenated to form a singular value (SV) block. DCT is then carried out in these
SV blocks. A watermark bit is embedded in the high frequency band of an SVD-DCT block by infringing a specific relationship between two pseudo randomly selected
DCT coefficients. The authors in [13], offered a scheme
based on logo embedding in DCT domain using image
normalization techniques. A visual mask is developed to
get maximum watermark embedding with least perceptual degradation. The watermarking structure is based
on DCT transform. In [14], visually significant feature
points are extracted by end-stopped wavelet. The watermark is embedded in the non-overlapping circular images
which are determined by the feature points. These feature points can be used as synchronization marks between
watermark embedding and detection. The work in [11],
both the normalized host image and watermark image
is divided into 8×8 sized block and DCT is applied on
each block of host image. Then each watermark block
is embedded in the transformed block respectively. The
proposed scheme in [18], Blind Normalization Algorithm
(BNA) is used to achieve affine invariant wavelet transform. In this, the first step is rotate and scale (RnS) that
rotates the signal by a fixed angle θ followed by scale normalization. The second step is the computation of the
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orientation indicator index (OII). The normalized cover
image is wavelet decomposed then the watermark is embedded in DC coefficients of a DCT transformed image.
The watermarking schemes in [11, 18, 24, 25] were implemented in DCT and wavelet domains alone and the
robustness achieved by these schemes were not that impressive. To improve the robustness further, the proposed
scheme combines the LWT and DCT algorithms with Singular Value Decomposition.

3
3.1

Background Details
Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT)

DCT is used to convert the Time domain/spatial domain
signal into the frequency domain signal. It is widely used
algorithm, due to its compaction and de-correlation properties. The DCT of a given matrix gives the frequency coefficients in the form of another matrix and it is scattered
into two: DC and AC coefficients. The left top corner
element (zero frequency) is called as DC coefficient which
is perceptually significant and which aids to enhance the
robustness of the watermark [26].

3.2

Lifting Wavelet Transform (LWT)

LWT with standard 4-tap ortho normal filter with two
vanishing moments is used for digital image watermarking. This algorithm consists of following three steps and
is given by [21].
1) Split: It splits an input signal x(n) into even and odd
samples:
xe (n) = x(2n), xo (n) = x(2n + 1)

(1)

2) Prediction: It denotes high frequency components of
x(n). It takes a difference, between the prediction
value of even sample and the original value of odd
sample and is denoted as detail signal d(n).
d(n) = xo (n) − P [xe (n)]

(2)

where P is prediction operator.
3) Update: Update: It updates the even samples using
d(n) and it denotes low frequency components of x(n)
and is denoted as c(n).
c(n) = xe (n) + U [d(n)]

(3)

where U is update operator.
In comparison with general wavelets, reconstruction of
image by lifting wavelet is flawless because, it increases
smoothness and reduces aliasing effects. It reduces loss of
information, increases intactness of the embedded watermark in the image and helps to increase the robustness of
the watermark [23].
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Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Step4: Apply Scale f3 (x, y)in both X and Y directions

α 0
andthe resulting image is
0 δ
denoted by f4 (x, y) = As [f3 (x, y)]. The value of
parameters α and δ are determined by its moments
µ50 > 0, µ05 > 0 respectively.
such that As =

SVD is an optimal matrix decomposition technique and it
packs the maximum signal energy into as few coefficients
as possible. It has the ability to adapt to the variations in
local statistics of an image [5]. The main features of SVD
under the perspective of image processing are as follows:

Where, µ is central moment & m is the geometric moment
• The quality of the reconstructed image will not deof an image with p + q order and p, q = 0, 1, 2, ...
grade a considerable measure, even if ignoring the
small SV’s in the reconstruction of images.

3.5

Arnold Scrambling

• The SVs have very good stability, i.e. When a small
annoyance is added to an image, the SVs do not vary Scrambling is a pretreatment stage of watermarking and
which makes the meaning full image as meaningless one.
rapidly.
It is an essential issue to have the spatial correspondence
An image of a real matrix with the size of m×n can decreased between the host image and the embedded wabe decomposed as: A = U ∗ S ∗ V 0 . Where U is a m×m termark [22]. The 2-dimensional Arnold scrambling transunitary matrix, S is a m×n matrix with nonnegative num- formation is defined as:
bers on the diagonal and zeros on the off diagonal, and
 0 
 
x
1 1
x
V 0 denotes the conjugate transpose of V is a n×n unitary
=
modN
(4)
0
y
1
2
y
matrix. The unitary matrix U and V represent the geometry of an image. The nonnegative components of S
x, y ∈ 0, 1, 2, ...N − 1
represents the luminance value of the image.
Wherein, x and y is the pixel coordinates of the original
space: x’ and y’ is the pixel coordinates, after iterative
3.4 Image Normalization
computation scrambling; N is the size of the image, also
Image normalization is used to perform watermark em- referred to as a step number. By the above formula the
bedding and extraction in its original coordinate system corresponding inverse transform formula can be obtained:
by affine transforming the image. The transform parame  
  0
x
2 −1
x
ters are estimated from the geometric moment of the im=
modN
(5)
y
−1 1
y0
age. Therefore, the image which is invariant to any affine
distortions of the image [2, 15]. It will ensure the integrity
of watermark, even if, the watermarked image undergoes
x0 , y 0 ∈ 0, 1, 2, ...N − 1
affine geometric attacks and which increases robustness of
It is easy to restore the original initial state according
watermark [7]. The normalization procedure is composed
to
the corresponding iterations [17]. Arnold transformaof the following steps [13].
tion is cyclical, when iterate to a step, it will regain origStep 1: To obtain the translation invariance, shifting inal image. It is not able to restore the image without
knowing about the cycle and iterations. Thus it makes
the cover image to its central point, image
 center

security of the embedded watermark strongest.
xa
for f (x, y) is determined by the equation
=
ya
 


x
1 0
A
− d, where, A =
and d = dd21 with: 4
Proposed Method
y
0 1
m01
10
d1 = m
,
d
=
.
Where
m
,
m
,
m
are
geo2
00
01
10
m00
m00
metric moments of an image and let f1 (x, y)denotes The watermarking scheme consists of watermark embedding and extraction processes. These two processes of
the resulting center image.
proposed scheme are illustrated in the following subsecStep 2: Apply shearing transform on f1 (x, y)
 in the
 X- tions.
1 β
direction with matrix denoted Ax =
by
0 1
4.1 Watermark Embedding
f2 (x, y) = Ax [f1 (x, y)]. The value of β can be calculated using following equation µ30 = µ30 + 3βµ21 + The basic idea of invisible image watermark is to embed
3βµ12 + β 3 .
the watermark on the cover image without damaging its
visual content. The proposed watermark embedding proStep 3: Apply transform to f2 (x, y) in the Y-direction
cess is shown in Figure 1 and the steps involved in it are

1 0
with the matrix is denoted Ay =
by as follows:
γ 1
f3 (x, y) = Ay [f2 (x, y)]. The value of γ can be cal- Step 1: The normalization procedure is applied to the
culated using following equation µ11 = γµ20 + µ11 .
cover image.
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Step 2: Normalized cover image is converted into four
sub bands (LA, LH, LV& LD) of wavelet coefficients
by applying single level LWT with Haar wavelet
scheme.
Step 3: The wavelet coefficients of sub band is selected
and divided as 8×8 non-overlapping sub blocks.
Step 4: Then the forward DCT is applied to each non
overlapping block. Then, DC coefficient from each
DCT transformed block is retrieved to form a matrix
of DC’s and Singular values are extracted using SVD.
Step 5: The watermark image is embedded on the matrix of singular values using controlling parameter
called gain factor (g), after applying the Arnold
scrambling.
Step 6: The modified SVs are replaced with original DC
coefficients of each DCT transformed block and then
inverse DCT is applied to each sub blocks.
Step 7: The all 8×8 non-overlapping sub blocks are organized as a single block matrix and the image is
reconstructed using Inverse LWT with one modified
and other three unmodified sub bands.
Step 8: The inverse normalization procedure is applied
to get the watermarked image.

4.2

Watermark Extraction

The steps involved in the watermark extraction process
are as follows:
Step 1: First, the normalization procedure is applied to
the watermarked image then it is decomposed using
single level LWT to get the sub bands of coefficients.

Figure 1: The Proposed scheme

Step 2: The sub band, which has chosen for embedding process is selected and divided as 8×8 nonoverlapping sub blocks to transform it to DCT coefficients.
Step 3: The DC coefficients from each DCT transformed
block is retrieved and SVD is applied to extract the
scrambled watermark coefficients.
Step 4: Then the inverse scrambling procedure is applied
to obtain a meaning full recovered watermark image.

5

Figure 2: Sample Cover and Watermark images

Results and Discussions

The experiment was done by Mathworks MATLAB version 12b. The single level LWT with Haar wavelet is applied to an input image. The watermark is embedded into
the wavelet of each sub band. The input of cover and
watermark images are taken as a grayscale image whose
resolution is 256×256 and 32×32 respectively. Figure 2
shows the sample cover image flower and the watermark

K logo. Figure 3 shows watermarked flower image and
the recovered K logo watermark.
In order to test the fidelity and robustness of proposed
method, the metrics such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity (SSIM) and Signal-toNoise Ratio (SNR) are calculated by Equations (6)-(9).
Here, O & W represents the Original and Watermarked
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Figure 3: Watermarked image and Extracted watermark
and or recovered images.

10log10 2552 /M SE
(6)
P
[O(m, n) − W (m, n)]
(7)
M SE =
M ×N
(2µx µy + c1 )(2σxy + c2 )
(8)
SSIM (x, y) =
(µ2x + µ2y + c1 )(σx2 + σy2 + c2 )
P SN R

=

where,
• µx , µy is the average of x,y respectively;
• σx2 , σy2 is the variance of x and y;

Figure 4: Flower image embedded with K logo watermark
subjected to various attacks a) rotation, b) translation, c)
scaling, d) X-Shearing, e) Y-shearing, f) noise, g) Cont.
Inc and h) Hist Eq

• σx,y is covariance of x and y;
• c1 = (k1 L)2 , c2 = (k2 L)2 are two variables to
stabilize the division with weak denominator;
• L is the dynamic range of the pixel values
k1 = 0.001 and k2 = 0.03 by default.
PM −1 PN −1
i=o

SN R = PM −1 PN −1
i=o

j=0

j=0

[O(i, j)2 ]

[(O(i, j)2 − W (i, j))2 ]

(9)

To experimentally ascertain the robustness and fidelity,
the proposed approach is assessed with the watermarked
image against the following attacks: Rotation, Scaling,
Translation, X-Shearing, Y-shearing, noise, Contrast Increment (Cont Inc) and Histogram Equalization (Hist Eq)
and the results are exposed in the Figure 4 & Figure 5.
It depicts that the proposed system is resilient to all the
attacks.
The fidelity and robustness of proposed scheme subject
to different sub bands for the flower image is embedded
with k logo watermark, is measured by PSNR calculation
and is given in Table 1. It shows that the PSNR value
of robustness is greater in LD sub band when compared
with the other sub bands. Further, Table 2 displays the
robustness of the proposed system using PSNR, SSIM and
SNR measures for LD sub band subjecting to the geometric and other kinds of attacks for the gain factor of 0.5.
It shows that the robustness (PSNR value) acheived is
excellent for the geometric attacks scaling (46.6051), rotation (46.6092), and translation (46.6204), X- shearing
(59.9161) and Y-shearing (60.1973).

Figure 5: K logo watermark extracted from flower image
after subjecting it to various attacks a) rotation, b) translation, c) Scaling, d) X-Shearing, e) Y-shearing, f) noise,
g) Cont Inc and h) Hist Eq.

Figure 6: Cover image man and watermark CS logo image

5.1

Comparison of Proposed
with BNA Scheme

Scheme

In order to justify the results, the proposed scheme is
compared with the existing system Blind Normalization
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Table 1: Fidelity and robustness (PSNR value) of the
flower image watermarked with K logo watermark in different sub bands
Gain Factor
0.1
0.5
1
0.1
0.5
1

LA

LH
Fidility
38.9936 39.5433
31.2529 34.6081
26.2422 30.1644
Robustness
20.9747 37.9505
17.9527 39.8228
24.9196 37.3635

Table 2: Robustness
gain factor=0. 5
Attacks
Rotation
Translation
Scaling
X-Shearing
Y-Shearing
Noise
Cont. Hist.
Hist Eq.

LV

LD

39.6337
35.1472
31.1007

39.8160
37.2655
33.6606

35.1736
46.3689
46.3348

49.7414
65.6337
71.2505

Figure 8: CS logo watermark extracted from Man image
after subjecting it to various attacks a) Noise, b) Translation, c) cont Inc, d) Histogram Equalization, e) Scaling

0.1, 0.5 and 1. Table 3 & Table 4 showing the comparison of fidelity and robustness of proposed method with
BNA method for different sub bands with gain factors. It
of extracting K logo watermark for demonstrates that the robustness as well as the fidelity of
the proposed method is far better compared to the BNA
method. The improved PSNR and SNR values of the proPSNR
SNR
SSIM
posed method show that the proposed method is highly
robust. It also shows that the LD sub band gives better
46.6092 59.3065 0.9996
PSNR and SNR values out of four sub bands. The re46.6204 62.4176 0.9998
sults also depict that the watermark can be embedded in
46.6051 58.0547 0.9996
the LD sub band without any deterioration in the image
59.9161 58.3359 0.9996
quality (fidelity) and as well as it is robust to any kind
60.1973 59.3065 0.9996
geometric attacks. Further, the Table 3 also reveals that
34.7532 32.8918 0.9996
the fidelity is better for smaller gain factor.
66.2200 64.3586 0.9996
The Figures 9-12 graphically shows that the compar62.1603 60.2989 0.9996
ison of robustness of the proposed system with BNA
method for the different wavelet sub bands. Table 5 also
gives a better robustness for LD sub band for the attacks
with 0.5 gain factor and which is graphically shown in the
Figure 13. It also shows that proposed method is highly
improved compared to BNA method.

Figure 7: Cover image man embedded with CS logo watermark with various attacks a) Noise, b) Rotation, c)
Cont Inc, d) Hist Eq, e)Scaling

Algorithm (BNA) based DWT- DCT watermarking[21].
The sample images in the BNA method namely man and
CS logo is used as the benchmark image to do the comparative study about the performance of the proposed
method and is shown in Figure 6. The Figure 7 displays
the watermarked man image after the geometric attacks
(Rotation & scaling) and other attacks (Noise, Cont Inc
& Hist Eq).
Figure 8 displays the extracted watermark CS logo subjecting to the attacks. For comparison purpose, the proposed system is tested with the same gain factors namely

Figure 9: Gain factor vs PSNR (Robustness) for LA sub
band of cover image man embedded with CS logo watermark

5.2

Robustness Against Multiple Attacks

The robustness of the proposed system is also tested to
ascertain how it handles multiple geometric attacks at a
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Table 3: Comparison of Fidelity for watermarked man image for different wavelet sub bands
Sub Band

LA

LH

LV

LD

Gain Factor

0.1
0.5
1
0.1
0.5
1
0.1
0.5
1
0.1
0.5
1

Fidility
BNA Method
Proposed
PSNR
SNR
PSNR
13.7642 1.3316 34.1176
13.7528 1.3316 29.9730
13.6901 1.2948 26.0615
33.9066 -0.0668 34.2859
32.1404 -0.0852 18.5312
29.6951 -0.1007 29.7522
33.8943 -0.0672 32.7276
32.0385 -0.0847 31.8376
29.6203 -0.0995 29.9251
33.9892 -0.0668 34.7744
32.4560 -0.0864 32.7048
30.2078 -0.1022 29.2401

Method
SNR
21.7089
17.5492
13.0445
21.8650
18.5312
15.9511
20.3010
19.4194
17.5330
19.3031
17.2510
15.0430

Table 4: Comparison of Robustness of the proposed method with BNA method for different wavelet sub bands
Sub Band

LA

LH

LV

LD

Gain Factor

0.1
0.5
1
0.1
0.5
1
0.1
0.5
1
0.1
0.5
1

Fidility
BNA Method
Proposed
PSNR
SNR
PSNR
-7.1022 -43.9509 22.5152
6.0576 -26.9779 18.4435
10.1599 -24.0186 19.0440
13.5618 -4.9816 31.5569
13.5498
4.1096
43.5801
13.4536
7.3074
42.0741
13.6057 -3.9755 37.6449
13.5384
3.8456
51.1598
13.4780
7.3965
58.7038
13.4157
1.1388
46.2885
13.4139 12.1995 57.9158
13.3901 14.4298 66.2543

Method
SNR
4.4709
9.2920
7.7655
19.9601
34.3042
32.8275
27.3884
41.9306
49.4626
37.0577
48.6794
57.0100

Table 5: Comparison of robustness (LD sub band) of proposed method with BNA method for different attacks
(g=0.5)
Methods
BNA Method
Proposed Method
Attacks
PSNR
SNR
PSNR
SNR
Noise
13.3336 4.9786 35.4550
26.2351
Rotation
13.4263 10.9554 39.3071
49.7238
Cont. Inc. 13.4329 10.1274 55.5388
46.3165
Hist. Eq.
13.4643 8.3710 55.1915
45.9938
Scaling
13.4925 7.5581 39.2162
44.8618
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Figure 10: Gain factor vs PSNR (Robustness) for LH
sub band of cover image man embedded with CS logo Figure 13: Robustness under the attacks for LD sub band
watermark
for cover image man embedded with CS logo watermark
time. Hence, the various combinations of geometric attacks were applied to watermarked images and the watermark was recovered after the attacks. The images are
taken from the standard image processing database which
was embedded with the watermark shown in Figure 2.
The watermark was recovered after the attacks and results are shown in Figure 14. The experiment is repeated
with 20 images from the database and the mean quality
measures such as PSNR and SNR tabulated in Table 6.
Table 6 reveals that the proposed method is resilient to
combination of various attacks also.
Table 6: Robustness for combination of geometric attacks
for gain factor 0.5
Figure 11: Gain factor vs PSNR (Robustness) for LV sub
band of cover image man embedded with CS logo watermark

Combination of Attacks
Rotation +Translation
Translation + Scaling
Rotation+Scaling
Rotation+Translation+Scaling
X&Y directional Shearing
Rotation+Translation
+X & Y Directional Shearing
Translation+Scaling
+X & Y Directional Shearing
Rotation+Scaling
+X & Y Directional Shearing
Rotation+Translation+Scaling
+X & Y Directional Shearing

6

Quality
PSNR
50.2126
41.6941
46.3957
46.1827
49.3310

Metrics
SNR
38.5376
29.1566
34.6203
34.1939
37.8248

50.4827

39.0628

40.8880

28.1711

45.3821

33.6296

41.3514

28.6097

Conclusion

Figure 12: Gain factor vs PSNR (Robustness) for LD
sub band of cover image man embedded with CS logo In this paper, a secure and robust watermarking scheme
is developed for geometric distortion and other several atwatermark
tacks using image normalization. The robustness of wa-
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[7]

[8]

[9]

Figure 14: Results of Combination of Gometric Attacks

[10]

termark is improved by combining the algorithms namely
LWT & DCT with Singular Value Decomposition. The
security of proposed scheme is also achieved by scram- [11]
bling the watermark image. Then, the proposed method
was tested in different wavelet sub bands and various gain
factors. The results from the test illustrates that the watermark embedded in the LD sub band is highly robust to
geometric and various kinds of attacks. The performance [12]
of the proposed system is also compared with the results
of the BNA method for various gain factors and it also
reveals that the proposed system is superior and LD sub
band is highly to the attacks.
[13]
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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) led the way to new
forms of communications, which extend today the Internet paradigm to unforeseen boundaries such as eHealth,
intelligent building or smart grid, to name a few. The
legacy industry, however, is slower to adopt this technology, mainly for security reasons. Self-managed security
systems allowing a quicker detection and better resilience
to attacks, may counterbalance this reluctance. In this
article, we propose a hybrid threat detection system that
involves both centralized decision and local, per-cluster,
work repartition and that is designed to run on top of
industrial wireless sensor networks. Compared with the
literature, we prove that this system is suitable for architectures mainly composed of constrained and sleeping devices, for which it achieves a fair level of autonomous security without prohibitively drawing out energy resources.
Keywords: Energy efficiency, hybrid approach, intrusion
detection, resource constraints, wireless sensor network

1

Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) changed the Internet
communication paradigm by introducing unattended devices in a hitherto human-centric model. WSNs filled the
gap between the physical world and the Internet by offering the ability to monitor in real time a wide range of
physical values through connected devices.
Initially built around very simple entities, technologies
and architectures, WSNs benefitted from a strong interest from the international research community, which designed in a few years a wide variety of new components
and systems. Dedicated radio technologies and routing
protocols were specified, as well as novel, complex architectures. These architectures evolved from a basic, unidirectional topology made of multiple sensor nodes pushing
data to a server through a sink node, to more advanced
systems featuring bi-directionality. These new systems

paved the way towards the emerging Machine to Machine
(M2M) and Internet of Things (IoT) frameworks.
This gain of maturity of WSN technologies accelerates
their adoption in the industry, and this adoption is all the
quicker as WSNs answer to classical needs of industrial
scenarios: monitoring of physical values, asset supervision
and facilities surveillance are all key requirements in these
scenarios, for which dedicated sensor nodes are available.
Introducing actuators along with sensor nodes allows for
more complex operations such as asset control and better
production chain automation. Finally, the addition of
more complex entities, such as indoor positioning nodes
and mobile devices, to an existing sensor topology can
give rise to new services, also profitable for the industry.
For example, better worker safety can be achieved if the
production chain is able to detect a worker’s presence in
an unauthorized area, or to determine that a certain user
is not wearing adequate protection suit.
However, even though cost effective devices and
energy-efficient technologies and protocols are available,
the underlying security question impedes the use of WSNs
in the most critical industrial scenarios. The inherent vulnerability of WSN nodes, which is due to their exposed
location and their use of wireless communications, is such
that a WSN has to mimic all security features from the
legacy Internet, while also adding specific use cases and
taking into account the strong shortcomings of the WSN
nodes. Yet, strong security is often contradictory with
limited resources. Furthermore, the unattended nature
of WSNs and their autonomous decision taking upon a
context change put them at risk of triggering harmful behavior, if misled by an attacker.
We propose to leverage on this WSN autonomy to provide it with the ability to detect new threats and react
to them in the most appropriate manner. Contrary to
existing work, the proposed threat detection system is
lightweight enough to be run on resource-constrained sensor nodes. It greatly improves the resilience of the industrial WSN, without bringing in excessive energy con-
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sumption. Our solution is based on a partly centralized
architecture and specifies new roles for WSN entities, in
accordance with their status and capabilities.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 quickly describes challenges related to the development of a threat detection framework for WSNs and
highlights the limitations of existing approaches. Section 3 describes the proposed threat detection solution
and its implementation on physical sensor devices. We
assess its performance when compared to main state of
the art solutions in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2

Problem Statement and Related
Work

The need for a threat detection system arises from the
need to protect WSNs against attacks. Obviously, we
assume that WSNs feature dedicated authentication and
access control routines, key establishment functions. The
security here is provided by the use of cryptographic primitives, which protects the WSN from external attacks.
However, these security functions fail to protect the network against an authenticated attacker from inside the
network: a sensor node owning legitimate cryptographic
keys can easily launch an internal attack inside the group.
It may be reluctant to make its resources available to
other nodes as part of a cooperative act. Therefore, such
a node may prefer to behave at times in a selfish manner and refuse to cooperate in packet forwarding in order
to maximize its energy savings. On the other hand, a
legitimate sensor node can also act maliciously by dropping packets, delaying the transmission or sending packets
through a different route than planned. Such an internal
attacker can only be detected through behavioral analysis mechanisms. The latter track the system behavior
and interactions between nodes to detect threat attempts
and/or occurrences. Once a security anomaly is detected,
a reaction mechanism is launched to take security and
service repair measures.
While highly relevant to the autonomous topologies
that wireless sensor networking involves, threat detection
raises issues with respect to its adaptability to these domains. It challenges indeed the constrained nodes’ limited energy resources by involving complex processing and
high resource consumption.
Most of existing researches on threat detection systems
propose to mimic models proposed for Mobile Ad hoc
NETworks (MANETs) in order to counter internal attacks inside WSNs [4, 8, 9]. These threat detection models
rely on monitoring agents deployed on each sensor node.
The goal of these local agents is to track the traffic within
their radio range and detect misbehaving nodes causing
routing disruptions. Authors in [10] define a threat detection system based on monitoring agents. They distinguish
between local agents (able to process only the packet they
actively forward) and global agents. Global agents act as
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watchdogs by monitoring nearby traffic, especially when
they determine how a forwarding node has behaved (e.g.
difference, delay and loss between an incoming packet at
a neighbor). In addition to regularly monitoring global
agents, the authors introduce the concept of spontaneous
watchdog behavior: a node determines from a sensed
packet that it can be in position to act as a watchdog
for this packet. This node will first identify the number n
of its neighbors that could also act as watchdogs for the
same packet, and turns on its watchdog behavior for that
packet with a one-in-n probability. However, local passive monitoring has been shown to draw as much power
from the sensor node transceiver as data reception [13].
Ioannis et al. in [7] also apply the watchdog behavior,
with a higher emphasis on countering malicious monitoring nodes. To that aim, cooperation through majority is
achieved, relying on an encrypted flag. That means that
a node will be classified as malicious only if a majority of
its neighbors flag it as such. The problem with the use
of watchdog behavior is that watchdog nodes will drain
their resources quickly.
Butun et al. in [3] review existing intrusion detection
systems in WSNs and highlight the fact that IDSs designed for MANETs cannot be applied to WSNs directly.
Authors consider that resource constraints characterizing
the sensor nodes should be taken into account for the design of an IDS adapted to WSNs. Also, the fact that
most of sensor nodes are most of the time in sleeping
mode makes the operation of this security system more
complex, because synchronous node actions might prove
difficult, if not impossible, to achieve.
Other researches recognize that designed IDSs need to
spend the least amount of energy as possible to spare
enough energy for the crucial operations of the WSN.
For this reason, Huang and Lee propose in [6] an energyefficient monitoring system that fit the energy constraints
of sensor nodes. They select a single node to perform
monitoring at a given time within a given cluster. This
node is designated through a fair election process. Authors claim that they obtain much higher energy efficiency
at an equivalent security level compared with systems
where all nodes perform monitoring at the same time.
They also provide a detailed set of rules that allow detecting classical attacks expected to occur within a wireless
sensor network. Authors in [1, 12, 14] propose hierarchical trust management systems for WSNs to detect selfish
and malicious nodes. In these approaches, regular sensor
nodes do not participate in the global decision making
process. Only Cluster Heads (CHs) are responsible for
the global decision making process and the response. The
main reason for this is to reduce the energy consumption.
They wanted to conserve the energy of the majority of
sensor nodes, by simply assigning them as subordinates
under CHs.
These cluster based detection schemes consider that a
node is periodically elected to be the monitoring agent
within each cluster. However, the election process could
be heavy for constrained nodes -as demonstrated in what
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follows. In the same context, Butun et al. in [3] un- node. Since these nodes are Ethernet-connected, assumderline that clustering based IDSs may consume consid- ing that they are also connected to a power supply seems
erable amount of the WSN’s energy through exchanged a reasonable hypothesis.
messages between nodes to periodically elect new monitoring agents.
3.3 Components and Roles

3
3.1

Solution Description
Overview

Considering the inadequacies of existing approaches described in the previous section, we propose an efficient
threat detection system for WSNs that aims at meeting
two key requirements. Considering the energy constraints
of sensor nodes will be the first key requirement for the
design of our system. Processing within sensor nodes will
be minimized in order to increase their lifetime. So that,
most of required operations are delegated to the server
side and the charge on the sensor node will be kept light,
which leads to extend the network lifetime. Offloading
the charge from the constrained nodes to the server is
not the only advantage of this approach. Having to send
its observations to the central server to take decisions,
a malicious node would not be in position to propagate
false assessments about specific victims. With a central
entity responsible for decision making, it becomes a common profit for all nodes to provide reliable evidences since
false ones can globally affect decision making at the central entity, and could eventually be detrimental to the
attacker itself.
The second important key requirement is that a sensor
node is often in a sleeping mode, so that considering that
it is able to perform synchronous actions with other nodes
for threat detection as proposed in previous works would
be difficult to achieve. This problem will be carefully
taken into account for the design of our solution. Sensor nodes will wake up only to collect data and perform
autonomous security-related actions, then revert back to
sleep mode.

3.2

Network Model

The wireless sensor network is supposed to be divided
into zones. Each zone contains one or more clusters and
each cluster contains one or more sensor nodes. Zones and
clusters have different criticalities, different security levels
and different security policies. It is also assumed that
sensor nodes within the same cluster can communicate
with each other. In addition, we assume that the awake
time is negligible compared to the sleep time. Finally, we
exclude any form of synchronization between nodes.
In a WSN, there are two types of nodes: sensing devices
and gateways (or servers). The sensing devices are simple
nodes equipped with radio interfaces only. The gateways
are equipped with an Ethernet port to communicate with
remote application servers and deliver collected data. The
Gateway has more computing capacities and unlimited
energy resources, as compared with a constrained sensor

The security system we present in this paper is made up
of the following elements:
• Threat Detection Client: the TD client is in charge
of identifying threats and sending reports to the TD
server.
• Threat Detection Server : the TD server receives the
registration requests from sensor nodes. It chooses
which sensor(s) will be in monitoring mode for each
cluster by taking into account status parameters such
as batteries level and available resources. The TD
server updates the global network database. It receives the alarms from TD clients and transfers them
to the SA Server.
• Security Adaptation Server : the SA Server receives
the threats from the TD server. It decides then which
is the best policy to apply accordingly and stores the
new policy for sensor nodes in the security policy
mailbox.
• Security Adaptation Client: After each boot, the SA
Client sends a message to the SA Server to check
if there are any policies to be delivered and applies
those it receives in return.
• Security Service: Various security services are supposed to run on the considered sensor nodes, but two
of them are especially relevant. A key management
service is assumed to be able to establish security
contexts between two nodes. The security level offered by this service translates into various parameters such as algorithms, key lengths or security association life-times. Another security service is the network access control enforcement, which maintains a
secure connection between a sensor node and its parent node in the WSN topology. This secure connection is established upon node’s entry into the WSN,
and remains active as long as the node is part of the
WSN. Both of these security services can raise alarms
to the local threat detection client even though the
node is not actively monitoring its neighborhood, for
example if a peer node cannot be authenticated (by
other sensor in case of key management, by parent
node in case of network access control enforcement).
• Security Policy mailbox : a module that stores the
generated policies. Then, it delivers them at nodes
request. The use of this module is required since
the nodes are not synchronized. It also reduces the
overall bandwidth consumption.
• Global Network Database: contains a global view of
the network and the threats detected in the past.
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It is populated every time a sensor registers to the
TD Server and is updated every time a new policy is
applied by the SA Server.

3.4

Operation

This section describes the sequences of actions performed
by the client-side and server-side entities. These sequences of actions are categorized according to the sensor
mode. This mode can either be bootstrapping, normal
mode, or monitoring mode.
Bootstrapping is the mode of a node when it joins
the network. The newly joining node is first to send a
registration request to the TD server, informing this latter
about its potential monitoring abilities. Upon reception of
this registration request, the TD server registers the node
and sends to the node an acknowledgement (ACK), as well
as a configuration message specifying whether the node
should remain in normal mode or switch to monitoring
mode for a specific amount of time. The decision by the
TD server is based on its knowledge of current and, in
some cases, foreseen contexts of the candidate monitoring
nodes. This contextual information includes data relevant
to the nodes resources (e.g. battery level), location, and
capabilities (e.g. number of observable neighbors). With
this information, the TD server is able to identify the
best node in the cluster for acting as a monitoring entity,
and to configure it with this role for a certain period of
time. Once the monitoring delay expires, the TD server
proceeds again to the identification and designation of
cluster monitoring node(s).
A node switches to Monitoring Mode when ordered
to do so by the TD server, either immediately after its
bootstrapping, or upon reception of a configuration order,
after waking up. The sequence of actions performed when
in monitoring node is:
1) Once the TD Client detects a threat, it sends an
alarm to the TD server that includes information
about the threat. This information contains at least
the IP address of the attacker, the IP address(es) of
the target(s) and the type of attack;
2) Upon receiving the alarm, the TD Server reports it
to the SA server, optionally after having aggregated
multiple alarm messages and/or having assessed the
quality of the evaluator. Next, it stores the new policies in the security policy mailbox, in order to have
them be delivered to the respective SA Clients that
will have to enforce them;
3) In monitoring mode, the TD client on the sensor regularly polls the security policy mailbox by sending a
dedicated inquiry message to the SA server;
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monitoring node is being designated within the cluster;
5) If a new policy is received, the SA Client enforces
it by configuring the security services in accordance
with the received policy and acknowledges it through
an ACK message;
6) The SA Server receives the ACK and updates the
global network database accordingly.
The monitoring mode sequence of actions is represented in Figure 1.
If a malicious node refuses to be placed as a monitoring node, the server could detect that no reports are
received from its side and then it could be penalized or
excluded from the network. If this node accepts the monitoring process during a period of time but lets other colluding nodes execute attacks while sending positive observations on their behalf. The server can compare its
false reports with feedbacks received from other monitoring nodes selected for the same cluster in different time
intervals. Hence, it will conclude its malicious behavior as
a monitoring node and take the appropriate punishment
decision against it.
The Normal Mode is the default mode for a bootstrapped sensor node that has not been designated as a
monitoring node. In this mode, sensor nodes alternate
between active and sleeping states. Upon leaving sleeping state, the node interrogates the SA server about an
eventual new policy to enforce. Meanwhile, the node in
normal mode may also be instructed to switch into monitoring mode, if required from the evaluation of different
nodes energy levels within the considered cluster. The
node then performs the task(s) for which it has left the
sleeping state. An alarm may be raised by a node in Normal Mode only if one of the run tasks detects a threat.
This task would then notify the TD Client through an
API call.
The sequence of actions corresponding to normal mode
is represented in Figure 2.

3.5

Implementation Environment

The hybrid threat detection solution presented in this paper was implemented using embedded C for sensor nodes,
with Atmel studio 6 for AVR/ARM and C++ for the
server side. We used Dresden Elektronik sensor devices [5]
that have the following specification:
• The gateways are equipped with ARM processor,
Ethernet port, power over Ethernet, USB/Serial and
IEEE 802.15.4 2.4GHz.

• The sensor devices are equipped with AVR Proces4) The SA server sends the requested policy if it exists.
sor, battery, USB/Serial interface and IEEE 802.15.4
Otherwise, it replies with a message telling the node
2.4GHz.
that it is not to enforce a new policy. Along with
security policies, the monitoring node might be in- Both the gateway and the sensor node use 6LOwPAN
structed to revert back to normal mode if another protocols. The sensor node turns to the Monitor Mode
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Figure 1: Threat detection and security adaptation in monitoring mode

Figure 2: Threat detection and security adaptation in normal mode
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Figure 3: Overall logical architecture and state machines

by switching its 802.15.4 interface to promiscuous mode
and disabling its sleep behavior. The overall process of
our solution, illustrating its state machines and internal/network message exchanges, is depicted in Figure 3.

4
4.1

Performance Evaluation
Performance Evaluation Criteria

In order to assess the performance of the proposed hybrid
threat detection system, it is worth detailing first all criteria that should be taken into account for the evaluation
of a threat detection system. Indeed, a threat detection
system can be characterized with:
1) The proportion of false positives (benevolent behaviors wrongly identified as attacks) and that of
false negatives (malicious behaviors not identified as
such), as compared with the successful attacks identifications. These ratios and the corresponding performance metrics assume the existence of a list of
detectable attacks {A1 , . . . , An }. Accordingly, an
attack A0 not detectable - and thus not detected - by
the system would not be qualified as a false negative.

must be built in accordance with a risk analysis carried out on the monitored system, so that the most
frequent and/or critical attacks be detectable by the
threat detection system.
3) The reactivity of the threat detection system that is,
the time needed to identify an attacker as malicious.
Finally, constrained environments characterized with
nodes of low capabilities in terms of computing power
and energy capacity exhibit additional requirements,
to which a fourth evaluation criterion corresponds.
4) The energy needed to locally (at constrained nodes
side) operate the threat detection system. This energy cost must be limited, so that the constant use of
this system will not consume a high amount of nodes
energy re-sources prohibitively fast.

The proposed solution for threat detection does not focus on mitigating false positives and false negatives. From
this viewpoint, the local detection algorithm is not improved as compared to the state of the art solutions. Likewise, the weighting and aggregation of alerts at the server
side is recommended, but a novel method for doing so is
not part of the current proposal. Hence, our proposed
system will not be evaluated according to the first evaluation criteria. Our proposed system does also not extend
2) The exhaustivity of the detectable attacks list consti- the list of detectable threats, as defined by the second
tutes a second evaluation metric. Ideally, this list evaluation criteria. The completeness of this list is seen
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as orthogonal to the current solution. We acknowledge,
however, the high relevance of this problem, especially
when put aside the (often neglected) nodes constraints in
terms of memory capacity. Indeed, an exhaustive list of
detectable attacks would require a corresponding memory
space for storing attacks signatures, which would not be
affordable to highly-constrained nodes.
While criteria (a) and (b) are thus not considered for
assessing the performance of our proposed threat detection system, the importance we put in the reduction of
energy consumption leads us to favoring criteria (d) as
the most important one for doing so. Meanwhile, we will
use the criteria (c) both to guarantee a proper behavior
of the proposed threat detection system even though it is
instantiated on highly-constrained nodes and to provide a
second metric to compare our solution to those proposed
in the literature.

4.2

Threat Detection Simulator
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• Carrying out node tasks, e.g. uploading a measured
value to a remote sink node and updating node energy level accordingly.
• Carrying out attacks, in case the node is compromised. Two types of attacks are represented: ADoS
is an example of Denial of Service attack and AComp
represents a compromise attack. Each attack involves
the following steps: determination of whether an attack is to occur, choice of the to-be-attacked victim,
energy consequences on the attacking node (corresponding to the number of messages to send/receive
and the listening durations involved by the attack),
energy consequences on the victim, other outcomes
on the victim (the ADoS attack has a chance to make
the victim compromised), attack detection. The attack detection involves all nodes that are in position
to detect the launched attacks, taking in considerations their respective locations (only neighbor nodes
are susceptible to discover the attack) and modes (the
probability of detecting the attack is much higher for
the nodes that are in monitoring mode). In turn,
when a node detects an attack, it may either be able
to pinpoint the attacker, or may just notice that an
attacker is likely to be present in the cluster. In accordance with the detection results and the implemented threat detection system, various actions are
to be taken that are detailed in the next section.

We evaluated the performance of our proposed threat detection system by means of a purposely designed discrete
time simulator. This section first reviews the generic design decisions that were applied for conceiving this tool.
It then considers the models that were used to implement
on the simulator both the proposed system and the solution proposed in [6], which is one of the most studied
threat detection system for WSNs, to which we intend to
compare our work.
• Threat detection system update (detailed in the
The proposed simulation program Csimu (a lightweight
next subsection) that includes the exclusion of the
discrete time C-based network simulator) starts with iniidentified compromised nodes and, in random (nontializing a WSN-like topology made of clusters and clusscripted) mode, a slight probability for each node to
ter heads. It also initializes the threat detection system,
become compromised.
in particular by assigning per-cluster initial monitoring
nodes. We conceived our simulator as a program built
around a main loop, with each loop execution correspond- 4.3 Evaluated Threat Detection Systems
ing to an elapsed (configurable) time step. A discrete time 4.3.1 “All Monitor” and “Cluster Monitoring
approach is therefore adopted in this tool. The main loop
Node Election” Systems
is made of the following operations:
As explained in the related work section, the ”all mon• Storage of logged values including: overall energy itor” approach considers that each sensor device acts as
spent, overall energy spent for all threat detection an independent monitoring node. Continuing in listenrelated operations, nodes compromise status.
ing mode, each node tracks its neighbor’s communication
• Per-node individual processing loop. This second in order to identify possible attacks. The ”Cluster monloop is the most important operation. It goes itoring node election” approach as proposed in [6] relies
through each node part of the generated topology on monitoring by an elected node, with election process
and performs relevant nodes actions. These consist occurring periodically. In accordance with the protocol
description in [6], we simulated the election process as a
in:
recurring procedure where:
• Storing per-node values relative to energy spent and
• Each node has its energy level decreased by a decreenergy spent for threat detection operations.
ment corresponding to: (1) a random number genera• Updating node energy level in accordance with node
tion - we assumed a hash-based random number genstatus during the last time step. For example, a
eration; (2) the computation of a hash on the comnode that spent the last time step in ’Listen’ mode
puted random number and the node identifier; (3)
will have its battery level decreased with an energy
the sending of a message containing said identifier
E = ∆tT imestep × PListen , with ∆tT imestep being a
and hash; (4) the waiting for receiving all messages
configurable parameter and PListen the power for the
from neighbor (same-cluster) nodes; (5) the actual
considered node type in listening mode.
reception of all of these (n-1) messages (n being the
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number of nodes within one cluster); (6) the verifi- 4.4.1 Assessment of Attack Probability
cation of all received messages through the computaWithout implementing any actual attack detection
tion of (n-1) hashes; (7) the operation of the selection
scheme, we based our simulated threat detection function
function; (8) the sending of a result message.
on a probabilistic model of attack detection, where each
• As a result of the election, a new node becomes re- behavior (A1 , . . . , An attacks, as well as the ’A0 ’ benevosponsible of cluster monitoring. That is, the former lence) can lead to a detection of any behavior within the
monitoring node reverts back to the ’normal’ behav- (A0 ,
A1 , . . . , An ) population, with different probabilities.
ior (sleeping mode, with periodic wake up) and the
newly elected monitoring node switches to the ’mon- This led us to define an attack recognition matrix MAR
itoring’ behavior (listen mode) for the next period. as:


p(DA0 |A0 ) p(DA1 |A0 ) · · · p(DAn |A0 )
 p(DA0 |A1 ) p(DA1 |A1 ) · · · p(DAn |A1 ) 
4.3.2 Our Hybrid Solution


MAR = 

..
..
..
..


We implemented our proposed approach on the Csimu
.
.
.
.
simulator by adding within the server processing operap(DA0 |An ) p(DA1 |An ) · · · p(DAn |An )
tion a phase where the threat detection server periodically
designates a new monitoring node within all clusters. To where p(DX |Y) corresponds to the probability to detect
that aim, the server maintains a view of the network nodes the event X knowing that event Y occurred.
In fact, two such matrices were defined corresponding
statuses, which makes it able to designate for each cluster
the node with the highest energy level as the new moni- to the two modes in which a node can be, respectively normal mode (non-monitoring node involved in usual node
toring node. The process happens thus as follows:
operations only) and monitoring node. The probabili• Upon waking up, each node sends to the threat de- ties were tuned accordingly, to reflect the fact that a
tection server a message prompting for orders and node in monitoring mode is much more accurate in its
informing the server about its current battery level. identifications, whereas the probabilities of false positives
The server answers accordingly. The energy costs (p(DAi | A0 ) > 0 for some i >0) and false negatives (p(DA0
corresponding to message sending and response wait- | Ai ) > 0 for some i >0)are much higher for a node in noring, receiving and processing are taken into account mal mode.
and decremented from the nodes energy levels.
Based on this matrix, we were able to compute the
probability of actual attack (whatever the Aj , j∈ [1; n])
• Periodically, the server triggers a new designation
occurrence upon the detection DAi of a given event Ai .
of a cluster monitoring responsible node. This does
p(DAi ∩ Attack)
not incur any immediate action. However, the subp(Attack|DAi ) =
sequent request for orders of the former monitoring
p(DAi )
node and the newly designated monitoring node will
p (DAi ∩ (A1 ∪ · · · ∪ An ))
=
make these learn, respectively, their orders to switch
p(DAi )
Pn
into ’normal’ and ’monitoring’ modes.
(p (DAi Ak ) .p(Ak ))
= Pk=1
n
• The protocol that was implemented in the simula(p (DAi Ak ) .p(Ak ))
Pk=0
n
tor introduced a slight variation as compared to the
(MAR [k, i] .p(Ak ))
= Pnk=1
approach described above: each cluster is initialized
(M
AR [k, i] .p(Ak ))
k=0
with no active monitoring node. It is assumed that
nodes in normal mode can pinpoint - even with much
In this computation, the elements MAR [k, i] are the
higher probabilities of false positives and false neg- coefficients of the MR matrix defined above. The p(A0 ),
atives - malicious behaviors and consequently warns p(A1 ), . . . , p(An ) probabilities of occurrence of events
the threat detection server, which will in turn mark A0 , A1 , . . . , An are however other parameters that are
the cluster as suspicious and assign a monitoring required, and for which only approximate values can be
node within its population. The metrics for identify- used. In the simulator we used values derived from the
ing clusters (proposed approach) / nodes (both ap- probability of node compromise, and, for a compromised
proaches) as suspicious / compromised are explained node, the probability of launching a typei attack Ai .
in next section.
In actual conditions, where these probabilities of attacks
cannot be precisely known, the system should use cogni4.4 Simulation Parameters:
Assump- tive behavior where the optimal values of p(Ak ) would be
statistically approached from the history of past detected
tions and Devices Characteristics
events.
With an attack detection being mapped to the probThis section reviews the simulation parameters that are
used in the simulation environment to rate nodes behav- ability of actual attack occurrence, we were able to iniors, on one hand, and to assess energy consumption, on crease node compromise scores by a proportional coefficient. Eventually, we defined four thresholds t1 , t2 , t3 , and
the other hand.
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Figure 4: Energy consumption for threat detection operation in all three evaluated systems

t4 respectively for marking a cluster as ’to be monitored’
(when the cluster score exceeds t1 ),marking a cluster as
’no longer to be monitored’ (when the cluster score falls
below t2 ), marking a node as ’likely compromised’ (when
the node score exceeds t3 ) and marking a node as ’likely
benevolent’ (when the node score falls below t4 1 ). We
made the cluster and node scores decremented at each
execution of the main loop, to mitigate false positives
and let the system revert back to normal state after a
compromised node has been excluded.
4.4.2

From Node Characteristics to Computation Parameters

We used the node characteristics listed in [11] corresponding to the following parameters: power in transmit mode
(54 mW), power in receive mode (61 mW), power in listen
mode (60 mW) and energy consumption for one processor
cycle (8.64 nJ / cycle). Likewise, sensor nodes throughput was supposed to be equal to 75 kbps, as determined
in [11].
Random number generation and hash function required
in [6] were assumed to be based on the SHA-1 hash function, for which the required number of cycles per byte
was computed, based on eBASH [2], to be 53.24 on the
considered processor for a less than 64-byte long message
(the shorter the message, the higher the cost for hashing
one byte, due to the SHA-1 fixed operations that do not
depend on message length).
1 We did not use that fourth threshold, though in our simulation:
instead, we considered that a compromised node was to be removed
from the system; and could optionally be re-introduced after a while
- but considered as an entirely new node.

4.5

Simulation Results

This section reviews the obtained results in terms of energy cost and efficiency, which prove that our proposed
system, though slightly slower to react to malicious operations, is more energy-efficient than the other evaluated
solutions.
4.5.1

Energy Consumption

Figure 4 presents the overall energy consumption during
all processes related to threat detection for a 5-cluster, 50node topology. This energy consumption is expressed in
Joules per 10− 1 s for the three evaluated systems, namely
’All monitor’ (all cluster nodes stay in monitoring mode),
’Elect’ (there is only one monitoring node per cluster,
which is regularly refreshed through an election carried
out between the cluster members [6]) and our proposed
’Hybrid’ scheme.
As was expected, the ’All monitor’ approach is the
most requiring in terms of energy with the 50 nodes (actually, 45 sensor nodes, since energy consumption is not
measured on gateways by the simulation environment)
consuming around 135 J in 50 s (a result that corresponds
to the 60 mW that each node consumes in listening).
Figure 4 also highlights the high energy cost of [6], due
to its heavy election processes. Even though only one
node monitors a cluster at a time, the cost of election
phases (the vertical transitions between plateaus in the
curve) does not allow an overall energy gain higher than
33%, as compared with the ’All monitor’ approach.
In order to highlight the difference between the local
election phase of [6] and the server-assisted monitoring
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node designation we proposed, we simulated in Figure 4
a synchronous approach of our hybrid approach, where
all cluster nodes in all clusters perform mailbox checking (and, if required, mode change) at the same moment.
Nevertheless, the vertical transitions are much smaller
than those of [6], as could be expected from the lighter
requirements exhibited by the mailbox checking, as compared to local election processing. Eventually, our solution performs approximately twice better than [6] and
three times better than the ’All monitor’ approach, with
a final threat detection energy cost of only 44 J for 45
sensing nodes in 50 seconds (around 20W for each node).
It has to be noted that the exponential-like allure of the
’Hybrid’ system curve corresponds to the tuned behavior
of the system, wherein clusters are initially not monitored
(and consume almost no energy for threat detection) and
start to get monitored only when compromised nodes reveal their malicious activities and are suspected by nodes.
This leads to an acceleration of the energy consumption,
which quickly reaches a cruising speed, where all clusters
are monitored.
4.5.2

Threat Detection Reactivity

The behavior of all three simulated solutions with respect
to compromised nodes identification is detailed below in
Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7.
Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 represent the compromise/react graph for each of the three simulated models. The dark, diamond-marked curves represent the number of unidentified compromised nodes within the system.
The light, square-marked peaks represent detections of
compromised nodes, and correspond therefore to a decrease of the other curve. Note that all three threat detection systems were tested in the same conditions, with
compromising of the same nodes being triggered at the
same time (scripted, non-random, compromising mode).
From these results, it appears that the ’All Monitor’
approach performs the best with respect to speed in threat
identification. Cluster election and the proposed hybrid
approach, on the other hand, show almost similar results
requiring more regularly a few seconds to detect and react
to the presence of an attacking node.
4.5.3

Other Benefits of the Proposed Hybrid Approach
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at different times. We obtained equivalent performance
with respect to reactivity to attacks; on the other hand,
the resulting threat detection energy consumption curve
presented, as expected, a smoother aspect (Figure 8).
Obviously, the support by our proposed approach of
such asynchronicity (hence, of multiple sensor nodes that
are not in phase regarding their sleep/wake up periods)
could not be provided by the election approach, where
all nodes within a common cluster must be involved in a
synchronous way in the monitoring node election process.
This support of sleeping node represents an important
advantage of our proposed approach.
Finally, another benefit of our hybrid approach lies in
the fact that interactions with a server entity can be exploited to further improve the threat detection system,
by making it dynamically able to react to new threats.
Indeed, the orders from the threat detection server to its
clients could be extended to carry new attack signatures,
thereby making the system both more evolutive and more
in line with a given threat model. Simple extensions
to the threat detection system, in line with the adaptive security approach, could lead to dynamically choosing which node(s) in a given cluster receive which attack
signature(s).

5

Conclusion

This paper presents a threat detection system for industrial wireless sensor networks that could be qualified as
hybrid in that it involves a semi-centralized process. The
switch from normal threat detection mode to monitoring
mode is triggered by the threat detection server, which
bases on regular reports from nodes and updates its decision accordingly. We showed that this system, as reactive
as the most studied state of the art solutions with respect
to identifying threats, performs better from the viewpoint
of energy consumption, saving around 50% of energy. The
hybrid approach we propose, characterized by centralized
management and local instantiation of threat detection,
is also more flexible in terms of extension possibilities,
opening up interesting development axes for the future of
autonomous security in WSNs.
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Abstract

2) Algorithms: Single, batch join, single, batch leave;

In cloud computing environment, resources are accessed 3) Formulation of computational cost;
by multiple members. Resources may be considered as 4) Computation cost analysis of resource key formation
VM, CPU, Storage etc. Group key management required
for separate key trees and combined key tree in terms
when multiple members in group accesses the resources
of number of modulation exponentiation operations
securely. In existing group key management, separate key
and sequential operations.
trees are formed even if members are common in another
group to access the resources. The solution to this is to
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
form the combined key trees for resources which contain- present about resource key tree. Section 3 presents coming overlapping members. Through the analysis it is ob- bining key trees algorithm, Section 4 covers Results and
served that computational overhead is decreased by 22% Analysis, Section 5 presents conclusion.
if we combine the key trees than separate key trees for
each resource.
2 Resource
Keywords: Group key management, resource, resource
tree, security

2.1

1

Introduction

Initializations

Let Resource group R = {R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , · · · , Rn }. Consider two resources R1 and R2.

In Cloud computing, resources may be simultaneously ac- R1 = {m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 , · · · , mn } be the members accessing resource R1.
cessed by multiple members. Here the resources may be
considered as database, CPU, storage, applications. The R2 = {n , n , n , n , · · · , n } be the members accessing
1
2
3
4
n
members can be overlapped to access the above resources.
resource R2.
Other example HDTV, users can subscribe to various
layers such as base layer, medium layer and enhanced
R2
R1
layer channel. Users which subscribed medium layer can
n1
m1
watch HDTV base layer as well as medium layer channel. User which subscribed enhanced layer can watch base
n2
m2
m3
.
.
layer, medium layer as well as enhanced layer channel.
.
.
n4
.
In existing group key management, single separate key
.
tree is built to form group key even if members are overnn
mn
lapped to access the resources. Member has to maintain
keys for each key tree. The solution to this is to form the
Figure 1: Resources, members representation
combined key trees for resources which containing common members.
From Figure 1 it is observed that m3 and n4 are overTo form the group key, TGDH protocol is used [3, 6, 7].
lapped to access the Cloud resources. Assume R1 ∩ R2 =
More specifically our contributions are
cm, where cm is number of overlapping members which
1) Combined key tree algorithm;
accesses the resources R1 and R2.
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Combining Resource Key Trees
Algorithm

Figure 2 shows resource tree with leaf nodes represents
In existing key management algorithm [5, 8, 9, 10, 11,
group members m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 , etc.
14, 15] seperate key tree is built for each resource, even
R1
if same members are accessing multiple resources. Thus
we can combine multiple resource key trees. Algorithm 1
illustrates combining resource key trees algorithm. Computation cost analysis is given in Section 4.

m1

m2

m3

m4

Figure 2: Resource key tree
In TGDH [1, 2, 7, 12, 13], group key is formed from
bottom-up fashion. Following are the steps to form the
group key.
• Members m1 , m2 , m3 , and m4 have α1, α2, α3 and
α4 private keys respectively.
• Each member forms the public key called as blinded
key. In this case, g is generator, p is prime number.
• Member blinded keys are g α1 mod p, g α2 mod p,
g α3 mod p, g α4 mod p.
• Each member with its key and sibling blinded key
forms intermediate key. For that path from leaf node
to root node is traversed.
• Resource group key is formed as below.
g α1α2α3α4 mod p.
Number of modular exponential operations required
when four members are equal to 12; In general, when
number of members are N , the modular exponential operations are equal to

Algorithm 1 Combining resource key trees algorithm
1: Begin
2: Let R be the set of resources R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , · · · , Rn ;
3: Let M = {m1 , m2 , m3 , · · · , mn } be set of members;
4: Each member keep the track of members through resource access matrix;
Rows represents members {m1 , m2 , m3 , · · · , mn } and
columns represents resources {R1 , R2 , R3 , · · · , Rn }:


1 0 ··· ···
 1 1 ··· ··· 


 1 0 ··· ··· 
1 ··· ··· ···
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Identify the members which are overlapped to access
multiple resources;
Build the key tree of overlapped members. Maintain
the following entries in Table 1;
Identify the members which are not overlapped. Build
the key tree of members which are not overlapped;
Combine the trees which are formed during Step 6
and Step 7;
End

Table 1: Resources containing overlapped members
Index
1

N + N log2 N = N (1 + log2 N ).

2.3

Resources
R1, R2

Overlapping members
m2

Resource Membership Matrix

Every member that accesses the resource, entry is made
in resource membership matrix also for any member that
joins/leaves in single or batch makes. Resource matrix
contains the following entries.
Rows represents members {m1 , m2 , m3 , · · · , mn } and
columns represents resources {R1 , R2 , R3 , · · · , Rn }


1 0 ··· ···
 1 1 ··· ··· 


 1 0 ··· ··· 
1 ··· ··· ···
It shows that there are R1, R2, · · · , Rn resources.
Member m1 accesses resource R1 while member m2 accesses resource R1 and R2, i.e. overlapped to access the
resources R1 and R2.

3.1

Computational Cost for Group Key
Formation

There can be multiple members overlapping to any resources. Let MEO denotes Modular Exponential Operations; RMM denotes Resource Membership Matrix. MEO
after combining key trees is equal to MEO for separate key
trees minus MEO due to overlapping members:
M EO f or separate key trees
k
X
=
Ni (1 + log2 Ni )
i=1
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and
M EO due to overlapping member
T index
X
=
(RT count[index] − 1)
index=1

·(CM [index](1 + log2 CM [index]))
where
N is equal to number of members per key tree;
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Algorithm 2 Single member join
1: Begin
2: Joining member broadcasts for resource access with
its message contains whether it is already a member
of other resource.
3: Each member of resource/s including sponsor notices
it and makes this entry in resource membership matrix.
4: Each member looks into resource membership matrix.
5: Each member builds its own key tree by considering
overlapping members and non overlapping:

k is equal to total number of key trees;

1) Joining member which is not going to be overlapped, it is added as per TGDH.

T index is equal to number of entries in Table 1;

2) Joining member which is already accessing other
resource (overlapping) becomes the sponsor.

RT count is equal to total resource count per entry;
CM is equal to number of members overlapped per entry.
6:

It is observed that computation cost in terms of number
of modular exponential for separate key tree is O(N ) while 7:
for key trees combined is O(N − RCm).
8:
Thus we can observe that number of modular exponen- 9:
tial operations required in separate key trees is more, i.e. 10:
RCm compared to the combined key trees.
Table 2: Complexity
Best Case
Ω(N )

Worst Case
O(2N)

Joining member which is overlapped forms key graph
of resources.
Non overlapping member maintains its own key tree.
Sponsor computes the blinded key and broadcasts it.
Group key establishment as in Section 2.2.
End

3.3

Batch Join

There can be members which simultaneously access the
resources [4]. The following things can be happened,
1) Some members in group may access single resource;

Table 2 shown the complexity in terms of MEO:

2) Some members in group may access the multiple resources at particular instant of time.

1) Best case complexity in terms of MEO is when all
members of resource groups are overlapped to access
the resources.
2) Worst case complexity in terms of MEO is when
members of resource groups are not overlapped to
access the resources.

3.2

m1

R1
R2
R3

m2

Single Member Join

Algorithm 2 explains algorithm for a member single join.
In single member join algorithm, it requires two messages:

Figure 3: Members join

Figure 3 shows that member m1 accesses the resources
R1, R2. Member m2 accesses the resources R2 and R3.
1) Message from member for accessing the resource.
In existing key management, seperate/isolated resource
key tree is formed for members that accessing mul2) Message from sponsor to send the blinded key to form
tiple
resources.
Algorithm 3 explaining when multiple
the group key.
members requests for accessing the resources.
Table 3 shows the single join. Table 4 represents the message while joining the group for accessing the resource. 3.3.1 Finding Suitable Position for Common
The member which wants the access of resource broadMembers in Tree
cast the message containing message id, its originating
address, list of resource membership, request for which After building subtree of the overlapping members,it is
resource. This helps to each member to make the entry inserted at the root of the tree to minimize the height of
in resource membership matrix.
the tree.
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Table 3: Single join
Messages
2

Unicast
0

Broadcast
2

MEO
(N + 1)(1 + log2 (N + 1))

Table 4: Message from joining member
Message Id

Source Address

Broadcast Address

Algorithm 3 Batch join
1: Begin
2: Joining members broadcasts for resource with its message contains whether it is already member of other
resource.
3: Each member of resource/s including sponsor notices
it and makes the entries in resource membership matrix.
4: Joining members can be categorized as:
1) Some members newly requesting resource.
2) Some members already accessing of resources and
require to access other resource.

Resource Membership

Resource Request

sages:
1) Message from member for non-access the resource/s.
2) Message from sponsor to send the blinded key to form
the group key.
Table 6 shows the single leave analysis. Table 7 represents the message while leaving from the group. The
member which leaves from the group, broadcast the message containing message id, its originating address, nonaccess of resource. This helps to each member to make
the entry in resource membership matrix.

3.5

Batch Leave

Build key graph as per Algorithm 1.
There can be members which simultaneously access the
Sponsor computes the blinded key and broadcasts it. resources and completes access of resources. In these
7: Group key establishment as in Section 2.2.
members,
8: End
1) Member may finishes access of single resource;
5:
6:

3.3.2

Sponsor Selection for Batch Join

2) Members may finishes access of the multiple resources.

Algorithm 5 explains algorithm for members Batch
Sponsor is overlapped member which accessing the releave.
Table 8 represents the batch leave analysis.
sources. Otherwise it is selected as TGDH approach [7].
Table 5 shows when members join for the resources
access. Here n represents number of members currently Algorithm 5 Batch leave
1: Begin
added for the resources access.
2: Leaving members broadcasts that it is leaving from
particular resource as overlapping members in re3.4 Single Leave
source groups or as per TGDH if not overlapping exists.
Algorithm 4 explains algorithm for a member single leave.
3: If the leaving member is itself sponsor, sponsor selection.
Algorithm 4 Single member leave
4: Each member of resource/s including sponsor notices
1: Begin
it and makes these entries in resource membership
2: Leaving member broadcasts that it is leaving from
matrix.
particular resource.
5: Build the key graph as per Algorithm 1.
3: Each member of resource/s including sponsor notices
6: Sponsor computes the blinded key and broadcasts it.
it and makes this entry in resource membership ma7: Group key establishment as in Section 2.2.
trix.
8: End
4: Each member builds its own key tree by considering
overlapping members and non overlapping members.
5: Sponsor computes the blinded key and broadcasts it.
3.5.1 Sponsor Selection in Batch Leave
6: Group key establishment as in Section 2.2.
7: End
If the sponsor is leaving member, sponsor is selected as
one of the overlapping member. If no overlapping member
In single member leave algorithm, it requires two mes- exists, sponsor is selected as per TGDH [7].
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Table 5: Batch join analysis
Messages
2

Unicast
0

Broadcast
2

MEO
(N + n)(1 + log2 (N + n))

Table 6: Single leave analysis
Messages
2

Unicast
0

Broadcast
2

MEO
(N − 1)(1 + log2 (N − 1))

Table 7: Message details in single member leave
Message Id

Source Address

Broadcast Address

Non-access of which Resource

Table 8: Batch leave analysis
Messages
2

4

Unicast
0

Broadcast
2

MEO
(N − n)(1 + log2 (N − n))

Results and Analysis

Analysis is done by taking resources, varying members
size. From Figure 4, it is observed that when No. of
resources are 2, Total number of Members=250 and overlapping members in resources are increased, number of
exponential operations are decreased (22.41%) when key
trees are combined.

Figure 5: Average computational cost, number of resources = 2

Figure 4: Computational cost, number of resources = 2,
total members = 250
From Figure 5, it is observed that average computation
cost with separate key trees increased by 21.82% comparing with combining key tree.
From Figure 6, it is observed that when Group size
= 100, overlapped members = 10 and as we increase the
Figure 6: Average computational cost, total members =
number of resources, modular exponential operations are
100, overlapping members = 10
decreased when key trees are combined.
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Conclusions

[10] V. S. Naresh and N. V. E. S. Murthy, “Elliptic curve
based dynamic contributory group key agreement
In Cloud computing, resources such as CPU, VM,
protocol for secure group communication over ad-hoc
database, storage and applications are simultaneously acnetworks,” International Journal of Network Secucessed by multiple members. The members can be overrity, vol. 17, no. 5, pp. 588–596, 2015.
lapped to access the above resources. Group key is formed
by contributing share of each members with TGDH ap- [11] M. Rajaram and D. Thilagavathy, “An interval based
contributory key agreement,” in IEEE International
proach. In existing group key management, single sepaConference on Wireless Communication and Sensor
rate key tree is built to form group key even if members
Computing (ICWCSC’10), pp. 1–6, 2010.
are overlapped to access the resources.
From the result and analysis, it is observed that there [12] Y. Sun and K. J. Liu, “Hierarchical group acis reduction of computation cost more than 22% when
cess control for secure multicast communications,”
resource key trees are combined.
IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking, vol. 15,
no. 6, pp. 1514–1526, 2007.
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Abstract
This paper introduces an enhanced image authentication
technique providing greater security with uncompromising visual quality. To augment data security, the authenticating information is diffused into the transformed coefficients of both the levels after a two level Discrete Haar
Wavelet Transform. In addition a bit level noise reduction algorithm increases the imperceptibility of the added
noise. The extraction algorithm is completely blind and
authenticity is verified by regenerating a message digest at
the receiving end. The algorithm has been tested against
some related attacks and is appropriate in smart card design. Performance comparisons exhibit significant growth
over other similar techniques.
Keywords: Copy attack, DWT, image authentication,
MD, SSIM

1

Introduction

In present scenario, extensive use of internet facility in
daily activities has indulged in certain issues like ownership of digital images, authenticity of ownership claims,
copyright, data integrity, fraud detection, self-correcting
images etc. So, covert communication is gaining importance and data (Image/Text/Audio/Video) hiding within
a cover image has become an important factor.
The issues that are involved in data hiding are: 1)
Perceptibility: Embedding of secret information in a cover
medium with visually acceptable distortion level, 2) Capacity: Change in the volume of secret data with respect
to perceptibility and 3) Robustness: Resistance against
effort to destroy, remove, or change the embedded data.
Various data-hiding schemes are available which emphasize on hiding high amount of secret data within a cover
image without destroying the aspect of imperceptibility.
The boom in the internet technology has resulted in

more and more digital images getting transmitted over
non-secure channels very quickly. So, military, medical
and quality control images must be protected against
unauthorized manipulation during transmission. Moreover, due to unavoidable interference during transmission
original secret data may not reach an intended receiver.
This run time problem is taken care of by the process of
image authentication, i.e. the secret data is hidden
within a cover image in an imperceptible manner which
can only be deciphered by an intended receiver.
To protect the authenticity of the documents, several
approaches including cryptography, watermarking, digital
signatures and steganography based on the image content
are proposed. The concept of cryptography (encryption
and decryption algorithms) was used to protect the secrecy of the message and its communication. But slowly
the concept of cryptography became very weak and the
secrecy of the existence of the data became a point of
concern. So, watermarking was introduced to hide digital information in a carrier signal without indulging any
special curiosity for the attackers. Digital watermarking facilitates users to handle a secret document legally
along with the necessary security. A further refinement,
i.e. invisible watermarking confirms that an authorized
person is only eligible to extract a watermark utilizing
some mathematical calculations. This defines more security and robustness than visible watermarking in the
domain of data privacy.
Moreover, digital image steganography [4] based image
authentication plays a vital role in preserving and protecting secured documents by showing effective resilience
against attempts to corrupt the hidden data. So, every algorithm in this domain must consider certain factors like
1) perceptual transparency, i.e. degradation in the quality of the cover image is insignificant and 2) the volume
of payload data [20] and robustness of embedding, i.e. resistance against related attacks namely AWGN, filtering,
lossy compression, scaling and cropping.
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The key issue, i.e. effectiveness of robust embedding [19], being highly dependent on the pattern of concealment, appropriate domain (Spatial domain [11, 21,
36, 39] or Transform domain [8, 15, 17]) of the cover
image and the position of embedding are major concerns. In contrast to spatial domain, choosing spectral
domain of an image for embedding proves more credible. Amongst the available transform domain techniques
viz. Discrete Cosine transforms (DCT), Discrete Fourier
transforms (DFT) [18], Z transforms [16] etc., recently
algorithms are focusing more on Discrete Wavelet transforms (DWT) [24, 31] for its two exclusive features namely
Multi-resolution analysis (MRA) and rectification of the
problem of time - frequency resolution as mentioned in
the theoretical aspects of HVS [22].
Some of the existing algorithms are discussed in this
context. Embedding of secret messages in high frequency
coefficients and utilizing the unchanged low frequency coefficients for improving the image quality was proposed
by Chen et al. in “A DWT Based Approach for Image Steganography” [7]. A lossy image compression using
wavelet technique was implemented by Raviraj et al. in
“The Modified 2D-Haar Wavelet Transformation in Image
Compression” [29] where different compression thresholds
for the wavelet coefficients was considered to improve the
quality of the reconstructed image. Similarly, a lossy image compression method was also proposed by Tamboli
et al. in “Image Compression using Haar Wavelet Transform” [32] where different related compression thresholds were applied to minimize the computational requirements. In “Robust Digital Image Steganography within
Coefficient Difference on Integer Haar Wavelet Transform” [1], Abu et al. tried to embed the secret message in
the difference values of two adjacent 1-level Integer Haar
Wavelet transformed coefficients. 1 level of resolution using Discrete Haar Wavelet transform and embedding in all
the four coefficients was also proposed by Bhattacharyya
et al. in “Data Hiding in Images in Discrete Wavelet
Domain Using PMM” [3]. In another algorithm “DWT
Based Watermarking Algorithm using Haar Wavelet” [2],
Anuradha et al. also suggested embedding into 1 level
decomposed coefficients. Vanitha et al. in “A Review on
Steganography - Least Significant Bit Algorithm and Discrete Wavelet Transform Algorithm” [34] considered only
the LSB position of Discrete Haar Wavelet transformed
coefficients to embed the message bits. In another algorithm “Implementation of Image Steganography using
2-Level DWT Technique” [35], Verma et al. tried to insert the secret data in the LL sub-band of the transformed
coefficients.
From the above facts, it appears that some of the algorithms were developed using lossy wavelet based compression technique [30], whereas in others either there is a use
of only 1- level Haar resolution or there is degradation in
the image quality after the embedding of secret data. In
the proposed algorithm, a high image compression ratio
is maintained using lossless image compression [30] technique. Moreover, the cover image is decomposed to 2-level
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of resolution and both the levels are simultaneously used
for embedding. In contrast to normal LSB position for
embedding [33], the proposed algorithm uses the pseudo
random nature of embedding position to firmly authenticate the resilience against attempt to corrupt the data
by an intruder. Moreover a decent image quality is maintained by successfully decreasing the difference between
the cover and stego image in spite of embedding at different dynamic LSB positions.
The theory of Discrete Haar Wavelet transform
(DHWT) and Inverse Discrete Haar Wavelet Transform
(IDHWT) are discussed in the next section.

2

Concept of DHWT and IDHWT

DHWT considers both low pass and high pass filters to extract the low frequency (approximation) coefficients and
high frequency (detail) coefficients of a signal [10] respectively. In n × n matrix these filters are applied along the
rows and then along the columns at every level of decomposition. In the first level the generated sub-bands are
1) LL (low-low frequency) representing approximation
band;
2) LH (low - high frequency) representing vertical band;
3) HL (high - low frequency) representing horizontal
band;
4) HH (high - high frequency) representing diagonal
band.
Each successive decomposition level further, utilizes
the LL sub-band of the previous level.
Mathematically, DHWT replaces a sequence of values
by its pair wise average xn−1,i and difference dn−1,i values
calculated as in Equation (1):


xn−1,i = (xn,2i + xn,2i+1 )/2
(1)
dn−1,i = (xn,2i − xn,2i+1 )/2
For example,
1) As consecutive pairs of input sequences having the
first element as even index are used for calculating
the averages and differences, the total number of elements in each set, i.e. (xn−1,i ) and (dn−1,i ) is exactly
equal to half the number of elements mentioned in the
original sequence.
2) The two sequences (xn−1,i ) and (dn−1,i ) are concatenated to generate a new sequence of similar
length as that of the input sequence. For example if the original sequence is (10, 13, 25, 26,
29, 21, 7, 15), then the resulting sequence will be
(11.5, 25.5, 25, 11, −1.5, −0.5, 4, −4). This sequence
can be visualized as 2 halves:
a. Averages from the original sequence, i.e. a
coarser approximation to the original signal is
considered as the first half;
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Figure 1: An example

Figure 2: Two-level of resolution using discrete Haar wavelet transform

b. The second half contain the details or approximation errors of the first half.
These transformations do not increase the volume of
data. In reverse process, Inverse Discrete Haar Wavelet
Transform (IDWT) reconstructs the original sequence by
using Equation (2):


xn,2i = (xn−1,i + dn−1,i )
(2)
xn,2i+1 = (xn−1,i − dn−1,i )
In both these equations n represents the total number
of elements in a set and i denote a particular position
within the set.
In practical application, the implementation of DHWT
and IDHWT on a 2 x 2 matrix is explained in Figure 1.
Here M0 is the original spatial matrix, M1 is the transformed matrix and M2 is the reformed spatial matrix.
The transformed coefficients are generated by using

2) The averaging and differencing operations at multiple
resolutions is similar to some important image analyzing methods namely Laplacian pyramid method of
Burt et al. [5] and the Mumford-Shah theorem [26];
3) Decent correlation between fractal theory [9] and
wavelet transforms. The procedures for effective hiding and proper extraction of the secret data are explained in the next section.

3

The Technique

In the embedding technique, the cover image is considered as a set of non-overlapping mask each of size 4 × 4.
2D DHWT is applied on each of these mask to obtain frequency coefficients and the decomposition is done up to 2
levels. The payload is embedded in the middle frequency
bands and three areas of embedding viz.

a0
b0

= ((a + b) + (c + d))/4,
= ((a − b) + (c − d))/4,

1) The coefficients of HL2, LH2 and 4 coefficients of
HL1;

c0

=

((a + b) − (c + d))/4

0

=

((a − b) − (c − d))/4.

2) The coefficients of HL2, LH2 and 4 coefficients of
LH1;

d

The spatial components are recalculated as
a

=

((a0 + b0 ) + (c0 + d0 )),

b

=

((a0 − b0 ) + (c0 − d0 )),

3) 4 coefficients of LH1 and 4 coefficients of HL1 are
proposed. The areas are highlighted in Figure 2.

The formation of stego coefficients can be mathematically expressed as: s0 (m, n) = s(m, n) + α × w(k), where
s(m, n) is the host signal, s0 (m, n) is the stego signal, w(k)
c = ((a0 + b0 ) − (c0 + d0 ))
is the payload in form of a distributed sequence and α is
d = ((a0 − b0 ) − (c0 − d0 )).
the scaling factor to ascertain the strength of the payload
0
0
0 signal. The value of α is controlled to maintain a coorHere a, b, c and d are spatial components and a , b , c
dination between the imperceptibility and robustness of
and d0 are their frequency counterparts.
embedding. The bitwise payload sequence is generated
So, the effectiveness of DHWT refers to:
from 1) payload size of 32 bit which represents the com1) Creation of sub images at multiple resolutions which bined size of image header and image data, 2) payload
message digest (160 bit) and 3) payload data.
is similar to a process of HVS [13, 14, 38];
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Figure 3: Embedding

Figure 4: Extraction

An example of the embedding and extraction procedure are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively.
In the embedding process, M represents a set of spatial
values. On application of DHWT, M1 is generated which
contains a set of corresponding frequency values. A bit
sequence 110100 is fabricated at pseudo-random generated positions (Subsection 3.2) in some of the selected
frequency components and M2 is obtained. The accrued
noise due to embedding is minimized (Subsection 3.3) to
obtain M3. The technique of IDHWT is applied on M3
to obtain stego values as shown in M4. But it is seen that
some of the stego values contradict the image property.
An adjustment technique (Subsection 3.4) is implemented
to maintain the image property for all the stego values and
the final set is M5.
In the extraction process, the embedding bit sequence
is extracted from M6 which is obtained by applying
DHWT on M5.
The algorithm for embedding is explained in Subsection 3.1. In order to enhance the effectiveness of hiding
mechanism, a mathematical function is defined in Subsection 3.2 to generate the pseudo-random embedding
positions. Subsection 3.3 defines an initiative taken to
achieve high PSNR values in spite of embedding at dynamically variable LSB positions (0-3). Protective measures as explained in Subsection 3.4 are also taken to
maintain proper image property of the stego image.
In case of extraction (Subsection 3.5), the embedded
bit sequence is extracted by using the mathematical expression w(k) = (s0 (m, n) − s(m, n))/(α × s(m, n)) to reconstruct the payload size, message digest and the payload data.

3.1

Algorithm 1 Embedding Technique
Input: An image as cover and a payload (Image/Text/Audio/Encrypted Data).
Output: A stego image.
Steps:
1: A 160 bit (SHA-1) message digest is generated from
the payload.
2: Steps 2.1 to 2.7 are repeated to fabricate the payload
size (in bytes), generated message digest and the payload entirely into the cover image,
2.1 From the cover image, non-overlapping 4x4 blocks
of pixels are read in row major sequence.
2.2 The transform technique is applied on the spatial
blocks sequentially to obtain the corresponding
frequency blocks.
2.3 Only the integer part of the target frequency coefficients of a block are chosen for embedding.
2.4 The payload bits are scanned one at a time and
embedded in pseudo-random positions in each of
the selected frequency components.
2.5 An adjustment technique is applied on some of
the modified frequency components to reduce the
degree of noise due to embedding.
2.6 The stego pixels are obtained by applying Inverse
Discrete Wavelet Transform on the selected block.
2.7 Necessary readjustments are applied on an adverse stego block to maintain proper image property.
2.8 The correct spatial block is written back into the
output image in the same location.

The Insertion Algorithm

This procedure for embedding is discussed in Algorithm 1.

3:

End.
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Generation of Pseudo-random Loca- Algorithm 3 Reduction of noise
The magnitude of the stego component may differ or retion

main same as the spatial value. If s = e (b, t) then
This procedure for generating pseudo-random embedding the magnitude of the adjustment factor n is defined as
positions is discussed in Algorithm 2.
n = |s - b|. The adjustment on s is done based on:
Steps:
1: If n = 0, no adjustment is done.
3.3 Reduction of Embedded Noise
2: if n > 0, then adjustment is done with respect to the
embedding position of the payload bit. The bits of
This procedure to reduce noise due to the embedding prothe binary representation of s are altered (0 to 1 / 1
cedure is discussed in Algorithm 3.
to 0) on the right (i.e. towards LSB) and/or left (i.e.
towards MSB).
Note: s is the stego frequency component, e () is the
3.4 The Extraction Algorithm
embedding function, b is the bit to be embedded and
t is the position of embedding.
This procedure for extraction is discussed in Algorithm 4.

3.5

Procedure for Retention of Image
Property

This procedure to preserve the image property after the
embedding technique is discussed in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-Random Position
As input we consider three parameters p, q and r respectively, where p is a 8 bit integer value representing the
mean of the current block, q (i.e. 0/1) signifies the last
embedded bit of the payload and r (i.e. 0-7) represents
the position of q in the current payload data byte. The
generated pseudo-random value is a 2 bit integer value.
Steps:
1: Starting from LSB, three bits of r are taken.
2: A sequence qr2r1r0 (e.g. 1011) is formed to generate
pos1 = qr2 XOR r1r0.
3: pos1 is regenerated as pos1 = (p1p0 XOR p3p2) XOR
(pos11 pos10 ).
4: Let, Q be a buffer to hold maximum N values and prevent successive repetitions of the same random values
of pos1.
5: Execute the following statements to get the final value
of pos1.
IF (there are empty spaces in Q) then
The present value of pos1 is inserted into Q.
ELSE
The present pos1 is compared with its existing values
in Q.
IF (there is a difference at any position) then
The present value of pos1 is treated as the final value.
ELSE
The current value of pos1 is modified as,
IF (q = 0) then
pos1 = (complement of pos10 ) pos11
ELSE
pos1 = pos10 (complement of pos11 )
This value of pos1 in inserted into Q and returned as
the final position.
6: End.

Algorithm 4 Extraction Technique
Input: A stego image.
Output: The extracted payload (Image/ Text/ Audio/
Encrypted Data).
Steps:
1: The fabricated bits are to be extracted to reform the
required information.
2: Steps 2.1 to 2.5 are repeated to reform the payload.
2.1 From the stego image, non- overlapping 4x4
blocks of pixels are read in row major sequence.
2.2 Two Dimensional Discrete Haar wavelet Transform is applied on the spatial blocks at a time to
obtain the frequency blocks.
2.3 The integer part of the target frequency values
is chosen and the pseudo-random positions are
generated for extraction.
2.4 The embedded bits are extracted from the selected areas.
2.5 The extracted bits are properly arranged to form
the payload size, message digest and the payload
itself.
The 160 bit message digest (SHA-1) is generated from
the extracted payload.
4: The generated and extracted message digests are compared to check the authenticity of the received payload.
5: End.
3:
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Algorithm 5 Preservation of image property
In a stego block, some pixel values may contradict the image property. For rectification, specific adjustments are
made on the spatial pixel values and the embedding algorithm is repeated again on that block. By experimentation on a number of gray scale images a threshold value
T has been derived for the proposed algorithm to control the adjustment procedure. The possible adjustments
are:
1: When all the spatial values in a block are in the range
[0, T] only and a negative stego pixel value generates,
then the highest difference, i.e. [0- (highest -ve pixel
value)] is added to all the spatial values.
2: When all the spatial values in a block are in the range
[(255-T), 255] only and there is a generation of a
stego pixel value above 255, then the highest difference [(highest + ve pixel value) - 255] is subtracted
from all the spatial values.
3: When all the spatial values in a block are in the range
[(0, T), ((255-T), 255)] and there is a generation of
both negative stego pixel value and stego pixel value
above 255. The two types of differences are calculated as 1) A = [0- (highest -ve pixel value)] and 2)
B = [(highest + ve pixel value) - 255]. The actual
difference is selected as diff = max (A, B). The value
(2 x diff) is subtracted from all the spatial values in
the range [((255-T), 255)] and diff is added to all the
spatial values in the range [0, T].
4: When all the spatial values in a block are in the range
[(0, T), ((255-T), 255)] and there is a generation of
both negative stego pixel value and stego pixel value
above 255. The differences are calculated as in case
3.The actual difference is selected as diff = A or B.
The value (2 x diff) is subtracted from all the spatial
values in the range [((255-T), 255)] and diff is added
to all the spatial values in the range [0, T].
5: When all the spatial values in a block are in the range
[0, 255] and there is a generation of both negative
stego pixel value and stego pixel value above 255. The
differences are calculated as in case 3.The actual difference is selected as diff = A or B. The value (2 x diff)
is subtracted from all the spatial values in the range
[((255-T), 255)], diff is added to all the spatial values
in the range [0, T] and the mid-range, i.e. [(T+1),
((255-T) - 1)] values remain unchanged.

4

Experiment and Results

The algorithm has been experimented on a number of gray
scale images in a system with the following hardware configuration: 4 GB of main memory, processor of at least
1 GHz clock speed, 1 GB of graphics memory and 4 GB
of free disk space. Various fidelity tests are performed on
a number of gray scale images to analyse the robustness
of embedding, i.e. to check whether there is any perceptual distortion in the cover image after the embedding of
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secret data. The imperceptibility is measured in terms
of Mean Squared Error (MSE) [28], Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) [28], Image Fidelity (IF) and Structural
Similarity Index Metric (SSIM) [37]. The quantifiers are
defined as follows:
1) Mean Square Error (MSE): The average energy of the
error difference between the test and the reference
signal is computed using Equation (3)
M SE =

M −1 N −1
1 X X
[I(x, y) − I 0 (x, y)]2
M N y=0 x=0

(3)

Here I(x, y) and I 0 (x, y) are the pixel values in the
cover and the stego image and M, N are the horizontal and vertical pixel dimensions of the cover image.
2) Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR):The ratio of the
maximum intensity of a signal against the intensity
of the corrupting noise that affects the fidelity aspect
is calculated by using Equation (4)
P SN R = 20log10 √

255
M SE

(4)

where the constant value 255 signifies the maximum
intensity of a pixel having a colour depth of 8 bits.
3) Image Fidelity (IF): The measurement of the degradation level of a perceived image w.r.t a perfect image
is done with the help of Equation (5)
PM −1 PN −1
IF = 1 −

0
2
x=0 [I(x, y) − I (x, y)]
PM −1 PN −1
2
y=0
x=0 [I(x, y)]

y=0

(5)

4) Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM): This procedure is sensitive to distortions that disintegrate the
natural spatial correlation of an image and considered as the best possible method to evaluate image
quality. It is evaluated as a product of luminance
comparison function l (f, g), contrast comparison
function c(f, g) and structural comparison function
s(f, g) as shown in Equation (6).
SSIM (f, g) = l(f, g).c(f, g).s(f, g)

(6)

where,

2µf µg + C1


l(f, g) = 2

2

µ

f + µg + C1



2σf σg + C2
c(f, g) = 2
σf + σg2 + C2






σ + C3

 s(f, g) = f g
σf σg + C3

(7)

The first term, i.e. luminance comparison function
used in Equation (7) measures the closeness of mean
luminance (µf and µg ) of the cover and stego images.
The second term, i.e. contrast comparison function
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measures the closeness of the contrast (measured by
the standard deviation σf and σg ) of the two images.
The third term i.e. the structure comparison function measures the correlation coefficient between the
two images f and g. Note that σf g is the covariance
between f and g. The positive values of the SSIM index fall between [0,1] where 0 signifies no correlation
between images and 1 means f = g. The positive
constants C1 , C2 and C3 are used to avoid a null denominator.
The comparison between the three areas of embedding
in terms of PSNR (in dB), IF and SSIM are shown in
Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. In case of area
1 and area 2 the size of the payload is 110x110 and in case
of area 3 the size of the payload is 120x120. The size of
each of the cover images is 512x512 for all the cases.
Table 1: Analysis of PSNR
Cover
Payload
Images
Monalisa
Lenna
Baboon
Oakland
Earth
Woodlad
Peppers
Tiffany
Airplane
Sailboat
Average

Area I
37.19
36.17
37.40
37.09
36.77
36.10
34.15
35.10
35.39
36.15

PSNR(in dB)
Area II Area III
37.16
37.22
36.14
36.29
37.42
37.49
37.16
37.25
36.86
37.10
36.12
36.40
34.10
34.63
34.89
35.16
35.46
36.55
36.14
36.45
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Table 3: Analysis of SSIM
Cover
Payload
Images
Monalisa
Lenna
Baboon
Oakland
Earth
Woodlad
Peppers
Tiffany
Airplane
Sailboat
Average

Area I
0.9990
0.9963
0.9959
0.9913
0.9954
0.9973
0.9851
0.9949
0.9977
0.9947

SSIM
Area II
0.9988
0.9961
0.9962
0.9915
0.9960
0.9972
0.9850
0.9948
0.9985
0.9949

Area III
0.9988
0.9959
0.9964
0.9915
0.9960
0.9971
0.9844
0.9948
0.9985
0.9948

value, i.e. 36.24 dB in spite of hiding quite a large volume of secret data simultaneously in both the levels of
resolution. Moreover from Table 2 and Table 3 the average values of IF and SSIM, i.e. 0.9860 and 0.9948 respectively, proves that the stego image more or less resembles
the cover image. Also, visual analysis of the testing images shows imperceptible distinction between the cover
and the stego images as shown for the three areas of embedding in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively.
In addition to this, our proposed embedding algorithm
can be implemented in all the middle frequency bands,
irrespective of whether they are present in a combination
of 1-level and 2-level of resolution or only in 2-level of
resolution and the average value of PSNR suggest robust
embedding. Moreover, performance comparison is also
done with other similar existing algorithms as shown in
Table 4.
Table 4: Comparative analysis of PSNR

Table 2: Analysis of IF
Cover
Payload
Images
Monalisa
Lenna
Baboon
Oakland
Earth
Woodlad
Peppers
Tiffany
Airplane
Sailboat
Average

Area I
0.9954
0.9340
0.9933
0.9939
0.9984
0.9859
0.9918
0.9835
0.9959
0.9857

IF
Area II
0.9958
0.9334
0.9938
0.9947
0.9982
0.9853
0.9921
0.9836
0.9963
0.9859

Area III
0.9959
0.9356
0.9938
0.9950
0.9983
0.9864
0.9920
0.9843
0.9964
0.9864

It can be considered that the degradation level of a
stego image is quite acceptable if the PSNR value is
greater than 35 dB, i.e. the payload is almost invisible
to HVS. Table 1 suggests that the proposed algorithm
is quite successful in achieving a decent average PSNR

No.

Algorithm

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

[3]
[27]
[2]
[12]
[6]
[23]
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Level of
Resolution
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Avg. PSNR
(in dB)
34.60
38.52
39.62
26.30
33.08
36.04
36.44
43.22
45.73

From the above table it shows that as compared to
1-level resolution in A, with similar embedding capacity
our proposed algorithm even with 2-level of resolution in
G generates an enhanced PSNR value of 36.44 dB. Similarly, considering the same embedding capacity as in B,
our algorithm with 2-level of resolution in I shows an increased PSNR value of 45.73 dB as compared to 38.52 dB
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Figure 5: Embedding in Area I

Figure 6: Embedding in Area II

Figure 7: Embedding in Area III
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Figure 8: Visual analysis of cover and stego images

in B even with 1-level of resolution. In addition to this,
considering 2-level of resolution and similar embedding
capacity our algorithm in H shows an escalation in PSNR
value, i.e. 43.22 dB when compared with some similar algorithms like C, D, E and F having PSNR values of 39.62
dB, 26.30 dB, 33.08 dB and 36.04 dB respectively.

5
5.1

Resistance to Certain Attacks
Visual Attack

Initiative is imparted to resist visual attack by eliminating
certain issues related to secret message like 1) embedding
in a sequential order and 2) length is less than the maximum size of the bit plane. Figure 8 shows the visual
interpretation of the magnified version of a source and
the stego image of the three areas and it may be inferred
that the algorithm can resist visual attack considerably.

5.3

The objective is to copy a payload from one carrier signal
to another. It is performed in two steps: 1) An estimation of the embedded payload is made from the stego
image and 2) The estimated payload is copied from the
stego image to a carrier signal to obtain a separate target
stego image. Our proposed algorithm uses a self-defined
mathematical pseudorandom function to establish a link
between the payload and the cover image. As the function is only known to the authorized sender and receiver,
the link can only be verified by an intended receiver during the extraction of the payload. In addition to this, the
pseudorandom function also helps to make the payload a
function of the original cover image which may cause a
problem in terms of the marked target cover image. The
elimination of copy attack also helps to resist protocol
attack.

6
5.2

Statistical Attack

This is similar to visual attack. The assumption is that
the least significant bit of a cover image is random and
may be replaced by a secret message is not necessarily
correct. The basic concept is to compare between the frequency distribution and the theoretically expected distribution of a potential cover image. If the statistical profile
of the new data does not with the standard data, then
it probably contains a hidden message. In Figure 9 there
is a detailed graphical comparison between the cover and
stego signals with respect to the pixel intensity value vs.
pixel number. It shows that the graph for stego image
mostly overlaps the graph for cover image. Due to efficient adjustment of noise in the stego image, no noticeable changes occur after the concealment of the payload
in the carrier image. So we may infer that the proposed
algorithm is significantly robust in the domain of data authentication and different areas of comparison as shown
in sub figures strongly establish the fact. Moreover as the
cover and stego images are more or less identical and statistically similar, an unintended user will have confusion
in implementing statistical attack.

Copy Attack

Conclusions

Social Implication: Personal identification and authentication demand the necessity of security, protection and access restriction which may be achieved
using a biometric authentication system. The characteristic of biometric system is unique and cannot
be lost or forgotten and the components used by biometric systems include fingerprints, hand geometry,
iris, retina, facer, hand, vein etc.
To access sensitive and restricted areas in an office,
we like to propose the facility of smart card for an
individual’s identity. A chip will be embossed on the
identity card and the information content in the chip
will be original template, entire biometric sensor, microprocessor and memory. This chip will function as
per the operations of System-on-Card (SOC).
The card is prepared using two images namely: 1)
Digital photo as cover image and 2) Image of his or
hers retina as payload. These two images are fed as
input to the proposed embedding algorithm to produce a stego image. The stego image is written into
the memory of the chip and the identity card is prepared to be delivered to the individual. At the entry
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[a]

[b]

[c]

[d]
Figure 9: Statistical analysis of source and stego image pixels
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Figure 10: Authentication in smart card

point where the card is required to prove an indiimage can also be taken into consideration with
vidual’s identity, the image of the retina of the inembedding in other frequency bands.
dividual is captured instantly. The embedded stego
image is extracted by scanning the chip on the identity card. The payload i.e. original image of retina Acknowledgments
is extracted by using the extraction algorithm. The
The authors express their deep sense of gratitude to the
captured and the extracted images of the retina are
faculty members of the Dept. of Engineering and Technomatched to validate an individual’s identity. It is
logical Studies, University of Kalyani, West Bengal, India,
pictorially represented in Figure 10 as.
where the work has been carried out.The work has been
Conclusions: This paper proposes a secured data au- financially supported by DST, PURSE.
thentication algorithm for the protection of copyright
information. Embedding capacity, level of decomposition and the areas chosen for embedding are quite
better than many existing methods. The PSNR values computed for the three proposed areas show effective results and the average values of IF and SSIM
ensure the similarity between the cover image and the
stego image. The extraction of the original payload
bits is also difficult as they are not embedded directly
into a fixed LSB position in the spatial domain of a
cover image. In addition to this, the payload can
be extracted [25] without the availability of the original cover image and the algorithm proves effective
against some related attacks.
Future Studies and Recommendations: The proposed algorithm can be implemented using other
wavelet frequency methods. Moreover color cover
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Abstract
In Software Industry an application can be released to
production only after it has gone through Unit testing,
followed by Integration testing, then System testing and
finally Acceptance testing. Note here that without the
completion of unit testing, integration testing cannot be
started and similarly without the completion of integration testing, system testing cannot be started and so on.
That is the ordering is important. To realize this or similar kind of activity we need a hierarchial access structure
that has in built ordering among the levels. Existing access structures fail to realize this scenario as they are short
of enforcing the required ordering. The purpose of this paper is to propose an access structure that caters to this
kind of scenarios and come up with schemes that realize
this access structure. We call this new access structure as
Level Ordered Access Structure(LOAS) and the schemes
that realize this access structure as Level Ordered Secret
Sharing(LOSS) schemes.
Keywords: Level ordered access structure, level ordered
secret sharing, ordered hierarchial, threshold secret sharing

1

Introduction

Secret sharing is a cryptographic primitive which is used
to distribute a secret among a group of players. It is
simply a special form of key distribution [14]. The distribution is such that any group of authorized players
can always reconstruct the secret, whereas an unauthorized group can never obtain any information about the
secret. The first secret sharing scheme was designed independently by Shamir in [12] and Blakley in [4]. The
approach in [12] relies on Lagrange polynomial interpola∗ Work

done when the author was at University of Hyderabad

tion, whereas the scheme in [4] is geometric and uses the
concept of intersecting hyperplanes.
The Access Structure of a secret sharing scheme is the
set of all groups which are allowed to reconstruct the secret. It is denoted by Γ. The elements of an access structure are referred to as the authorized sets and the rest are
called unauthorized sets. The set of all unauthorized sets
is called the Adversary structure. The adversary structure will be denoted by Γ̄. An access structure is called
monotone if it satisfies the following criteria.
1) (A ∈ Γ) ∧ (A ⊆ B) =⇒ B ∈ Γ;
2) (A ∈ Γ̄) ∧ (B ⊆ A) =⇒ B ∈ Γ̄.
We assume that Γ only contains the minimal allowed
groups which can recover the secret. Similarly, Γ̄ only
contains maximal adversarial groups which cannot recover
the secret.
Several access structures have been proposed in the
literature. The primitive access structure is the (t, n)threshold access structure. In a (t, n)-threshold access
structure, there are n shareholders. An authorized group
consists of any t or more participants and any group of at
most t − 1 participants is an unauthorized group.
Threshold schemes are suitable for situations in which
each player is assigned the same trust. In most practical
situations, the degree of trust assigned to a player can
differ based on the authority of the player. Simmons [13]
introduced multilevel ti -out-of-ni and compartmented ti out-of-ni secret sharing schemes to model secret sharing
in some practical situations wherein the trust is not distributed uniformly over the set of all players
In Multilevel secret sharing, a set of players is partitioned into disjoint levels. Players at lower levels have
more importance than players at higher levels. Each level
i contains ni players. So, the levels form a hierarchial
structure. Hence multilevel secret sharing is also called hierarchial secret sharing. There are two types of multilevel
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access structures: disjunctive multi-level access structure
introduced by Simmons [13] and conjunctive multi-level
access structure by Tassa [16].
In disjunctive multi-level access structure any ti players of the ith level can recover the secret. When the number of cooperating participants from the ith level is smaller
than ti , say ri , then ti − ri participants can be taken from
lower levels.
In conjunctive multi-level access structure every group
of ti players on the ith level must cooperate to recover
the secret. When the number of cooperating participants
from the ith level is smaller than ti , say ri , then ti − ri
participants can be taken from lower levels. A related
signcryption scheme [18] for hierarchial groups is studied
in [1].
In Compartmented secret sharing, a set of players is
partitioned into disjoint compartments. The secret is distributed such that reconstruction of the secret requires
cooperation of at least ti players from the ith compartment. In this context, let us recall the example presented
by Simmons in [13]. Let two countries agree to control
the recovery of the secret (which may initiate a common
action) by a secret sharing scheme. The secret can be
recreated only if at least two participants from both compartments pool their shares together.
Generalized access structure is the far reaching generalization of the access structures discussed above. Let U be
a set of n participants and 2U be its power set. Generalized access structure refers to the case when the collection
of authorized subsets of U may be any collection Γ ⊆ 2U
having the monotonicity property.
A secret sharing scheme is a perfect realization of Γ [15]
if for all authorized sets A ∈ Γ, the users in A can always
reconstruct the secret, and for all unauthorized sets B
not in Γ, the users in B collectively cannot obtain any
information about the secret. Schemes that satisfy this
criteria is commonly referred to as unconditionally secure
schemes.
The information rate, ρi , for participant i is defined as
the ratio of the length of the secret, expressed in bits, to
the length of the share, also expressed in bits i.e.
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has to be cleared first by the clerk, then by the cashier
and finally by the manager. The order has to be strictly
enforced. These applications require ordering theory to
be introduced into an access structure. It may appear
that this problem can be solved by using Multistage secret
sharing, but in fact it is not. Refer Section 2.2 for details
and Example 1 for a concrete example. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper to bring ordering theory
into access structures.
A formal definition of proposed Level ordered Access
structure (LOAS) is presented in the paper. Also, an ideal
secret sharing scheme that realizes this access structure is
presented. The scheme is similar in spirit to the compartmented secret sharing scheme proposed by Brickell [5],
but differs in the way the partial secrets are combined to
recover the secret. The way we combine ensures ordering among the levels, which is the main objective behind
Level ordered secret sharing.

1.2

Outline of the Paper

Formal Definition of level ordered access structure is presented in Section 2. The difference between Level ordered
secret sharing schemes (LOSS) and other extensions of
Shamir secret sharing especially Hierarchial secret sharing are discussed in Section 2. An interesting relationship between generalized access structures and LOAS is
discussed in Appendix 4. LOAS and its properties are
discussed in Section 3. Section 3 also discusses the modification of LOAS to include a virtual player, which in turn
enables to prove the existence of an ideal scheme for the
LOAS. In addition, an ideal scheme and the properties
of the LOSS scheme especially homomorphic properties
are presented in Section 3. Finally we conclude the paper
with possible directions for future work in Section 4.

2

Formal Definition of LOAS

In LOAS, a set of players are partitioned into different
levels and each level is associated with a threshold. Also
there is an ordering defined on the levels. During reconρi = log2 |secret| .
log2 |share|
struction, if the players submit shares according to the
The information rate ρ of the scheme is defined as ρ = specified order, then the actual secret should get reconmin{ρi : i is a participant of the scheme}.
structed. Formally the proposed Level ordered Access
A well known fact in secret sharing is that the size of structure is as follows.
a share is at least the size of the secret. Therefore, the
information rate of the participant and hence the infor- Definition 2.1 Let U be a set of n participants and let
mation rate of the scheme are both bounded between 0 U1 , U2 , · · · Um be a partition of the set U. Also let bi be
and 1. Schemes with maximum information rate are desir- a boolean variable, which we call the activation index asable [15]. Schemes with information rate 1 are called ideal sociated with the ith level Ui , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Define Si ,
schemes [15]. The relationship between permutations and recursively, to be an authorized set corresponding to the
ideal secret schemes is studied in [10].
ith level if

1.1

Our Contribution

Many applications require that secrets be reconstructed
in a well-defined order. For example, in banks, a cheque

1) Si ⊆ Ui and |Si | ≥ ti ,
2) ∃ an authorized set (Si−1 ) whose activation index
(bi−1 ) is True, where b0 = T and S0 = ∅.
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I.e., there is an authorized set Si−1 of (i − 1)th level and 2.2 Relationship Between Multistage Sethe truth value of the corresponding activation index bi−1
cret Sharing and LOAS
is true.
A authorized sets of LOAS are the authorized sets of
In a Multistage secret sharing (MSS) scheme [8, 7, 20],
level m.
shares are distributed to users so that k secrets can be reconstructed, one at each stage. Each participant receives
2.1 Relationship Between LOAS and Hi- a share known as master share. In each of the stages,
erarchical and Compartmented Ac- a shadow share is computed for each user based on his
master share. The shadow shares are used to reconstruct
cess Structures
the secret at that stage. Also each stage uses some public
There are a number of related definitions of access struc- values. Note that these methods reconstruct the secrets
tures like Hierarchial and Compartmented access struc- sequentially. Literature also offers methods that recontures. Following arguments (discussion) explains that struct all the secrets simultaneously [6, 20]. These meththese access structures are different from the LOAS de- ods are known as parallel secret reconstruction methods.
fined above.
We would like to call the above traditional method of
Definition 2.2 Disjunctive hierarchical access structure multistage secret sharing as ”Loose sequential secret sharis a multipartite access structure in which each level Li ing” as a secret at level Li may be computed without the
is assigned with a threshold ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and the secret knowledge of the secret at level Li−1 . Also this method
can be reconstructed when, for some i, there are at least ti supports parallel secret reconstruction.
shareholders who all belong to levels smaller than or equal
The LOAS secret sharing scheme described in this pato Li . Mathematically,
per can be called as ”Strict sequential secret sharing” as
the secret at level Li requires the knowledge of secret at
level Li−1 (See Section 2.3 for our idea of realizing LOAS).
for some i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}}.
It is straightforward to infer that strict sequential secret
Definition 2.3 Conjunctive hierarchical access structure sharing cannot support parallel secret reconstruction.
is a multipartite access structure in which each level Li is
More formally, the distinction between loose and strict
assigned with a threshold ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and the secret sequential secret sharing schemes(a scheme that involves a
can be reconstructed when, for every i, there are at least ti secret at each level) can be made as follows. Any sequenshareholders who all belong to levels smaller than or equal tial secret sharing scheme can be characterized by two
to Li . Mathematically,
parameters: the first parameter is a triple (Id, ΓId , sId ),
where
Id is the stage or level identity, ΓId is the access
Γ = {V ⊆ U : |V ∩ (∪ij=1 Uj )| ≥ ti ,
structure for the stage and sId is the (partial) secret assofor every i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}}.
ciated with the stage. The second parameter is a permutation on the stage Ids describing the valid order of secret
Note that in Hierarchical secret sharing, players can be
reconstruction.
taken from lower levels and this is not permissible in
In traditional MSS ΓId is same for all stages and the
LOAS. Also LOAS defines a sequence of levels where lower
levels have to submit their shares before higher levels, permutation is often left unspecified to allow flexibility.
whereas such requirement is absent in hierarchical secret The MSS schemes are flexible to allow the secret reconstruction of a random stage without reconstructing sesharing.
crets in previous stages and also support parallel reconDefinition 2.4 Compartmented access structure is a struction. In LOAS schemes, there is no flexibility and
multipartite access structure in which each compartment the (partial) secrets need to be recovered in the specified
is assigned with a threshold ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and the secret order.
can be reconstructed when, for every i, there are at least ti
A simple modification to an existing MSS scheme, like
shareholders from Ui and a total of at least t0 participants
addition
of previous stage secret to current stage (t, n)
from all the compartments. Mathematically,
Shamir secret, cannot accomplish the requirements of
Γ = {V ⊆ U : |V ∩ Ui | ≥ ti ,
LOAS, as can be seen from Example 1.
for every i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m} and |V | ≥ t0 }.
There exists an interesting relationship between Generalized Access Structures and LOAS based on discrete
m
P
where t0 ≥
ti . Compartmental secret sharing and mathematics concept, POSET. But, in order to continue
i=1
LOAS bear a similarity. In fact, we’ll see in Section 3 that the flow, we defer the discussion to Appendix 4.
Γ

= {V ⊆ U : |V ∩ (∪ij=1 Uj )| ≥ ti ,

the elementary access structure in Level ordered access
The conclusion is that LOAS is different from Hierarstructure is a Compartmented access structure. There chial secret sharing, Compartmental secret sharing, and
is no concept of ordering among the compartments in a Multistage secret sharing. LOAS is a recursive set of acCompartmented access structure.
cess structures.
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Define d = t + 1, where t is the threshold of the (t, n)
threshold access structure. Let

This section proposes an overview on the realization of
LOAS. Specific implementation of the scheme is given in
φ(Pi ) = (0, 1, xi , x2i , · · · , xt−1
)
i
Section 3.
In our implementation, a partial secret si is associated for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where xi is the x-coordinate given to Pi .
with each level Li . The partial secret in the last level is Also, let
the actual secret of the scheme i.e sm = s. The players
φ(D) = (1, 1, 0, · · · , 0)
at level Li are allowed to reconstruct the partial secret si
only after the players at level Li−1 have reconstructed the
φ(P 0 ) = (1, 0, 0, · · · , 0).
partial secret si−1 .
Without loss of generality, let (Pi1 , Pi2 , · · · , Pit , P 0 ) be an
authorized set. Also let a1 , · · · , at , a0 be the coefficients
3 Realization of Level Ordered chosen from GF (q). Hence,

Access Structure

φ(D)

In this section, the properties of LOAS are examined and
a scheme which realizes the Level ordered access structure
(1, 1, 0, · · · , 0)
is given.

3.1

=

+ a0 φ(P 0 )
t
X
aj (0, 1, xij , x2ij , · · · , xt−1
ij )

A way of realizing the level ordered access structure is
by adding a virtual player at each level except the first
level. The partial secret at each level acts as share of the
virtual player in the next level. The virtual player along
with the threshold access structure of that level forms the
modified access structure at that level. The addition of
virtual player ensures that the secrets are reconstructed
in specified order.
We define an elementary access structure for a level
Li to be the conjunction of a virtual player(Pi0 ) and a
(t, n) threshold access structure. For example, if a level
Li is associated with a (2,3) threshold access structure
for players P = {P1 , P2 , P3 } and the virtual player of the
level is P 0 then the modified elementary access structure
is
0

Γ = P (P1 P2 + P1 P3 + P2 P3 )
0

0

= P P1 P2 + P P1 P3 + P P2 P3 .
One of the widely studied properties of the access structures is whether an ideal scheme exists for a given access
structure or not. The following Theorem 2, establishes
that the elementary access structure is an ideal access
structure. Proof of this theorem is based on the the following theorem, which talks about the existence of an
ideal scheme of an access structure, is due to Stinson [15].

(1)

j=1

+ a0 (1, 0, 0, · · · , 0).

Virtual Player

0

= a1 φ(Pi1 ) + a2 φ(Pi2 ) + · · · + at φ(Pit )

(2)

It can be easily seen from that a0 = 1. The remaining set
of equations can be expressed in matrix form as follows:

    
1
1
···
1
a1
1
 xi1





x
·
·
·
x
a
i2
it 
 2
 2  0
2
2 
 xi




x
·
·
·
x
a
0
i2
it  ×  3  =  
 1
 ..
..
..   ..   .. 
 .
.
.   .  .
t−1
t−1
t−1
0
at
· · · xit
x i2
x i1
Since, the coefficient matrix is a Vandermonde matrix,
its determinant is non-zero. So, the system has a unique
solution. That is the vector (0, 1, 0, · · · , 0) can be expressed as a linear combination of the vectors of an authorized set.

3.2

Proposed Scheme

A look at virtual player concept reveals that each elementary access structure has two compartments. The first
compartment is a (t, n) threshold access structure, and
the second compartment has only a virtual player. We
denote the j th (j = 1, 2) compartment of a level Li with
Lij . So our scheme may be visualized as in the following
block diagram.

3.3

Block Diagram

The LOAS can be shown in the form of a block diagram
Theorem 1 If the vector corresponding to the dealer can as shown below.
be expressed as a linear combination of the vectors in evLevel L2
ery authorized set, then there exists an ideal scheme for
the corresponding access structure.
L11
L21
L31
Theorem 2 An ideal scheme exists for the elementary
access structure.
secret
Initialize
L22
L32
Proof: Let GF (q)d denotes the vector space of all dtuples over GF (q), where q is a prime power and d ≥ 2.
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In the block diagram, the AND gate symbol is generic
and it can be replaced with an XOR gate or an Adder
(provides boolean addition of the two inputs) etc. In our
algorithms below, we consider it to be an adder.
Let Fq be the ground field from which the shares and
the secrets are chosen. Given the secret, the Algorithm
Share assigns partial secrets to the levels of the access
structure and subsequently to the players in the levels.

3.4
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Example 1 (Considers only addition operation and excludes virtual player) Suppose that there are x stages and
the order of secret reconstruction is (s1 , · · · , sm ) from left
to right. The actual secret s is recovered only if the partial
secrets are recovered in the specified order. Let sm = (t, n)
Shamir (s0m ) + sm−1 , where s0m is the partial secret recovered by stage m using Shamir secret sharing and s1 =
Shamir (s01 ).
From the definition of LOAS we have

Algorithm Share

Let s be the secret, and i be the level index. Choose
s1 , · · · , sm , so that sm = s.
1) Initialize the partial secret of the last level sm to s
and level index i to m.

s =

sm

=

(t, n)Shamir(s0m ) + sm−1

=

(t, n)Shamir(s0m ) + (t, n)Shamir(s0m−1 ) + sm−2

=

(t, n)Shamir(s0m ) + (t, n)Shamir(s0m−1 ) + · · ·
(t, n)Shamir(s01 ).

2) For each level Li (i > 1) with partial secret si do the
following
Note that the final secret is simply the addition of the
partial secrets of all the stages. So the actual secret can
a. Assign si−1 be the share of the virtual player be constructed by any of the possible n! permutations with
at level i. Shares are assigned to the players n stages. But according to the definition of LOAS, the
in level Li1 based on Shamir’s scheme [12] with secret should be recovered only if the partial secrets are
si − si−1 as secret.
reconstructed in the specified order.
b. Decrement the level index by 1 so that i becomes
i − 1.
Lemma 1 The proposed scheme is perfect.
3) Assign shares to players in level L1 based on Shamir’s
scheme [12] with s1 as the secret.
Proof: It follows directly from the reconstruction al-

3.5

Algorithm Reconstruct

1) The Shamir secret sharing scheme is used to generate
partial secret, s1 from the level L1 . The generated
partial secret is the share of the virtual player in next
level L2 . Initialize level index i to 2.
2) For each level Li do the following

gorithm that an authorized set can recover the secret.
m
P
Any maximal unauthorized set B consists of
ti −
i=1

1 players, where ti is the threshold of the level Li . So
there exists a level Lj such that the number of corroborating players from that level fall below the threshold
i.e., B ∩ Lj < tj . To find the partial secret of the level
Lj1 , we need tj equations. But, the players from the level
Lj provide a maximum of tj − 1 shares. As the number of unknowns are less than the number of equations,
there exists infinitely many solutions(i.e., |Fq |) for the secret value. Hence any maximal unauthorized set cannot
obtain any information about the secret.

a. The Shamir secret sharing scheme is used to
generate secret from the first compartment Li1 ,
which is added with the share of the virtual
player to generate the partial secret of level Li .
The generated partial secret is the share of the
virtual player in the next level, i.e., the share of Theorem 3 The proposed scheme is Level ordered. i.e.,
L(i+1)2 .
partial secrets are recovered in the specified order.

b. Increment the level index i to become i+1, if i <
m. Otherwise, return the partial secret of level Proof: We prove the theorem by the induction on levels. If there is only one level, the reconstruction algorithm
Lm . This partial secret is the desired secret.
returns the secret of the first level and terminates. Let
Remark: Note that there are two key operations in the the partial secret be recovered correctly for the k th level
proposed scheme. The first one is assigning the secret of (induction hypothesis). As per the construction, the first
stage i(i < n) as the share of the virtual player in stage compartment of level k+1 implements Shamir secret shari + 1 and the other one is addition of partial secrets of ing and provides the first input to the adder. As per the
stages i and i + 1 to provide the secret of stage i + 1. induction hypothesis, the second input is provided by the
Both these operations are required to ensure ordering in partial secret of the k th level. Now the Adder can reconthe proposed scheme. Two examples are provided, each struct the partial secret sk+1 . Hence, the partial secret in
of which, tries to construct a scheme with only one of the level Lk+1 is reconstructed only after the partial secret in
above operations and fails to enforce the ordering.
level Lk .
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Properties of LOSS

Shamir’s scheme is homomorphic with respect to (+,
+) [3] and the second operation is trivially homomorphic.
3.6.1 Comparison with the Compartmental AcTherefore, the proposed LOSS scheme is homomorphic
cess Structure
with respect to (+, +).
As can be seen from the virtual player concept that each
elementary access structure other than the one at first
Conclusion
level is a compartmental access structure with two com- 4
partments. The first compartment is a (t, n) threshold,
This paper proposed an access structure that closely rethe second compartment is a (1, 1) threshold and the
sembles the known access structures such as conjuncglobal threshold is t + 1. Note that sum of the individual
tive hierarchial access structure and compartmental acthresholds is the global threshold. The elementary access
cess structure. We call the proposed access structure as
structure in LOAS is a special case of the compartmental
the Level Ordered Access Structure(LOAS). Unlike exaccess structure in which sum of the individual thresholds
isting access structures; wherein there is no concept of
is the global threshold.
ordering, LOAS enforces ordering and it is a sequence of
threshold access structures.
3.6.2 LOSS is a Prepositioned Scheme
It is easy to visualize applications of LOAS in variety
of
areas such as software testing, prepartion of cheques,
Prepositioned schemes [14] were introduced by Simmons
drafts
in banks etc. The paper presented a formal defand has two essential features:
inition of LOAS and a model for realizing LOAS. The
Privacy. It should be possible to preposition all of the paper also analyzed the existence of an ideal scheme for
private information needed for the shared control the proposed LOAS and presented an ideal scheme for the
subject to the condition that even if all of the partic- same.
ipants were to violate the trust of their position and
The side affects of cheating [17] by a player in the ith
collaborate with each other, they would have no bet- level should be studied. Creating cheating models and
ter chance of recovering the secret information than analyzing the repercussions can be one direction for fuan outsider has of guessing it.
ture work. To make the scheme secure against cheating,
Activation. It should be possible to activate the shared either a verification scheme [2] or a robust scheme [11] can
control scheme once it is in place by communicating be introduced. Designing such a scheme can be another
a single share of information, and for many appli- direction for future work.
cations, it should also be possible to reveal different
secrets (using the same prepositioned private pieces Acknowledgments
of information) by communicating different activating shares of information.
The authors gratefully acknowledge Prof.V.N.Sastry of
LOSS is one of the best examples of prepositioned se- IDRBT for his insights into the problem statement.
cret sharing schemes. The partial secret at level Li is
reconstructed only after the partial secret at level Li−1 is
reconstructed. The partial secret at level Li−1 together
with the activation index acts as activation information
for the players at level Li (Activation property). Without the partial secret at level Li−1 , the players at level
Li would have no better chance of recovering the secret
information than an outsider has of guessing it (Privacy
property).
3.6.3

Homomorphic Property of LOSS

The Homomorphic property of a secret sharing scheme
allows to reconstruct the composition of secrets from
the composition of corresponding shares without revealing anything about the individual secrets. Recovery of
the partial secret at each level Li in the reconstruction
alogrithm of LOSS scheme comprises of two steps.
1) Shamir reconstruction algorithm to reconstruct the
secret of the first compartment Li1 ;
2) Addition of secrets of levels Li−1 and Li2 to calculate
the secret of the level Li .
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Appendix A.
Relationship Between Generalized
Access Structures and LOAS
For mathematical background on POSET, Chains and
Antichains the reader is referred to [19]. The following
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lemma, which is due to Martin[9] states an important
relationship between the antichains of a POSET and generalized access structures.
Lemma 2 Each of the antichain of a POSET P defines
a generalized access strucutre.
Example 2 The antichains of the POSET P = {
∅, {x}, {y}, {z}, {x, y}, {y, z}, {z, x}, {x, y, z}} are
{∅, {∅}, {{x}}, {{y}}, {{z}},
{{x}, {y}}, {{y}, {z}}, {{z}, {x}}, {{x}, {y}, {z}},
{{x, y}}, {{y, z}}, {{z, x}},
{{x}, {y, z}}, {{y}, {x, z}}, {{z}, {x, y}},
{{x, y}, {y, z}}, {{x, y}, {z, x}}, {{y, z}, {z, x}},
{{x, y}, {y, z}, {z, x}}, {{x, y, z}}}.
In the above example, excluding the empty set and the
set containing empty set, the rest of the antichains define
a generalized access structure. For example, the antichain
{{x}, {y, z}} defines an access structure Γ = x + yz.
Define the operator RECONSTRUCT on the set of levels U1 , U2 , · · · , Um as the one that permits the set Ui to
reconstruct the secret only after the reconstruction of the
secret by Ui−1 . Now the set of levels with this RECONSTRUCT operator forms a chain. That is it is totally
ordered set.
Example 3 A set of three levels in LOAS U =
{U1 , U2 , U3 } is a strict POSET under the relationship operator RECONSTRUCT <. The set U forms a chain. U3
is allowed to reconstruct the secret only after U2 has reconstructed the partial secret; in turn U2 is allowed to reconstruct the partial secret only after U1 has reconstructed
the partial secret.
So the Antichains of a POSET define generalized
access structures; whereas the chains of a POSET
define Level Ordered access structures.
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Abstract
With the development of information technology and the
application of information technology jumped into popularity, the electronic document was used as a form of information transmission and data storage, more and more
electronic documents are facing the risk of being illegally
acquired and viewed. In order to solve this problem, this
paper proposes a novel file content protection method,
which based on the file content partitioning restructuring. This method strengthens the file content protection
and improves the documents security. But it also greatly
increases the speed of encryption and decryption process.
Keywords: File encryption, file restructuring, files partitioning, information security

1

Introduction

In today’s world, the security of information is associated
with valid and reliable encryption algorithms [1]. With
the popularity of the network, the individual or company’s
important files were potential threat (such as illegal steal,
view, etc.). Therefore, we need to strengthen the Sensitive information files and important documents secrecy.
However, choose what kind of encryption algorithm used
to encrypt the file is a problem, and we hope that the
algorithm is difficult to break, while the encryption and
decryption process is fast enough, do not delay too much
time. According to different situation to take different
approach; they can better guarantee the important file
content security.
Nowadays, there have two types of commonly used encryption algorithms at home and abroad, they are symmetric encryption algorithm and asymmetric encryption
algorithm [6]. The DES algorithm is the old typical representative of symmetric encryption algorithm [14], the

security of the encrypted file depends on the length of the
password. If the password is not enough length, the encrypted file is easiest to crack by exhaustive method. If we
build specialized hardware to crack the DES algorithm encryption file, the less time was being required, in addition,
the DES algorithm need to 16 rounds of password replacement and substitution operation, then operate the documents again, it is need to consume a lot of time [5]. Another typical symmetric encryption algorithms like AES
algorithm [4], a block encryption standard adopted by the
US federal government, this standard is used to replace
the original DES algorithm. However, the block length of
AES algorithm is fixed at 128 bits, the key length needed
is 128, 192 or 256 bits, has many limitations. Moreover,
the greater of the used password length, the longer of the
encryption and decryption process time-consuming.
The RSA algorithm is a typical representative of the
asymmetric encryption algorithm [13], its safety is high,
but this algorithm has more calculation. Encryption or
decryption large files consumed time is hundreds of times
of the AES algorithm, and the security of RSA algorithm
depends on the large number decomposition, due to its
public key is known, the private key can be calculated
according to the public key. If we can find a kind of
efficient large number decomposition algorithm, so it is
not difficult to break out of the private key [7, 8].
In addition, there are many novelty encryption methods, Hwang et al. [2] proposed a simple batch verifying
multiple RSA digital signatures. Their scheme is efficient to reduce computation of verifying multiple RSA
signatures. Dong [3] proposed to enhance threshold secret
sharing schemes based on the Chinese remainder theorem
(CRT) by incorporating the well-known RSA Cryptosystem. Chang et al. [11] proposed an improved version to
make the RSA-based certificateless scheme stronger and
more secure. Bao et al. [9] proposed a cryptanalysis and
improvement of Hwang et al. proposed scheme. Wang [12]
proposed a method with bind the executable file to en-
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crypt files, its advantage is run directly executable file input password can view the file, its no need to repeat the
encrypted file, but the program need to store the correct
password to compare, namely the encrypted file contains
the correct password. We also can obtain the password
through other means. This method reduces the security
of the encrypted file content. Wang et al. [10] proposed a
policy based de-duplication architecture, using the mechanism of security proxy (SP) and random storage, which
separate storage services and security services to ensure
the security of user data and improve the system efficiency
at the same time.
But above all, there is a password related information, encrypted file is always insecure, public key may
be cracked; stored passwords also can be obtained. According to this problem, this paper present file encryption
algorithm based on file content partitioning restructuring
to strengthen the file content protection.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the file content partitioning restructuring encryption method. Section 3 introduces the experiment
and discussion. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper.
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Figure 1: The file content size and password

corresponding password is proportional to the size (such
as user input ”lThy9686”, the program reads ASCII code
”1088410412157545654” as a password, then according to
user input passwords each character ASCII value divided
file content into 108, 84, 104, 84, 57, 54, 56, 54 pieces),
then according to the sorting rule make the partitioning
file content integrate into a new file, the sorted new file is a
restructured file. So that we can use ASCII international
generality to increase the security of encryption algorithm
2 File Content Partitioning Re- and make the encryption algorithm has scope of applicastructuring Encryption Method tion. If the user wants to encrypt files binding the users
computer (that is, the encrypt files only allowed decoding
on users computer), you can choose the computer’s MAC
2.1 File Encode Procedure
address or hard disk serial number as part of the password
For any file content, when the computer process these in the encryption process, thus someone stealing encoded
documents content, the file content was converted to ”0” files to other computers cannot be decoded.
and ”1” binary byte code. If we make the large file encrypted in binary form, the file content encryption degree
2.2 File Encode Procedure
equivalent to a file ”0” and ”1” chaos degree. In order
to increase a file ”0” and ”1” chaos degree, we can use a If you have a 1.74 MB file, we want to encrypt this file
variety of complex algorithms to encrypt the file content, based on file content partitioning restructuring (we make
such as exclusive or, modular operation, etc., but it does file in bytes as the smallest unit to avoid the numerical
not necessarily have a high level of encryption, because in too big to inconvenience description, in practical cases the
the encryption process will inevitably make some useless. smallest unit is bit.). The users need to enter a password
For example, a third-order Rubiks cube, American scien- first, for example the password is 543294727, and it is
tists have proved that any disturb the Rubiks cube can converted to ASCII as 53-52-51-50-57-52-55-50-55, in orbe restored within twenty steps, it shows that how many der to make the block proportion has distinct distinction,
times disturb the Rubiks cube, the Rubiks cube can be we use the user enter password numbers to divide the file
restored within twenty steps. The encryption file decod- content. The file content size and password as shown in
ing is just like the revivification Rubiks cube, it through Figure 1.
a variety of complex algorithms dealing with ten times or
We give the input password a sequence number and
even dozens of times. Maybe it only need a few steps can sort password from small to big order. At the same time,
be restored the file content.
if the password sequence changed, the sequence number
By this we know that as long as the method is reason- will also change. The password sorting is shown in Figable and effective, even through a simple encryption pro- ure 2.
The file content is divided into nine blocks, which is
cess, the level of encryption may be also complex. Therefore, this paper considers the encryption algorithm based proportional to the size of password; you can see different
on file content partitioning restructuring, the main idea password numbers have difference size of file block. The
is: according to the user input password, the passwords file block sorting is shown in Figure 3.
If we want to obtain each block file content size, we only
ASCII code as password in encoding process. We make
the file content divided into the passwords length pieces need sum of the password numbers, then the file content
(such as a passwords length is 20, then the file content size divided by the sum of the password numbers and can
is divided into 20 pieces), and each small pieces with the get the unit block size (if any remainder can choose in the
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Figure 2: The password sorting

Figure 3: File block sorting

last block), such as Equation (1):
1826816 ÷ (5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 9 + 4 + 7 + 2 + 7)
= 42484 · · · 4.

However, this is just a simple example. In the actual
situation, we will judge each block. If one block is too
big, then encrypt this block by using the same password,
(1) and recursion continues until all blocks are small enough.

By Equation (1), the unit block size is 42484 bytes (the
remainder is 4), each password corresponding block size
is shown in Table 1.
We can see from Table 1, the password corresponding
block is proportional to the size (the last password 70 s
file size is more than the first password 70 s file size 4
bytes, because of containing the remainder 4 bytes), the
node column denote read each file blocks end position
(we assume the head node location is 0, the password 50 s
position is 0-212420, the password 40 s position is 212420382356, and so on).
The encrypted file is the original file content partitioning restructuring. The sorting process of the file content
partitioning is stabilizing order; the same size partitioning does not change the original order. Its size of each
partitioning is shown in Table 2.
We can see from Table 2, the node column denote write
each file block 0 s end position. We assume the encrypted
f ile0 s header node location is 0, the first password 20 s file
content is copying the original file content from 509808
to 594776, and the second password 20 s file content is
copying the original file content from 1444456 to 1529424,
and so on. Such copies of each block and writing into
new file, the new file is encrypted files, the process is the
original file content partitioning restructuring.

2.3

File Decode Procedure

The decoding process and the encoding process in the
same way, it is sorting operation on file content. Most of
operations and encryption process are exactly the same,
just order change.
Likewise, the decoding process also requires the user to
enter the password; we can refer to Figure 1. the program
will rank password refer to Figure 2.The only difference
is the encoding process is the inverse process of decoding,
according to Table 1 and Table 2, the encryption process
is the original documents according to Table 1 read step
by step, according to Table 2 written to the file step by
step; the encrypted file decoding process is according to
the Table 2 read step by step, according to Table 1 written to the file step by step, the process of encoding and
decoding depends on the sequence of Table 1 and Table 2.

3

Experiment and Discussions

We use our proposed algorithm and AES algorithm to
encrypt the same file and then test the effectiveness of
our proposed encryption algorithm. The test document
content is ”This is a file encryption test.”, and encrypt
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Table 1: The size of original file block
Password
File size
Termination node

5
212420
212420

4
169936
382356

3
127452
509808

2
84968
594776

9
382356
977132

4
169936
1147068

7
297388
1444456

2
84968
1529424

7
297392
1826816

Table 2: The size of encrypted file block
Password sorting
File size
Termination node

2
84968
84968

2
84968
169936

3
127452
297388

4
169936
467324

4
169936
637260

5
212420
849680

7
297388
1147068

7
297392
1444460

9
382356
1826816

Figure 4: File block sorting

results are shown in Figure 4.
We use 10 files to verify the performance of these encryption methods, and use the same 128 bits password as
EncryptFilesTest. The parameters for computer is AMD
A4 CPU 1.5 GHz and RAM 6GB, the file sizeencryption
time cost and decryption time cost are shown in Figure 5.
We can be seen from Figure 5, with the increase of encrypted file contents, our method on the encryption and
decode time consumption is better than the AES algorithm. The experimental results verify our algorithm efficiency. The file encryption based on the file content partitioning restructuring, which encryption process is read
and write the file process. Just only read the order and
position is different, namely the cloning process is the
encrypt files, so that we can maximize the speed of encryption process. At the same time, the file content only
needs a simple calculation before file encryption (namely,
we need to compute the size of each file content block
and end location), encryption process does not occupy
too much time.The execution speed of these two encryption algorithms based on encrypt and decrypt the biggest
file as shown in Table 3.
By encoding/decoding process, the file itself and the
program will not store any information related to the
password, the password is only used as a keyword, namely
the user enter a password would be to encrypt or decrypt
files once, the program will not compare password correctly or not, it also ensures that no one except the user
know the correct password, don’t leave any information
may calculate the password.
Our encryption method also made the exhaustive
method decrypt file changed unrealistic and doesn’t like
other encryption algorithm. It use the password in any

length (the length greater than 0). Due to the algorithm would recursion encrypt file until all blocks are
small enough, it is possible to provide the same security
for different lengths of password, but the encryption time
is likely to change. In this case, you do not know the
password is 128 bits or 1024 bits, it is not a fixed size,
and it may be an odd number of bytes such as 17 or 23.
Sometimes you have to decrypt the file completely then
you could know the password is correct or not, instead of
just compare password. According to the results above,
a 600MB file decryption will consume nearly a minute of
time, a nine digit password has a billion of possibilities,
the exhaustive method to crack the code will be consumed
more than 1900 years.
Thus if the user input the correct password decrypt
documents will not cost too much time by our proposed
method, the decryption speed always depends on the hard
disk read and write speed, but the exhaustive method
would increase cost observably.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an efficient method for file
content based on the file content partitioning restructuring. So we can use different sorting ways to enhance the
encryption algorithm performance, the encryption algorithm is still has insufficient place, such as the large file
encryption need cost slightly longer times, encryption require larger memory space. We will continue to improve
our encryption method in the future work.
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Figure 5: The encryption/decryption cost time comparison chart

Table 3: The execution speed
Execution speed (MB/s)
Encryption
Decryption

our algorithm
9.9
16.9

AES Open SSL
9.2
11.6
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Abstract
Security and undetectability are main goals of steganographic systems. This paper proposes a novel certificateless public key steganography that allows two parties that
have no prior knowledge of each other to communicate
covertly over public channel. Firstly, secure and high efficient rate of key distribution are provided. Secondly,
proper stego and destego are introduced based on Distributed Discrete Wavelet Transform (DDWT) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).Thirdly, we present the
Matlab analysis of the original and stego images, which
proves the robustness of our scheme. Finally, the analyses
demonstrate that our scheme meets all security requirements of steganographic system and resists various kinds
of sophisticated attacks.
Keywords: Certificateless public key steganography, distributed discrete wavelet transform, singular value decomposition

1

Introduction

While cryptography is about enciphering the content of
messages in secret code or cipher, steganography aims to
transmit the content of messages inside a perfectly innocent covers. Steganography [13] is a skill of concealing communication between two parties in the presence
of third party called adversary. The term derived from
Greek, literally means hidden writing. It includes many
different forms of secret communication techniques that
hide a secret message within cover-text so that others cannot see or know of any hidden message. These techniques
have evolved from a simple and primitive techniques, such
as invisible inks and microdots to other, more complex
and sophisticated, such as covert channels, spread spectrum, and transformation domain techniques.
In order to safeguard information and communication
between sender and receiver, and to stave off an attacker
from breach of sensitive information, a steganographic

message will appear to be something else as shown in
Figure 1. It can be: plain text, image, an audio, video or
TCP/IP [25].
Current public key steganography schemes have been
constructed based on traditional public-key infrastructure
(PKI) or Identity-based cryptosystem (IBC). However,
PKI-based schemes are adversely affected by the complex
procedures of certificates management and verification,
while the obvious drawback of IBC is an escrow problem.
With a view to solve the key escrow problem in
identity-based public key cryptosystem (ID-PKC) [7], AlRiyami and Paterson [3] proposed a certificateless public
key cryptosystem (CL-PKC) which contains the attractive features of ID-PKC (certificateless property). Furthermore, the reliance on trusted third party is much reduced. Wang et al. [26] and Baek et al. [6], both made
their marks to list the features of CL-PKC which include:
• CL-PCK facilitates the complex certificate management process in the traditional public key cryptography;
• The key generation center (KGC) in CL-PKC is incapable to generate the user’s whole private key, which
does not have the highest priority for key generation.
• CL-PCK provides lower computational costs and
communication overheads.
Finally, we remark that CL-PKC provides several useful
and appealing features. Therefore, we take advantage of
these features to construct a secure and robust certificateless public key steganography scheme.

1.1

Motivations

The Prisoner’s Problem [21] is considered as the motivation of this paper. In this problem, Alice and Bob are in
prison, and are considering a means to escape but the only
way they can relay information to and from each other is
via a public channel under the hearing and eyesight of
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we briefly introduce the preliminaries used in this paper.
A novel certificateless steganography is proposed in section 4. Section 5 deals with efficiency comparison and
security analysis. The experimental results are presented
in Section 6. Finally, conclusion and recommendation for
future works are given in Section 7.

2
Figure 1: Types of steganography
a warden, Wendy. With a view to avoid Wendy’s suspicion, they have to communicate as invisible as possible so
that they will not be revealed by Wendy. Invisibility is an
essential point in steganographic systems. Furthermore,
the efficient key management of CL-PKC is useful for public key steganographic systems, especially when the Key
Generation Center (KGC) is incapable to hold the user’s
whole private key, which does not have the full power for
key generation. It just generates a user’s partial private
key from the user’s identity. That is why certificates are
no longer needed in CL-PKC.
Our contributions are the following folds:
1) A novel public key certificateless steganography is
proposed;
2) Highly efficient rate for key distribution and management is provided;
3) The key escrow problem is addressed.
4) Proper Stego and Destego are offered.

1.2

Security Issues in Steganographic
Systems

In general, a practical and secure steganographic system
should satisfy the following requirements:
• Robustness: The embedded data must be kept intact if the stego-system undergoes transformation,
such as spatial domain and frequency domain transformation; linear and non-linear filtering; addition of
random noise etc.
• Undetectability : The hidden text (steganographic
message) should appear identical to all possible statistical tests which can be carried out.

Related Works

Public key steganography was first considered by Anderson [4]. However, only informal security model was
proposed. In 2002, Guillon et al. [9] introduced an experimental study for steganalysis of scalar costa scheme
(SCS). This scheme was applied to PCM audio contents.
It was designed based classical public-key cryptosystem
that is RSA. The disadvantages of RSA are: i) Very slow
key generation; ii) Two-part key is vulnerable to GCD
attack if poorly implemented. In 2004, the basic notations of steganographic security against adaptive chosencovertext attacks (SS-CCA) and steganographic security
against publicly-detectable replayable adaptive chosencovertext attacks (SS-PDR-CCA) was defined formally by
Backes and Cachin [5] in IBM laboratory at Zurich. Ahn
and Hopper [2] introduced the first protocols for publickey steganography and steganographic key exchange in
random oracle model. Le and Kurosawa [14, 15, 16]
proposed serial versions of stegosystem. However, these
schemes are not in line with the standard model of chosen hiddentext attacks. Hopper and Ahn [12] proposed a
provably secure steganography scheme based on unbiased
functions. However, this scheme had extremely low information rates. Ahadpour et al. [1] proposed a method
for the public key steganography based on Discrete CrossCoupled Chaotic Maps. This method was used to specify
the location of the different parts of the secret data in
the JPEG image. Ahadpour’s method was based on the
diffie-hellman key exchange algorithm. However, there
are some drawbacks in this algorithm that are discrete
logarithm and Man-in-the-Middle attack. Recently, Ruffing et al. [19] introduced the concept of Identity-Based
Steganography. However, the key escrow problem in this
scheme is not a good property for public key steganographic systems.
In this paper, an efficient certificateless public key
steganography scheme is proposed. Our model does not
only satisfy the security requirements of steganographic
systems, but it is also able to improve the computational
costs and communication overheads.

• Indistinguishability : It means that it is hard to
distinguish between covertext and stegotext.

3

Preliminaries

• Security : It is said that the embedded algorithm is
secure if the hidden-data is not subject to removal
In this section, we give a brief introduction on the preafter being discovered by the attacker.
liminaries required in this paper which include computaThe paper is organized as follows. Related works and tional hardness assumptions, discrete wavelet transform
pervious result are discussed in Section 2. In section 3, and singular-value decomposition (SVD).
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Computational Hardness Assumption

Our scheme is based on the hardness assumptions as follows:
1) Discrete Logarithm (DL) Problem: Given a generator P of a cyclic group G∗ with order q, and x ∈ Z∗q
satisfying Q = xP .
2) Divisible computational DiffieHellman (DCDH)
problem: Given (aP ,bP ) then compute ab−1 P , where
P ∈ G is the generator and a, b ∈ Z∗q is unknown.

Figure 2: SVD decomposition

top of m − n rows of zeros:


σ1
0
3.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform


σ2



..
Σ=


In the last few decades, Discrete Wavelet Transform


..
(DWT) [8, 20] had been adopted and deployed in an ex0
σm
tensive range of applications including numerical analysis, signal analysis, pattern recognition, computer vision,
The columns of matrix U are the left singular vectors
image/video coding, steganography and watermarking. (eigenvectors Uk ) and V T has rows that are the right sinWavelet transform provides both time and frequency in- gular vectors (eigenvectors Vk ). As shown in Figure 2,
formation simultaneously. In this transform, time domain calculating the SVD consists of finding the eigenvectors
is passed through low-pass and high-pass filters (band- and eigenvalues of Uk and VkT .
pass) to get low and high frequencies respectively. The
advantage of DWT is that provided a better compression
4 Proposed Model
ratio without losing more information of image.
Discrete wavelet transform has several types. The oldIn this section a novel public key certificateless steganogest and most known one is the Haar DWT [22] which
raphy is proposed. The notations of our proposed model
includes two steps, namely the horizontal process and verused in this paper are shown in Table 1. The KGC is
tical process. The neighboring pixies is used to perform
adopted as a key generation center. Our proposed model
the horizontal process from left to right then execute the
is expressed diagrammatically in Figure 3. Alice and Bob
vertical process from top to bottom as shown in Figure 5.
are in prison, and want to relay information to and from
The LL sub-band is used to embed the steganographic
each other is via a public channel under the watch of
message (secret message). However, this sub-band is vula warden, Wendy. To avoid Wendy’s censorship, Alice
nerable to the image cropping attacks. In order to adsends to Bob some innocuous contents. Alice is said to be
dress this problem, Lin et al. [17] suggested Distributed
active when she embeds a hidden message htxt modifying
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DDWT). In this method,
the cover-text Ctxt into stego-text Stxt . Alice is not active
multi-scale DDWT is used to transform the image data
when she sends really innocuous contents.
from spatial domain into frequency domain and then hide
In order to establish a secure communication chanthe steganographic message in the frequency domain and
nel between Alice and Bob, we describe the eight alperform inverse multi-scale DDWT transformation (IDgorithms needed to define our scheme based on AlDWT) to get stego image in spatial domain. The steganoriyami and Paterson [3] and He et al. [10] schemes,
graphic method in this paper is based on Lin’s Distributed
which include: Setup, Set Secret Value, Partial
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DDWT).
Private Key Extract, Set Private key, Set Public
Key, Key-Agreement, Stego and Destego.

3.3

Singular-Value Decomposition

Singular-Value-Decomposition (SVD) is a useful tool for
matrix factorization [23]. For any digital image A of size
m × n with m ≥ n, can be represented by A’s SVD as
follows:
m
X
A = U ΣV T =
σi ui viT
(1)
i

where Um×t and Vn×t are orthogonal matrices and Σt×t
is a diagonal matrix representing the singular values on

1) Setup: Initially, the KGC inputs the security parameters. These include the tuple {Fq , E|Fq , G, P } as defined in Section 3. The KGC randomly chooses its
master-key s ∈ Z∗n and computes its public masterkey Ppub = sP , and chooses two hash functions
H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Zn and H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zn .
Finally, the KGC publishes the system parameters:
params = (Fq , E|Fq , G, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 ).
2) Set Secret Value: Alice A with identity IDA selects xA ∈ Z∗n and sets xA as secret value.
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Figure 3: Proposed model

Figure 4: 1-scale DDWT
3) Partial Private Key Extract: KGC computes
the partial private key of Alice with identity IDA
as follows:
• KGC chooses rA ∈ Z∗n , computes: RA = rA P
and hA = H1 (IDA , RA );
• Then, KGC computes sA = rA + hA s mod n;
• KGC sets the tuple DA = (sA , RA ) as partial
private key.
• KGC sends DA secretly to Alice.
4) Set Private key: When Alice receives DA from the
KGC, Alice can validate the partial private key by
checking whether the equation sA P = RA + hA Ppub
holds. If it holds, then Alice sets the pair SA =
(xA , DA ) as her full private key.
5) Set Public Key: Alice computes her public key as
PA = x A P :
Bob with identity IDB can repeat algorithms from 2
to 5 to generate his keys.
6) Key-Agreement: The common authenticated per session secret key can be computed at both sides as follow:

• Alice sends M1 = (IDA , RA , PA ) to Bob;
• Upon Bob receiving M1 , he chooses at random
the ephemeral key b ∈ Z∗n and computes TB =
b(PA + RA + H1 (IDA , RA )Ppub ). Then, Bob
sends M2 = (IDB , RB , PB , TB ) to Alice;
• After receiving M2 , Alice chooses at random
the ephemeral key a ∈ Z∗n and computes TA =
a(PB + RB + H1 (IDB , RB )Ppub ). Then, Alice
sends M3 = (TA ) to Bob;
• Then, both sides can compute the shared secrets
as follows:
1
– Alice computes KAB
= (xA +sA )−1 TB +aP
2
and KAB
= a(xA + sA )−1 TB ;
1
– Bob computes KBA
= (xB + sB )−1 TA + bP
2
and KBA = b(xB + sB )−1 TA .
• Eventually, Alice and Bob can compute the
shared secret keys as:
sk

=

1
2
H2 (IDA ||IDB ||TA ||TB ||KAB
||KAB
)

1
2
= H2 (IDA ||IDB ||TA ||TB ||KBA
||KBA
).

7) Stego: If Alice want to send secret message htxt (hidden message) to Bob into cover-content Ctxt , she can
execute the following algorithm:
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Figure 5: Multi-scale DDWT transforms: (A) The original image (B) 1-scale DDWT (C) 2-scale DDWT (D) 3-scale
DDWT

Figure 6: 1-scale DDWT: Horizontal and vertical processes on an original image with 4×4 dimensions
• Alice embeds a secret message htxt into stegocontent Stxt by modifying the cover-content
Ctxt as: Stxt = εsk (htxt , Ctxt ), where ε is the
embedding algorithm;
• Then, Alice sends the Stxt to Bob.
8) Destego: Bob destegos Alice’s hidden message with
shared key as follows: < htxt , Ctxt >= βsk (Stxt ).

4.1

Steganographic Method

The steganographic method in this paper is based on Lin’s
et al DDWT, which consists of two steps: horizontal process and vertical process. The details of these processes
are described as follows.
4.1.1

Horizontal Process

In this process, the original image is separated horizontally into two equal blocks. Then, from left to right add
and subtract corresponding pixels on the two sub-blocks.
At the end of this process, the pixels on the left sub-block
are replaced with result of addition, while the result of
the subtraction replaces the pixels on the right sub-block.
The left sub-block represents the low frequency domain
and is denoted as L; the right sub-block represents the
high frequency domain and is denoted as H.
4.1.2

Vertical Process

blocks. Then, from upper to lower add and subtract
corresponding pixels on the two sub-blocks. The pixels
on the upper sub-block are replaced with result of addition, while the result of the subtraction replaces the pixels
on the lower sub-block. Thus, four sub-blocks are generated and denoted as LL, LH, HL and HH. Figure 4
shows these sub-blocks. The Step-1(horizontal process)
and Step-2 (vertical process) are repeated 2 k times. Figure 5 shows the k-scale DDWT transform, while 1-scale
DDWT: horizontal and vertical processes on an original
image with 4×4 pixels is shown in Figure 6.
As indicated in embedding algorithm ε, we set input,
output and the algorithm parameters in Steps 1-3. Steps
4-10 show the decomposition process (multi-scale DDWT)
for the coverImg. Then, we perform SVD for diagonalImg
blocks. Steps 12-16 show the embedding process. Finally,
we apply inverse DDWT for srego-blocks to obtain the
stego-image.
As shown in Extract Algorithm β, from Steps 1-3 we
set the input, output, and the parameters. Then, we perform DDWT for stegoImg in Steps 4-9. The SVD process
is applied in Step 10, while we extract the secret message
Msg in Steps 11-15.

5

Efficiency Comparison and Security Analysis

The security and efficiency of the proposed scheme is anFrom the blocks generated by the horizontal process alyzed in this section. Security requirements of our proabove, the image is separated vertically into equal sub- posed model are discussed in Section 5.1, while efficiency
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Table 1: Notations of our proposed model
Algorithm 1: Embedding algorithm ε
Input: coverImg, M sg
Output: stegoImg
1 Bit ← M0 , M1 , .., M65535 // Extract Bit set of
Msg
2 w ← coverImg.width
3 h ← coverImg.height
// Decomposition process
4 for i ← w downto 0 do
5
for j ← h downto 0 do
6
w ← (w + 1)/2
7
h ← (h + 1)/2
8
HorizontalImg LLLH ← coverImg(w, h)
9
V erticalImg HLHH ← coverImg(w, h)
10
diagonalImg LHHL ← coverImg(w, h)
11
[U, S, V ] ← SV D(diagonalImg LHHL )
// Perform SVD for diagonalImg
blocks
12
13
14
15
16

17

18

Notation

for k ← 1 to M sg.length do
if Mk = 0 then
LL
HorizontalImgij
← Mk
else
HH
V erticalImgij
← Mk
stegoImg ← IDDW T (stego blocks)// Apply
Inverse DDWT for srego blocks to obtain
the stego-image
return stegoImg

Meaning

KGC

A key generation center

IDA

Alice’s A’s Identity

IDB

Bob’s B’s Identity

PA

Alice’s public key

PB

Bob’s public key

Ppub

The KGC’s master key

XA

Alice’s secret value

XB

Bob’s secret value

SA

Alice’s private key

SB

Bob’s private key

DA

Alice’s partial private key

DB

Bob’s partial private key

sk

Shared secret key

htxt

A hidden text (steganographic message)

Ctxt

A cover content

Stxt

Stego content

H1 , H2

Two hash functions

ε

Embedding algorithm (steganography algorithm)

β

Extract algorithm

comparison is presented in Section 5.3.
Algorithm 2: Extract algorithm β
Input: stegoImg
Output: M sg
1 Bit ← M0 , M1 , .., M65535 // Bit set of Msg
2 w ← StegoImg.width
3 h ← StegoImg.height
4 for i ← w downto 0 do
5
for j ← h downto 0 do
6
w ← (w + 1)/2
7
h ← (h + 1)/2
8
StegoImg LLLH = StegoImg(w, h)
9
StegoImg HLHH = StegoImg(w, h)
10
[U, S, V ] ← SV D(stegoImg LHHL )
// Perform SVD for diagonalImg
blocks

14

LLHH
if StegoImgij
< 0 then
Mi = 0;
else
Mi = 1;

15

M sg = Combine(Mi )

11
12
13

16

return M sg

5.1

Correctness

2
2
1
1
.
= KBA
and KAB
= KBA
It can be easily seen that KAB
Hence, the shared secrets are agreed.
1
KAB
1
KBA
2
KAB
2
KBA

5.2

=

(xA + sA )−1 TB + aP

=

bP + aP

=

(xB + sB )−1 TA + bP

=

aP + bP

=

a(xA + sA )−1 TB

=

abP

=

b(xB + sB )−1 TA

=

baP.

Security

As proved in [10], our protocol satisfies all security requirements of authenticated key agreement:
• Known-key secrecy: It allows to run the key exchange
protocol several times. In each time, Alice and Bob
should obtain a unique session key which depends on
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Table 2: Efficiency comparison

Steganographic Model
Ruffing et al. [19]
Our model

Computational
Tmul TH
2
4
8
5

every particular ephemeral key a, b ∈ Z∗n for Alice
and Bob receptively. Even if the adversary A has
learned some other session keys, s/he cannot compute the keying point Eq (a, b) from aP and bP . because when s/he has no access to a and b, s/he faces
the Divisible computational Diffie-Hellman (DCDH)
problem which is believed to have no polynomial time
algorithm to compute. Hence, the known-key security property is achieved in our protocol.
• Forward secrecy: Compromising the long-term private keys of Alice and Bob will not reveal previously
established session keys. It is obvious that the adversary A cannot compute TA and TB without knowing
of RA and RB even with providing the long-term
private keys of Alice and Bob. So, our protocol has
perfect forward secrecy.
• Key-compromise impersonation: Suppose that an
adversary AI has replaced Bob’s public key with
PB = xe P , where xe ∈ Z∗n is selected by himself, he
could not compute the TB or TA without knowing of
ephemeral short private keys a, b. Then, considering
type II adversary, AII has known the KGC’s master key s and Bob’s partial key DB , but he cannot
1
1
2
2
generate KAB
, KBA
, KAB
or KBA
without knowing
the values of ephemeral short private keys a, b and
long-term private keys xA and xB of Alice and Bob,
since he also cannot solve the (DCDH) problem.
• Unknown key-share resilience: Suppose an adversary
A attempts to coerce Alice to share a session key
with him, while Alice believes a session key is shared
with Bob. For A to launch this attack successfully,
he should force Alice and Bob to share the same secret. However, our protocol including the identities
information of participating peers in computing the
session key can prevent UKSR attack.

5.3

Efficiency Comparison

In this section, the comparison of our model against Ruffing et al. [19] is presented, the computational costs and
communication overheads are highlighted in Table 2. For
convenience, we define the following notations: TH (the
time complexity of one-way hash function); Te ( the time
complexity of pairing operation); Tmul (the time complexity of a scalar multiplication operation of point).
As indicated in Table 2, Ruffing et al. [19] model requires two times bilinear pairing operation in session key

Costs
Te
2
0

Message Exchange
2
3

agreement. However, a bilinear pairing operation is more
time-consuming than other operations [7]. Its relative
computation cost is approximately twenty times higher
than that of the scalar multiplication over elliptic curve
group [11]. Furthermore, the key escrow problem is addressed in our model. In other words, in our model
the KGC cannot impersonate the user without being detected, while this feature is lacking in Ruffing et al. [19].

6

Experimental Results

We have conducted a series of repeated experiments using 512 × 512 24-bits standard RGB images: “Lena”,
“Baboon”, “Peppers”, “Jet” and “Barbara”. The embedding capacity is measured in terms of bits. Steganographic method of this paper is implemented using Java 8
in environment as follows: HP-Compaq 610 laptop computer with Intel r Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T5870 2.00GHz
(2CPUs), 2.00 GHz, Memory RAM 1024MB, running on
Windows 7 32-bit operating system. For evaluation test,
we use Matlab R2013a 8.1.
The measurement tools used in this evaluation include
Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). MSE and PSNR are mostly used for evaluating the robustness of steganographic system. The meansquared error (MSE) between two images A = {a1 ..aM }
and A0 = {a01 ..a0M } is given by Equation (2), where M is
the number of pixels.
M ES(A, A0 ) = 1/M

m
X
(ai − a0i )2

(2)

i

PSNR is the ratio between the original signal and the
stego signal in the image given in decibels. Formula (3)
shows the PSNR test. For images A = {a1 ..aM } and
A0 = {a01 ..a0M }, and MAX equal to the maximum possible
pixel value (28 − 1 = 255 for 8-bit image).
P SN R = 10 log10 (

M AX 2
)
M SE(A, A0 )

(3)

As seen in Equations 2 and 3, there is an inverse relationship between MSE and PSNR, a low value of MSE give
rise to higher value of PSNR, which signifies that a higher
value of PSNR shows the higher quality of the image.
As indicated in Table 3, the average of PSNR values is
53.66 db, while MSE average is 0.48. This confirms that
the proposed steganographic method is good in terms of
invisibility of the embedded data. In other words, it is
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Table 3: Experimental results of original and stego image
Image

Lena
baboon
peppers
Jet
Barbara
Avg.

Hiding
capacity
(bits)
3,547,174
2,822,323
4,272,027
2,336,136
3,909,601
3,377,452

PSNR

MSE

55.67
56.39
55.03
45.86
55.34
53.66

0.18
0.15
0.20
1.69
0.19
0.48

Figure 7: Original and stego Lena from left to right reTable 4: Experimental results in the presence of Gaussian spectively
filter
Image
Baboon

σ
0.1
0.2
0.25
0.27

MSE
0.1492602
0.1492602
0.1492602
0.1493619

PSNR
56.391363
56.391363
56.391363
56.388404

hard to distinguish between covertext and stegotext. Also
graphical comparisons are presented in Figures 7, 8 and 9
for original and stego images and Figures 10, 11 and 12 Figure 8: Original and stego Baboon from left to right
for original and stego histograms.
respectively
In the following, the results of evaluating the robustness of proposed steganographic method against various
kinds of sophisticated attacks are presented.

6.1

Gaussian Filtering

Robustness of proposed steganographic method is evaluated against Gaussian filtering attack with window size
of 5 × 5. Table 4 presents the mean squared error (MSE)
and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in the presence of
Gaussian filter with window size of 5 × 5 and variance Figure 9: Original and stego Peppers from left to right
(sigma σ) between 0.1 and 0.3 for Baboon stego image. respectively
As indicated in Table 4, the Gaussian filtering attack does
not affect the robustness of hidden text htxt by a considerable amount. The proposed steganographic method does
not fail under Gaussian filter with window size 5 × 5 and
variance σ ≤ 0.27.

6.2

Bilinear
scaling

Interpolation

Image

Table 5: Experimental results in the presence of Gaussian

Re- filter

The results of rescaling raw image data using bilinear interpolation of proposed steganographic method are presented in Table 5. We have shown that the hidden text
htxt have not been affected by rescaling the stego image.
Figure 13 shows the result of this operation using two
different compression ratios.

Image
Lena

Compression MSE
ratio
66%
0.176223
150%
0.176223

PSNR
55.670159
55.670159
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Pepper-Salt Noise Attack

Pepper-Salt noise causes on and off pixels. The results
of evaluation of proposed steganographic method in the
presence of Pepper-Salt noise are presented in Table 6. We
adopted noise density between 0.000001 and 0.000005. As
shown in Table 6, our steganographic method does not fail
under Pepper-Salt noise with noise density ≤ 0.000005.

6.4

Figure 10: Original and stego Lena histograms

Pixel Difference Histogram Analysis

The results of difference histogram analysis are shown in
Figure 14. From the figure, we observe that there are
more numbers of bins which are close to 0 as compared
to bins which are away from 0. Furthermore, the step
pattern is not shown in the figure. Hence, the proposed
steganographic method is robust against histogram analysis attack.
Table 6: Experimental results in the presence of peppersalt noise
Image

Baboon

Figure 11: Original and stego Baboon histograms

6.5

noise
density
0.000001
0.0000015
0.000005

MSE

PSNR

0.190282
0.190282
0.298773

55.336822
55.336822
53.377383

Chi-Square Analysis

Chi-Square (χ2 ) is a statistical test commonly used to
calculate the average LSB and construct a table of frequencies and Pair of Values. Figure 15 shows the results
of chi-square analysis on Baboon stego image. As the
graph obtained fulfills the required range. Therefore, the
proposed scheme successfully sustains this attack.
Figure 12: Original and stego peppers histograms

6.6

RS Analysis

RS analysis is one of the most reliable steganalysis which
performs statistical analysis of the pixels to successfully
detect the hidden message in an image. Figure 16 shows
the results of RS analysis. From figure, we show that the
difference between the relative number of regular groups
(Non-overlapping groups) and the relative numbers of singular groups (Overlapping groups)is very small. The rule
RM ∼
= R−M and SM ∼
= S−M are satisfied for Baboon
stego image. This confirms that the proposed steganographic method is secure against RS attack.

6.7

Requirements Analysis and Comparison

Considering the importance and necessity of the security
Figure 13: Rescaled image, bilinear interpolation, 66%
requirements of steganographic system that have been disand 150%’ from left to right respectively
cussed in Section 1.2, we outline in this section how these
requirements can be achieved using our proposed scheme.
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Figure 14: Pixel difference histogram analysis on baboon original and stego image from left to right respectively

Figure 15: Chi-square attack from bottom to top on baboon stego image
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Table 7: Comparison of hiding capacity achieved and the
obtained PSNR
Cover image

Lena

Baboon
Figure 16: RS analysis on baboon stego image
Peppers
• Undetectability: From the experimental results that
have been carried out on all cover images, the PSNR
values are greater than 70 db, while MSE values are
very close to zero. Therefore, the undetectability of
our steganographic method is achieved.
• Robustness: As proved in Sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3,
the proposed steganographic method resists various
kinds of sophisticated attacks.

Jet

Avg.

Method

Hiding
capacity
(bits)

PSNR
(db)

[18]

1,166,296

42.26

[24]

2,045,260

42.40

Our Method

3,547,174

55.67

[18]

1,159,328

38.44

[24]

1,956,789

38.25

Our Method

2,822,323

56.39

[18]

1,167,960

42.28

[24]

2,110,148

41.99

Our Method

4,272,027

55.03

[18]

1,165,184

42.60

[24]

2,056,879

42.24

Our Method

2,336,136

45.86

[18]

1,164,692

41

[24]

2,042,269

41

Our Method 3,244,415 53
• Indistinguishability: As mentioned in the analysis of
undetectability, our steganographic method provides
a high quality (PSNR) and a very small error rate References
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Abstract
Cloud storage service is one of cloud services where cloud
service provider can provide storage space to customers.
Because cloud storage service has many advantages which
include convenience, high computation and capacity, it
attracts the user to outsource data in the cloud. However, the user outsources data directly in cloud storage
service that is unsafe when outsourcing data is sensitive
for the user. Therefore, ciphertext-policy attribute-based
encryption is a promising cryptographic solution in cloud
environment, which can be drawn up for access control by
the data owner to define access policy. Unfortunately, an
outsourced architecture applied with the attribute-based
encryption introduces many challenges in which one of
the challenges is revocation. The issue is a threat to data
security in the data owner. In this paper, we survey related studies in cloud data storage with revocation and
define their requirements. Then we explain and analyze
four representative approaches. Finally, we provide some
topics for future research
Keywords: Access control, ciphertext-policy attributebased encryption, cloud data storage, user revocation

1

Introduction

Cloud computing is a computing technology, and the internet has grown in recent years. It can share the software and hardware resource, and provides resources to a
user’s computer or mobile device. The user can obtain a
more efficient service because cloud computing can integrate resources. Thus, cloud service providers have joined
to build cloud environments and provide services to the
user. Cloud service providers offer three services including Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The cost

for users to rent cloud service is cheaper than the cost for
users to build cloud environment [1].
Cloud storage service is the most common and popular service among many cloud services (e.g. Google Drive,
Dropbox, Amazon S3 and Microsoft OneDrive) for general users. The user can pay to the cloud server provider
based on the amount of usage. Then because cloud storage service provides to access cloud services from web
service or applications that utilize the application programming interface (API) by mobile devices (e.g. laptop,
table computer, and smart phones), it is convenient to
use by users so to achieve ubiquitous service.
Although cloud storage service has many advantages,
it also brings a lot of challenging issues which include
efficacy and security [12, 17, 36, 44]. One of the serious
challenges is protecting the confidentiality of the data.
Because the traditional method means the user directly
stores the data where data is not encrypted in the cloud
storage server, the cloud storage server can understand
the upload data of the user. Therefore, if these data are
sensitive to users, this is unsafe. In order to ensure that
it is safe for the user to upload data to the cloud storage
server, a user utilizes an encryption method for processing
sensitive data before the user uploads data to the cloud
storage server.
For example, a user can utilize a symmetric-key algorithm to encrypt data before uploading to the cloud
storage server. When the user needs data, he/she can
download data and decrypt it by using a symmetric key.
However, it is not suitable when the user shares data with
the other users. Because the data owner needs to share
their symmetric key with the shared user, the shared user
can obtain data on the data owner’s permission which
contains all the data owner’s data in the cloud storage
server. Thus, this method is not secure in the situation.
A user chooses the other asymmetric-key algorithm
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while the data owner uses a public key to encrypt data
before uploading it to the cloud storage server. When the
data owner needs data, he/she can download data and
decrypt it by using a private key. In the shared situation,
the data owner first downloads the shared data and decrypts it. Then, the data owner uses the shared user’s
public key to encrypt the shared data before uploading
to the cloud storage server. However, this method has
three problems: first the data owner needs to obtain the
correct user’s public key where the data owner can encrypt data. Second the same data stored will be repeated
in the cloud storage server. Because the data owner will
share the encrypted data to each user by their own public key, it will repeat the same data stored in the cloud
storage server. Third, when the data owner shares data
with a lot users, the data owner takes a lot of resources of
the computation in the download and re-encrypted data.
To solve these problems of how to design a method that
can be able to get the correct user’s public key, it only
need to store one copy of the shared data in the cloud
storage server, which reduces the data owner’s resource
of the computation.
In order to improve these problems, Sahai and Waters [33] proposed an attribute-based encryption (ABE)
scheme where the scheme utilized a user’s identity as attribute, and a set of attributes are used to encrypt and
decrypt data. Their ABE scheme can resolve these problems including utilizing the attribute of a user’s identity
to make sure the user’s public key, utilizing the ABE to
reduce the duplication of data in the cloud storage service and the data owner only need to modify access policy where the data owner can reduce computing resources
including downloading, decrypting, re-encrypting and reuploading the entire data.
In the access policy, the ABE has two categories:
the key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) [9]
and the ciphertext-policy attributed encryption (CPABE) [4]. The KP-ABE scheme implies that the access
policy is attached to the user’s private key and use the
user’s set of attributes to describe the encrypted data. If
a set of attributes of the privacy key satisfy the access policy, the user will decrypt the encrypted data. Otherwise,
the user cannot obtain the encrypted data. The CP-ABE
scheme implies that the access policy is associated with
the encrypted data, and use the user’s set of attributes
to describe the user’s private key. If a set of attributes of
the encrypted data satisfies the access policy, the user will
decrypt the encrypted data. Otherwise, the user cannot
obtain the encrypted data.
Nowadays, the outsourced data needs flexible access
control for users. The traditional method of access control
is a trusted cloud server responsible for the definition and
implementation of access control policies. However, users
want to be able to share sensitive data and define access
policies and the implementation of his/her data with a
group of people of their choice. Therefore, it is a desirable
method that the access policy of the data will be defined
by the data owner.
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CP-ABE provides a scalable method of encrypting data
where the encrypted user defines the attribute set, and
then the decrypted user needs to hold the attribute set
to decrypt the ciphertext [4]. Therefore, different users
are allowed to decrypt different data block in the different access policies. This effectively reduces depending on
the cloud storage server for preventing unauthorized data
access.
There are many extended ABE related researches
including multi-authority, accountability, proxy reencryption and revocation. In each ABE scheme, the
user needs to get a secret key from the trusted authority which can prove his/her identity, and use the secret key to decrypt data. However, because the authority can decrypt all ciphertexts in a single-authority
ABE scheme, the user utilizes a single-authority ABE
scheme, which is not proper in the situation there are
different departments. Therefore, Chase [7] proposed the
first multi-authority ABE scheme which extends a singleauthority ABE scheme. Then, the multi-authority ABE
schemes were proposed in [6, 7, 8, 11, 18, 26, 27]. In
order to achieve secure access control, the ABE scheme
needs to prevent accountable key abuse which includes
an illegal key sharing among colluding users and misbehavior of the semi-trusted authority containing illegal key distribution or re-distribution. Accountable
ABE can be divided in two categories including accountable KP-ABE scheme [37, 42] and accountable CP-ABE
scheme [20, 21, 22]. In order to make sharing more efficient, the proxy re-encryption (PRE) is proposed because
the user can delegate other to re-encrypt data. However,
when the user is not online, the ABE scheme cannot directly use the capability of decryption to others. Therefore, the attribute-based PRE (ABPRE) scheme is proposed [10, 23, 24, 28, 34] which combines the proxy reencryption with the ABE. A user is able to delegate designated users to decrypt the re-encrypted ciphertext by
the associated attributes of designated users.
There are mainly two ways to realize revocation: one
is the indirect revocation method [4, 5, 14, 15, 31, 38, 43],
and the other is the direct revocation method [2, 25, 30].
Indirect revocation method means the data owner delegates authority to execute revocation which releases a
key update material periodically in such a way that only
non-revoked users can update their keys. An advantage of the indirect revocation method is that the data
owner does not need to know the revocation list. However, the disadvantage of the indirect revocation method
is that it requires communication from the authority
to all non-revoked users at all time slots in the key
update phase. Some related attribute revocable ABE
schemes [4, 5, 14, 15, 31, 38, 43] which used the indirect method have been proposed. The direct revocation
method means the data owner executes direct revocation
which specifies the revocation list while encrypting the ciphertext. An advantage of the direct revocation method
over the indirect revocation one is that it does not include
the key update phase for all non-revoked users interact-
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ing with the authority. However, the disadvantage of the
the encrypted data which the data owner before
direct revocation method is that it needs the data owner
sharing the data with the revoked user.
to manage the current revocation list because it is a trou6) Forward secrecy: In an attribute which satisblesome problem. Some related attribute revocable ABE
fies the access policy, any user drops the atschemes [2, 25, 30] which used the direct method have
tribute which can be prevented from accessing
been proposed. Attrapadug and Imai [3] first proposed a
the plaintext of the subsequent data exchanged
hybrid ABE (HR-ABE) scheme which utilized the advanafter the user drops the attribute.
tage of both indirect and direct methods. Their scheme
7) Backward secrecy: In an attribute which satallows the data owner to select the encrypted scheme inisfies the access policy, any user holds the atcluding indirect or direct method. Then, their scheme
tribute which can be prevented from accessing
supports user revocation, but it is unable to achieve atthe plaintext of the previous data exchanged betribute revocation. However, it increases the user’s secret
fore he holds the attribute.
key in length.
Although there are many ABE related studies, we will
Performance evaluation
focus on user revocation mechanism in the cloud data
storage. However, this introduces a number of challenges
1) Computing cost: In order to achieve an efficient
which utilized ABE to solve the outsourced data. One of
public auditing, we will analyze the client, TPA
the challenge is the revocation of attribute and user. The
and cloud storage service cost on the computing
revocation issue is more difficult in ABE system because
resources.
each attribute is shared by multiple users. When the revo2) Storage cost: Because the client will upload
cation of any attribute and single user is in an attribute
data to the cloud storage service without the logroup, it would affect the other users in the group. It
cal copy of data files, we will analyze the client,
will generate a bottleneck for the rekeying procedure and
TPA and cloud storage service cost on the storsecure threat in ABE system. Therefore, in this paper,
age spaces.
we will survey the problem in attribute-based data access
control using CP-ABE for a data outsourcing system.

1.2
1.1

Requirement

According to these studies, they provide the basic requirements of function and performance. In our paper, we classify and describe these requirements. Then we use these
requirements to analyze the existing scheme in Section 4.
Functional evaluation
1) Data confidentiality: The data owner encrypts
the data before uploading data to the cloud.
Therefore, the unauthorized user and cloud
storage server cannot know the encryption data.
2) Fine-grained access control: Each user respectively has own access right which may be different for each user. Even if the users exist in the
same group, their access right may not be the
same.

Our Contribution

Our contribution can be summarized as the following
three aspects: First, we survey the previous researches
of attribute-based access control with user revocation in
the cloud. Then our paper collects and explains basic requirements in the mechanism. Second, we propose four
representative approaches and analyze these approaches
by our collected requirements. Third, we summarize the
conclusion from the analysis and propose research direction in future work.

1.3

Organization

The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we review the related work of revocation. We discuss the
representative approaches of user revocation in detail in
Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze the basic requirement
in the representative approaches. Finally, we summarize
and discuss the future work in Section 5.

3) Scalability: When the authorized users increase,
the cloud storage server can execute efficiently.
Related Work
Therefore, the number of authorized users can- 2
not affect the performance of the cloud storage
Recently, some attribute revocable ABE schemes have
server.
been proposed [4, 5, 31]. Piretti et al. [31] proposed the
4) User revocation: If the user leaves the group, time rekeying mechanism where each attribute is assothe scheme can revoke the user’s access right ciated with an expiration time. Bethencourt et al. [4]
from the cloud storage server. The revoked user improved this solution which utilized the user secret key
cannot access any shared data in the group, be- with a single expiration time. The users need to update
cause the user does not have access right.
their keys frequently, and the authority has lower resource
5) Collusion resistant: The revoked user cannot of computation. Boldyreva et al. [5] proposed an efficient
collude with the cloud storage server to obtain revocation scheme for IBE, which utilized binary tree to
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build data structure. Their scheme did not use CP-ABE
scheme. These schemes were named a coarse-grained revocation because these scheme are not able to immediately rekey on any member change. Furthermore, these
schemes have two main problems on scalability and security degradation which include forward and backward
secrecy [13, 14, 32, 38]. In the scalability problem, the key
authority periodically distributes an update information
of key to update the non-revoked users’ keys. However,
the previous revocation did not consider the scalable distribution where the updated attribute keys distributes the
group of users who share the attributes.
In the ABE system, an attribute is supposed to be
shared by a group of users. Then it is a considerable
situation where the members may change frequently in
the group. However, a new user might be able to access the previous encrypted data before the user comes
to hold the attributes until the data is re-encrypted with
the update attribute keys by periodic rekeying which was
named backward secrecy. On the other hand, a revoked
user would be able to access the encrypted data until the
next expiration time which was named forward secrecy.
Therefore, the uncontrolled period has serious vulnerability.
Then many CP-ABE schemes [13, 14, 38, 40, 43] with
immediate attribute revocation have been proposed instead of periodic or timed revocation. Yu et al. [43] proposed a scheme which utilized proxy re-encryption with
CP-ABE. However, their scheme needed to spend the revocation cost highly where the system public key and
users’ secret key changed. Hur and Xie et al. [13, 14, 38]
proposed efficient attribute revocation schemes which utilized the tree of access policy to encrypt data. The cloud
storage server needs to spend high resource of computation because the cloud storage server re-encrypt all the
ciphertext with a new generated encrypting key during
the attribute revocation. Yang et al. [40] proposed an attribute revocation scheme in CP-ABE where the authority updated the ciphertext and produce new keys that
include the new version key, update key, and secret key.
However, the authority needed to spend high resource of
computation in their scheme.
Yang et al. [41] proposed an improved scheme in CPABE which extended multi-authority with attribute revocation. However, the authority needed to enhance efficiency.
User revocation has been observed in the many practical ABE system. Because users may change their attributes frequently, the mechanism of user revocation
is essential in many group-based applications [29, 32].
Ibraimi et al. [15] proposed a fine-grained user-level revocation scheme which utilized negative clauses in ABE
scheme. When a user is revoked, the user is added to
AND of negation of revoked user identities. However,
their scheme lacks efficiency of the implementation.
Golle et al. [35] proposed a user revocable scheme which
utilized KP-ABE scheme. However, their scheme only
supports that the number of attributes associated with a
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ciphertext is exactly half of the universe size. The previous user-revocable schemes have a drawback on the availability. The availability means the granularity of the user
access control between attribute-level or system-level revocation. If a user is revoked from a single attribute
group, the user would lose all the access rights on the
data sharing system. The previous schemes [25, 30] executed user revocation on system-level, which means the
user was revoked from the whole system. However, the
system-level revocation scheme is not suitable because the
revoked user still has the access right of other data in the
system. Therefore, the attribute-level user access control
will suit in many practical data outsourcing situation. Attrapadung et al. [2] and Junod et al. [16] proposed user
revocation ABE scheme which utilized broadcast encryption scheme on ABE scheme. In Attrapadung et al.’s
scheme, the data owner should take full charge of maintaining all the membership lists for each attribute group.
However, it is not applicable to the cloud storage architecture because the data owner will no longer be directly in
control of data. In the Junod et al.’s scheme, user revocation is achieved by updating the set of identity attributes.
However, every user has an identity attribute except for
system attribute, which causes the ciphertext growing linearly with the users. Xu et al. [39] proposed a scheme
of dynamic user revocation which utilized a delegation
key for the cloud storage server to re-encrypt ciphertext.
However, the cloud storage server has full control of a revocation list for revoked users. When a user is assigned
the revocation list, he/she will lose all access right to the
data. Li et al. [19] proposed a revocable identity-based
encryption (IBE) scheme in the outsourcing computation.
The cloud storage server executes updating secret keys for
non-revoked users on the revocation phase. However, two
factors that include identities of revoked users and time
periods are needed by the secret key generator and the
cloud storage server. Zu et al. [45] proposed a new CPABE scheme which utilized the access structure of linear
secret sharing scheme (LSSS) to define access control in
cloud storage service.

3

Representative Approaches

Before introducing representative approaches, we explain
the system model in Figure 1, and list all notations (as
shown in Table 1) used in this paper.
• The Data Owner: An individual consumer or organization has a lot of data files and needs to store in
the cloud. The data owner is responsible for defining
(attribute-based) access policy, and encrypting own
data under the policy before distributing it.
• Users: A user want to access the data from the data
owner. If a user possesses a set of attributes satisfying the access policy of the encrypted data, he/she
will be able to decrypt the ciphertext and obtain the
data.
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Figure 1: The cloud storage architecture of attribute-based access control

• Cloud Storage Server (CSS): A cloud service provider
Zp∗ , and generates the public parameter P P =
has huge storage space, computation resource and
(G1 , g, H1 , h = g β , e(g, g)α ) and the master key
shared service to provide the clients. It is responsiM K = (β, g α ).
ble for controlling the data storage in outside users’
Key Generation Phase
access, and provides the corresponding contents.
The authority uses the master key M K, a set of at• Trusted Authority (TA): A trusted organization has
tributes ∧ and a set of user indices U to generate an
expertise and capabilities that the clients do not
attribute key for each user. It chooses a random value
have. It generates public and secret parameters for
r ∈ Zp∗ which is unique to each user, and a random
ABE, then responsible for issuing, revoking and upvalue rj ∈ Zp∗ for each attribute λj ∈ ∧ to comdated attribute key for the user. It also grants differpute the user ut ’s private key SKt = (D = g (α+r)/β ,
ential access rights to individual users based on their
∀λj ∈ ∧: Dj = g r · H1 (λj )rj , Dj0 = g rj ).
attributes.
The authority generates attribute keys for a set
of users U . It uses a set of attributes ∧ and a
3.1 Hur and Noh’s Scheme
set of user indices U to generate an attribute keys
for each user that identifies with that set ∧. It
Hur and Noh [14] was the first to propose an efficient revosends the attribute group AGj for each attribute
cation scheme which utilized the access structure of tree
λj ∈ ∧ to the CSS. For example, if users u1 , u2 , u3
to define access control in data outsourcing. Their scheme
are
connected with {λ1 , λ2 , λ3 }, {λ2 , λ3 }, {λ1 , λ3 },
used CP-ABE scheme to encrypt data and define access
respectively.
Then the authority sends AG1 =
policy by the user which was flexible in sharing data with
{u
,
u
},
AG
=
{u1 , u2 }, AG3 = {u1 , u2 , u3 } to the
1
3
2
other users. In order to achieve the fine-grained access
CSS.
control, they utilized dual encryption mechanism which
took advantage of the ABE and selective group key distribution in each attribute group. They considered the
previous user revocable schemes have a limitation which
means the granularity of the user access control between
attribute-level or system-level revocation. If a user is revoked from a single attribute group in the previous studies [25, 30], the user would lose all the access rights on
the system, which means system-level revocation. In the
attribute-level revocation, if a user is revoked from a single
attribute group, the user would only lose the access right
of the attribute group. They proposed the fine-grained
revocation to improve coarse-grained revocation because
the coarse-grained revocation cannot immediately rekey
on any member. The fine-grained revocation can avoid
forward and backward secrecy.
Next we will describe their scheme including setup, key
generation, data encryption, data re-encryption, data decryption and key update phase.

In the KEK tree (see Figure 2), each node νj
of the tree holds as KEK, denoted by KEKj .
A set of KEKj on the path nodes from a leaf
to the root are named path keys.
For example, the user u3 stores the path key P athKey3 =
{KEK10 , KEK5 , KEK2 , KEK1 }. Each user ui is
assigned to the leaf node of the KEK tree. Random
keys are generated and assigned to each leaf node and
internal node.

Setup Phase
The authority chooses two random values α, β ∈

Each user ut ∈ U receives the path keys P athKeyt
from its leaf node to the root node of the tree se-

The CSS generates key encrypting keys (KEKs) for
users in U . It constructs a binary KEK tree for the
universe of users µ which will be used to distribute
the attribute group keys to users in U ∈ µ. It assigns
each user ui to the leaf node of the KEK tree, and
generates random keys for each leaf node and internal
node. Therefore, each user ut ∈ U receives the path
keys P athKeyt where the path is from the leaf node
to the root node.
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Table 1: Notations
Notation
G1 , G2 , GT
e
g
p
q
H1
H2
H3
M
mi
µ
L
G
∧
U
AG
Kλi

Significance
A multiplicative cyclic group
A bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → GT
A generator of group G1
The prime order of group G1
A much smaller prime than p
A hash function H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1
A hash function H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zp
A hash function H3 : G1 → Zp
The message
A data block of the shared data and will be split into k elements
The universe of users
The universe of descriptive attribute
The universe of such attribute groups
A set of attribute
A set of user indices
A set of attribute group
The attribute group key

curely. The CSS uses the path keys KEKs to encrypt attribute group keys Kλi for each AGi in the
re-encryption phase.
Data Encryption Phase
The data owner wants to upload data M to the CSS
and sharing data, he/she defines the tree access structure T over the universe of attributes L, and encrypts
the data under T .
The data owner chooses a polynomial qx where x is
each node in the access tree T . These polynomials
are chosen in a top-down mode which is from the root
node R. In the access tree T , the degree dx of the
polynomial qx be set one less than the threshold value
kx of the node as dx = kx − 1. Therefore, the root
node R is chosen and a random value s ∈ Zp∗ and set
qR (0) = s. Then the root node R sets dR and other
points of the polynomial qR randomly to define qR .
Any other node x sets qx (0) = qparent(x) (index(x))
and randomly chooses dx and other points to define
qx .
Then the data owner uses the public parameter
P P and the tree of access structure to encrypt the
message M ∈ GT . Therefore, the ciphertext is
CT = (T, C̃ = M e(g, g)αs , C = hs , ∀y ∈ Y : Cy =
g qy (0) , Cy0 = H1 (λy )qy (0) ) where Y be the set of leaf
nodes in the access tree T .

of the outsourced ciphertext which was encrypted under the attribute-level access control policy by the
data owner.
The CSS chooses a random value Kλy ∈ Zp∗ in the
attribute group AGy ∈ AG and re-encrypts CT .
Therefore, the re-encrypted ciphertext is CT 0 =
(T, C̃ = M e(g, g)αs , C = hs , ∀y ∈ Y : Cy =
g qy (0) , Cy0 = (H1 (λy )qy (0) )Kλy ) where Y is the set of
leaf nodes in the access tree T . Then the CSS selects the root nodes of the minimum cover sets in the
KEK tree which can include all of the leaf nodes connected with users in AGi ∈ AG. The KEK(AGi ) is
constructed from a set of KEKs which include the
root nodes of subtrees AGi . For example, if the
attribute groups AGi = {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u7 , u8 }, the
KEK(AGi ) = {KEK2 , KEK7 } because ν2 and ν7
are the root node of the minimum cover sets which
can cover all of the users in AGi . If any user u ∈
/ AGi ,
they would not know any KEK in KEK(AGi ).
Finally, the CSS generates a header message Hdr =
(∀y ∈ Y : {EK (Kλy )}K∈KEK(AGy ) ) where EK (M ) is
a symmetric encryption of a message M under a key
K. This encryption is employed for the method to
deliver the attribute group keys to valid users. The
encryption is EK : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k a block cipher,
where k is the length of the key K. Finally, when the
CSS receives the data request from a user, the CSS
sends (Hdr, CT 0 ) to the user.

Data Re-Encryption Phase
The CSS uses a set of the membership information for Data Decryption Phase
When a user receives the ciphertext (Hdr, CT 0 ) from
each attribute group AG ∈ G. The attribute group
the CSS, he/she first obtains the attribute group keys
of the access tree is embedded in CT before distributfor all attribute in ∧ that the user holds from Hdr.
ing outsourced data CT . The re-encryption executes
user access control from each attribute group on top
If a user ut ∈ AGj has a valid attribute λj , he/she
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Figure 2: The KEK tree for attribute group key distribution

can decrypt the attribute group key Kλj from Hdr
using a KEK that is common in KEK(AGj ) and
P athKeyt where KEK ∈ KEK(AGj ) ∩ P athKeyt .
For example, in the attribute groups AGi =
{u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u7 , u8 }, u3 can decrypt the Kλj using
the path key KEK2 ∈ P athKey3 . Then the user ut
updates its secret key with the attribute group keys
as follows:

If the node x is a non-leaf node, the
DecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK, x) can be named from
all nodes z which are children of x. For all nodes z
call DecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK, z) which use Lagrange
coefficient to compute and obtain e(g, g)rqx (0) .

SKt

=

(D, Dj , Dj0 )

Therefore, if the access tree T is satisfied by
∧, the user has valid memberships for each attribute group AGi for all λi ∈ ∧. Let A =
DecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK, R) = e(g, g)rs .

D

=

g (α+r)/β

Finally, the user decrypts the ciphertext.

Dj

=

g r · H1 (λj )rj

Dj0

=

(g rj )1/Kλj , ∀λj ∈ ∧.

Then the user uses a private key SK and Kλx to
decrypt the encrypted ciphertext CT 0 in the recursive
function as DecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK, x).

C̃
e(C, D)/A

M e(g, g)αs
e(hs , g (α+r)/β )/e(g, g)rs
= M.
=

If the node x is a leaf node and λx ∈ ∧ and ut ∈ AGx , Key Update Phase
When a user comes to hold or drop an attribute, the
then it computes
corresponding key should be updated to avoid backDecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK, x)
ward and forward secrecy on the previous or subsee(Dx , Cx )
quent encrypted data. The key update procedure is
=
executed by the authority when the user requests to
e(Dx0 , Cx0 )
join or leave on the attribute group. The authority
r
rx
qx (0)
e(g H(λx ) , g
)
=
receives the request, and sends the updated membere((g rx )1/Kλx , (H(λx )qx (0) )Kλx )
ship list of the attribute group to the CSS. Then the
= e(g, g)rqx (0) .
CSS receives the update request, and computes the
corresponding attribute group key.
If ut ∈
/ GAx , the user ut cannot compute the values
e(g, g)rqx (0) , as the exponent of Dx0 in SK cannot
The CSS selects a random value s0 ∈ Zp∗ and a ran0
include the inverse of the exponent Kλx of Cx . If
dom value Kλ0 i which is different from the previous
0
λx ∈
/ ∧ or ut ∈
/ GAx , the DecryptN ode(CT , SK, x)
attribute group key Kλi 6= Kλ0 i . Then it re-encrypts
will output invalid.
the ciphertext CT using the public parameters P P
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and public key P K as
CT 0

=

(T, C̃, C, Ci , Ci0 )

C̃

=

M e(g, g)α(s+s )

C

=

hs+s

0
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The CSS chooses another random value Υ ∈ Zp∗ , and
agree
generates another public key P KC
= g Υ while
keeping Υ as a secret.

Key Generation Phase
The authority needs to authenticate a user ut which
0
Ci = g qi (0)+s
exists in U . If the result is true, the authority chooses
0
0
qi (0)+s0 Kλi
a
random value rt ∈ Zp∗ which is a unique secret for
Ci = (H1 (λi )
)
the user. Then the authority and the CSS construct a
0
0
secure 2PC protocol, which combine the values (rt , β)
∀y ∈ Y : Cy = g qi (0)+s , Cy0 = (H1 (λy )qy (0)+s )Kλy ).
from the authority with the value α from the CSS.
In the other attribute groups, the attribute group
Therefore, the secure 2PC protocol is the value x =
keys do not necessarily need to be uploaded because
(α + rt )β.
they will not be affected by the membership changes.
0

The CSS chooses a new minimum set to cover the
original attribute group AGi , and the new set includes a new joining user who comes to hold an attribute λi (or exclude a leaving user who come to
drop an attribute λi ).
The CSS generates a new header message with the
updated KEK(AGi ) as
Hdr

=

({EK (Kλ0 i )}K∈KEK(AGi ) ,
{EK (Kλy )}K∈KEK(AGi ) , ∀y ∈ Y ).

Finally, the CSS responds new header message and
the ciphertext.

3.2

Hur’s Scheme

1) The CSS chooses a random value τ ∈ Zp∗ , comx

putes A = g τ = g
the authority.

(α+rt )β
τ

, and then sends it to
2

2) The authority computes B = A1/β = g
and sends it to the CSS.

α+rt
τβ

,

3) The CSS generates a personalized key compoα+rt
nent D = B τ = g β .
4) The authority uses a set of attributes ∧ that
a user ut is entitled to have, and generates a
set of attribute keys identified with that set and
the secret value rt . The authority chooses a
random value rj ∈ Zp∗ for each attribute λ ∈ ∧.
Then it computes a user ut ’s the attribute keys
SKA,ut = (λj ∈ ∧ : Dj = g rt H1 (λj )rj , Dj0 =
g rj ) to the CSS.

Hur [13] proposed an improved security scheme which
considered a key escrow problem and user revocation in
5) The CSS’s personalized key component SKut
attribute-based data sharing. Their scheme used CPfor a user ut as SKC,ut = D = g (α+rt )/β . Then
ABE scheme to encrypt data and define access policy by
the user ut can obtain its whole secret key
the user which was flexible in sharing data with other
SKut = (SKC,ut , SKA,ut )
users. Because the authority generates users’ private keys
by using the authority’s the master key to users’ associ= (D, Dj , Dj0 ).
ated set of attributes in the attribute-based encryption,
D = g (α+rt )/β
the authority can decrypt every ciphertext addressed to
Dj = g rt · H(λj )rj , ∀λj ∈ ∧
specific users. This problem could generate a potential
threat in the data sharing system of data confidentiality
Dj0 = g rj .
or privacy. Therefore, they designed the scheme where
the authority and the CSS generated the user’s secret key
The CSS also generates another encrypting key
together that could avoid the key escrow problem. Then
(KEK) SKuagree
= H(IDt )Υ = QΥ
t for the user,
t
they considered the key revocation where the user may
which will be used for selective attribute group
change their associate attributes. Therefore, the key rekey distribution.
vocation or update for each attribute is necessary to make
Data Encryption Phase
system secure.
The data owner wants to upload data M to the CSS
Next we will describe their scheme including setup, key
and sharing data, he/she defines the tree access strucgeneration, data encryption, data re-encryption, data deture T over the universe of attributes L, and encrypts
cryption and key update phase.
the data under T .
Setup Phase
The data owner chooses a polynomial qx where x is
The authority chooses a random value β ∈ Zp∗ and
each node in the access tree T . These polynomials
computes h = g β . The public parameter P P =
are chosen in a top-down method which is from the
(G1 , g, H1 , H3 ), the public key P KA = h and the
root node R. In the access tree T , the degree dx of
master key M KA = β.
the polynomial q is set one less than the threshold
x

The CSS chooses a random value α ∈ Zp∗ . The public
key P KC = e(g, g)α and the master key M KC = g α .

value kx of the node as dx = kx − 1. Therefore, the
root node R chooses a random value s ∈ Zp∗ and
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set qR (0) = s. Then the root node R sets dR other
points of the polynomial qR randomly to define qR .
Any other node x sets qx (0) = qparent (x)(index(x))
and randomly chooses dx other points to define qx .
The data owner uses the public parameter and the
tree of access structure to encrypt the message M ∈
GT . Therefore, the ciphertext is CT = (T, C̃ =
M e(g, g)αs , C = hs , ∀y ∈ Y : Cy = g qy (0) , Cy0 =
H1 (λy )qy (0) ) where Y is the set of leaf nodes in the
access tree T .
Data Re-encryption Phase
The CSS uses a set of the membership information for
each attribute group AG ⊆ Q. The attribute group
of the access tree is embedded in CT before distributing outsourced data CT . The re-encryption executes
user access control from each attribute group on top
of the outsourced ciphertext which was encrypted under the attribute-level access control policy by the
data owner.
The CSS chooses a random value Kλy ∈ Zp∗ in
the attribute group GAy ∈ GA and re-encrypts
CT .
Therefore, the re-encrypted ciphertext is
CT 0 = (T, C̃ = M e(g, g)αs , C = hs , ∀y ∈ Y :
Cy = g qy (0) , Cy0 = (H1 (λy )qy (0) )Kλy ) where Y
is the set of leaf nodes in the access tree T .
Then, it selects ρ, R ∈ Zp∗ , and for all ut ∈
agree
AG computes xt = H3 (e(Qρt , P KC
)). For all
AGy ⊂ Q
AG constructs the
polynomial
function
Pm
m
i
f y (x) = i=1 (x − xi ) =
i=0 ai x (modp), where
AGy = {u1 , u2 , · · · , um } and the exponential function {P0 , · · · , Pm } ≡ {g a0 , · · · , g am }, where m is the
number of users in the attribute group. It constructs
R
Hdry = {Kλy · P0R , P1R , · · · , Pm
} and generates a
ρ
header message Hdr = (g , · · · , ∀y ∈ Y : Hdry ).
Finally, when the CSS receives the data request from
a user, the CSS sends (Hdr, CT 0 ) to the user.
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then it computes
DecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK, x)
e(Dx , Cx )
=
e(Dx0 , Cx0 )
=

e(g r · H(λx )rx , g qx (0) )
1

e((g rx ) Kλx , (H(λx )qx (0) )Kλx )
=

e(g, g)rqx (0) .

If ut ∈
/ GAx , the user ut cannot compute the values
e(g, g)rqx (0) , as the exponent of Dx0 in SK cannot
include the inverse of the exponent Kλx of Cx0 .
If λx ∈
/ ∧ or ut ∈
/ GAx , the DecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK,
x) will output invalid value.
If the node x is a non-leaf node, the
DecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK, x) can be named from
all nodes z which are children of x.
For all
nodes z call DecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK, z) which
use Lagrange coefficient to compute and obtain
e(g, g)rqx (0) . Therefore, if the access tree T is
satisfied by ∧, and the user has valid memberships
for each attribute group AGi for all λi ∈ ∧. Let
A = DecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK, R) = e(g, g)rt s .
The user decrypts the ciphertext
C̃
(e(C, D)/e(g, g)rt s )

=

C̃
(e(hs , g (α+rt )/β )/e(g, g)rt s )

C̃
(e(g βs , g (α+rt )/β )/e(g, g)rt s )
M e(g, g)αs
=
e(g, g)sα
= M.
=

Data Decryption Phase
A user receives the ciphertext (Hdr, CT 0 ) from the
CSS, he/she first obtains the attribute group keys for
Key Update Phase
all attributes in ∧ that the user holds from Hdr. If
When a user comes to hold or drop an attribute, the
a user ut ∈ AGj has a valid attribute λj , he/she can
corresponding key should be updated to avoid backdecrypt the attribute group key Kλj from Hdr. The
ward and forward secrecy on the previous or subseagree
ρ
user ut uses the KEK SKut
and g and computes
quent encrypted data. The key update procedure is
ρ
agree
xt = H1 (e(g , SKut )). Then, the user ut comexecuted by the authority when the user requests to
Q
i
j
m
putes Kλj · P0R · i=1 (PiR )xt = Kλj · g Rf (xt ) = Kλj ,
join or leave on the attribute group. The authority
where m = |AGj |. The user ut updates its private
receives the request, and sends the updated memberkey with the attribute group keys SKut = (D =
ship list of the attribute group to the CSS. Then the
g (α+rt )/β , ∀λj ∈ ∧ : Dj = g rt · H(λj )rj , Dj0 =
CSS receives the update request, and computes the
(g rj )(1/Kλj ).
corresponding attribute group key.
Then, the user uses private key SK and Kλx to decrypt the encrypted ciphertext CT 0 in the recursive
function as DecryptN ode(CT 0 , SK, x).
If the node x is a leaf node and λx ∈ ∧ and ut ∈ AGx ,

The CSS selects a random value s0 ∈ Zp∗ and a random value Kλ0 i which is different from the previous
attribute group key Kλi 6= Kλ0 i . Then the CSS reencrypts the ciphertext CT using the public param-
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eters P P and public key P K as
CT 0

=

(T, C̃, C, Ci , Ci0 , ∀y ∈ Y {i} : Cy , Cy0 ).

C̃

=

M e(g, g)α(s+s )

909

signs a set of attribute S to this user according to its
identity.

0

s+s0

C

=

h

Ci

=

g qi (0)+s

Ci0

=

(H1 (λi )qi (0)+s )Kλi

Cy

=

g qi (0)+s

Cy0

=

(H1 (λy )qy (0)+s )Kλy .

0
0

0

0

The authority uses the master key M K, a set of
attributes S that describes the secret key, and the
corresponding set of attributes the user’s secret key
SK = (K = g α/β · g (at)/β , L = g t , ∀x ∈ S : Kx =
2
g tβ · H1 (x)vx tβ ). Finally, the authority sends SK to
the user in a secure channel.

0

In the other attribute groups, the attribute group
keys do not necessarily need to be uploaded because Data Encryption Phase
The data owner first divides the data M =
they will not be affected by the membership changes.
{m1 , m2 , · · · , mn } according to the logic granularThe CSS generates a new polynomial function f i (x)
ity.
Then it uses symmetric encryption methwith a new attribute group AGi including a new
ods to encrypt the data as the content key k =
joining user who comes to hold an attribute λi (or
{k1 , k2 , · · · , kn } where ki = EK (mi ).
excluding a leaving user who comes to drop an attribute λi ). The CSS generates a new header mesThe data owner uses the public parameter P P , a
sage Hdri with the attribute group key Kλ0 i as Hdr =
set of public attribute key {P Kx }, a content key k
(g ρ , Hdri , ∀y ∈ Y {i} : Hdry ), where the header mesand a LSSS access structure (T M, ρ). Let T M be
sage Hdry are the same before. Finally, the CSS
a l × n matrix, where l means the number of atresponds new header message and the ciphertext.
tributes involved in the encryption. The function ρ
which is associated rows of T M to attributes is a
3.3 Yang et al.’s Scheme
limited injective function. It first chooses a random
encryption exponent s ∈ Zp and a random vector
Yang et al. [40] proposed an attribute revocation scheme
~v = (s, y2 , · · · , yn ) ∈ Zpn , where y2 , · · · , yn are used
in CP-ABE which utilized the access structure of linto share the encryption exponent s. For i = 1 to
ear secret sharing scheme (LSSS) to define access conl, it computes λi = ~v · T Mi , where T Mi is the vectrol in cloud storage service. Their scheme did not need
tor corresponding to the ith row of T M . Then it
to re-encrypt the ciphertext by the CSS, because they
chooses random values r1 , r2 , · · · , rl ∈ Zp and comconsidered to be unsafe from the semi-trusted CSS reputes the ciphertext CT = (C = ke(g, g)αs , C 0 =
encrypting. However, the authority needed to spend high
g βs , ∀i = 1, · · · , l, Ci = g aλi (g β )−ri vρ (i) , D1,i =
resource of computation in their scheme. Because their
H1 (ρ(i))vρ(i) ri Υ , D2,i = g ri /β ).
key update had three parts including update key generation, secret key update and ciphertext update, the authority needed to update the ciphertext and produce new
keys that include the new version key, update key, and secret key, the ciphertext and producing new keys in their Data Decryption Phase
scheme
The user receives the data from the CSS. Only the
Next we will describe their scheme including setup, key
attribute that the user possesses satisfies the access
generation, data encryption, data decryption and key upstructure defined in the ciphertext CT , so the user
date phase.
can get the data component successfully. Users with
different attributes will be able to decrypt different
Setup Phase
number of data components, such that they can get
The authority chooses random values α, β, Υ, a ∈
different granularities of information from the same
Zp , and generates the public parameter P P =
data.
{g, g a , g 1/β , g β , e(g, g)α }, and the master keys are
M K = {α, β, Υ, a}.
The user uses a ciphertext CT attached with the acFor each attribute x, the authority generates a rancess structure (T M, ρ) and the secret key for a set of
dom value vx ∈ Zp as the attribute version numattribute S. The user’s attribute set S satisfies the
ber V Kx = vx . Then the authority utilizes V Kx to
access structure and let I ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , l} be defined
generate a public attribute key P Kx = (P K1,x =
as I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ S}. Then it chooses a set of convx
vx Υ
H1 (x) , P K2,x = H1 (x)
).
stants {wi ∈ Zp }i∈I
P and reconstructs the encryption
Key Generation Phase
exponent as s = i∈I wi λi if {λi } are valid shares
When a user joins the system, the authority first asof the secret s according to T M . Then the user first
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computes

ciphertext CT and the update key U Kx0
update the ciphertext CT 0 = (C̃ = C, C̃ 0
C 0 , ∀i = 1, cdots, l : D˜2,i = D( 2, i), if ρ(i)
x0 : C̃i = Ci , D˜1,i = D1,i , if ρ(i) = x0 : C̃i
Ci · (D1,i )U K2,x0 , D˜1,i = (D1,i )U K1,x0 )).

e(C 0 , K)
wi
i∈I (e(Ci , L)e(D2,i , Kρ(i) ))

Q
=
=
=

910

to
=
6=
=

e(g βs , g α/β · g (at)/β )
aλi H (ρ(i))−vρ(i) ri , g t ) · e(g ri /β , H (ρ(i))vρ(i) tβ ))wi
1
1
i∈I (e(g

Q

e(g, g)αs e(g, g)sat
P
e(g, g)at i∈I λi wi
e(g, g)αs .

It can then decrypt the content key k = C/e(g, g)αs .
The user uses a symmetric key and the content keys
to further decrypt the data DK (k) = m.
Key Update Phase

3.4

Zu et al.’s Scheme

Zu et al. [45] proposed a new CP-ABE scheme which utilized the access structure of linear secret sharing scheme
(LSSS) to define access control in cloud storage service.
Their scheme had efficient revocation and fine-grained access control. Their scheme combined proxy re-encryption
with CP-ABE to achieve the user and attribute revocation. In their scheme, the authority generated two secret
keys of the user where one sends to the user, and the other
sends to the cloud storage server. When the authority removes a user’s attribute, their scheme would not affect
other users’ access privileges with this attribute. Finally,
their scheme could reduce the load from the authority on
the revocation.
Next we will describe their scheme including setup, key
generation, data encryption, data re-encryption, and data
decryption phase.

1) Update Key Generation by the Authority:
When these is an attribute revocation, the authority generates the update key by using the
master key M K and the current version key
V Kx0 of the revoked attribute x0 .
It chooses a random value vx0 0 ∈ Zp where vx0 0 6=
vx0 and generates a new attribute version key
V Kx0 0 .
Setup Phase
The authority uses V Kx0 0 to computes the upThe authority chooses random values α1 , α2 , a ∈ Zp
v0
such that α = α1 + α2 mod p, and generates the pubdate key U Kx0 = (U K1,x0 = vx00 , U K2,x0 =
x
0
lic parameter P P = {G1 , g, H1 , e(g, g)α , g a }, and the
vx0 −vx
0
.
The
authority
sends
the
update
key
vx 0 Υ
master keys are M K = {α1 , α2 , g α }.
U Kx0 to the CSS. Then the authority also updates the public attribute key of the revoked Key Generation Phase
The authority uses one part of the master key α1 ,
attribute x0 as
a set of attributes S and chooses a random value
0
P Kx0 0 = (P K1,x
0 , P K2,x0 ).
t ∈ Zp . The user’s secret key is generated as SK1 =
0
{K
= g α1 g a t, L = g t , ∀x ∈ S : Kx = H1 (x)t }. The
0
U K1,x0
0 vx
0
P K1,x0 = (P K1,x0 )
= H1 (x )
authority uses the other part of the master key α2 to
0
P K2,x0 = (P K2,x0 )U K1,x0 = H1 (x0 )vx0 Υ .
generate the delegation key SK2 = {Dc = g α2 } for
the CSS.
Finally, the authority broadcasts a message to
all the users that the public attribute key of the Data Encryption Phase
When a data owner wants to upload its data M to the
revoked attribute x0 is updated.
CSS for sharing, the data owner uses the public pa2) Secret Key Update by Non-revoked Users: Each
rameters P P and an LSSS access structure (T M, ρ)
non-revoked user sends two components L =
to encrypt a message M . Let T M be an l ×n matrix,
t
g and Kx0 of the secret key SK to the auT Mi be the vector corresponding to the ith row of
thority. The authority receives these compoT M . The function ρ which is associated with rows
0
nents and computes a new components Kx0 =
of
T M to attributes is a limited injective function.
0
2
2
2
U
K
(Kx0 /Lβ ) 1,x0 · Lβ = g tβ · H1 (x0 )vx0 tβ . Then
The data owner chooses random values
it returns the new component Kx0 0 to the nonr1 , r2 , · · · , rl
∈
Zp and a random vector
revoked user.
n
~
v
=
(s,
y
,
·
·
·
,
y
)
∈
Z
v
2
n
p . These elements of vector ~
The non-revoked user’s secret key is updated
will
be
used
to
share
the
encryption
exponent
s.
For
by replacing the component Kx0 associated with
i = 1 to l, computes λi = T Mi~v . The ciphertext is
the revoked attribute x0 with the new one Kx0 0
published as CT = {C̃ = M e(g, g)αs , C = g s , ∀1 ≤
0
0
as SK = (K, L, Kx0 , ∀x ∈ S{x } : Kx ).
i ≤ l, ρ(i) ∈ S : Ci = g λi H1 (ρ(i))ri , Di = g ri } along
3) Ciphertext Update by Cloud Server: The CSS
with a description of (T M, ρ).
receives the update key U Kx from the authority and updates the ciphertext associated with Data Re-encryption Phase
the revoked attribute x0 . The CSS uses the
When a user comes to hold or drop an attribute,
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and obtains νx0 to update the secret key Kx0 as
the corresponding key associated with the attribute
Kx0 = (H(x0 )t )νx0 . Otherwise, he/she cannot
should be updated. Because the re-encryption can
prevent the user from accessing the previous or subget the updated secret key Kx0 .
sequent re-encrypted data for backward or forward
˜ proceeds in the folThe first step of decryption of CT
secrecy, the key associated with the attribute needs
0
wi
e(C
,L)
i
= e(g, g)atλi wi ,
to be updated. We denote IDi as the identity of the lowing: for ρ(i) 6= x0 : Bi = e(D0 ,K
w
ρ(i) ) i
i
0
wi
user i.
e(Ci ,L)
for ρ(i) = x0 : Bi = e(D0 ,K
= e(g, g)atλi wi , A =
w
˜
ρ(i) ) i
i
Q
ats
1) If there is no attribute revocation, the CSS
. The user decrypts the ciphertext
i∈I Bi = e(g, g)
M e(g,g)αs ·e(g,g)ats
uses a random k ∈ Zp to encrypt the delC̃·A
= e(gs ,gα2 k )e(gs ,gat ) = M .
0
0
egation key g α2 and the ciphertext CT = e(C ,Dc )e(C,K)
(Dc0 = (g α2 )k , C̃ = M e(g, g)αs , C = g s , C 0 =
g s/k , Ci0 = g aλi H1 (ρ(i))ri H1 (ρ(i))k , Di0 = 4
Analysis
g ri g k ).
˜ = {CT 0 , Dc0 } In the section, we will analyze these schemes [13, 14, 40,
The re-encrypted ciphertext CT
is then sent to the user, where CT 0 = 45] which contain functional requirement, security and
{C̃, C, C 0 , {Ci0 , Di0 }i=1,··· ,l }.
performance. And we also use the tables to present a
0
2) If there is an attribute x revocation from a user corresponding requirement in each scheme.
IDj where IDj means the identity of the user
j, the CSS encrypts a random key νx0 ∈ Zp as
C̃ under the access structure (T M, ρ) for those
users IDi , i 6= j who hold the revoked attribute
but not been revoked. The method of encrypting random keys and decrypting ciphertext C̃ is
similar to that of Liang et al. scheme [35].
Then the CSS utilizes a random value k ∈ Zp to
encrypt the delegation key g α2 and the ciphertext
CT = (Dc0 = (g α2 )k , C̃ = M e(g, g)αs , C = g s , C 0 =
g s/k , ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , l, Ci0 = g aλi H1 (ρ(i))ri H1 (ρ(i))k ,
for ρ(i) 6= x0 : Di0 = g ri g k ; for ρ(i) = x : Di0 =
(g ri g k )1/ν( ρ(i)) ).
˜ = {CT 0 , Dc0 , C̃}
The re-encrypted ciphertext CT
is then sent to the users, where CT 0 =
{C̃, C, C 0 , {Ci0 , Di0 }i=1,··· ,l }.
Data Decryption Phase
˜ for access structure
A user receives the ciphertext CT
(T M, ρ), and uses the private key SK1 for a set of
attributes S to decrypt:
1) If there is no attribute revocation, the user computes
Q
0
wi
i∈I e(Ci , L)
Q
A =
0
wi
i∈I e(Di , Kρ(i) )
= e(g, g)ats .
The user decrypts the ciphertext
C̃ · A
e(C 0 , Dc0 )e(C, K)

=
=

M e(g, g)αs · e(g, g)ats
e(g s , g α2 k e(g s , g at ))
M.

2) If there is an attribute x0 revocation from a user
IDj . The user IDi , i 6= j holds the revoked attributes S and satisfies with the access structure
(T M, ρ), then the user decrypts C̃ using SK1

4.1

Functional Evaluation

In Table 2, we will analyze several functional requirements: fine-grained access control, scalability, user accountability, user revocation, collusion resistant, forward
secrecy and backward secrecy in the representative approaches. Almost schemes can achieve these functional requirement including data confidentiality, fine-grained access control, user revocation, collusion resistant, forward
secrecy and backward secrecy. In K. Yang et al.’s scheme,
when an attribute is revoked, non-revoked users need to
update their secret keys. Therefore, their scheme did not
satisfy the scalability.

4.2

Performance Evaluation

We will analyze four phases: setup phase, key generation
phase, data encryption phase, data re-encryption phase;
data decryption phase and user revocation phase in the
four entities include data owner, user (the group user),
cloud storage server (CSS) and the authority. Before we
analyze the performance evaluation, first we introduce the
notations in Table 3.
In Table 4, we analyze four schemes how to execute
a setup phase. Hur’s scheme needs the CSS to generate
the public key, the master key and another key because
they considered the key escrow problem. K. Yang et al.’s
scheme spent more computing resources.
In Table 5, we analyze four schemes how to execute a
key generation phase. Because the CSS executes partly
computation, the authority could reduce computation in
Hur’s scheme. However, Zu et al.’s scheme needed lower
computation in these schemes when a set of attributes are
smaller.
In Table 6, we analyze four schemes how to execute a
data encryption phase. K. Yang et al.’s scheme needed
more computing resources, but they did not execute reencryption phase. Hur and Noh’s scheme and Hur’s
scheme needed less computing resource.
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Table 2: Comparison of functional requirements
Hur and Noh [14]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Data confidentiality
Fine-grained access control
Scalability
User revocation
Collusion resistant
Forward secrecy
Backward secrecy

Hur [13]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yang et al. [40]
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Zu et al. [45]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 3: Notations
Notation
Tsym
TGe
TB
TM ul
TDiv
TAdd
TSub
TGM
Th
∧
i
m

Significance
The computing time of symmetric encryptions
The computing time of exponentiation in group operation
The computing time of bilinear pairing
The computing time of multiplication
The computing time of division
The computing time of addition
The computing time of subtraction
The computing time of multiplication in group operation
The computing time of hash function
A set of attributes
A set of revoked attributes
The number of users in the group

Table 4: Comparison of computation in the setup phase
Hur and Noh [14]
CSS
Authority

2TGe

Hur [13]
3TGe
1TGe

Yang et al. [40]

Zu et al. [45]

5TGe + 2Th

3TGe + 1TA

Table 5: Comparison of computation in the key generation phase
Hur and Noh [14]
CSS
Authority

2TGe + TGM
+ ∧ (3TGe + TGM + Th )

Hur [13]
3TGe + Th
TGe + TM ul
+ ∧ (3TGe + TGM + Th )

Yang et al. [40]

Zu et al. [45]

4TGe + TGM
+ ∧ (5TGe + TGM + Th )

4TGe + TGM
+ ∧ (TGe + Th )

Table 6: Comparison of computation in the data encryption phase

Data owner

Hur and Noh [14]
2TGe + TGM
+ ∧ (2TGe + Th )

Hur [13]
2TGe + TGM
+ ∧ (2TGe + Th )

Yang et al. [40]
Tsym + 2TGe + TGM
+ ∧ (7TGe + TGM + Th )

Zu et al. [45]
2TGe + TGM
+ ∧ (3TGe + TGM + Th )
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In Table 7, we analyze four schemes how to execute
a data re-encryption phase. Hur and D. Noh’s scheme
needed less computing resource in these scheme. K. Yang
et al. did not execute data re-encryption.
In Table 8, we analyze four schemes how to execute
a data decryption phase. Hur’s scheme needed to spend
more computing resource because they considered details
on the decryption. Zu et al.’s scheme was better in these
scheme because they need less computing resources.
In Table 9, we analyze four schemes how to execute a
key update phase. K. Yang et al.’s scheme needed to compute the CSS and the authority together. Although Zu
et al.’s scheme did not support key update, their schemes
executed re-encryption in the situation of attribute revocation. Hence, we describes the situation of attribute
revocation in key update.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

Conclusion
Although cloud data storage has many advantages, it
also bring many challenges. When the cloud service
provider provides a semi-trusted cloud server, it may
steal clients’ data which is serious issues. Therefore,
data confidentiality and access control are important
issues in cloud storage. Then cloud data can share
own data with other in cloud platform. Therefore,
the access controls which users to share the data
together, and a user leaves the access privilege of
the data. Although there are many kinds of access
control schemes, they have to apply the restriction
of cloud environment. Because users store data in
the cloud storage, they cannot control their data.
Attribute-based encryption is a promising scheme in
data security which can limit the data to access control. Ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption is
an applicable scheme in the cloud data storage which
encrypts the data and defines access structure from
the user.
Therefore, we survey the previous researches of
attribute-based access control with user revocation
in the cloud. Then we collect and explain basic requirements in the mechanism. We analyze these approaches by using function and performance evaluation. Finally, in this paper, we provide the future
development of CP-ABE with user revocation.
Future Work
For future developments, we will focus on the following areas of particular interest. Efficiency: The authority needs to generate every user’ key and other
computing. When a lot of users constantly change
in access control, it will cause the authority to spend
more computing resources. Therefore, how to avoid
frequently change in the key update is an important
issue. Security: the user’s key will be a challenge
because the key is generated by the authority. Be-
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cause the key distribution is constructed in a secure
channel, how to design a public channel scheme is an
important issue.
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a joint random secret sharing
scheme with public verifiability. It is practical in distributed environment. Utilizing additive homomorphism,
a random secret will be corporately constructed by some
participants, which avoids the need for a mutually trusted
dealer. In addition, we explore the technique of homomorphic verification and that of bilinear pairing to allow each
participant to publicly verify whether the received shares
are consistent. The verification process in our scheme is
unconditionally secure and non-interactive without using
Fiat-Shamir technique or any additional zero knowledge
proof, which is simple and higher efficient compared with
previously known. Lastly, as an applied example of our
work, we present how our techniques can be applied to
handle dynamic node-join in mobile ad hoc network.
Keywords: Additive homomorphism, bilinear pairing,
joint random secret sharing, public verifiability, unconditionally secure

1
1.1

Introduction
Background and Motivation

Secret sharing, invented independently by Shamir [24] and
Blakley [2] in 1979, is a fundamental cryptographic primitive that has been found useful in numerous applications
such as witness encryption [13], access control [15], secure
group communication [10], secure information communication [16], and cloud storage [4]. In a (k, n) secret sharing
scheme (SSS), a secret s is distributed to n participants
by a dealer in such a way that any k participants or more
can reconstruct the secret s but participants less than k
learn nothing about s with their shares. However, there

are several common drawbacks in the existing SSS [2, 24].
1) A dishonest dealer may distribute a fake share to a
certain participant, and then the participant would
never obtain the true secret subsequently.
2) A malicious participant may submit a fake share,
which makes it the only one who gets to reconstruct
the true secret after observing the shares of honest
participants, whereas the honest cannot obtain the
true secret.
3) A mutually trusted dealer must be needed for generating and distributing each share to the corresponding participant secretly.
4) It is required that there exists a private channel between the dealer and each participant during the
share distribution phase.
To address the cheating problems in 1) and 2), a verifiable algorithm can be added to SSS, which is called verifiable secret sharing scheme (VSSS) [3] and can be used to
verify whether the shares are consistent. VSSS further are
investigated by many other researchers. Feldman [5] and
Pederson [22] proposed a VSSS based on Shamir’s scheme,
respectively, which can effectively detect cheating of the
participants or the dealer. The security of verifiability
in VSSS can be classified into two types: computational
security and unconditional security. The verification process in the former is unconditionally secure, whereas that
in the latter is computationally secure. More specifically,
it is based on the hardness of solving the discrete logarithm.
In many general schemes including those discussed
above, there is a dealer whose function is to distribute the
shares among participants. Nevertheless, it is difficult to
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find a trustworthy person or organization as the dealer in
the real world. In addition, the mutually trusted dealer
has too much rights and is easy to suffer from the adversary’s attacks. To deal with the drawbacks in 3), Ingemarsson and Simmons [11] introduced a new type of SSS
without the assistance of a mutually trusted dealer, which
is called joint random secret sharing scheme (JRSSS). The
basic idea of JRSSS is that each participant also acts as
a dealer to select a sub-secret and to generate sub-shares
for others. The master secret is the summation of all
sub-secrets. However, there is one potential problem in
their design, that is, each participant needs to keep n subshares secretly and the number of shares kept by each
participant is proportional to the number of participants.
Therefore, the cost of storage and management of shares
are expensive. Pederson [23] proposed a solution to overcome this problem. According to the property of additive
homomorphism defined in [1], each participant only needs
to keep one master share secretly.
Based on Pederson’s approach [23], Harn and Lin [7]
introduced a new notion of strong k-consistency of shares
and proposed a verifiable JRSSS (VJRSSS), which enables participants to verify their shares whether to satisfy the security requirements of a (k, n) SSS. However,
in their scheme, shareholders need to utilize 100 verification polynomials to verify the strong t-consistency of master shares, which makes the verification more complicated
and spends too much time. After that, numerous VJRSSS
were proposed to reduce the computational complexity.
In 2012, Liu et al. [19] updated the scheme of Harn and
Lin [7], in which shareholders utilize the sub-polynomials
of master secret to construct a verification polynomial and
use it to verify master shares. In 2013, Mahmoud [20]
constructed a polynomial differential-based VJRSSS, in
which they calculate the t-th derivative of polynomials
and apply Shamir’s SSS to generate and distribute the
sub verification shares and use Pedersen’s SSS to find the
master verification shares. However, this scheme seems
not to guarantee the strong t-consistency, i.e., it cannot
detect the fact of cheating.
Despite the research results, we observe that participants in the existing VJRSSS can only verify their own
shares rather than others and only detect the fact of cheating but not identify who are the cheaters. Though Kaya
et al. [12] designed a VJRSSS which can identify who are
cheaters, their scheme does not hold public vitrifiability,
i.e., the shares cannot be verified by anyone. Stadler [25]
introduced a publicly verifiable secret sharing (PVSS)
scheme, in which not only the participants can verify the
validity of their shares, but also any one can do it from the
public information without revealing shares. Note that
unconditional secrecy is not possible in a PVSS scheme
since the encrypted shares are sent by public channels,
namely, no private channels between the dealer and each
participant are assumed. So, the PVSS schemes overcome
the drawbacks in 4). Recently, Villar and Heidarvand [8]
construct a PVSS scheme using pairing, the verification
of which is unconditionally secure and efficient since the
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verification process does not depend on any computational assumption and is non-interactive without using
Fiat-Shamir technique or any additional zero knowledge
proof. Nevertheless, their scheme requires a mutually
trusted dealer to generate and distribute shares, which
is impractical in a distributed scenario.

1.2

Our Contribution

In this paper, to solve the aforementioned problems,
we first provide a joint random secret sharing scheme
(JRSSS) with public verifiability. Our scheme is based on
the technique of Pedersen’s (k, n) SSS [23] and that of Villar et al.’s scheme [8]. However, the techniques in [8, 23]
cannot be used in building our JRSSS with public verifiability directly. It is because that the share in verification
equality in [8] is just only one, while in our scheme, that
in verification equality is the summation of n sub-shares.
In order to take advantage of these techniques in [8], we
make a modification on their scheme with homomorphic
verification.
We employ additive homomorphism to avoid the use
of a mutually trusted dealer who selects and distributes
the private shares, and explore homomorphic verification
and the bilinear pairing to allow anyone to publicly verify
whether the shares are consistent. To the best of our
knowledge, our scheme first provides a distributed secret
sharing scenario with public verifiability.
The primary advantages of our scheme are summarized
as follows.
• Cheater identification: our scheme can not only detect the fact of cheating but also identity who are the
cheaters.
• Unconditionally secure verifiability: the verifiability
of our scheme does not depend on any computational
assumption.
• Non-interactive verification: our scheme is noninteractive without using Fiat-Shamir technique or
any additional zero knowledge proof.
• Homomorphic property: our scheme enjoys homomorphic property compatible with public verifiability.

1.3

Roadmap

In Section 2, we briefly review the related preliminary.
In Section 3, we present our scheme in detail. The homomorphic property of our scheme is discussed in Section 4. Scheme analysis is provided in Section 5, while in
Section 6, a performance comparison of our scheme with
previously known is illustrated. An application of our
scheme is showed in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8, we
summarize our works.
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is an induced function of the (k, n) SSS for each A ⊂
{1, 2, · · · , n} with |A| = k. This function defines the subsecret si based on k sub-shares si1 , si2 , · · · , sik , namely,
si = FA (si1 , si2 , · · · , sik ). Following theorem proves that
each participant only needs to keep one master share secretly and then the master secret can be reconstructed
based on any k master shares or more according to the
property of additive homomorphism.

In this section, we review a joint random secret sharing
scheme (JRSSS) originally proposed by Pedersen [23], in
which each participant also acts as a dealer. Each participant Pi selects a random sub-secret si independently
and the master secret s can be constructed cooperatively
withP
the help of the homomorphism property [1], where Theorem 1. With knowledge of any k master shares or
n
more, participants can reconstruct the master secret using
s = i=1 si . We now describe this scheme as follows.
Shamir’s secret reconstruction algorithm according to the
Share Generation.
property of additive homomorphism.
1) Sub-secret generation:
Proof.
Each participant Pi selects a random secret si
called as sub-secret.

s1

=

FA (s11 , · · · , s1k )

s2 = FA (sn1 , · · · , snk )
2) Sub-share generation:
..
For each sub-secret si , the participant Pi selects
.
a random polynomial fi (x) of degree k − 1 such
sn = FA (sn1 , · · · , snk ).
that si = fi (0) and uses Shamir’s (k, n) SSS to
generate sub-shares sij such that sij = fi (j).
Then, we have
Later, Pi sends each sij to other participant Pj
secretly, for j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
s = s1 + · · · + sn
= FA (s11 , · · · , s1k ) + · · · + FA (sn1 , · · · , snk )

Secret Reconstruction.
1) Master share generation:
Each participant Pj with n sub-shares sij for
i = 1, 2, · · · , n, computes the master share s0j as
Pn
Pn
s0j = i=1 sij = i=1 fi (j).

= FA ((s11 + · · · + sn1 ), · · · , (s1k + · · · + snk ))
n
n
X
X
= FA (
si1 , · · · ,
sik )
i=1

i=1

= FA (s01 , · · · , s0k ).

2) Master secret reconstruction:
Using Lagrange interpolation, the master secret s can be
With knowledge of any k master shares
reconstructed with k master shares s01 , · · · , s0k where s0i =
0
0
s1 , · · · , sk , the master secret s can be recon- Pn
j=1 sji for i = 1, · · · , k.
structed using the Lagrange interpolating forIn the case of a SSS with public verifiability, we say that
mula:
such a scheme has homomorphic property when, beside all
k
above, the verification of the shares of the new secret s1 +
X
s =
s0j λj
s2 can be done from the broadcasted public information
j=1
about s1 and s2 .
k
n
XX
=
(
sij λj )
2.3 Bilinear Pairing
=

j=1 i=1
n
X

si ,

i=1

where λj =

2.2

i
j6=i i−j .

Q

The Homomorphic Property

Assume that G1 and G2 are two groups with the same
prime order q where g is a generator of group G1 . A
bilinear pairing e is a function defined by e : G1 × G1 →
G2 . For all a, b ∈ Z∗q , P, Q ∈ G1 , we say e is an admissible
bilinear map if the function e satisfies the following three
conditions:
1) Bilinear: e(g a , g b ) = e(g, g)ab .

The homomorphic property of the secret sharing scheme
2) Non-degenerate: e(g, g) 6= 1.
was introduced by Benaloh [1]. We say that a SSS has
the homomorphic property if the sum of the shares of two 3) Computable: e(P, Q) is efficiently computable.
secrets s1 and s2 sent to the participants are shares of
the sum of secrets s1 + s2 . Therefore, the participants are
2.4 Related Complexity Assumptions
able to recover the sum of secrets only knowing the shares
from s1 and s2 .
For security analysis of our proposed scheme, we summaLet S be the domain of a secret and T be the domain rize some important security problems and assumptions
of the shares corresponding to the secret. FA : T k → S as follows.
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• Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem: Given g, g a , g b ∈ G1 for some a, b ∈ Z∗q , the
CDH problem is to compute g ab ∈ G1 .
• CDH assumption: No probabilistic polynomial
time (PPT) algorithm can solve the CDH problem
with a non-negligible probability.
• Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem:
Given g, g a , g b , g c ∈ G1 for some a, b, c ∈ Z∗q , the
BDH problem is to compute e(g, g)abc ∈ G2 .
• BDH assumption: No PPT algorithm can solve
the BDH problem with a non-negligible probability.

3

Proposed Scheme

In this section, we present a joint random secret sharing
scheme with public verifiability. Let si ∈ Z∗q be a random sub-secret selected by each participant Pi for i =
1, 2, · · · , n. A random secret s is recovered cooperatively
P
by any k participants or more where s = e(h pi ∈A si , h)
and A is the set of participants whose shares all are verified correctly.
Our scheme consists of three algorithms: share generation, share verification, and secret reconstruction. The
concrete construction is illustrated as follows.

920

sub-share sij by means of checking the equation
Qk−1 l
e( l=0 Cilj , yj ) = e(g, Yij ) for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Secret Reconstruction.
1) Master share generation: Let A be the set of
participants whose shares all are verified correctly. Using his own secret key xj , every
participant Pj in the set A decrypts Yij as
x

−1

= hsij = hfi (j) . Then, Pj computes
P
Q
= pi ∈A hfi (j) = h pi ∈A fi (j) and saves s0j
as his master share.
2) Master share verification: The master share of
participant Pj ∈ A can be verified by others
with the following verification equation:
Y
e(s0j , yj ) =
e(Yij , h).
Yij j
s0j

pi ∈A

3) Master secret reconstruction: After the verification, then for an arbitrary subset B ⊆ A consisting of k participants whose correct master
shares have pooled, every participant in B can
get master secret s by the following Lagrange
interpolation:
s =

k
Y

= e(s0j , h)λj

j=1,pj ∈B

Share Generation.
1) Setup: Assume that G1 and G2 are two groups
with the same prime order q where q g, h are two
independently generators of group G1 . A bilinear pairing e is a function defined by e : G1 ×
G1 → G2 . The public parameters P aram =
(G1 , G2 , q, g, h, e) was agreed and published by
all participants. Every participant publishes his
public key yi = hxi and withholds the corresponding secret key xi ∈ Z∗q .

=

k
Y

e(h, h)

j=1,pj ∈B
P

=
=
=
where λj =

e(h, h)
P

e(h, h)

P

e(h, h)
Q

P

Pk

pi ∈A (
pi ∈A
pi ∈A

pi ∈A

fi (j)λj

j=1,pj ∈B

fi (j)λj )

fi (0)
si

,

i
pj ∈B,j6=i i−j .

The Homomorphic Property
2) Sub-secret generation: Each participant Pi se- 4
∗
lects a random sub-secret si ∈ Zq indepenLet f1 (j) and f2 (j) be the sub-shares of sub-secrets s1
dently.
and s2 for participant Pj , respectively. Following the
3) Sub-share generation: Pi chooses a random idea from [1], we say that our scheme has the homomorPk−1
l
polynomial fi (x) =
l=0 ail x mod q where phic property since Shamir’s scheme also has it. So we
ai0 = fi (0) = si , and uses Shamir’s (k, n) SSS have f1 (j) + f2 (j) be the master share of the sum subto generate sub-shares sij for other participant secret s1 + s2 . In relation to the verification process, if
Pj such that sij = fi (j) for j = 1, 2, · · · , n. Af- the elements (g, h, yj , Y1j ) and (g, h, yj , Y2j ) are used in
ter that, Pi broadcasts the commitments Cil = the verifications of the sub-shares of s1 and s2 , respecg ail for 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1. Later, he computes tively, namely, e(hf1 (j) , yj ) = e(Y1j , h) and e(hf2 (j) , yj ) =
and publishes the encryption Yij = (yj )sij of e(Y2j , h), then it is easy to prove the homomorphic vereach sub-share sij to other participant Pj for ification of master share of the sum sub-secret s1 + s2 if
the equality
j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Finally, each participant Pj receives n encrype(hf1 (j)+f2 (j) , yj ) = e(Y1j , h)e(Y2j , h)
tions Yij for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
is satisfied.
Share Verification.
Note that the property of homomorphic verification is
Any verifier can check whether each encryption not achieved if the protocol makes use of a typical zero
Yij received by participant Pj are consistent with knowledge proof in the verification process.
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5
5.1

Scheme Analysis
Correctness

The correctness of this scheme means that:

If any other participant accepts Pj ’s master share, then
the following verification equality holds in the share reconstruction phase:
Y
e(s0j , yj ) =
e(Yij , h)
pi ∈A

1) A honest participant can always pass the verification
procedure in both share generation phase and secret
reconstruction phase;

e(h

P

pi

Y

It is straightforward to check these requirements for
the above protocol.

Verification of Scheme

Verification of the Share Generation

In the share generation phase, if Pi passes the verification
procedure, then any qualified sets of k honest participants
will reconstruct the same sub-secret si .
Theorem 2. If Pi passes the verification process in share
generation phase, then there exists a unique polynomial
fi (x) such that the encrypted share of participant Pj is
f (j)
Yj = yj i for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i.e., Pi must be honest.
Proof. Assume that the encrypted sub-share of the partics¯
ipant Pj sent by Pi is equal to Yij = yj ij . If Pi passes the
l
Qk−1
equation e( l=0 Cilj , yj ) = e(g, Yij ), then by the definition Cil = g ail , we follow e(g, yj )fi (j) = e(g, yj )s¯ij , which
leads to s¯ij = fi (j) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Hence, the uniqueness
of fi (x) will be reconstructed by any qualified sets of k
correct sub-shares and then the same sub-secret si = fi (0)
will be recovered.
5.2.2

Verification of the Secret Reconstruction

In the share reconstruction phase, if some participant
gives a different master share, then it means one of the
sub-shares will be decrypted incorrectly. Otherwise, the
master share should derive from n sub-shares decrypted
correctly.
Theorem 3. If Pj passes the verification process in
the secret reconstruction phase, then for any i, hfi (j) =
x −1
Yij j , where xj is the secret key of Pj , i.e., Pj must be
honest.
Proof. Suppose
Pj ∈ A sends a different master share
P
s¯0j = h pi ∈A fi (j) where one of sub-shares hfi (j) is dex¯
crypted by another secret key x¯j , namely, hfi (j) = Yij j .

=

e(hfi (j) , yj )

=

Y

e(Yij , h)

pi ∈A

Y

e(Yij , h)

pi ∈A
x¯

e(Yij ij , hxij )

=

e(Yij , h)x¯ij xij

Y

e(Yij , h)

pi ∈A

pi ∈A

Y

5.2.1

, yj )

pi ∈A

Y

In this section, we show that the participants in the protocol must behave honestly or will be detected. More precisely, on the one hand, the participants must be honest
in the share generation phase and, on the other hand, the
participants must be honest in the secret reconstruction
phase.

∈A fi (j)

pi ∈A

2) At least t honest participants are always able to recover an unique master secret.

5.2
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=

Y

e(Yij , h).

pi ∈A

Thus, the above equality results in x¯j xj = 1 and then
fi (j)
x¯j = x−1
is dej , which means that the sub-share h
−1
crypted correctly by his secret key xj . It follows that
if any other participant accepts the master share of Pj ,
then the master share should derive from n sub-shares
decrypted correctly.
Note that in our scheme, the validity of shares can
be publicly verified without leaking the privacy of shares
and secret in the share verification phase. Furthermore,
the verification process does not depend on any computational assumption and is non-interactive without using
Fiat-Shamir technique or any additional zero knowledge
proof.
The results in this section are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. The verification process of our scheme is
unconditionally secure and non-interactive.

5.3

Security of the Scheme

In this section, we present security analysis of the proposed scheme. We first consider the security of the subshare hfi (j) . Given public information h, Cil , yj , Yij such
Qk−1 l
that Xij = l=0 Cilj , the difficulty of computing the subshare hfi (j) is equivalent to breaking the CDH assumption.
Lemma 1. Under the CDH assumption, it is infeasible
to compute the sub-shares from public information.
Proof. By contradiction, assume that there exists an algorithm A without knowing fi (j), which can compute
the sub-share hfi (j) with a non-negligible probability 
for the given public information h, Cil , yj , Yij such that
Qk−1 j l
Xij =
l=0 Cil . Then, there exists an attacker can
solve the CDH problem using the algorithm A. Given
α = g a , β = g b for some a, b ∈ Z∗p , we try to compute the
value g ab using the capacity of A in the following.
At random, we pick x, y, z and feed h = αx , yj =
y
h , Xil = β z , Yij = hyz to A. Since the input to A is
uniformly distributed, we can obtain hfi (j) = g axbz with
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By the two lemmas above, we can show that our prosuccess probability  because of Xil = β z = g bz = g fi (j) .
By taking g axbz/xz , we are thus able to compute g ab with posed scheme is secure.
the same success probability . It is a contradiction to the
Theorem 5. Under the CDH assumption and BDH asCDH assumption.
sumption, the proposed scheme is secure, that is, 1) only
In the following, we show that participants less than qualified participants can compute the valid sub-shares; 2)
k learn nothing about the secret S. In other words, if any participants less than k can not recover the master
no more than k − 1 participants can recover the secret, it secret.
implies breaking the BDH assumption.
As the proof of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the correctness
Lemma 2. Under the BDH assumption, it is infeasible of Theorem 5 is straightforward.
that any k − 1 participants can cooperatively obtain the
secret in the proposed scheme.

6

Proof. Recalling that the BDH problem is to compute
e(g, g)abc for given g, g a , g b , g c ∈ G1 where a, b, c ∈ Z∗q . A
natural variant of the standard BDH problem is to compute e(g, g)aab for given g, g a , g b where a, b ∈ Z∗q , which
is called Computational Bilinear Square (CBS) assumption [18].
By contradiction, assume that there exists an algorithm A without knowing all fi (0) P
∈ A, which
canPcompute the master secret s = e(h pi ∈A si , h) =
e(h pi ∈A fi (0) , h) with a non-negligible probability  for
the given public information h, Cil , yj , Yij such that Xij =
Qk−1 j l
l=0 Cil . Equivalently, without knowing some fi (0) ∈
A, the algorithm A can compute the e(hfi (0) , h). Then,
there exists an attacker can solve the variant of the BDH
problem using the algorithm A.
In the following, we show how to set up the system such that we can compute e(g, g)aab . Suppose that
participants P1 , · · · , Pk−1 are able to break the scheme.
At random, we pick some x, y, x0j ∈ Z∗q and set h =
0
(g a )x , Ci0 = (g b )y , yj = hxj for j = 1, 2, · · · , n, which
implicitly defines fi (0) as it required that Ci0 = g fi (0) .
The values fi (1), fi (2), · · · , fi (k − 1) are chosen at random from Z∗q , which fixes a polynomial fi (x). This allows

Performance Analysis

6.1

Computational Complexity

Our scheme consists of three phases: share generation,
share verification, and secret reconstruction. For the computation cost, we only consider the “time-consuming computation”, which includes modular exponentiation, modular multiplication and pairing operation in each phase.
• Share generation: This phase outputs Yij , which
is encryption of sub-share for each participant, and
broadcasts the commitment Cil . These requires
n(k + n) modular exponentiation .
• Share verification: In this phase, the most timeconsuming computation is to verify whether subshare Yij is consistent, which needs approximately
n2 pairing operations.
• Secret reconstruction: In this phase, the most timeconsuming computation is to verify whether master
share s0j is consistent, which requires k pairing operations.

The summation of operations required in our protocol is
n(k + n) modular exponentiation and n2 + k pairing opfi (j)
fi (j)
us to directly compute Yij = yj
and Xij = g
for erations.
j = 1, 2, · · · , k − 1. Since fi (0) is only given implicitly,
we cannot compute the values fi (k), fi (k + 1), · · · , fi (n). 6.2 Comparison
However, we can use Xij for j = 1, 2, · · · , k − 1 to obtain
Cil for l = 1, 2, · · · , k − 1 by solving k − 1 simultane- In this section, we give a comparison of our protocol with
Qk−1 l
ous equations Xij = l=0 Cilj . When we have computed those in [7, 12] in terms of computation cost, security of
Qk−1 l 0
verification, and related properties.
these values Cil , we set Yij = (Ci0 l=1 Cilj )xj such that
As we analyzed in Introduction, the verifiability of
f (j)
Yij = yj i , as required for j = k, k + 1, · · · , n.
JRSSS [7] is unconditionally secure, however, the scheme
The complete view for the system is now defined. can only detect the fact of cheating but not identify who
It is consistent with the private view of participants are cheaters. On the contrary, the JRSSS [12] can identify
P1 , · · · , Pk−1 , and comes from the right distribution. Sup- who are cheaters whereas the verification of their scheme
pose thatP they are able to compute the master secret is based on the RSA assumption. In addition, the two
Q
fi (0)
s = e(h pi ∈A , h) =
, then can com- schemes both do not achieve public verifiability.
pi ∈A e(h, h)
fi (0)
ax
In [12], the most time-consuming computation is to
pute e(h, h)
. Since we put h = g and Ci0 = g by
which implies fi (0) = by, thus we are able to compute verify whether the shares are consistent, which requires
e(h, h)fi (0) = e(g, g)aaxxby with success probability . By n(n2 + n + k) modular exponentiation. In [7], the most
taking e(g, g)aaxxby/xxy , we are thus able to compute time-consuming computation is to reconstruct 100 verie(g, g)aab with the same success probability . It is a fication polynomials to verify the strong t-consistency of
contradiction to the variant of the BDH assumption, i.e., master shares, which requires n100k 3 modular multiplicative.
CBS assumption.
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We denote modular multiplicative, pairing operation, 2) Any information about system key cannot be exand modular exponentiation by Mm , Mp and Me , reposed.
spectively. The comparison of our protocol with those
3) None but the legal node can get its new share.
in [7, 12] is shown in Table 1.
We observe that our proposed scheme achieves better
4) The shares of old nodes are secure.
properties and stronger security compared with others.
Although our efficiency is somewhat lower, but as a compensate for that we first provide JRSSS with public ver- 7.2 Concrete Protocol
ifiability so far. Furthermore, the verification process in
Assume that B is a collaboration of k nodes in MANET,
our proposed scheme is unconditionally secure and nona new node vr wants to join the MANET. Cooperating
interactive without using the Fiat-Shamir’s technique or
parties v1 , · · · , vk ∈ B are arranged in a unclosed Hamilany additional zero knowledge proof.
tonian ring for computation the new share s0r .

7

Application: Dynamic NodeJoin in Mobile Ad Hoc Network

1) New node vr broadcasts/multicasts an joining request among B.

2) Each node vj ∈ B calculates a partial share pj for vr
as follows.
In a dynamic topology network, the new nodes need to
P
join or depart it frequently. In this section, using the
0λ (r)
pj = sj j = h Pi ∈A fi (j)λj (r) ,
techniques in our scheme we describe how to add a new
node in this environment such as mobile ad hoc netwhere s0j is vj ’s own master share and λj (r) =
work(MANET). In MANET, the secret often acts as a
Pk
r−i
system key and there still exists a same requirement for
vi ∈B,j6=i,i=1 j−i . Next, each node vj masks its private value using vr ’s public key yr = hxr as follows.
security, that is, any k nodes or more can recover the sysP
tem key but nodes less then k lean nothing about it with
e(pj , yr ) = e(h Pi ∈A fi (j)λj (r) , hxr )
their shares. After the new node becomes a legitimate
P
member of the MANET, it will possess a share whose
= e(h, h)xr Pi ∈A fi (j)λj (r) .
format is like others and share the same system key.
There exists a specific dealer to redistribute shares for
3) After v1 computes e(p1 , yr ), it securely sends it to the
a new member-join in traditional secret sharing scheme.
next node v2 . Upon receiving e(p1 , yr ), v2 multiplies
However, this approach is infeasible in MANET since it
it by e(p2 , yr ), to the product e(p1 , yr )e(p2 , yr ) before
is a distributed environment.
sending it to
Qkthe next node v3 . At the end, last node
If a new node wishes to join the MANET, it must obvk receives j=1 e(pj , yr ) and send it to the new node
tain at least k or more nodes approving admission from
vr ;
current MANET and then a new share can be reconstructed cooperatively by k nodes. To maintain the essen- 4) Using its private key xr , new node vr decrypts the
tial security in this process, there are two types of methlast product and obtains master share s0r as follows.
ods. One is to shuffle the secret sharing polynomial by
k
regenerating a random polynomial [9, 21]. The other is
Y
s0r =
e(pj , yr )1/xr
to shuffle the partial share by adding blind factor [14, 17].
j=1
Nevertheless, these methods lead to a higher computation
Pk
P
and communication cost. Since MANET is composed of
= e(h j=1 ( Pi ∈A fi (j)λj (r)) , h)
limited calculation ability, communication capacity and
P
Pk
= e(h Pi ∈A ( j=1 fi (j)λj (r)) , h)
bandwidth, more communications and computation will
P
Pk
consume longer time which leads to lower success rate to
= e(h Pi ∈A ( j=1 fi (j)λj (r)) , h)
P
the generation of new shares.
= e(h Pi ∈A fi (r) , h).
Herein we employ a more straightforward mechanism
to conduct it by combing the techniques in our scheme
from that
with Hamiltonian ring instead of the aforemention meth- Note that the format of new share is different
P
Pi ∈A fi (r)
of old one slightly. The format
is
e(h
, h) in
ods. The detailed is described in Section 7.2.
P
the former, while that is h Pi ∈A fi (j) in the latter. This
does not affect the reconstruction of P
the system key since
7.1 Security Requirement
there is still a need to calculate e(h Pi ∈A fi (j) , h) before
There are security requirement which must be reached in reconstruction in the latter.
our node-join protocol.
Figure 1 shows how this computation operates. Sup1) Any k nodes or more can recover the system key but pose that the communication channels between vj ∈ B
nodes less then k learn nothing about it with their are secure. For simplicity, we leave out the proof of security in this version.
shares.
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Table 1: Comparison of three protocols
[12]
[7]
Computational cost
(n3 + n2 + nk)Me (100k 3 n)Mm
Security of verification
computational
unconditional
Public verifiability
no
no
Cheater identification
yes
no
Communication channels
private
private
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Our scheme
(n2 + k)Mp
unconditional
yes
yes
public

Figure 1: Dynamic Node-Join in MANET
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Abstract
Wireless mesh networks are multi hop wireless networks
with high performance requirements. To enhance the performance, a large number of routing protocols have been
proposed focussing on various link properties.The metrics designed to capture various link properties make an
important assumption that nodes cooperate in network
operations. On the other hand, the nodes are spread over
larger area and maintained by different operators which
lack cooperation leading to selfish and malicious behavior. To address this issue, several works have been carried
out by modelling trust/reputation into a network. In this
paper, we modify an existing trust based secure routing
framework, AODV-REX, tailored to mesh networks, as a
first step. We observe that the existing trust models for
distributed wireless networks are not directly employable
and need to be significantly modified to meet the performance requirements of mesh networks. Further, we propose a trust extension to HWMP (Hybrid Wireless Mesh
Protocol), called HWMP-TX based on a new trust model.
The analysis and simulation results show that HWMP-TX
is resilient to various internal attacks and achieves better
performance.
Keywords: HWMP, reputation, secure routing, trust,
wireless mesh network

1

Introduction

Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) is a multi-hop wireless
network that inherits self-healing, and self configuring capabilities from mobile ad hoc network (MANET). Besides
these, the additional features of WMN include static, and
non-power-constrained nature of mesh routers. WMN
also lowers the deployment cost and administrative overhead by replacing the majority of the wired infrastructure.
These features make them an ideal candidate solution for

providing wireless broadband internet access in an office,
campus or community networks, without requiring every
access point to be physically connected to the Internet [2].
Thus, WMN technology has generated a huge amount of
interest in the industry and academic fields due to its
suitability to various commercial application scenarios.
On the other hand, there are many other issues that
need to be addressed to make WMNs commercially successful. Design of an optimal routing protocol is one such
issue that requires immediate attention. As WMNs are
expected to support high performance internet applications, routing protocol and the employed routing metric plays a dominant role in determining the amount
of throughput achieved. Several routing protocols have
been proposed in conjunction with different routing metrics to increase the overall performance of the network [5, 6, 11, 25].
Design of routing metrics for WMN mainly involves
accounting for the physical properties of a wireless link
that usually affect the network performance. It should
also account for the features that indirectly contribute
to the network performance. Properties, mainly, link
variability, varying available bandwidth and flow interference (inter and intra) should be considered to maximize
throughput [22]. The design of routing metric that results in optimal performance assume that all nodes are
honest and well behaved in the route selection process.
This is not a valid assumption in a distributed network
like WMN, where nodes operate in an open wireless environment. Nodes tend to exhibit selfish and malicious
behavior, and needs to be accounted to enhance performance.
Routing misbehavior is one major issue in any distributed network like WMN. The existence of selfish nodes
is justified due to the presence of nodes from multiple
operators in a commercial WMN. These nodes may intentionally drop the packets, forwarding their own traffic.
Nodes can also be easily compromised by an adversary,
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due to the open environment in which they operate. To
overcome these kinds of routing mis-behavior, variety of
protocols have been proposed particularly by employing
trust or reputation in routing activity [1, 8, 12, 14, 17, 18,
24]. The way these protocols employ trust in the routing
process depends on the network requirements. For example, in a MANET, where the focus is on maintaining
end-to-end connectivity, protocols directly employ trust
to select relatively higher trustworthy paths. In a WMN,
trust modeling is more complicated because of their need
to support high performance applications.
Routes established in a WMN should meet the
throughput requirements as well as the trust criterion
of the network. In such a scenario, employing trust as
the sole metric in route selection process may meet trust
requirements, but fail to achieve desired throughput, as
the employed metric ignores wireless link characteristics.
Integrating trust value of a node/link with the underlying routing metric is an alternate way of discovering
routes [17, 18]. But, this integration scheme also does
not achieve good results and these two entities (routing
metric and trust) are independent and if integrated fail
to achieve optimal performance in certain cases.
In this paper, we observe that the existing trust models
for distributed wireless networks are not directly employable and need to be significantly modified to meet the performance requirements of mesh networks. As a first step,
we modify an existing trust based routing framework,
AODV-REX, tailored towards mesh network. Further we
propose a trust extension to HWMP, called HWMP-TX
based on a new trust model. It complements the linkquality-based routing metric in making routing decisions
and achieves better performance over existing approaches
to employ trust. We specifically focus on HWMP along
with airtime link metric, as it is the mandatory routing
protocol to be implemented, according to IEEE 802.11s
draft standard for 802.11 based mesh networks [15]. The
analysis and simulation results show that HWMP-TX is
resilient to various internal attacks and achieves better
performance. The performance of both the models is evaluated under various attack scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related
work is discussed in Section 2. Internal attacks against
HWMP are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose our modifications to AODV-REX framework that
integrates the reputation metric with high throughput
path selection metric like airtime. Later, in Section 5,
we propose a complete trust model based on an alternate
mechanism to employ trust. Performance evaluation and
security analysis is presented in Section 6. Experimental
results in comparison with existing model are discussed
in Section 7. Discussion of several factors is included in
Section 8. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper.

2
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Related Work

Lately, a lot of research has been carried out to increase the performance of routing protocols for WMN.The
main design goal of these protocols is throughput maximization. Numerous link-quality-based routing metrics
have been proposed replacing hop count, to increase the
overall throughput, as it has been shown that the hop
count selects sub-optimal routes [5]. Metrics such as
ATLM (airtime link metric) [16], ETX (expected transmission count) [5], ETT (expected transmission time) [6],
WCETT (weighted cumulative ETT) [6] and mETX
(modified ETX) [25] have been developed replacing hop
count. The main design aim is to enhance performance
and increase throughput. The existing reactive and proactive routing frameworks are modified accordingly to accommodate the designed metrics. For example, multiradio link quality state routing protocol (MR-LQSR) is
based on optimal link state routing protocol (OLSR),
enhanced to accommodate multiple radios and WCETT
routing metric. These metrics are modelled by assuming
the co-operation among participating nodes. This is an
optimistic assumption in a distributed network like WMN
where nodes operate in an open environment, and the
possibility of nodes being compromised by an adversary
cannot be ignored.
The problem of routing security and node misbehavior has been studied by different researchers, e.g., [1, 8,
12, 14, 17, 18, 24]. Various trust based routing protocols
have been proposed for ad hoc and WMNs to mitigate the
influence of these malicious nodes in the route selection
process.
The distributed trust model proposed by Rehman et
al. [1] assumes discrete levels of trust. It employs a decentralized approach to manage trust and a recommendation protocol to exchange trust related information. The
model is based on a conditional transitive trust relation
that uses trust categories to express trust towards other
agents. In order to establish trust relation between entities where a direct relation does not exist, the agents can
make use of an intermediate agent to establish trust. Various trust models that exist in the literature try to quantify
the trust relationships according to different applications
security requirements.For example, the PGP style authentication schemes with certification chains use binary trust
valuation
Zheng et al. [24] proposed a trust model that assigns
quantitative trust value to each node based on the observed behavior. A node evaluates its relationship with
other nodes in a network, based on factors such as experience statistics (es), data value (d), intrusion detection
result called intrusion black list (ibl) and references (r)
along with a node’s preference and policy. Each node
maintains a trust matrix to store the knowledge accumulated on the above factors for every other node in the
network with the help of network traffic monitoring and
recommendations. That is, every node maintains trust
relations with all other nodes in the network. Final trust
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evaluation of node i to node j for an action a is evaluated
through a linear equation that uses the values stored in
the trust matrix. The evaluated trust values are used for
making better routing decisions. As, each node maintains
a list of values for various factors for every other node in
the network, the overhead in decision making is very high.
TAODV proposed in [8] is a trusted extension to
AODV. The path selection process is similar to AODV
with trust replacing hop count as the routing metric. The
trust values of nodes are assumed to be distributed in
prior. Hence, it does not model the way trust relations
are established and fostered. To incorporate trust into the
route selection process, the route request (RREQ) header
is modified to include a trust level field in the AODV
RREQ. When a node receives a RREQ, it rebroadcasts it
after modifying the trust level field with the trust value of
the node from which it received the RREQ. Every node
checks back the rebroadcasted RREQ from its previous
node to see whether it has provided the proper information. If not, it sends a route warning message questioning
the sanctity of the node. The final route selection is based
on trust level metric. The major drawback of this model is
the prior distribution of the trust levels. Moreover, there
is no mechanism to modify the established trust-levels depending on the change in nodes’ behavior.
Eissa et al. [7] proposed FrAODV,a friendship based
AODV protocol to establish secure paths. It is similar to
that when a person (X) wants to verify another person
(Y ),he generally asks his friends about this person. He
also asks this person to provide him with the list of reference persons,who will be asked if he is to be trusted.
This protocol uses two algorithms i.e FwEvaluate algorithm to evaluate the forward routes and the RvEvaluate
algorithm to evaluate reverse routes in AODV protocol.
Meka et al. [14] proposed a trust framework for AODV
that employs trust as the routing metric instead of hop
count. According to this framework, a node maintains
trust relationships with its neighbors. It also allows a
node to assign trust levels to the routes that it discovers. Each node maintains a neighbor trust table (N T T )
to store the neighbor ID, its trust value and the current
number of RREQ’s it can send. In addition to maintaining the N T T , the routing table is modified to include all
the routes from that node to a destination, to incorporate route trust. Each node keeps track of the number
of packets it has forwarded through a particular route.
Trust relations are evaluated with the help of a route acknowledgement RACK that a destination node periodically sends addressed to the source, which contains the
number of packets received till that time instant. All the
intermediate nodes along the reverse route make use of
the RACK to compute the route trust. Whenever a node
generates or forwards a RREP, it advertises its trust value
(AT V ) on the route under consideration to its immediate upstream node. Based on the AT V and the observed
trust value (OT V ), a node updates the node trust for that
neighbor.
Two-Hop acknowledged routing protocol (2-HARP)
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proposed in [26] is based on zone routing protocol.In 2HARP, each node maintains trust relations with all the
nodes in its 2-hop neighborhood using the neighbor sensing mechanism of OLSR [4]. Each node maintains an
acknowledgement table in addition to the routing table.
The acknowledgement table is used to store information
about packets waiting to be acknowledged. A node after sending a packet, expects a signed acknowledgement
from the 2-hop neighbor on the established route, to verify whether the one hop neighbor on the established route,
has indeed forwarded the packet. If the one hop neighbor
intentionally drops a 2-hop acknowledgement, the 2-hop
neighbor tries for a maximum of s times before labelling
the node as non-responsive. The main drawback of this
model is the acknowledgement overhead. As, each data
and control packet is acknowledged twice, it incurs very
high overhead.
Tan et al. [23] proposed a trust reasoning model based
on fuzzy Petri net is presented for the evaluation of trust
values of mobile nodes. In addition, to avoid compromised or malicious nodes, a trust based routing mechanism is proposed to select a path with the highest path
trust value among all available paths. Further, OLSR is
extended by using the proposed trust model and trust
based routing mechanism, called FPNT-OLSR. For the
implementation of FPNT-OLSR, a trust factor collecting
method and trust information propagating method is designed, which do not generate extra control messages.
AODV-REX proposed in [17] is a reputation based extension to AODV for WMNs. Acoording to AODV-REX,
a node maintains two different kinds of reputation values
for each of its neighbors (local and global).Local reputation of a neighbor is based on nodes’ direct observations using a watchdog [12]. Global reputation of a node
is computed based on reputation values obtained from
other nodes in the network. Whenever a node requests
for a route towards a destination, it transmits a RREQ
by appending the reputation values and addresses of all its
neighbors. An intermediate node that receives a broadcasted RREQ, acts on the reputation values of interest in
the RREQ and ignores the rest leaving them unmodified.
It re-broadcasts the RREQ by further appending it with
the reputation values of its neighbors. The hop-count
metric is modified to accommodate the reputation of a
node. The basic idea is to create a new virtual distance
that takes into account the reputation level of the node
connected to the link. The distance between two neighboring nodes increases if the reputation of one of the node
decreases and so the route will be less considered. AODVREX incurs huge routing overhead as each intermediate
node appends the RREQ with the trust values of all its
neighbors, thus increasing its size enormously. It is also
based on hop count metric that has been shown to select
sub-optimal routes
EFW (expected forwarding counter) proposed in [18]
is a cross-layer metric for routing in WMN that considers
malicious and selfish participants. It employs watchdog
to monitor the forwarding behavior of its neighbors. The
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forwarding ratio of a node is integrated with ETX (estimated transmission count of a link) to derive a cross-layer
routing metric called as EFW. To summarize, for calculating EFW of a link a node needs to monitor its neighbors,
calculate its forwarding ratio, and integrate that value
with the existing ETX metric.
A key point to note is that in all of the above existing
work, trust is either directly employed or integrated with
the employed routing metric. Even the attempts to integrate trust with the routing metric have been made on
hop count except EFW, where the forwarding probability of a node is integrated with high throughput metric,
ETX. In Section 5 , we present an alternate mechanism
to employ trust in the routing process that is shown to
perform better on average than the attempts to integrate
with the routing metric.
Moreover, the majority of the frameworks discussed
above employ watchdog to evaluate trust relations, which
restricts the nodes from efficiently using the available resources thus affecting network performance.

3

to a destination for which it does not have a path yet, it
initiates a path discovery by broadcasting a PREQ.The
PREQ Information Element is shown in Figure 1 contains
various fields out of which Hop Count, Element TTL,
Metric and the Target-Only sub field in Per Target field
are operated upon by intermediate nodes as part of the
path selection process.
The hop-count field is acted upon by every intermediate node along the selected path. Its value is set to an
integer equal to the number of hops from the originator
STA to the mesh STA transmitting the PREQ.Element
TTL field indicates the remaining number of hops allowed
for the PREQ element. It is mainly used to prevent the
PREQ element from traversing the network endlessly. Initially, the value of TTL element is set to a number equal
to the network diameter. The metric field is set to the
cumulative metric from the originator to the mesh STA
transmitting the PREQ. The IEEE 802.11s specifies the
use of air-time link metric (ATLM) as the default link
metric to identify an efficient radio-aware path. All the
above discussed fields are modified by the intermediate
nodes accordingly, enabling better path selection.

Internal Attacks on HWMP

In this section, we focus on various possible attacks on
HWMP (Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol). We specifically
focus on HWMP as it is the mandatory routing protocol
for IEEE 802.11s based mesh networks. We specially concentrate internal attacks, as the authentication protocol
at the MAC layer acts as a first layer of defense against attacks from external nodes. Before discussing the various
internal attacks, a brief overview of HWMP is provided
to understand the operation of the protocol.

3.1
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Overview of HWMP

HWMP is a hybrid wireless mesh protocol [3] that operates at layer-2 and employs MAC addresses for path selection. It is called a hybrid protocol as it combines both
reactive and pro-active routing strategies. It combines
the flexibility of on-demand route selection with proactive
topology tree extensions. The combination of reactive and
proactive elements of HWMP enables efficient path selection for a wide variety of mesh networks. HWMP is based
on ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) protocol
adapted for MAC-address based path-selection and link
metric awareness [19].
HWMP provides two modes of operation, they are ondemand mode and proactive mode. These two modes
are not exclusive and are used concurrently, because
the proactive modes are extensions of the on-demand
mode. HWMP uses four different kinds of information elements (IEs). Path Request (PREQ), Path Reply (PREP)
and Root Announcement (RANN) are employed in pathselection process, while Path Error (PERR) is used for
route-maintenance. In HWMP, a path to the destination
is described by the next hop at every intermediate mesh
station (mesh STA). When a source wants to send data

3.2

Attacks on HWMP

HWMP is prone to a number of security attacks from internal malicious nodes. A compromised node becomes an
epicentre for launching a variety of attacks, thus degrading the network performance rapidly. Attacks are usually
aimed at disrupting the normal network operations. The
various kinds of internal attacks are discussed below.
3.2.1

Flooding

It is one of the most simplest and efficient attack. In
HWMP, a node can generate any number of PREQs. Malicious nodes can exploit this and flood the network with
a number of PREQ’s for non existing nodes. A legitimate node would be forced to spend majority of its time
processing the PREQ’s, resulting in severe performance
degradation [20]. Such an attack can be countered by
limiting the number of PREQ’s that a node can generate
based on its trust level.
3.2.2

Modification Attacks

Malicious nodes can redirect network traffic, and launch
DoS attacks by altering the fields in IEs. For example, a
malicious node can modify the metric field in the PREQ
element to include itself in the selected path. Once included, it can launch various other packet dropping attacks. Such attacks can be specifically called as metric
manipulation attacks. As, nodes need to cooperate in
determining the metric of a path, malicious nodes can exploit this to their advantage. The sequence number of a
PREQ message can be modified by a malicious node to
a value much higher than that of the destination’s current sequence number, thereby fooling the originator of
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Figure 1: PREQ element

the PREQ to believe that the manipulated PREP as gen- 4
Modified
AODV-REX
for
uine. There is no way to distinguish between path replies
Wiress Mesh Networks
generated by an intermediate node and the destination
node, therefore this attack has significant impact on the HWMP, the routing protocol for WMN is based on
selection of network paths.
AODV and AODV-REX is a reputation based extension
to AODV that integrates reputation of a node with the
hop count. As, hop count has been shown to select suboptimal paths, we attempt to modify AODV-REX for
3.2.3 Wormhole Attacks
WMN by integrating reputation of a node with airtime
Wormhole is a hypothetical channel formed between two metric (ATLM) [3]. We refer to this modified AODVcolluding nodes. The main aim of this attack is to disrupt REX as HWMP-REX. The airtime link metric is a meathe routing functionality of a network. A Wormhole can sure for the amount of the consumed channel resources
be created by simply tunnelling messages between two when transmitting a frame over a particular wireless link.
colluding nodes, or by transmitting them on an out-of- The following Equation (1) is used to calculate airtime
band channel or by just relaying packets [10, 13, 21]. Once metric of each link.


a wormhole is established, the two colluded nodes at the
1
Bt
.
(1)
C
=
O
+
O
+
a
ca
p
either ends of the tunnel can use this channel to influence
r 1 − ept
path selection decisions. A malicious node can tunnel a
The airtime cost for each pair wise link Ca is calculated
PREQ through an out-of-band channel and replay it at
the other end. As a path formed through these colluded in terms of the modulation rate (r) and bit error rate ept
nodes inherently offers better metric over other available for a test frame of Bt size. Where, Oca is the channel
paths. Once, a path is established, the colluded nodes access overhead, Op is the protocol overhead. Oca , Op
and Bt are constants defined for each 802.11 modulation
can launch various packet dropping attacks.
type.
3.2.4

Fabrication Attacks

A malicious node can fabricate messages to disrupt the
network operations. For instance, a malicious node can
fabricate a PERR message that is actually used to notify
the nodes along the downstream that the next hop to the
originator of PERR is currently unavailable. Nodes receiving such a message will mark the link as broken and
re-initiate path discovery. As, cryptographic solutions
cannot prevent such kind of internal malicious attacks, an
efficient detection mechanism is required to detect and exclude the malicious node. Employing trust to detect such
malicious behavior has attracted much research attention
and several trust frameworks have been developed to address this issue. Even though several trust frameworks exist in literature, they cannot be directly employed due to
the high performance requirements of WMN. Therefore,
there is a need for a framework that concurrently focuses
on performance requirements on the one hand and trust
requirements on the other.

4.1

HWMP-REX

The proposed modifications are primarily concerned with
integrating reputation of a node with airtime rather than
hop count. The reputation model and the reputation dissemination process of AODV-REX are left unmodified.
AODV-REX employs a multi-layered model for estimating the reputation of network nodes, called REFACING
(RElationship-FAmiliarity-Confidence-INteGrity) [16]. It
maintains two kinds of reputation values for its neighborslocal and global. Local reputation of a neighbor is
based on node’s direct observations using a watchdog [12].
Global reputation of a neighbor is computed from reputation values provided by other nodes in the network.
As described in Table 1, when a node has data to send,
it generates a PREQ message. Together with the usual
HWMP information, a node appends the reputation and
addresses of its neighbors to the PREQ message. Upon
reception of such PREQ, a node acts on the reputation
values of interest and ignores the rest leaving them unmodified. In addition to the reputation values, a node
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also acts on the metric field of the PREQ message, as part
of the normal process of processing a PREQ. The metric
computation process is modified to include the reputation
of a node from which it received the PREQ. The modified
reputation metric (RM) of a link from node A to node B
is given by Equation (2).
−−→
RM AB = [(1 − RBA ) ∗ AD]
(2)
RBA is the reputation of a node B in A and AD denotes the Airtime Diameter. Airtime Diameter is the airtime taken for a standard frame to traverse between two
ends of the network. AD can be computed with the help
of a test frame, transmitted by setting the TTL equal
to the network diameter, at the time of network initialization. The reputation metric of a link is added to the
airtime of a link to get the resultant metric. As, the reputation of a node decreases, the reputation metric of a
link increases, increasing the overall airtime thus avoiding malicious nodes.
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on integrated metric that strictly prefers high reputation
nodes over nodes with relatively lesser reputation. To
overcome these limitations, we propose a new trust based
routing approach that is based on an alternate mechanism
to employ trust in routing process.

5

The Proposed Secure Routing
for WMN

The proposed secure routing scheme for WMN is based
on a new trust model that employs a different approach
to employ trust in the route selection process and defends
internal attacks.

5.1

Proposed Trust Model

The proposed trust model complements HWMP with its
trust observations and allows it to select high throughput
trustworthy paths without integrating with the airtime
link metric. The trust model comprises of three different
phases that are carried out independently without inter4.2 Issues in HWMP-REX
vening with the routing process. Those are Initialization,
In HWMP-REX, one of the major issue is computing air- Trust Evaluation and Trust Recommendation. The varitime diameter, AD, of a network. Determining AD is a ous symbols used in this paper are given in Table 2.
complex task as it has to be calculated after the network
has been initialized. Whenever new nodes are added, the
Table 2: Symbols used and their meaning
airtime diameter needs to be re-computed for determining
overall routing metric of a path. The other important isSymbol
Meaning
sue is high fluctuations in path selection. This behavior is
−
→
U
Initial
Trust Value
ij
due to the fact that, HWMP-REX selects a path Po based
Vij
Current Trust Value
on the cumulative metric obtained by integrating reputaβji
Packets received by i from j
tion of a node with airtime metric of a link. This can be
during time interval T Einterval
represented using Equation (3), where ls−j(airtime) gives
T EInterval
Trust Evaluation Interval
the airtime of a link ls−j and RVls−j gives the reputation
εl
Expected Loss in the Network
of a node S in J associated with the link.
δ
Small Fractional Value
−
X

→
RM Po
=
ls−j(airtime) ⊕ RVls−j
Υl
Lower Threshold Value
→
L−
Υu
Upper Threshold Value
Po

τ
Tolerance Level
l
= ls−j(airtime) ⊕ RVls−j
ψij
Revised Trust Value of j in i

+ lj−k(airtime) ⊕ RVlj−k + ....

+ ln−d(airtime) ⊕ RVln−d
(3)
As, both components of Equation (3) play an equal role
in path selection process, falsely penalizing genuine nodes
result in path fluctuations. As, no lower bounds are established for HWMP-REX to distinguish malicious behavior from normal behavior, it naturally prefers nodes
with high reputation over nodes with lesser reputation. In
such cases, HWMP-REX prefers a path with better overall cumulative metric over a path that actually achieves
higher throughput, which indirectly is a false positive.
Existence of lower bounds allows the system to differentiate malicious behavior from normal, which in turn allows
the network to chose a lesser reputation node due to its
higher link quality. These bounds cannot be established
for HWMP-REX, as the path selection decision is based

5.1.1

Initialization

A node I after discovering its set of neighbors {J}, initializes them to a trust value (Uij ) of 0.5. The value 0.5 is
justified as a node neither trusts nor distrusts the neighbor. The maximum trust value that a node can attain
is 1.
5.1.2

Trust Evaluation

Each node periodically evaluates the behavior of its neighbors using the trust evaluation procedure given in Algorithm 1. The evaluation procedure is carried out independently by each node and the evaluation timing of nodes
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Table 1: HWMP-REX path selection process
Executed at the source node S initiating Path Discovery process
1: Create a PREQ element by appending the reputation and
addresses of all the neighbors of S.
2: Set the Metric field to 0.
3: Broadcast the PREQ.
Executed at the intermediate node J upon receipt of the PREQ
1: Parse the PREQ element to act on the reputation fields with
which J shares neighborhood.
2: Update the global reputation of those nodes.
3: Append the PREQ element with the reputation values and addresses
of Js neighbors.
4: Update current link metric: Metric = currentMetric + (RM + airtime)
5: if (Route to source is available) then
Unicast PREP
Rebroadcast PREQ
6: else
Rebroadcast PREQ
Executed at the Destination node D upon receipt of PREQ
1: Parse the PREQ element to act on the reputation fields with which
D shares neighborhood.
2: Update the global reputation of those nodes.
3: Include current link metric: Metric = currentMetric+(RM+airtime)
4: Choose a path with the best metric.
5: Unicast the PREP.

need not be synchronized. The evaluation of a neighboring node’s behavior is based on the assumption that all
the nodes in the network are fairly loaded. This assumption is justified in a WMN as wireless mesh routers are
dedicated routers that provide continuous access services
to its clients when they are in operational mode. Hence,
the contribution of every genuine node in forwarding the
network traffic is approximately equal. According to the
trust model, a node monitors the performance of its neighbors during an interval of time denoted by T Einterval .
During this time interval T Einterval , an evaluator node
I expects a fixed number of packets αji from each of its
neighboring nodes J periodically. A node also considers
the transient losses in the network due to congestion, collisions and errors in the network channel denoted by εl
.
At the end of the time interval T Einterval , node I
computes the difference between number of packets actually received (βji ) from neighbor J to the packets estimated. After accommodating network losses, if βji does
not confer with estimate αji , then the additional drop
in packets is considered to be an intentional and J is penalized by decreasing its trust value by δ for each packet
dropped. A tolerance level of τl is allowed to accommodate dynamic variation in channel conditions. If the trust
value of node J falls below a threshold value Υu (upperthreshold), then I requests for a recommendation about
that particular neighbor J. The evaluation time interval
can be set accordingly, i.e. the duration can be short or

long depending on the type of application in which the
model is employed.
The upper and lower threshold values are just to facilitate the characterization of malicious activity of nodes. A
higher lower threshold allows protocol to converge quickly,
thus identifying malicious behavior. This may sometimes
results into falsely ignoring genuine nodes . For a higher
percentage of malicious nodes , HWMP-TX incurs higher
losses , as it takes more time to converge. This behavior
can be attributed to the optimistic nature of HWMP-TX
protocol.
Algorithm 1 Trust evaluation
1: Carried out by each node I at the end of their
T Einterval
2: for each neighbor J do
3:
if (βji > αji − (εl + τl )) then
4:
Vij = uij + δ //good behavior
5:
else if (βji < αji − (εl + τl )) then
6:
Vij = uij − δ //Suspicious behavior
7:
if (V ij < Υu ) then
8:
requestRecommendation(J )
9:
end if
10:
else if (βji == αji − (εl + τl )) then
11:
Vij = uij //expected behavior
12:
end if
13: end for
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5.1.3

6

Trust Recommendation

Trust recommendation procedure shown in Algorithm 2,
is reactive one carried out by a node I when the trust
value of a neighbor J falls below Υu .

6.1
6.1.1

Algorithm 2 Trust recommendation
1: Executed by node I after receiving r recommendations
Tki ∗Tkj +Tli ∗Tlj +....+Tri ∗Trj
2: ψij =
r
3: if ψij < Υl then
4:
M = True // Node I sets J status to malicious
5: else if ψij > Υu then
6:
Continue normal network operations
7: else if Υl < ψij < Υu then
8:
Closely monitor J
9: end if
Nodes that receive a request for trust recommendation,
check their respective neighbor list to verify the existence
of J. If J exists in their neighbor list, it replies to the
request sent by I with the current trust value of J in its
list. Once, node I receives all the recommendations, it reevaluates the trust value of J. If the revised trust value
denoted by ψij , falls below Υl , then node I assumes J to
be malicious.

5.2

Trust
Based
(HWMP-TX)

Secure

Routing

The proposed trust model works in conjunction with
HWMP to enable better route discovery process. It periodically evaluates the behavior of each of its neighbors by
monitoring their forwarding behavior. It allows the routing protocol HWMP, to establish secure end-to-end routes
by providing it with the observed trust values. The path
selection process of HWMP-TX is shown in Table 3.
A source node O initiates a route discovery process
by broadcasting a PREQ for a destination node D. An
intermediate node I that receives a broadcasted PREQ,
first verifies whether the trust value of the transmitter
(For example, O in the first turn) is above a predefined
threshold Υu . If the transmitter does not meet the desired trust requirements, PREQ’s from such nodes are not
processed further. This process is repeated by each intermediate node until the PREQ reaches destination or a
node that has fairly fresh route to the destination. Finally, when the PREQ reaches the destination D, it too
verifies the trust value of the transmitter, and selects a
better route, before unicasting a PREP. The trust model
ensures that the nodes included in the path, pass the basic trust acceptance criteria. Overall the route selection
process is mainly driven by the airtime of a link and the
trust model complements the path formation by ensuring that the selected nodes satisfy the basic acceptance
criteria.
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Security Analysis and Performance Evaluation
Security Analysis
Flooding Attack

An internal malicious node can generate any number of
PREQ’s requesting for paths to non-existent destinations.
This attack can be easily handled by limiting the number
of requests that a node can generate depending upon their
reputation. HWMP-TX can naturally handle this kind
of attack as the requests from a node are processed if
and only if they satisfy the minimum trust criterion. As,
HWMP-REX does not establish any lower bound on the
reputation levels, a node can flood the network with fake
requests.
6.1.2

Metric Manipulation Attack

The most common modification attack in a high throughput network is a metric manipulation attack. Malicious nodes can manipulate the metric field to include
themselves in the selected path and later launch various
packet dropping attacks. These attacks can be successfully launched before the nodes begin their monitoring
process. Once, trust relationships are established, and
nodes begin their monitoring process, the success percentage of these attacks falls drastically. In HWMP-REX and
HWMP-TX, as nodes with lower reputation are avoided
in path selection process, this kind of attack can be usually detected over time.
6.1.3

Wormhole Attack

Malicious can act in collusion to record packets at one end
of the network and replay them at the other end. The
main aim of this attack is to convince two far away nodes
as neighbors. Once, a wormhole is established, the nodes
can launch several packet dropping attacks. HWMP-REX
fails to detect attacks from such colluded nodes as the
watchdog does not guarantee reception at the receiver.
HWMP-TX can identify such colluded nodes independently with the help of other nodes sharing neighborhood
with such a malicious node and it can detect packet dropping attacks.
6.1.4

Blackhole Attack

Any malicious node’s ultimate goal is to disrupt network
services, and blackhole attack is the easiest and most
straight forward among all the attacks. For a node to
behave as a blackhole, first it has to become a part of
the selected path. Hence, a blackhole attack is always
launched in conjunction with other attacks such as, a
metric manipulation attack. A node cannot behave as
a blackhole for an extended period of time as the trust
evaluation mechanisms of both HWMP-TX and HWMP-
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Table 3: HWMP-TX path selection process
Executed at the source node S initiating Path Discovery process
1: Create a PREQ element similar to HWMP
2: Set the Metric field to 0
3: Broadcast the PREQ
Executed at the intermediate node J upon receipt of the PREQ
1: Check the PREQ-ID to avoid processing duplicate PREQ’s
2: if (duplicate) then
Drop the PREQ
return;
else
verify the trust value of the transmitter. // S in the first run
3: if (T VT ransmitter < Υu ) then
Drop the PREQ
else
Process the PREQ similar to HWMP
4: Update current link metric: Metric=currentLinkMetric + Metric.
6: if (Route to source is available) then
Unicast PREP
Rebroadcast PREQ
else
Rebroadcast PREQ
Executed at the Destination node D upon receipt of PREQ
1: Verify the trust value of the transmitter to satisfy acceptance criteria
2: Include current link metric: Metric = currentMetric + Metric
3: Choose a path with the best metric.
4: Unicast the PREP.

REX can easily detect such attacks and avoid such nodes col with a channel data rate of 11mbps. Nodes uses CBR
in future path selection process.
data traffic.
6.1.5

Fabrication Attack

Selfish nodes can fabricate messages to avoid consumption of their resources. For example, a node can fabricate
a PERR message to inform the downstream nodes about
an active link as broken. HWMP-REX inherently cannot handle such an attack as there is no way to distinguish between a genuine and fabricated PERR message.
In HWMP-TX, for a node to maintain neighbor relations,
it needs to keep its links active and this restricts a node
from frequently generating fabricated messages.

7
7.1

Experimental Results
Simulation of Trust

We evaluate the performance of HWMP-REX and
HWMP-TX by performing the following simulations on
Omnet++ 4.2.1 discrete event simulator. We consider a
backbone mesh network of 40 uniformly distributed mesh
routers placed over the area of 2000 m2 . The transmission
range of each mesh router is set to 100m. Each simulation is performed 10 times and the average results are
presented. Mesh routers implement 802.11s MAC proto-

To begin with, we analyze the throughput achieved by
HWMP-REX and HWMP-TX. Out of 40 mesh routers
20% of mesh routers (i.e. 8 nodes) exhibit malicious behavior. Malicious nodes are strategically selected in such
a way that they become part of the network path. Figure 2 summarizes the performance of both the protocols.
HWMP-REX achieves higher throughput during the initial stages of network activity. However as the simulation time progresses the throughput gradually falls below HWMP-TX. On the other hand, HWMP-TX achieves
higher throughput as the life time of the network progresses . This is due to the fact that HWMP-REX assigns
higher weighage to the resulting trust values in comparison to HWMP-TX. Since, any kind of malicious activity
lowers the trust, thus increasing the virtual distance there
by allowing HWMP-REX to select higher trusted paths
over high throughput paths. But, HWMP-TX waits for
an interval of time (When trust falls below higher threshold) before ignoring malicious nodes. HWMP-TX employs only airtime metric to select routes and trust is
used to check whether the nodes meet the minimum trust
criterion. Even though the lower threshold employed by
HWMP-TX is 0.25 , this value does not have any impact on the achieved throughput. This is because the
threshold values are just to facilitate the characterization
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Figure 2: Throughput of HWMP-TX compared with
HWMP-REX
A higher lower threshold allows protocol to converge
quickly thus identifying malicious behavior. This may
sometimes results into falsely ignoring genuine nodes. For
a higher percentage of malicious nodes, HWMP-TX incurs higher losses, as it takes more time to converge. This
behavior can be attributed to the optimistic nature of
HWMP-TX protocol.

7.2

Route Creation Overhead

Next, we compute the route creation overhead of both the
protocols. The route creation overhead is computed in
accordance with theoretical results presented in [9]. The
route creation rate per node is set to 1(λ =1) in our simulation. The average length of the route is varied between
2 to 10. The results are shown in Figure 3. The higher
overhead of HWMP-REX can be attributed to increased
size of PREQ. The PREQ packet employed by HWMPREX needs to accommodate the reputation values and
node addresses of each of it’s neighbors. For an average
of node degree 4, the packet size increases by 28 bytes
(i.e.4*6 bytes per node address + 4*1 byte per reputation value). Since, HWMP-TX does not add any additional information to PREQ, its overhead remains same as
HWMP. Figure 3 shows that the route creation overhead
of HWMP-REX is relatively higher than HWMP-TX.

8

reputation. The lower bounds established by HWMP-TX
to tolerate transient changes in behavior thus preventing
frequent switching of paths. Moreover, the paths selected
by HWMP-TX perform better on average than HWMPREX.

8.2

False Positives

False positive is a situation where a genuine is reported
to be malicious. HWMP-REX directly does not exhibit
such behavior, but penalizing and avoiding a good node
from path selection is an indirect indication of false positive. Chances of arising such alarms are higher in HWMPREX as it does not consider transient losses in the network. Frequent path switching is one of the indicators of
false positives. On the other hand, HWMP-TX considers
those packet losses and avoids frequent path fluctuations
there by considerably lowering the probability of generating such false positives.
Table 4: Comparison of HWMP-REX and HWMP-TX

Path Fluctuations
False Positives
False Negatives
Complexity

HWMP-REX
High
High
Low
High

HWMP-TX
Low
Low
Low
Low

Discussion

Herein, we discuss the various factors that need to be 8.3 False Negatives
accounted for comparing of both the frameworks. The
comparison of both the protocols is presented in Table 4. False negative is a situation where a node is actually malicious and it is reported to be genuine. In HWMP-REX
the watchdog module allows a node to ensure that its
8.1 Path Fluctuations
neighbor genuinely forwards the packets addressed to it.
Path fluctuations are frequent in HWMP-REX as it natu- If the watchdog fails to detect any kind of malicious packet
rally prefers paths containing nodes with relatively higher drop, then there is a chance of considering a malicious
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node as genuine. But, as the failure of a watchdog is
highly unlikely, false negatives are next to nil in HWMPREX. In HWMP-TX, a malicious node can fake genuine
behavior until it meets the established lower bounds on
trust levels. Once, the trust value of a node falls below a
predefined threshold, it cannot fake honest behavior. The
monitoring mechanism of both the protocols ensure that
a malicious node is never reported as genuine.

[4]
[5]

[6]

8.4

Complexity

HWMP-REX is more complex than HWMP-TX mainly
due to the oversize of the RREQ. It also adds additional
complexity to the processing of RREQ. Each node along
the path to the destination appends the reputation of its
neighbors along with their 6 byte addresses, thus increasing the overall size of the RREQ. Ignoring common neighbors and assuming average neighbor degree in a network
to be 4, the additional overhead contributed by each node
is 28 bytes.

9

Conclusion and Future Work

The performance requirements play a major role in modelling trust for a distributed network like WMN. The existing trust models for distributed networks are not directly employable and need to be significantly modified
to meet the performance requirements of WMN. Therefore, we first modified an existing reputation framework,
AODV-REX, specially tailored to WMN. We then proposed a complete trust model based on an alternate mechanism to employ trust in path selection process to improve
the reliability and quality of selected paths. The proposed trust model allows a node to evaluate the behavior
of its neighbors periodically. The experimental results
of both the protocols confirm that HWMP-TX achieves
better performance over existing models and also incurs
less overhead. For future work, we plan to refine the established bounds to differentiate malicious behavior more
accurately.
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Abstract
The main purpose of this paper is to provide a security
proof for the certificateless digital signature scheme found
in [Hassouna, Bashier, and Barry, A short certificateless
digital signature scheme, International Conference of Digital Information Processing, Data Mining and Wireless
Communications, 2015, pp. 120–127] in the random oracle model. Two types of attacks are considered: The first
type can be carried out by an outsider attacker and referred to as Type I, whereas the second one can be carried
out by a malicious KGC and referred to as Type II. The
possible oracles for each of the two types of attacks are
discussed, and hence, the security of the proposed digital
signature scheme was proved in the random oracle model.
Keywords: Certificateless cryptography, certificateless signature, pairings in elliptic curves, public-key replacement
attack

1

Introduction

In 2003, Al-Riyami and Paterson [1] introduced the concept of Certificateless Public Key Cryptography (CLPKC) to overcome the key escrow limitation of the
identity-based public key cryptography (ID-PKC). In CLPKC a trusted third party called Key Generation Center
(KGC) supplies a user with a partial private key. Then,
the user combines the partial private key with a secret
value (that is unknown to the KGC) to obtain his/her
full private key. In this way, the KGC does not know the
user’s private key. Then the user combines his/her secret value with the KGC’s public parameters to compute
his/her public key.
Al-Riyami and Paterson [1] proved that their certifi-

cateless encryption scheme is secure against fully-adaptive
chosen ciphertext attack (IND-CCA). They also proposed
a certificateless digital signature scheme along with certificateless key agreement protocol and hierarchal certificateless encryption scheme (HCL-PKE). Even after using
the binding technique, the scheme does not have trust
level 3 according to Girault’s [11] definition.
Since Al-Riyami and Paterson original CL-PKC
scheme was proposed [1], many certificateless cryptography schemes have appeared in literature. These schemes
include the uses of certificateless encryption [7, 14], certificateless signatures [16, 19, 20] and certificateless signcryption [15, 17, 18].
Hassouna et al. [12] introduced an integrated certificateless public key infrastructure model. That model
used a different key generation technique with a different
binding method from Al-Riyami and Paterson [1] model.
The integrated certificateless public key infrastructure
model provided many practical features, like two-factor
private key authentication, private key recovery, private
key portability and private key archiving. These features
were provided because Hassouna et al. [12] separated the
process of generating private key from the process of generating the public key.
The binding technique that was proposed by Hassouna
et al. [12] provided a more robust way to link the user’s
identity with his/her public/private keys. Furthermore,
the binding technique raised very important and nonmentioned feature: it made the CL-PKC resistant to the
public key replacement attack that can be done by the
KGC or any adversary in case of sending the user’s partial private key in an insecure channel. This was because
the user’s full private key is generated from a different
secret value that used in the user’s public key calculation.
In 2015, Hassouna et al. [13] extended their origi-
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nal model that was proposed in [12], by proposing a
new strong and efficient certificateless digital signature
scheme. They verified its consistency and efficiency.
Furthermore, Hassouna et al. [13], proposed a new different security model that was suitable for their proposed
signature scheme. In their proposed security model, the
definitions of Type I and Type II adversaries had become
different from the definitions introduced by Xiong et al.
in [19]. However, Hassouna et al. [13] stated that their signature scheme was provably secure against their proposed
security model in the Random Oracle Model (ROM), but
no security proof was provided.
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the security of Hassouna et al. [13] certificateless digital signature
scheme against their proposed security model. The security scheme that was introduced in [13] was based on two
mathematical hard problems, namely the Computational
Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP) and the Bilinear DiffieHellman Problem (BDHP) in addition to using a set of
predefined hash functions. Therefore, we will prove its
security in the Random Oracle Model (ROM).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives backgrounds about pairing in elliptic curves and its
related cryptographic primitives. Hassouna et al. [13] digital signature scheme and their security model are in Section 3. In Section 4, we state the security proof of Hassouna et al.’s [13] signature scheme. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2

Backgrounds

In this section, we give backgrounds about pairing in eliptic curves and its related cryptography primitives that are
used in this paper. Here, G1 denotes an additive group of
prime order q (particulary elliptic curve group) and G2 a
multiplicative group of the same order. We let P denote
a generator of G1 .
Definition 1. Elliptic Curve Computational DiffieHellman Problem (ECDHP): Given (P, aP, bP ) in G1
where a, b ∈ Z∗q , compute abP .

2.1

Pairing in Elliptic Curve

A pairing is a map e : G1 × G1 −→ G2 with the following
properties:
1) The map e is bilinear: given Q, W, Z ∈ G1 , we have:
e(Q, W + Z) = e(Q, W ) · e(Q, Z) and e(Q + W, Z)
= e(Q, Z) · e(W, Z).
Consequently, for any a, b ∈ Zq , we have
e(aQ, bW ) = e(Q, W )ab = e(abQ, W ), etc.
2) The map e is non-degenerate: e(P, P ) 6= 1G2 .
3) The map e is efficiently computable.
Definition 2. BDH Parameter Generator: As in [4],
a randomized algorithm G is a BDH parameter generator
if G:
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1) takes security parameter k ≥ 1,
2) runs in polynomial time in k, and
3) outputs the description of groups G1 , G2 of prime order q and a pairing e : G1 × G1 −→ G2 .
Formally, the output of the algorithm G(1k ) is
(G1 , G2 , e). Typically, the map e will be derived from
either the Weil or Tate pairing on an elliptic curve over a
finite field.
We refer to [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10] for a more comprehensive description of how these groups, pairings and other
parameters should be selected in practice for efficiency
and security.
Definition 3. Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem
(BDHP): Let G1 , G2 , P and e be as above. The BDHP
in G1 , G2 , e is as follows: Given P, aP, bP, cP with uniformly random choices of a, b, c ∈ Zq∗ , compute e(P, P )abc
∈ G2 . An algorithm A has advantage  in solving the
BDHP in G1 , G2 , e if: Pr[A(P, aP, bP, cP ) = e(P, P )abc ]
= .
Here, the probability is measured over the random
choices of a, b, c ∈ Zq∗ and the random bits of A.

3

Hassouna et al’s Certificateless
Digital Signature Scheme

In this section, we state the certificateless digital signature
scheme that was proposed by Hassouna et al. [13].
• Setup (running by the KGC): The KGC chooses
a secret parameter k to generate G1 , G2 , P, e where
G1 and G2 are two groups of a prime order q, P
is a generator of G1 and e : G1 × G1 −→ G2
is a bilinear map. The KGC randomly generates
the system’s master key s ∈ Z∗q and computes the
system public key Ppub = sP . Then the KGC
chooses cryptographic hash functions H1 and H2 ,
where H1 : {0, 1}∗ −→ G1 (Map-to-Point hash
function), and H2 : {0, 1}n −→ Z∗q (any cryptographic hash function like MD5 or SHA family).
Finally, the KGC publishes the system parameters
params=< G1 , G2 , e, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 , n >, while the
secret master-key is saved and secured by the KGC.
• Set-Secret-Value (running by the user): The
user m with the identity IDm downloads the system
parameters, picks two random secret values xm , x0m ∈
Z∗q . Then, user m computes Xm = x0m P and sends
Xm to the KGC. The proposed scheme enforces the
user to choose a strong password pass, the system
at client hashes the password to be zm = H2 (pass),
multiplies the base point P by the hashed password
to be zm P , uses the hashed value zm as key encrypt
the secret value xm and generates the Passwordbased Encryption Code(PEC) as P ECzm (xm ), sends
copy of it to the KGC’s public directory and stores
copy of it along with the point zm P locally.
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• Partial-Private-Key-Extract (running by the
KGC): On receiving Xm computed by user m
with identity IDm , the KGC first computes Qm =
H1 (IDm ), then it generates the partial private key
of user m as Dm = sQm .
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2) Type II Adversary
AII which has access to the master secret key s, is
allowed to replace users public keys with valid values
of his/her choice, but is not allowed to replace the
term Zm .

• Set-Public-Key (running by the user): The user Type I adversary represents outsider attacker and Type
m with identity IDm computes Qm = H1 (IDm ), II attacker is a malicious KGC. Two games are defined as
Ym = x0m Qm and sets < Xm , Ym > as his/her long- follows.
term public key Pm . Finally, user m sends Ym to the
• Game I. The first game is performed between a chalKGC.
lenger C and a Type I adversary AI as follows.
• Set-Private-Key: User m’s private key is Sm =
1) Setup. The challenger C runs Setup algorithm
(xm + zm )Dm = (xm + zm )sQm = (xm +
and generates a master secret key msk and pubzm )sH1 (IDm ). Also, the user generates the secret
lic system parameters params. C gives params
term Zm = xm P .
to AI , while keeping msk secret.
• Sign: The user generates the signature of the mes2) Queries. AI may adaptively issue the following
sage M using his/her secret terms {xm , Zm } as folqueries to C.
lows:
– Partial private key queries: Upon receiving
a partial private key query for an identity
∗
1) The signer generates big random integer a ∈ G2 .
ID, C returns the partial private key with
2) The signer calculates M Pm = H1 (m) ∈ G∗1 .
respect to identity ID to AI .
– Public key queries: Given an identity ID, C
3) The signer calculates M P1m = axm M Pm ∈ G∗1 .
0
returns the corresponding public key terms
4) The signer calculates sm = e(M Pm , Zm )axm =
0
< XA , YA > to AI .
e(M Pm , P )axm xm .
– Replace public key: Given an identity ID
1
5) The signer sends σ = (m, M P1m , sm ) as the sigwith a pair of values (x01
ID , pkID ) which are
nature.
chosen by AI , C updates the user ID original secret/public key (x0ID , pkID ) to the
• Verify:
After receiving the signature σ =
1
new (x01
ID , pkID ).
(m, M P1m , sm ), the verifier uses user m’s public key
– Z − key Extraction queries: This is a new
< Xm , Ym > to verify the signature as follows:
oracle in this security model, given an identity ID, C returns the corresponding Z −
1) The verifier checks whether e(Xm , Qm ) =
key
value ZID .
e(Ym , P ). If it holds then user m’s public key is
– Replace Z − key: This is a new oraauthentic, otherwise the signature is rejected.
cle in this security model which on input
0
= H1 (m) ∈ G∗1 .
2) The verifier calculates M Pm
1
(ID, x1ID , ZID
), C replaces the user ID
1
0
).
original term (xID , ZID ) by (x1ID , ZID
3) If M P1m = M Pm or sm = e(H1 (m), Xm ) then
the verifier rejects the signature.
– Private key queries. Upon receiving a private key query for an identity ID, C returns
4) Otherwise, the verifier calculates rm =
the
corresponding private key skID to AI .
e(M P1m , Xm ).
– Sign queries: Proceeding adaptively, AI can
5) The verifier accepts the signature iff rm = sm ,
request signatures on any messages m with
otherwise he/she rejects the signature.
respect to an identity ID. C computes signature, and returns to AI .

3.1

Hassouna et al.’s Security Model

In Hassouna et al. [13] two types of adversaries were considered: Type I and Type II adversaries according to the
term Zm as follows:
1) Type I Adversary
AI which is allowed to replace the term Zm by a valid
value of his/her choice, but is not allowed to replace
users’ public keys and has not access to the master
secret key s.

3) Forgery. Eventually, AI outputs a certificateless
signature σ ∗ on message m∗ corresponding to
public key pkID∗ for an identity ID∗ . AI wins
the game if Verify(params, ID∗ , pkID∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ )
= 1 and the following conditions hold:
– AI has never been queried Partial private
key oracle on ID∗ .
– AI never replaced the user ID∗ ’s public key.
– AI has never been queried Private key oracle on ID∗ .
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– AI has never been queried Sign oracle on
(ID∗ , m∗ ).

4
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Security Analysis

The main interesting security feature in the Hassouna et
The success probability of AI is defined as the prob- al.’s [13] signature scheme, is that its security does not
ability that it wins in Game I.
depends on the security of the KGC, because the master
secret of the KGC is not involved directly in the signature
• Game II. This game is performed between a chalgeneration/verification. This way, the such certificateless
lenger C and a Type II adversary AII as follows.
signature schemes can enjoy the same security feature as
1) Setup. The challenger C runs AII on k and a the traditional signature scheme that are based on PKI.
This is because in the PKI context, the private key
special Setup, and returns a master secret key
of
the
CA does not impact the security of the signatures
msk and public system parameters params to
that
are
generated by the users, and that is because the
AII .
users’ private keys are not connected directly with the
2) Queries. In this phase, AII can adaptively ac- public/private key of the CA, and the public/private key
cess the Private key oracle, Public key oracle, of the CA is just used to ensure the authenticity of the
Replace public key oracle, Z − key oracle, Re- users by signing the users’ certificates.
place Z − key oracle and Sign oracle, which are
Furthermore, the security of Hassouna et al.’s [13] sigthe same as that in Game I.
nature scheme depends on the the term Zm which is con3) Forgery. AII outputs a certificateless signature sidered as one of the private keys of the user m. The term
σ ∗ on message m∗ corresponding to public key Zm links the user’s public/private keys and any compropkID∗ for an identity ID∗ . AII wins the game mise in the user’s public key leads to compromise in term
if Verify(params, ID∗ , pkID∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1 and Zm and hence in the signature scheme.
the following conditions hold:
Thinking this way, the certificateless schemes can have
better
chances in securing real applications, because this
– AII has never been queried Private key or∗
approach
will reduce the risk of trusting the KGC without
acle on ID .
decreasing the features of the certificateless cryptography
– AII has never been queried Replace Z −key
as concept, i.e eliminating the certificates and some of
oracle on ID∗ .
its management problems and also eliminating the risk of
– AII has never been queried Signature oracle trust on the KGC.
on (ID∗ , m∗ ).
Now we state the general definition of the security of
Hassouna
et al.’s [13] signature scheme in the random orThe success probability of AII is defined as the probacle
model
(ROM) given that the Adversary A has access
ability that it wins in Game II.
to the oracles that have been described later.
Accordingly, the security definitions of any certificateless
digital signature scheme in the Random Oracle Model Theorem 1. Hassouna et al.’s [13] short CLS scheme is
secure against existential forgery under adaptively cho(ROM) can be given as follows.
sen message attacks in the random oracle model with
Definition 4. A certificateless signature scheme is (t, the assumptions that the ECDHP (Elliptic Curve ComqH , qe , qz , qsk , qpk , qs , )-existentially unforgeable against putational Diffie-Hellman Problem) and BDHP (Bilinear
Type I adversary under adaptively chosen message at- Diffie-Hellman Problem) in G1 are intractable.
tacks if no t-time adversary AI , making at most qH to
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following two
the random oracles, qe partial private key queries, qz to
lemmas.
the Z − key queries, qsk private key queries, qpk public
key queries and qs signature queries, have a success probLemma 1. Let AI be a Type I Adversary in Game I
ability at least  in Game I.
that (t, )-breaks the proposed CLS scheme. Assume that
Definition 5. A certificateless signature scheme is (t, AI makes qH queries to a random oracle H1 , qe queries
qH , qz , qsk , qpk , qs , )-existentially unforgeable against to the partial-private-key extraction oracle, qz queries to
Type II adversary under adaptively chosen message at- the Z − key extraction oracle, qsk queries to the privatetacks if no t-time adversary AII , making at most qH to key extraction oracle, qpk queries to the public-key rethe random oracles, qz to the Z − key queries, qsk pri- quest oracle and qs queries to signing oracle and can revate key queries, qpk public key queries and qs signature place Z − key of any user. AI cannot replace the public
queries, have a success probability at least  in Game II. key of the challenged user and does not have the master
secret. Then, there exists a (0 , t0 )-algorithm C that is
Definition 6. A certificateless signature scheme is ex- able to solve the BDHP problem in group G1 , G2 where
istentially unforgeable under adaptively chosen message 0 < ( qHq −1 )qe +qsk +qs , t0 < t + (qs + qz )tsm + qs tp , tsm
H
attack (EUF-CMA), if the success probability of any poly- denotes the cost of the scalar multiplication in G1 and tp
nomially bounded adversary in the above two games is the cost of calculating one bilinear pairing operation.
negligible.
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Lemma 2. Let AII be a Type II Adversary in Game II
that (t, )-breaks the proposed CLS scheme. Assume that
AII makes qH queries to random oracles H1 , qz queries to
the Z − key extraction oracle, qsk queries to the privatekey extraction oracle, qpk queries to the public-key request
oracle, qs queries to signing oracle and can replace the
public key of any user. AII cannot replace Z − key of
the challenged user but have the master secret. Then,
there exists a (0 , t0 )-algorithm C that is able to solve the
ECDHP problem in group G1 where 0 < ( qHqH−1 )qsk +qs
and t0 < t + (qs + qz )tsm + qs tp .

4.1

Proof of Lemma 1

Suppose that C is given a challenge: given Zm = xm P ,
abP and Xm = rm P compute e(P, P )abxm rm after interacting with AI . Now C and AI play the role of the challenger and the adversary respectively. C will interact with
AI as follows:
• Setup: C runs algorithm Setup, chooses a generator
P and sets Ppub = sP , where s is the system master
key, which is unknown to C. C picks an identity ID∗
at random as the challenged ID in this game, and
gives params =< P, Ppub , H1 > to AI as the public
parameters. For simplicity, we assume that for any
IDi , AI queries H1 before IDi is used as an input
of any query Public-key Extraction, Partial-privatekey Extraction, Private-key Extraction and Signing
oracles.
• H1 -Queries: C maintains a hash list H1list of tuple (IDi , Qi ) as explained below. The list is initially
empty. When AI makes a hash oracle query on IDi ,
if the query IDi has already appeared on the H1list ,
then the previously defined value is returned. Otherwise, C chooses a random integer a ∈ Z∗q and sets
Qi = aP , inserts the pair (IDi , Qi ) in the list H1list
and returns it to the adversary AI .
• Partial-private-key Extraction Queries: C
maintains a list E list of tuple (IDi , Qi , Di ) which is
initially empty. For any given identity IDi , C recovers the corresponding tuple (IDi , Qi ) from the list
H1list , if IDi 6= ID∗ then sets Di = sQi and returns
it to the adversary AI and adds (IDi , Qi , Di ) to the
list E list . Otherwise(IDi = ID∗ ), C aborts and outputs ”failure”(denote this event by E1 ).
• Public-key Extraction Queries: C maintains a
list pk list of tuple (IDi , Qi , ri , pki ) which is initially
empty. When AI queries on input IDi , C checks
whether pk list contains a tuple for this input. If it
does, the previously defined value is returned. Otherwise, C recovers the corresponding tuple (IDi , Qi )
from the list H1list and picks a random value ri ∈ Z∗q ,
computes pki =< Xi , Yi >=< ri P, ri Qi > and returns pki . Then, adds (IDi , Qi , ri , pki ) to the list
pk list .
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• Z − key Extraction Queries: C maintains a list
Z list of tuple (IDi , Zi ) which is initially empty. if
Z list already contains the pair (IDi , Zi ), then it returns it to the adversary AI , otherwise C calls the
oracle Private Key Extraction on identity IDi and
gets the value Zi , gives it to the adversary AI and
inserts it in the list Z list .
• Private-key Extraction Queries: C maintains
the list sk list for query on input IDi . If IDi = ID∗ ,
C stops and returns ”failure” (denote the event by
E2 ). Otherwise, C picks a random number xi ∈ Z∗q
and performs as follows:
– If the E list and the pk list contain the corresponding tuple (IDi , Qi , Di ) and the tuple
(IDi , Qi , ri , pki ) respectively, C sets ski =
xi Di , Zi = xi P , returns (IDi , xi , ski , Zi ) to AI
and adds them to the list sk list .
– Otherwise, C makes a partial-private-key Extraction query and a Public-key Extraction
query on IDi , then simulates as the above process, sends (IDi , xi , ski , Zi ) to AI and adds
them to the list sk list .
• Z − key Replacement (IDi , x0i , Zi0 ): When AI
queries on input (IDi , x0i , Zi0 ), C checks whether the
tuple (IDi , Zi ) is contained in the Z list . If it is, C
sets Zi = Zi0 and adds (IDi , Zi0 ) to the Z list . Here,
we assume that C can obtain a replacing secret value
x0i corresponding to the replaced Z − key = Zi0 from
AI . Otherwise, C executes Private Key extraction
to generate (IDi , ski , Zi ), then sets Zi = x0i P and
inserts it in the list Z list .
• Signing Queries: When a signing query (IDi , mj )
is coming, C acts as follows:
– If IDi = ID∗ , C stops and returns ”failure status” (denote the event by E3 ).
– Otherwise, C recovers the tuple (IDi , xi , ski ,
Zi ) from the sk list and the tuple (IDi , Qi , pki )
from the pk list and the tuple (mj , M P ) from
H1list .
– Picks a random integer a ∈ Z∗q .
– Computes M P1 = axi M P .
– Computes si = e(M P, Zi )ari and (M P1 , si ) is
the signature for the identity IDi on the message mj . C returns (M P1 , si ) to AI as response
to the signing oracle.
Finally, AI stops and outputs a signature σ = (V ∗ , S ∗ )
on the message m∗ for the identity ID∗ , which satisfies
the equation Verify(m∗ , ID∗ , pk ∗ , S ∗ ) = 1. C recovers the
tuple (ID∗ , Q∗ , pk) from pk list , the tuple (ID∗ , x∗ , Z ∗ ),
(m∗ , M P ∗ ) from Z list and H1list picks a random integer
a∗ ∈ Z∗q . Then, we have e(V ∗ , Xi ) = e(a∗ x∗ b∗ P, rP ) =
∗ ∗
∗
S ∗ , that is: e(P, P )a x rb = S ∗ .
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Hence C can ∗successfully
compute and output
∗
∗
e(P, P )a r = S ∗ 1/(x b ) as solution to the AI ’s challenge.
So, C breaks the BDHP problem in G1 , G2 . Now we analyze the advantage of C in this game.
Note that the responses to AI ’s H1 queries are indistinguishable from the real life. Since each response
is uniformly random and independently distributed in
G∗1 . The responses of queries H1 provided for AI are
all valid. The responses of Partial-private-key extraction
queries, Private-key extraction queries and signing queries
are valid if the events E1 , E2 and E3 never happen. Furthermore, if AI forges a valid signature and events E1 , E2
and E3 do not happen, then C can solve the BDHP problem. Therefore, if none of the events E1 , E2 and E3 happens, C can solve the BDHP problem successfully. Now,
Let’s bound the probability for these events. From the
description above we have: P r(¬E1 ∧ ¬E2 ∧ ¬E3 ) =
( qHqH−1 )qe +qsk +qs .
In conclusion, challenger’s C advantage is 0 <
qH −1 qe +qsk +qs
( qH )
with the running time cost as t0 <
t + (qs + qz )tsm + qs tp , where tsm denotes the cost of the
scalar multiplication in G1 and tp the cost of calculating
one bilinear pairing operation.

4.2

Proof of Lemma 2

Suppose that C is given a challenge: given Zm = xm P and
abP , compute abxm P after interacting with AII . Now C
and AII play the role of the challenger and the adversary
respectively. C will interact with AII as follows:
• Setup: C runs algorithm Setup, chooses generator P
and sets Ppub = sP , where s is the system master key.
C picks an identity ID∗ at random as the challenged
ID in this game, and gives params =< P, Ppub , H1 >
and the master secret s to AII as the public parameters. For simplicity, we assume that for any IDi ,
AII queries H1 before IDi is used as an input of any
query Public-key Extraction, Private-key Extraction
and Signing oracles.
• H1 -Queries: C maintains a hash list H1list of tuple (IDi , Qi ) as explained below. The list is initially
empty. When AII makes a hash oracle query on IDi ,
if the query IDi has already appeared on the H1list ,
then the previously defined value is returned. Otherwise, C chooses a random integer a ∈ Z∗q and sets
Qi = aP . Then, he inserts the pair (IDi , Qi ) in the
list H1list and returns it to the adversary AII .
• Public-key Extraction Queries: C maintains a
list pk list of tuple (IDi , Qi , ri , pki ), which is initially
empty. When AII queries on input IDi , C checks
whether pk list contains a tuple for this input. If it
does, the previously defined value is returned. Otherwise, C recovers the corresponding tuple (IDi , Qi )
from the list H1list and picks a random value ri ∈ Z∗q ,
computes pki =< Xi , Yi >=< ri P, ri Qi > and re-
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turns pki . Then, C adds (IDi , Qi , ri , pki ) to the list
pk list .
• Public-key Replacement (IDi , ri0 , pki0 ): When
AII queries on input (IDi , pki ), C checks whether
the tuple (IDi , Qi , ri , pki ) is contained in the pk list .
If it does, C sets pki = pki0 and adds (IDi , Qi , ri0 , pki0 )
to the pk list . Here, we assume that C can obtain a replacing secret value ri0 corresponding to the replaced
pki0 =< ri0 P, ri0 Qi > from AII . Otherwise, C executes
Public Key extraction to generate (IDi , Qi , ri , pki ),
then sets pki = pki0 and inserts it in the list pk list .
• Z − key Extraction Queries: C maintains a list
Z list of tuples (IDi , Zi ), which is initially empty. If
Z list already contains the pair (IDi , Zi ), then C returns it to the adversary AII , otherwise C calls the
oracle Private Key Extraction on identity IDi and
gets the value Zi , forwards it to the adversary AII
and inserts it in the list Z list .
• Private-key Extraction Queries: C maintains
the list sk list , for query on input IDi , If IDi = ID∗ ,
C stops and outputs ”failure” (denote the event by
E1 ). Otherwise, C picks a random number xi ∈ Z∗q
and performs as follows:
– If the E list and the pk list contain the corresponding tuple (IDi , Qi , Di ) and the tuple
(IDi , Qi , ri , pki ) respectively, then C sets ski =
xi Di , Zi = xi P , returns (IDi , xi , ski , Zi ) to AII
and adds them to the list sk list .
– Otherwise, C makes a Partial-private-key Extraction query and a Public-key Extraction
query on IDi , then simulates as the above process, sends (IDi , xi , ski , Zi ) to AII and adds
them to the list sk list .
• Signing Queries: When C receives a signing query
(IDi , mj ), it acts as follows:
– If IDi = ID∗ , C stops and returns ”failure status” (denote the event by E2 ).
– Otherwise, C recovers the tuple (IDi , xi , ski ,
Zi ) from the sk list , the tuple (IDi , Qi , pki ) from
the pk list and the tuple (mj , M P ) from H1list .
– Picks random integer a ∈ Z∗q .
– Computes M P1 = axi M P .
– Computes si = e(M P, Zi )ari and (M P1 , si ) is
the signature for the identity IDi on the message mj . C returns (M P1 , si ) to AII as response
to the signing oracle.
Finally, AII stops and outputs a signature σ =
(V ∗ , S ∗ ) on the message m∗ for the identity ID∗ , which
satisfies the equation Verify(m∗ , ID∗ , pk ∗ , S ∗ ) = 1. C
recovers the tuple (ID∗ , Q∗ , pk ∗ ) from pk list , the tuple
(ID∗ , Z), (m∗ , M P ∗ ) from Z list , H1list and picks a random integer a∗ ∈ Z∗q . Then, we have e(V ∗ , Xi∗ ) =
e(a∗ xb∗ P, r∗ P ) = S ∗ , then a∗ b∗ xP = V ∗ .
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Hence C can successfully compute and output
a∗ b∗ xP = V ∗ as solution to the AII ’s challenge. So, C
breaks the ECDHP problem in G1 .
Also, C can solve the ECDHP problem successfully, if
none of the events E1 and E2 happens. Now, we have:

P r(¬E1 ∧ ¬E2 ) =

qH − 1
qH

qsk +qs
.

the challenger’s C advantage is 0 <
with a running time cost as t0 < t + (qs +
qz )tsm + qs tp .
Therefore, if the attacker has no advantage in winning
Game I and Game II which are defined as in Lemma 1
and Lemma 2, then the proposed certificateless digital
signature scheme is existential unforgeable against adaptively chosen message attacks in the random oracle model
with the assumptions that ECDHP and BDHP in G1 are
intractable.
Again,

( qHqH−1 )qsk +qs

5

Conclusions and Remarks

In this paper, the security proof of the digital signature
scheme proposed by Hassouna et al. [13] was introduced in
the random oracle model. The proposed signature scheme
is strong, efficient, and resistant to the key-replacement
attack.
Furthermore, since this proven signature scheme does
not depend on the KGC master secret, then any cryptographic system utilizes this signature scheme can provide
authentication and non-repudiation services even if the
KGC is compromised as in the traditional PKI-based systems.
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Abstract

group application participants. Group key management
is the set of processes which supports the establishment of
group keys and the maintenance of ongoing keying relationships between parties, including replacing older keys
with newer ones as necessary [24]. Efficient management
of group keys generating, distributing, and group rekeying whenever the group composition changes is critical to
the successful implementation of the scheme in networks
in general, and resource-limited networks, in particular.
Group key management schemes should ensure that the
new member and the leaving member should not obtain
the current group key. In other words, two requirements
must be satisfied:

Contributory group key management schemes are popularly used for dynamic peer group communications in
collaborative environments. Previous contributory group
key management schemes require every group member
to perform a number of expensive Diffie-Hellman operations whenever the group membership changes. This is
not always affordable for devices in resource-constrained
networks. In this paper, we present an efficient group
key management scheme, in which most group members
process one way hash functions and only a few members
perform Diffie-Hellman operations. Our proposal is an extension of the Tree-based Group Diffie-Hellman (TGDH)
technique. Performance analyses and experimental re- Forward secrecy: Previous group members who know
sults show that our approach achieves a new performance
contiguous subsets of old group keys must not be able
minimum, while guaranteeing the same level of security
to discover subsequent group keys after they leave the
as other approaches.
group.
Keywords: Dynamic peer groups, group key management,
Backward secrecy: New group members who know a
resource limited networks
contiguous subset of current group keys must not be
able to discover preceding group keys.

1

Introduction

There has been a growing demand in the past a few
years for security in collaborative environments deployed
for emergency services, as well as many applications in
military, business, government and research organizations [9, 15, 47]. Examples of such collaborative applications include tele/video-conferencing, white-boards, and
distributed simulations. Many of these applications involve dynamic peer groups (DPGs) in which the group
size is relatively small (around several hundreds of nodes)
and each group member can simultaneously be the message sender and receiver [2, 14]. Group members may
join or leave the group at any time. To provide security
services, a common and efficient solution is to encrypt
group messages with a symmetric group key shared by all

Furthermore, performance-relevant requirements such
as computational cost, communication overhead, faulttolerance, and storage consumption must be considered,
especially in resource-constrained networks.
A number of group key management schemes have been
proposed. They can be classified into two broad categories, namely, centralized [31, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46] and contributory [4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 16, 18, 21,
33, 36].
In a typical centralized group key management scheme,
a key server is responsible for the generation, encryption,
and distribution of the symmetric group key, auxiliary
keys, and individual keys to all other group members.
Although such a scheme has good performance, the key
server can be a single point of failure/bottleneck.
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In contributory group key management schemes, every
group member contributes to the generation of the group
key. Unlike a centralized scheme which relies on one or
a few key servers, a contributory scheme is supported by
all group members and therefore it is more fault tolerant
than the centralized one. But most existing contributory
schemes e.g. TGDH [15] display poor performance and a
low level of scalability since they have to process expensive
public key operations.

1.2
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Contributions

Our proposal TGDH+ is an extension of the Tree-based
Group Diffie-Hellman (TGDH) [15]. TGDH uses a binary
key tree for group key updates. We make a number of enhancements to TGDH. When group members join, our
approach achieves the group keys update using a one-way
hash function. When a group member leaves, it uses three
efficient techniques, namely, the auxiliary group key, moving the child key tree, and the dominating algorithm, to
Recently, a number of contributory group key manage- reduce computational costs and communication overhead.
ments have been proposed for particular network settings
such as [27] for Ad-hoc network, [22] for mobile wireless 1.3 Assumptions and Scopes
networks, and TGDH [15] for collaborative networks in
Our proposal assumes that the reliability and messageDPG environments.
in-order service are already provided by group comTo provide the authentication service, some authentimunication systems, such as Extended Virtual Syncated group key managements have been proposed. As
chrony (EVS) [14, 25].
one of the most popular authentication primitives, IDIn this paper, we will specifically focus on developing
based group key authentication [12] has been widely utiefficient group key agreement for DPGs in collaborative
lized to design a number of efficient authentication group
network settings. Though deploying the ID-based authenkey management [17, 21, 32]. They have been evaluated
tication scheme [19, 29], the proposed group key manageand analyzed by cryptanalysis [11], attacks [10, 40], and
ment TGDH+ will not include any new authentication
other security means regarding their security.
means which are out of the scope of this paper. Thus, we
will not analyze TGDH+’s security regarding authentication in detail.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Notations
and concepts are introduced in Section 2. Our
1.1 Motivation
proposal is described in Section 3. Performance analysis is given in Section 4. Experimental results are preCurrently, deploying DPGs in wireless and mobile envisented in Section 5. Concluding remarks are given in Secronments becomes an attractive choice for not only custion 6. Detailed performance comparison is discussed in
tomers but also service providers. Meanwhile, advanceAppendix A.
ments in wireless and mobile communication technologies
together with the significant enhancement of the processing capability of communication devices (e.g. laptops and 2
Preliminaries
wearable computers) enable ubiquitous computing. In
such networks, mobile nodes establish routes dynamically
Table 1: Notation
among themselves to form their own network on the fly
without an existing infrastructure and thus make a good
k
Concatenation
choice for DPGs.
Mi
Group member i
However, previous group key management schemes [26,
ri
Random integer generated by Mi
47] cannot be deployed in such networks directly for sev{X}y Plaintext X is encrypted with key y
eral reasons. First, most mobile networks are resourceα
Exponentiation base shared in advance
limited and lack a native infrastructure. Hence, they
C
An integer known in advance
pose non-trivial challenges for the deployment of group
H(G) To perform hash function on input G
key schemes. Traditional centralized schemes which rely
on a key server cannot be a practical choice because of 2.1 Tree-based
Group Diffie-Hellman
the lack of infrastructure in such networks. Second, such
(TGDH)
networks have stringent resource constraints. Some lowend mobile nodes tend to be restricted in their compu- TGDH [15] is one of the most efficient contributory
tational capability and cannot perform many and fre- group key management schemes proposed in the literaquent computational-intensive operations such as public ture. Since our proposal is an extension of TGDH, we
key cryptographic operations. Third, the communication provide an overview of the scheme here.
The crux of the group key management scheme in
bandwidth is also limited. Given these constraints, group
key management schemes should be lightweight in order TGDH is to use a binary key tree for group key updates.
to conserve bandwidths, energy, storage, and computa- Let T be a binary tree in which every node is represented
tions. Our paper proposes an efficient contributory group by < h, i > where h is its height (level) and i is its index. Each node in the binary tree, has two keys, node
key management scheme for dynamic peer groups.
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Figure 1: TGDH+: Key tree updates for group members joining – (a) Join protocol, (b) Original tree, (c) M4 joins,
and (d) M5 joins

key (K) and blinded key (BK). The node key associated 2.2 Definitions
with the node < l, v > is K<l,v> and its blinded key
is BK<l,v> = αK<l,v> . In TGDH, every group member Key path: It is a path in the key tree starting at the leaf
node hosted by a group member (e.g. Mi ) and ending at
should be aware of the entire key tree structure.
the key trees root. We name the key path of a group
Each node in the tree is either a leaf node or a parent member, for instance, Mi , as KPi . The group member
node. Each leaf node represents a group member Mi . (e.g. Mi ) should host all node keys on the key path (e.g.
A random integer, namely, ri , is generated specifically KPi ) including the node key of the root which is the group
for Mi . This random value will be treated as the leaf key in our paper. All those node keys in the key path is
node’s node key. The node key of an internal/parent node called KEY ∗ .
i
< l, v > is derived from the keys of its children node, Sibling path: For each node on a key path e.g. KP ,
i
< l + 1, 2v > and < l + 1, 2v + 1 >. This is represented there is a corresponding sibling node. All those sibling
by ”Equation (1)” below:
nodes construct the sibling path for a particular group
member (e.g. Mi ). In our paper, Mi hosts all blinded
keys on its sibling path which are defined as BKEYi∗ .
Kl+1,2v+1
K<l,v> = BK<l+1,2v>
Key sub-path: Unlike a key path, a sub-path starts at
Kl+1,2v
any node, Nx and ends at any other node, Ny on a key
= BK<l+1,2v+1>
path KPi . It is called key sub-path, namely, KSPi,x,y .
Kl+1,2v Kl+1,2v+1
= α
(1)
All node keys on the key sub-path KSPi,x,y are called
∗
KEYi,x,y
.
The node key of the root in the tree T is the group
key. While a new group member joins, the shallowest
leftmost leaf node in the key tree is selected as the sponsor and acts as the sibling for the new group member.
When a group member leaves, the sponsor is the shallowest leftmost leaf node of the sub-tree rooted as the leaving
members’ sibling node. The sponsor is responsible for updating its secret random integer ri as well as all keys along
the key path starting from itself and ending at the root
node. Then, the sponsor multicasts all updated blinded
keys, based on which, other group members could update
keys on their own key paths and finally compute the new
group key by themselves.

3

TGDH+ Group Key Management Scheme

In this section, we present our scheme TGDH+, an extension of TGDH. The basic idea behind our TGDH+
group key management scheme is the following. A oneway hash function H is used to update the group key when
group members join. In contrast, the updates of DiffieHellman (DH)-based keys (including both node key and
blinded key) resulting from the join of members have to be
postponed until a group member leaves. When the leav-
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ing event for a group member happens, we propose a new
method which updates keys associated with the key tree.
Utilizing hash functions to handle group members’ joining
has been suggested by some centralized group key management schemes such as ELK [31] and LKH+ [38]. However, DH-based contributory schemes have not adopted
this technique since the key calculation means of ”Equation (1)” cannot be align with it.
Specifically, our proposal includes three new schemes,
namely, the auxiliary group key method, the approach to
move the child key tree, and the dominating algorithm.
In the auxiliary group key scheme, every group member
in the main key tree stores an auxiliary group key Ga
which is used as the partial key to calculate the future
group key when the leaving member associates with the
child key tree. The moving child key tree scheme is a
method to decrease the number of updated key paths.
The dominating algorithm is proposed to enable every
group member to become aware of the nodes responsible
for updating overlapped intermediate nodes.
In the following subsections, we describe the protocols
for join, leave, merge, and partition.

3.1
3.1.1

Join Protocol
Method to Update the Key Tree Structure

The key tree shown in Figure 1 (a), includes two parts:
the main key tree, TM ain and a child key tree, Tchild . At
the very beginning of the group key scheme, both of them
are empty which means that there are no nodes available.
Every key tree should have its insertion point, which is
the shallowest leftmost node in the key tree.
For every group membership change, the rules below
should be followed: 1) When a group member leaves or
the group partitions/merges, Tchild will merge into TM ain
and then Tchild is assigned as EMPTY. 2) When a group
member joins, the method of inserting it into the key tree
should be based upon whether Tchild is EMPTY. If Tchild
is not EMPTY, the new group member should be appended to the Tchild . Otherwise, Tchild should be generated with its root located at the insertion point of TM ain .
Then, Tchild is not EM P T Y . The remaining new join
nodes should be appended into Tchild and located at the
insertion point of Tchild . Figure 1 (a) – (d) shows a scenario in which i group members (M1 . . . Mi ) are already
within the group and, then, the following group membership events happen:
Join
Join
Join
< MxLeave , Mi+1
, Mi+2
...Mi+j
, MyLeave |where

j ≥ 0i

Between the two leave requests from Mx and My where
1 ≤ x ≤ i and 1 ≤ y ≤ i + j, group members Mi+1 ,
. . . Mi+j request to join one by one. Notice that this
event model can represent all scenarios occurring in group
membership changes due to the fact that j ≥ 0. Thus, all
event sequences can be segmented by leave events. For
the remainder of this paper, this model will be utilized to
demonstrate group events.
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With the group membership change input, Tchild
should be EMPTY after Mx leaves. Then, when Mi+1 requests to join, the join protocol generates Tchild with the
root located at the TM ain insertion point and the join protocol inserts Mi+1 into Tchild . Now Tchild is not EMPTY.
The current group key G is stored by every group member in TM ain as the auxiliary group key Ga . Subsequent
join requests, Mi+2 , . . . Mi+j can be appended into Tchild
at Tchild ’s insertion point. After My leaves, Tchild is assigned to EMPTY.
Here are two examples. The tree shown as Figure 1 (b)
is the beginning scenario. The trees shown in Figure 1 (c)
and Figure 1 (d) result from the joining of M4 and M5 ,
respectively. Specifically, as shown in Figure 1 (c), M4
joins and a new leaf < 2, 2 > is generated to represent
it. The insertion point for TM ain is located at node <
1, 1 > which should be renamed < 2, 3 > and works as
the sponsor. Therefore, a new intermediate node < 1, 1 >
is generated which works as both sponsor < 2, 3 > and
the new leaf < 2, 2 > ’s parent. Every group member in
TM ain , i.e. M1 , M2 , or M3 should store the current group
key G as its auxiliary group key: Ga = G.
As shown in Figure 1 (d), M5 joins and a new leaf
< 3, 1 > is generated to represent it. < 3, 1 > is appended into Tchild rooted with < 1, 1 >. Node < 2, 2 >,
representing member M4 , is selected as the sponsor and is
renamed as < 3, 0 >. The join protocol generates a new
node < 2, 2 > which works as < 3, 0 > and < 3, 1 >’s
parents. Since when M5 joins, Tchild is not EMPTY, the
auxiliary group key for every member in TM ain such as
M1 , M2 , or M3 stays the same.
3.1.2

Group Key Updates

For a group member join request from Mi’ , the proposed
join protocol selects the sponsor S in the same manner as
TGDH. However, the difference between TGDH and the
proposed approach is that every group member updates
the current group key, G with H(G) rather than updating
all keys associated with the nodes on sponsor S’s key path,
where H is a secure one-way hash function. Then, S
and Mi’ initiate a 2-party DH key exchange scheme to
generate the shared key K, which works as the node key
of S and Mi’ ’s parent node. Finally, S sends Mi’ the
encrypted current group key, {H(G)}K and Mi’ decrypts
the ciphertext with key K to obtain the current key, H(G).
For example, in Figure 1 (c), M4 joins and M3 is selected as the sponsor. It refreshes its secret random r3
with a new random value, r3 ’ and calculates the up0
dated blinded key of its leaf node, BK 0<2,3> = αr3 .
Then M3 and the new group member M4 launch a 2party DH to calculate a shared key, K<1,1> . M3 sends
0
0
C = {BKEY3∗ ||BK<2,3>
||{G }K<1,1> } to M4 where
0
G = H(G). M4 calculates K<1,1> and then decrypts
0
the ciphertext C to obtain the new group key, G . Other
0
members can calculate the new group key, G , via a secure
hash function H since they all know the current group key,
G.
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Figure 2: TGDH+: Outline of leave protocol
In Figure 1 (d), when a new group member M5
joins, as the shallowest leftmost node in the child key
tree Tchild , M4 is selected as the sponsor. It refreshes
its secret random r4 with a new random value r4 ’ and
then calculates the updated blinded key of its leaf node,
0
BK 0<3,0> = αr4 . Then M4 and the new group member
M5 launch a 2-party DH to calculate a shared key, K<2,2> .
00
0
||{G }K<2,2> } to M5
M4 sends C = {BKEY∗4 ||BK<3,0>
00
where G = H(H(G)). M5 first calculates K<2,2> and
then decrypts the ciphertext C to obtain the new group
00
key G . Other current group members could also calculated the new group member.
Notice that the mutual authentication between the
sponsor and the new group member will deploy technologies such as certifications [24] or the ID-based authentication [21] which are already mature.

3.2
3.2.1

Leave Protocol
Strategy for Updating Key Tree Structure

Suppose that group member Mi , who is represented by
the leaf < h, i >, leaves the group. Figure 2 shows the
outline of the leave protocol for TGDH+.
If Tchild is EMPTY, call it Case 1. The proposed leave
protocol is as same as that for TGDH.
If Tchild is NOT EMPTY and < h, i > is within Tchild ,
call it Case 2. The key tree structure stays the same.
If Tchild is NOT EMPTY and < h, i > is not within
Tchild , there are two cases: either moving Tchild or not
moving. The former is shown in Figure 3 (a).
Whether Tchild should be moved or not depends on
both the leaf node < h, i >’s position and computational
cost. Inequality (2) decides which one is more efficient,
moving Tchild or not. The left side of Inequality (2)
demonstrates the computation cost for moving the Tchild :
it includes the cost to update keys associated with all
nodes both in Tchild and in key sub-path KSPi,x,r (starting at node x, the root of Tchild and ending at the node r,
root of the key tree). In contrast, the right side of Inequality (2) shows the computation costs when Tchild stays the
same position: it is composed of the computational cost
to update keys associated with all nodes in Tchild , with
the key sub-path KSPj,x,r (starting at node x, the root
of Tchild and ending at node r, the root of the key tree.
The node j represents a new joining group member which
is located at the shallowest leftmost position in the child

key tree, Tchild ), and with the key path KPi (the key path
of the leaving group member Mi ).
NTExpon.
> NTExpon.
child +KSPj,x,r
child +KSPj,x,r +KPi

(2)

where Nxy is the # of y operations for all members in x.
Thus, if moving Tchild can result in a performance improvement (i.e. Inequality (2) is false), Tchild should be
moved to take < h, i >’s position and < h, i > is cut off.
This scenario is called Case 3.
Otherwise, (i.e. Inequality (2) is true), Tchild stays at
the same position. This is called Case 4.
For example, Figure 3 (b) is the original key tree in
which the Tchild is pointed out. Figure 3 (c) shows the
key structure change when a group memebr M2 leaves.
Since M2 is not within Tchild and moreover, our calculation shows that Inequality (2) is false, Tchild rooted at
< 2, 2 > is moved to node < 2, 1 >’s position in order to
obtain the performance improvement. The former node
< 2, 1 > is cut off. As its left child node is removed,
node < 1, 1 > will be deleted. Node < 1, 1 >’s right node
< 2, 3 > is renamed as < 1, 1 > and it is promoted to its
parent’s position.
Figure 3 (d) demonstrates that when M4 leaves, Tchild
need not be moved any other position since M4 is within
Tchild .
3.2.2

Group Key Updates

To update the group key when a group member leaves, the
leave protocol should update all the node keys and blinded
keys associated with the nodes in such kind of key paths
that have one or more nodes added/deleted. Obviously,
the node key and the blinded key of every node within
Tchild should be updated. So do all keys on the leaving
member’s key path and on the Tchild ’s key path.
Here, we first explain the dominating key path concept.
Then we describe the proposed algorithm 1 – dominating
algorithm which updates and forwards the keys on the
key sub-paths. At last, we elucidate the leave protocol.
Dominating key path: If two key paths intersect,
we say that the right key path is dominated by the left
key path. Therefore, the left key path is the dominating
key path and is responsible for updating the overlapped
nodes on the two key paths. For example, in Figure 3 (b),
KP4 , the key path for M4 , intersects KP5 , the key path
for M5 , at < 2, 2 >. Since KP4 is to the left of KP5 ,
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Figure 3: TGDH+: Key tree updates for group members leaving – (a)Move child tree, (b)Original tree, (c) M2
leaves, and (d) M5 leaves
Algorithm 1 Dominating Algorithm
1: Begin
2: for all sponsor Mi do
3:
update KSPi,<h,i>,<x1 ,y1 >
4:
if all updated blinded keys that associated with key
paths which are dominated by Mi already sent out
then
5:
repeat computing node keys & blinded keys on its
key path until it cannot continue;
6:
multicast updated blinded keys on Mi ’s key path;
7:
else
8:
wait for updated blinded keys associated with key
paths which are dominated by Mi ;
9:
Go to the beginning of step 4;
10:
end if
11: end for
12: for all group member Mi do
13:
update its node keys on its key path after receiving
blinded keys from all sponsors.
14: end for
15: End

KP4 dominates KP5 . Therefore, M4 should update and
multicast the blind keys for < 2, 2 >.
Algorithm 1 – dominating algorithm: Without
consideration for the root of the key tree, assume a key
path KPi intersects n − 1 other key paths, KP1 , KP2
. . . KPi−1 , KPi+1 . . . KPn−1 , one by one from the leaf node
to the root, where n is an integer and n is less than the
height of the tree. Assume that the n−1 corresponding intersections are < x1 , y1 >, < x2 , y2 > . . . < xn−1 , yn−1 >.
The key path KPi , is divided into the following n key
sub-paths: KSPi,<h,i>,<x1 ,y1 > , KSPi,<x1 ,y1 >,<x2 ,y2 > · · ·
KSPi,<xn−1 ,yn−1 >,<0,0> .
In dominating algorithm, a member waits for the updated blinded keys sent from members it dominates. Af-

ter then, it updates all blinded keys and the node keys
on its key path until it cannot. At last, it multicasts
all updated blinded keys to other members. Based on
these new blinded keys, all group members can update
the group key.
For example, in Figure 3 (c), after moving Tchild , all
keys associated with the nodes in Tchild and Tchild ’s key
path are updated:
1st round: Key path of M5 is dominated by that of M4 .
M5 multicasts BK<3,1> .
2nd round: M4 multicasts BK<3,0> , BK<2,1> and
BK<1,0> . In Figure 4.4 (d), all keys associated with the
nodes within Tchild and Tchild ’s key path are supposed to
be updated:
3st round: Key path of M5 multicasts BK<2,2> and
BK<1,1> .
Notice that the authentication to secure multicast messages will deploy the digital signing algorithm [24].
Leave Protocol: To update the group key in the case
in which a group member leaves, the leave protocol should
handle Cases 1, 2, 3, and 4, separately.
Case 1: As showed in Figure 2, the proposed leave
protocol is as same as that for TGDH. All auxiliary group
keys for every group member are released.
Case 2: As shown in Figure 4, to obtain performance
gain, this leave protocol does not update the DH-based
keys in the key tree for Case 2 but updates the group key
via Hash with the auxiliary group key as input. The specific idea behind this proposal is that group members in
TM ain can be aware of key material which is not known
by members in Tchild . Therefore, after a member which
belongs to Tchild , leaves, the group members in TM ain can
calculate a new group key which cannot be compromised
by the group members in Tchild , including the leaving one.
Then, a designated member in TM ain delivers the new
group key to a designated member in Tchild within a secure channel, who, in turn, sends the group key to other
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Current Group Key

Original Key Tree

H2(Ga C)
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M1
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Diffie-Hellman: {H2(Ga C)}K DH

{Mn+1.. Mk…Mn+j,}
Mn+1

…. Mn+x

Mn+k-1

Mn+k+1

….

Mn+j

Multicast: {H2(GaC)}K Child

Figure 4: TGDH+: Group key updates for Case 2
members in Tchild via a secure multicast channel.
The following is a method for calculating the current
group key, Gcurrent , and for updating the auxiliary group
key Ga .
Group Key Updates: If group member Mn+k ∈
{Mn+1 . . . Mn+j } leaves where 0 < k ≤ j, every group
member ∈ {M1 . . . Mn } can calculate a new group key
Gcurrent = H2 (Ga ⊕C) based upon its Ga where C is an
integer known in advance. As shown in Figure 4, the leftmost leaf of Tmain , for example, M1 launches a 2-party
DH scheme with a leaf of Tchild , for example, Mn+x , to
generate a shared key, which is used to encrypt Gcurrent
= H2 (Ga ⊕ C). Notice that in Tchild the key path for
Mn+x is the leftmost updated key path. After using the
dominating algorithm to update the keys associated with
the nodes in Tchild , Mn+x multicasts the BKEY n+x ||
(Gcurrent ) Kchild where Kchild is the new node key associated with the root of Tchild . Therefore, every group
member in Tchild can calculate the new sub-group key and
decrypt Gcurrent . Every group member in TM ain should
update Ga with H(Ga ) which can be used to generate
future group keys when another group member in Tchild
leaves.
Auxiliary Group Key Updates: After the group key
is generated, new auxiliary group keys should be prepared for future group key updates. All members in Tchild
should release the auxiliary group key. All auxiliary group
keys Ga stored by members in Tmain should be replaced
by the following formula: Ga = H(Ga ⊕ C).
Case 3: As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 (c), our protocol should update the DH-based keys associated with
Tchild , the key path of Mi and the key path of Mj via
dominating algorithm.
Case 4: As shown in Figure 2 and Figure (d), our protocol should update the DH-based keys associated with

Tchild , and the key path of Mi via dominating algorithm.
3.2.3

Merge and Partition Protocols

When the group is divided into sub-groups, the partition
protocol will treat the members who cannot be in contact
with the group as leaving members. In this case, each
group member will handle the 0 join & L leave scenario.
In a similar way, when sub-groups merge, the merging
protocol deals with the J join & 0 leave leave scenario.
For every sub-group, the group member hosting the leftmost shallowest key path is treated as the sponsor for the
sub-group which generates the new session secret key, updates keys on its key path and multicasts the updated
keys. Both the merge protocol and the partition protocol can use algorithm 1: Dominating Algorithm to handle
the J join & 0 leave and 0 join & L leave scenario respectively.
For example, the procedure to merge 8 sub-groups into
a super group is shown in Figure 5. S1 . . . and S8 are selected as sponsors for the 8 sub-groups respectively. Using
the dominating algorithm, the protocol can generate the
group key within 3 rounds.
1st round: The key path for S2 is dominated by that of
S1 . The key path for S4 is dominated by that of S3 . The
key path for S6 is dominated by that of S5 . The key path
for S8 is dominated by that of S7 . M2 , M4 , M6 and M8
update node keys and blinded keys on their key paths,
respectively. Then, M2 , M4 , M6 and M8 multicast the
updated blinded keys on their key sub path starting at
the leaf node and ending at < 3, 1 >, < 3, 3 >, < 3, 5 >,
and < 3, 7 > respectively.
2nd round: The key path for S3 is dominated by that of
S1 . The key path for S7 is dominated by that of S5 . Then,
after calculating these node and blinded keys on their key
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Table 2: Computational cost
Scheme Protocol
1

J j.&1 l.
Merge
Partition
J j.&1 l.1
Merge
STR
Partition
J j.&1 l.1
TGDH+ Merge
Partition
TGDH

Main sponsor
Exponen.
H/E2
2h(J+1)
2h
2h
4J+(3n/2+2) 3m+1
3n/2+2
2(h+log2 J)
J+2
2h
2h
-

1: J Join & 1 Leave;

Signing
J+1
Log2 k+1
min(log2 p+1,h)
J+1
2
1
1
1
1

Updated
Key Path

S1

Key
Sub-Tree

1,1

1,0

3,0

H/E2
J(J+2n+1)
-

Signing
2J+1
2k
min(2h,2p)
2J+1
k+1
1
J/2+1
k
p

2: Hash / Encryption

0,0

2,1

2,0

Total
Exponentiation
(2n-1)(J+1)
2(h-log2 k)k+(2k-1)
2(h-log2 p)p+(2p-1)
(2n+2)J+(3n/2+2)
(n+m)m+3m+1
(n-1) (3n/4+1) +3n/2+2
6J+4n-4
2(h-log2 k)k+(2k-1)
2(h-log2 p)p+(2p-1)

2,3

2,2

3,1

3,2

3,3

3,4

3,5

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

3,6

S7

3,7

S8

3.2.4

Authentication and Security Property

Unicasts utilized in this paper can be protected by
ID-based Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme [14] or
digital signing algorithms [20].
Multicasts by the
Signature Amortization Information Dispersal Algorithm (SAIDA) [30].
The security of TGDH+ is
based on the assumptions of 2-party Decision DiffieHellman problem (DDH) [24], one way hash function
(Hash) [24] and Decision Binary Tree Diffie-Hellman problem (DBTDH) [24]. Please refer to [24] for details. Notice
that, as mentioned in [24], the definition of backward and
forward secrecy of TGDH is stronger than that of previous group key schemes such as GDH [6]. Our proposal
follows the latter. Notice that the authentication to secure multicast messages will deploy the M-SAIDA.

Figure 5: TGDH+: Merge protocol for 8 sub-groups

4
paths, M3 and M7 multicast the updated blinded keys on
their key sub path starting at the leaf node and ending at
< 2, 1 > and < 2, 3 > respectively.
3th round: M1 and M5 update node keys and blinded
keys on their key paths, respectively. Then, M1 and M5
multicast the updated blinded keys on their key sub path
starting at the leaf node and ending at < 1, 0 > and
< 1, 1 > respectively.
The partition protocol follows the same procedure.
For simplification, the partition protocol will not be introduced again. Furthermore, faults can occur even
in join/leave/merge/partition protocols in the contributory group schemes. For joining/merging, the failure
node is treated as a leaving member. The paper simply treats them as members who leave. Then it is the
leave/partition protocols’ turn to handle them. The detailed procedure for leave/partition protocols follows what
the leave/partition protocols do: deleting the leaving
member’s node and its parent node. The leaving node’s
sibling is promoted to its parent’s position. The others
functions in the same manner as described earlier.

Performance Analyses

TGDH [15] and STR [16] have been shown to be among
the most efficient contributory group key management
schemes. Please refer to [4] for a detailed comparison.
We compare our proposal with TGDH and STR. In Tables 2 and 3, we summarize the computational cost and
communication overhead of TGDH+, TGDH and STR.
The current group size is denoted by n and the height
of the key tree for TGDH and TGDH+ is h. For the
merge protocol, the number of sub-groups is k and the
number of group members in every sub-group is m. For
a partition protocol, the number of leaving members is p.
For TGDH and TGDH+, the overhead varies according to
the balance of the key tree and the join or leave members
location in the key tree. Our performance analysis for
them is based on the average scenario. In Tables 2 and 3,
both the total cost and the main sponsors cost comprises
the cost for all the group members.
J join & 1 leave: As seen from Table 2, TGDH+ is
comparatively efficient in terms of the number of exponentiations and the number of signing operations. In Table 3,
both STR and TGDH demand the most communication
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Table 3: Communication overhead and memory consumption

Scheme Protocol
J join&1 leave
Merge
Partition
J join&1 leave
Merge
STR
Partition
J join&1 leave
TGDH+ Merge
Partition
TGDH

Rounds
2J+1
log2 k+1
min(log2 p+1, h)
2J+1
2
1
2J+3
log2 k+1
min(log2 p+1, h)

Communication overhead
Main sponsor
Unicast
Multicast
[1, 2J+1]
H
H
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total
Unicast
2J+2
-

Memory
Multicast
2J+1
2k
min(2h,2p)
2J+1
k+1
p
J/2
k
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
[0, 1]
0
0

overhead. Our scheme requires two more rounds than
TGDH and STR. However, the communication scheme
deployed for every round is a one-hop unicast. In contrast, the other two schemes use multi-hop multicast for
every round which means a larger communication overhead to send the rekey messages around the network. In
terms of storage costs, most members of TGDH+ should
store one more auxiliary group key than TGDH and STR.
Merge: Our scheme requires less cost as compared
to TGDH and STR in terms of the number of multicast
messages and computational cost. STR needs the most
number of exponentiation operations and TGDH requires Figure 7: Individual rekey: Total number of multicasts
the most number of signing operations. STR uses a constant number of rounds.
Partition: TGDH demands the most communication
overhead and the most signing operations. STR requires a
constant number of rounds, the least numbers of signing
operations and the least number of multicast messages.
But STR demands the most computational cost, O(n2 )
times of exponentiations. So, in terms of computational
and communication cost, our scheme is more efficient.
Finally, our TGDH+ is more efficient in J join & 1
Leave and merge protocols. For partition protocols, STR
works better in signing and multicast metrics. For the rest
metrics of the partition protocol, TGDH+ works better.
For details of cost comparisons, please refer to Appendix Figure 8: Individual rekey: Total number of exponentiation
A and B.

5

Figure 6: Individual rekey: Number of exponentiations

Experimental Results

Our experiments compare the computational cost and
communication for TGDH, STR and TGDH+. It is based
on a group membership behavior data set [1] that includes member join time and duration captured on the
MBone [2, 3]. In terms of computational cost, the number of exponentiations (hash and Encrypt/Decrypt operations are included via translating them into exponentiation with the ratio of 0.002) for different group sizes is
listed in Figure 6. The total number of exponentiations
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[5]

[6]

[7]
Figure 9: Individual rekey: Total number of signing operations
for every group session is listed in Figure 8. The total [8]
number of signings for every group session is listed in Figure 9. With regard to the communication overhead, the
total number of multicasts for every group session (unicast is included via translating it into multicast with the
ratio of n−0.8 where n is a group size) is listed in Figure 7. [9]
The results show that our proposal is the most efficient
in terms of computational cost. It can be observed that
STR requires less number of multicasts than TGDH+.
However, the multicast STR used covers the whole group [10]
and that of TGDH+ covers only the sub-group.

6

Conclusions

[11]

The design of efficient group key management schemes
for dynamic peer groups over resource-constrained networks is still a challenging task. This paper presents the
design and specification of a lightweight and high perfor- [12]
mance group key management scheme with the utilization
of hash and DH. Performance evaluation and experimental results show that our proposal is more efficient as compared to previously proposed popular contributory group [13]
key management schemes.
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Appendices
In this section, we analyze performance-relevant criteria,
namely, computational cost and communication overhead
for TGDH+. The memory consumption for TGDH+ is
already analyzed in Table 3.

A
A.1

Metrics for Performance Evaluation
Computational Cost

Every group key scheme comprises a variety of cryptographic operations. To begin with, this paper considers
the performance evaluation for each operation. Then, the
performance costs for each operation are accumulated to
attain the total costs. Previous experiments [28, 38, 23]
demonstrate that each cryptographic scheme needs to
be processed within a certain period of time, which can
be viewed roughly as the performance cost it demands
compared with other schemes. Therefore, like other research [23, 28, 38] this paper assumes that the performances of these cryptographic operations can be measured by timing. The experimental results referred to in
this paper are listed below.
An experiment result: for the SUN ultra 1/170 workstation, the processing timings for the hash, encryption/decryption, DH, digital signing and digital signing
verification operations are 0.01ms, 0.01ms, 100ms, 200ms
and 50ms respectively [38], if the key size is 1024 bits.
In [28], for a low-end 8 bits CPU such as H8/3048
or CDS 80390, processing timings for hash, encryption/decryption, and DH operations are 400ms, 400ms,
and 400s respectively while key size is 1024 bits. In [23],
similar timings have been determined, similar timings
have been determined.
According to the results, the hash and encryption/decryption operations show an almost equivalent
performance and both of them are about 0.001 times
equivalent to a DH operation. Then, insight analyses
demonstrate us that every DH key scheme comprises two
exponential operations for every party. Therefore, the
computational cost for the hash or encryption/decryption
operation is 0.002 times that of an exponential operation.
So, the number of exponential operations can be treated
as the metric when comparing the computational cost of
each group scheme which includes different cryptographic
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operations. The number of encryption/decryption and
hash operations can be transferred into the number of
exponential operations by a factor of 0.002.

A.2

Communication Overhead:

The areas for evaluating communication overhead consist
of the number of rounds, the number of unicasts and the
number of multicasts. Previous research [7, 13] shows
that the impact of unicasts and multicasts on network
bandwidth can be compared with respect to quantification. The costing function shown below was deployed by
Chuang and Sirb [13].
Ru/m =

Lu
= n−0.8
Lm

(3)

where n: group size; Lu : average unicast hops; Lm :
total hops of a multicast tree;
This research uses it to evaluate the communication overhead between unicasts and multicasts. Utilizing Formula (3), the number of unicasts can be transferred into
the number of multicasts and finally each group key
scheme is analyzed by comparing the number of multicasts it demands. Therefore, the number of the multicast
is the metric for communication overhead for every group
key scheme.

A.3

Memory Consumption

In this paper, for the sake of fairness, the key length for
every group/auxiliary key should be the same. So, the
metric for evaluating memory consumption is the number
of group/auxiliary keys stored by every group member.

B

Performance Evaluation
Each Group Key Scheme

for

In this subsection, this paper first introduces the view of
group membership events so that subsequent discussion is
based upon the same event. Then, the notions of computational costs and communication overhead for the event
are defined. Finally, the performances of TGDH+ are
discussed.

B.1

Group Session Model

First, let us take a look at the procedures for a group
session. Every group session can be treated as a sequence
of group members joining and group members leaving.
Therefore, this paper assumes that every group session is
comprised of a set of J Join & 1 Leave (J ≥ 0) events.
The performance for the J Join & 1 Leave (J ≥ 0)
scenarios, which are shown in Figure 10 (group member
join/leave for TGDH+), is discussed. In Figure 10 both
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Figure 10: Group session model
the key tree, TM ain , and child key tree, Tchild , are available. Assume that the number of members in Tmain is n
and the number of members in Tchild is J. For the sake
of simplification, assume that n = 2x and J = 2y where
x and y are integers. Hence, both key trees are balanced.
B.1.1

the case where a group member joins, the join protocol demands DH, Hash and Encryption/Decryption operations.
The join protocol for handling J joining requires 2J times
the DH operations.
Hash
NJ,n
=

Computational Cost

J
X

(n + i − 1) = J(2n + J − 1)/2

i=1

Let COMP(J, n) denote the combined computational cost
J
J
X
X
for all group members to update the group keys for one
EN C
DH
NJ,n
=
2 = 2J;
NJ,n
=
2 = 2J
J Join & 1 Leave event. COMP(J, n) is comprised of
i=1
i=1
the number of hash operations, the number of encryption/decryption operations, the number of DH operations When one group member leaves, there are four cases, as
discussed earlier.
and the number of digital signing operations.
Case 1 : TGDH is used to handle this 0 join & 1 leave
SIGN
DH
EN C
Hash
COM P (J, n) = NJ,n
+ NJ,n
+ NJ,n
+ NJ,n
scenario.
EN C
where NJ,n
: number of encryption;
Hash
: number of Hash;
NJ,n
DH
: number of Diffie-Hellman;
NJ,n
SIGN
: number of digital signing.
NJ,n

B.1.2

Communication Overhead

Let COMM(J, n) denote the combined communication
overhead for all group members to update the group keys
for one J Join & 1 Leave event in which the original group
size is n. COMM(J, n) is comprised of the number of
unicasts and the number of multicasts.
COM M (J, n) =

U nicast
NJ,n

+

M ulticast
NJ,n

U nicast
where NJ,n
: Number of Unicast;
M ulticast
NJ,n
: Number of Multicast;

B.2

TGDH+

DH
NJ,n
= 2n − 1;

SIGN
NJ,n
=1

Case 2 : Group members in Tmain should process
hash operations. One DH is launched between a group
member in Tmain and a group member in Tchild . One
encryption and one decryption is also needed between
them. In Tchild , keys associated with the leaves on
Tchild are already computed in the case of the join
protocol. All other DH-based keys should be updated
and all group members should decrypt the new group key.
SIGN
NJ,n
= J/2;

EN C
NJ,n
= J + 2;

DH
NJ,n
= 3J/2 + 1;

Hash
NJ,n
= 2(n − J)

Case 3 or Case 4 : The leave protocol should update
the keys on Tchild and those on the key path for Mk . Keys
associated with the leaves on Tchild are already computed
in the case of the join protocol. So the number of keys to
be updated by all members in Tchild is (J-1). The number
of keys to be updated by all members in Tmain should be
2n-1 due to the updating of Mk ’s key path.
DH
NJ,n
= (J − 1) + 2n − 1 + 2J = 3J + 2n − 2

The J Join & 1 Leave scenario, as shown in Figure 10 is B.2.2 Communication Cost for TGDH+
analyzed below.
In the case where one group member joins, this proposal’s
join protocol uses the ID-based Diffie-Hellman authentiB.2.1 Computational Cost for TGDH+
cation which sends two unicast messages to generate the
For every group member joining, every member should shared key between the sponsor and the new group memuse hash to update its group key and the sponsor should ber. In the case where one group member leaves, accordencrypt its hash result and send it to the new member. In ing to the Dominating algorithm, the number of signing
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U nicast
M ulticast
NJ,n
= 2J; NJ,n
= J/2
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When one group member leaves, there are 4 cases.
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Abstract
Many ways are proposed to reduce the secret storage
space of access control in hierarchy, but no one optimizes
the public parameters which are only modified by CA.
Length of each public parameter is one important factor
for the size and utilization of storage space. The frequent
changes on the maximum length of public parameter will
be a weakness for stability, in dynamic key management.
Number and length of changed public parameter are considered for the interaction between CA and trusted public
platform in dynamic management. The paper proposes an
improved scheme to optimize storage space of public parameter for each class from variable linear size to a small
constant size. Our scheme has higher utilization, stability
and efficiency on storage space of trusted public platform
and needs less interaction between CA and trusted public
platform. The security of this improved scheme is proved
on key recovery model.
Keywords: Hierarchical access control, ID-based cryptographic, key management, public parameters
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is used on multi-level security access control, in 1983. The
approach optimizes key management greatly, which separates key assignment into a public key cryptosystem for
the management of all classes’ privilege and a symmetric
cryptosystem for data protection.
The actual scene for hierarchical access control:
In the past, hierarchical access control schemes always
are assumed that trusted public platform [4, 8] is a simple
storage space only for users’ corruption and free for whole
system. In fact, we have to admit that the trusted public platform is provided by money. CA buys the trusted
public platform to store lots of public parameters, so the
money for the management of public parameter is related
with the whole system space for public parameter. So,
it is necessary to reduce the scale of public parameters
of the whole hierarchical access control scheme. Further,
we can consider that the trusted public platform has the
computation ability to reduce the computation which is
done by CA and users as the model of cloud computing.

Introduction

The technology of access control, which is one of the most
important components in computer system, is a central issue in computer research. With the great development of
information technology, to improve the efficiency of access control and protect the data confidentiality, security
access control technology becomes the main research objective recently [5].
To achieve the goal of classifying users and information
resource, researchers proposed multi-level security access
control model [14]. Each two users are linked by the relationship of binary partial order. The users in high security
layer can access the secretly information possessed by low
layer users. It is infeasible on the contrary.
To reduce the key storage, Akl and Taylor [1] firstly
proposed an approach that the public key cryptography

Figure 1: An example of using the proposed scheme
Now, we consider the scene where the whole system
is constructed by CA, trusted public platform and users
as Figure 1. The trusted platform can provide the computation and storage service [25]. It is necessary to assume that the trusted platform for public parameter is as
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honest and curious as the cloud service provider in the
model of cloud computing. When a high layer user wants
to derive the low layer key, the trusted platform sends
only one corresponding public parameter which is used
for key derivation simply to the authorized user. Then,
the authorized user computes the low layer key by using
its secret key and the corresponding public parameter.
Related work: In Akl-Taylor’s scheme [1], a CA is
needed and if two security classes have a partial order
relationship, the low security class’s key can be derived
from the high security class’s key. Though the scheme is
simple to understand, but two problems are inevitable in
application. The first problem is the storage for the great
amount of integers and the other is the computation load
that all system needs to update in every change of authorized relationship. To reduce the storage of integers,
Mackinnon [21] proposed a typical and improved key allocation scheme. Unfortunately, a lot of integers are needed
in this scheme.
Harn and Lin [12] proposed a hierarchical encryption
access control scheme based on the hardness of large integer factorization. In contrast with Akl-Taylor’s scheme,
Harn-Lin’s scheme generates key from the low layer to
high layer. Though the scheme reduces the time of public
parameters generation, the number of integers is same to
Akl-Taylor’s scheme.
Combining with the security assumptions of AklTaylor’s scheme and Harn-Lin’s scheme, Hwang-Yang [15]
proposed an efficient hierarchical access control scheme.
The scheme effectively reduces the number of integers,
but it is not secure under collusion attack [28].
A YCN scheme are proposed to solve the key assignment problem with a matrix model by Yeh et al. [30]. To
protect the data security, in their scheme, two key are
used which are a derivation key and an encrypted data
key. However, Hwang shown that several user classes can
collaborate to derive the derivation keys and encryption
keys in some cases under YCN scheme [13, 17]. In 2003,
to fix the collusive attack problem, Yeh et al. and Lin
proposed their improved schemes, respectively [17, 31].
To solve the problem of key security, Tzeng proposed
a time-bound cryptographic key assignment scheme in a
partially ordered hierarchy in 2002 [27]. Each authorized
user can access the specified data by the legal key during
the authorized period only. However, Yi and Ye point out
the insecurity of Tzeng’s scheme, that the secret keys of
some classes can be derived by any three users’ collaboration [32]. To solve the problem, Chien and Santis proposed their schemes about time-bound cryptographic key
assignment scheme in a partially ordered hierarchy [6, 24].
Lo [20] proposed a new efficient hybrid key assignment
scheme in 2011. The security of Lo’s scheme is based on
the hardness of one-way function and large integer factorization. The scheme is proved more efficiently than the
previous schemes with same type. However, two efficiency
problems of Lo’s scheme must be considered on the actual
scene. They are described as following: 1). To resist the
partial key exposure attack, every ei satisfies the condi-
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tion m7/8 ≤ ei ≤ m [3]. The public parameters of high
layer class are constructed by the ei ’s product of all child
nodes. Obviously, the length of public parameter from
low layer class to high layer class gradually increases. So,
the public parameter of high class will be large. It is bad
for the cost on buying the space of public platform. 2).
In the dynamic key management phase, every modification about class adding or deleting corresponds to a great
mount of modification on public parameters.
Nikooghadam [22], Wu [29], and Odelu [23] proposed
their schemes which are constructed on ECC. Lo [19] and
Lee [16] proposed their schemes Based on Polynomial.
These schemes have high efficiency on key derivation and
key management, but each authorized relationship needs
a public parameter to be stored on the public trusted platform. The amount of public parameters in these schemes
largely surpasses the number of the secure classes. These
schemes not only don’t take full advantage of hierarchy
access control, but increase the cost of public parameters
storage and maintenance.
Many other schemes have been proposed to solve the
problem of access control in a hierarchy [9, 10, 11, 26].
However, two weaknesses are inevitably in these independent key management schemes. The first one is path
searching from starting class to target class. The other is
the information interaction [33], which contains all public parameters on the path, between the public trusted
platform and users.
Our contribution: The contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follows:
1) Firstly, to resolve the two problems proposed in
Lo’s scheme, the paper proposes an improved scheme
with constant size of public parameters. The improved scheme optimizes every public parameter,
which stores on trusted public platform, to constant
size. So, comparing with Lo’s scheme, the improved
scheme has the advantage as following: To reduce
the storage of public parameters greatly; to improve
the storage utilization of public parameters greatly;
to decrease the number of modification on public parameters in dynamic key management; to strengthen
the system stability. At the same time, the optimization of public parameters makes the key derivation
process more efficiently than Lo’s scheme.
2) Combining with Lo’s scheme, the paper introduces
the security classes’ ID to a part of public key
and proposes an ID-based hierarchical access control
scheme. By changing every public parameter to a
simple random value in constant size, the scheme reduces the size of storage for public parameter smaller.
As a result, the scheme optimizes the storage space
and utilization of public parameter further.
Roadmap: The remainder of the paper is structured
as follows. In Section 2, the preliminaries for security
analysis are introduced. Section 3 presents the new improved scheme including key generation, key derivation
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and dynamic key management. The performance comparing with the original scheme is provided in Section 4. The
security proof of the new improved scheme is discussed in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

The Key Recovery Attack Model for
Hierarchical Access Control Scheme
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Definition 4. Large integer factorization problem:
For the given odd composite number N constructed by two
prime factor, it is hard to compute the prime p which
satisfies the condition p|N in appropriate environment.
Definition 5. RSA problem: The number N = p ·
q is known, where the number p and q both are primes.
The number e is an integer and satisfies the condition
gcd(e, (p − 1) · (q − 1)) = 1. It is infeasible to compute the
unique integer m ∈ Zn∗ , where m satisfies the condition
me = c(modN ) from the fixed c ∈ Zn∗ .

Definition 1. (Key Recovery Model) [2]. A key allocation scheme is secure in key recovery if no polynomial time
3 The Proposed Scheme
adversary A has a non-negligible advantage (in the security parameter ρ) against the challenger in the following The paper proposes an improved ID-based hierarchical acgame:
cess control scheme with constant size public parameter.
ρ
• Setup: The challenger C runs Setup(1 ,G), and gives The scheme is comprised of key generation, key derivation
the resulting public information Pub to the adversary and dynamic key management.
A.

3.1

Key Generation Phase

• Attack: The adversary issues, in any adaptively
chosen order, a polynomial number of Corrupt(vi ) Firstly, a CA is needed to do the work of key computation
queries, which the challenger C answers by retriev- and assignment for the authorized users. CA executes the
following steps:
ing ki ← Sec(vi ) and giving ki to A.
Step 1. CA chooses two large primes p and q, and com• Break: The adversary outputs a node v ∗ , subject to
putes the public large number m = p · q and secret
v ∗ 6∈ Des(vi , G) for any vi asked in Attack Phase,
parameter ϕ(m) = (p − 1) · (q − 1), where ϕ(m) must
along with her best guess kv0 ∗ to the cryptographic key
be kept secretly by CA and m is kept on the trusted
kv∗ associated with node v ∗ .
public platform. At last, CA destroys p and q.
We define the adversary’s advantage in attacking the Step 2. CA generates a random number g, which is coREC
= P r[kv0 ∗ = kv∗ ].
scheme as: AdvA
prime with m and 2 < g < (m − 1). CA chooses
The Corrupt(vi ), which is proposed by adversary A,
two public one-way hash function H1 (.), H2 (.) and
is equivalent to collusion attack within the system. The
m7/8 ≤ H1 (.) ≤ m, gcd(H1 (.), ϕ(m)) = 1, H2 (.) ≤
union of adversary’s keys is same as the collusive behavior
m [3].
which the low security classes do. They have the same
object to get the high security classes’ keys. So, it is the Step 3. In the hierarchical access control, each class Ci
has an IDi .
static security model in hierarchical system.

2.2

Hard Problems and Assumption

Definition 2. Discrete log-problem: G is a finite
cyclic group, whose generator is g and has order of n =
|G|, where it is easy to compute g a = A from a and hard
to compute a0 , 0 ≤ a0 ≤ n which satisfies the condition
0
g a , from A.

Step 4. For every class Ci , which is a non-leaf class
or a leaf class with two or more immediate ancestors in the hierarchy, CA computes ei = H1 (IDi ).
Then, CA computes private key exponent di =
e−1
i modϕ(m). The pair (ei , di ) is corresponding to
Ci , where the secret key di is only kept secretly by
CA.
Step 5. Key generation.

Definition 3. Strongly Hash function:
1) The input of H(.) is no any restriction on length,
2) The output of H(.) is constant length and can resist
the birthday attack,
3) It is simple to compute the value of H(x) from the
known x, but it is computationally infeasible on the
contrary,
4) No one can feasibly finds two different values of x
that give the same H(x).

• For every class Ci , which is a non-leaf class or a
leaf class with two or more immediate ancestors
in the hierarchy,
CA computes the secret key
Q
d
d modϕ(m)
Ki = g i allCl l
mod m, where the all
Cl is the successor of Ci and no one is a leaf
class with only one immediate ancestor.
• For every leaf class Ci , which has only one immediate ancestor Cj in the hierarchy, CA randomly generates a secret key Ki for the corresponding class Ci and calculates a public parameter P Bi = Ki ⊕ H2 (Kj , IDi , IDj ).
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Step 6. CA passes every secret key Ki to corresponding
class Ci through a secure channel individually and
publishes all public parameters and authorized relationships on public platform of trusted.
For a clear description for the initialization and key
generation, an example of the proposed scheme, where
the classes have the authorized relationships, is shown in
Figure 2. The prime pairs, secret keys and public parameters about dependent key are generated as Table 1. The
secret keys and public parameters about independent key
are generated as Table 2.
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Table 2: The independent key in the example

Class(Ci )
C8
C9
C11
···
C20

Public parameter(P Bi )
K8 ⊕ H2 (K4 , ID8 , ID4 )
K9 ⊕ H2 (K4 , ID9 , ID4 )
K11 ⊕ H2 (K7 , ID11 , ID7 )
···
K20 ⊕ H2 (K7 , ID20 , ID7 )

Secret key(Ki )
K8
K9
K11
···
K20

1) Ci is a leaf class with only one immediate ancestor
Cj , Ki = P Bi ⊕ H2 (Kj , IDi , IDj ).
2) If Ci is a leaf class with
only one immediate ancestor
Q
Ck , Ki = P Bi ⊕H2 (Kj
IDk ).

allCl ,Cl Cj ∧Cl Ck

Q

3) Otherwise, Ki = Kj
3.2.2

allCl ,Cl Cj ∧Cl Ci

H1 (IDl )

H1 (IDl )

, IDi ,

.

Correctness Proof

Theorem 1. For two classes Ci and Cj with the relationship Ci  Cj , Cj can derive the secret key Ki of Ci
from the above formula.

Figure 2: An example of using the proposed scheme

Table 1: The dependent key in the example
Class
Secret key (Ki )
(Ci )
C1
g d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d10 modϕ(m) mod
m
C2
g d2 d4 d5 d10 modϕ(m) mod m
C3
g d3 d6 d7 d10 modϕ(m) mod m
C4
g d4 modϕ(m) mod m
d5 d10 modϕ(m)
C5
g
mod m
C6
g d6 d10 modϕ(m) mod m
C7
g d7 modϕ(m) mod m
C10
g d10 modϕ(m) mod m

Prime pair
(ei , di )
(e1 , d1 )
(e2 , d2 )
(e3 , d3 )
(e4 , d4 )
(e5 , d5 )
(e6 , d6 )
(e7 , d7 )
(e10 , d10 )

Proof. In a hierarchical access control system with n
nodes, we have the public parameters P B1 , P B2 , ...P Bn ,
the one-way hash function H1 (.), H2 (.) and m7/8 ≤
H1 (.) ≤ m, H1 (.) ∈ prime, gcd(H1 (.)ϕ(m)) = 1, H2 (.) ≤
m.
1) Class Ci is a leaf node with only one immediate ancestor Cj . It is simple to get the key from the equation Ki = P Bi ⊕ H2 (Kj , IDi , IDj ).
2) Class Ci is a leaf node with only one immediate ancestor Ck and the relationship of Ci  Ck  Cj is
satisfied, where Ck is the immediate ancestor of Ci .
Because we do not know the secret key Kk , we shall
process the following steps. Every Cl is the successor
of Cj , except the leaf class with only one immediate
ancestor.
Ki

= P Bi ⊕ H2 (Kk , IDi , IDk )
= P Bi ⊕ H2 (g

dk

Q

allCl ,Cl Ck

dl

mod m,
IDi , IDk )

Q

(Q

3.2
3.2.1

Key Derivation Phase
The Formula of Key Derivation

Ci and Cj are in the hierarchy with relationship Ci  Cj .
Secret key Ki , Kj are corresponding to classes Ci , Cj ,
respectively. The formula of key derivation from Kj to
Ki is used as following:

= P Bi ⊕ H2 (Kj
Q

= P Bi ⊕ H2 (Kj

allCl ,Cl Cj el
allCl ,Cl Ck el

)

mod m,

allCl ,Cl Cj ∧Cl Ck

IDi , IDk )
H1 (IDl )

mod m,

IDi , IDk ).
3) Class Ci is a non-leaf class or a leaf class with two or
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more immediate ancestors in the hierarchy.
Ki

= g

di

Q

allCl ,Cl Ci

Q
( allC

= Kj

l ,Cl Cj

dl

mod m

el /(

Q

Q

=

3.2.3

Kj

allCl ,Cl Cj ∧Cl Ci

allCl ,Cl Ci

H1 (IDl )

el ))
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a. The immediate ancestor of the new class is not
a leaf class with only one immediate ancestor
before the adding.
The new class Cnew is the immediate successor of Cr . CA generates random key Knew and
XOR public parameter P Bnew as Step 5 in key
generation phase. At last, CA modifies the authorized relationship to add Cnew .
b. The immediate ancestor of the new class is a leaf
class with only one immediate ancestor before
the adding.
The new class Cnew is an immediate successor
of Cr . CA generates pair (er , dr ) as Step 4, and
new key Kr and random key Knew for Cr and
Cnew as Step 5 in key generation phase, respectively. Then, CA modifies the secret keys of
Cr ’s ancestors, and the public parameters of Cr
and Cnew . At last CA modifies the authorized
relationship to add Cnew .

mod m

mod m

Example of Key Derivation

To describe the key derivation clearly, the example as Figure 2 is used.
1) The key derivation from C4 to C9 :
K9 = P B9 ⊕ H2 (K4 , ID9 , ID4 ).
2) Because of the relationship of C11  C7  C1 in the
hierarchy, the key derivation from C1 to C11 is

2) Adding a New Non-leaf Class with Only One Immediate Ancestor or a Class with Multiple Immediate
allCl ,Cl C1 ∧Cl C7 H1 (IDl )
K11 = P B11 ⊕ H2 (K1
mod m, Ancestors in the Hierarchy:
ID11 , ID7 ).
a. The new class is a non-leaf class with only one
immediate ancestor.
The proof is stated as follows:
The new class Cnew is the immediate successor
of Cr1 and the immediate ancestor of Cr2 . CA
K11 = P B11 ⊕ H2 (K7 , ID11 , ID7 )
generates pair (enew , dnew ) as Step 4, and new
= P B11 ⊕ H2 (g d7 mod m, ID11 , ID7 )
key Knew as Step 5 in key generation phase.
Then, CA modifies the secret keys of Cnew ’s
= P B11 ⊕ H2 (g (d7 d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d10 )(e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e10 )
ancestors. At last CA modifies the authorized
mod m, ID11 , ID7 )
Q
relationship to add Cnew .
allCl ,Cl C1 ∧Cl C7 H1 (IDl )
= P B11 ⊕ H2 (K1
mod m, b. The new class is a class with multiple immediate
ID11 , ID7 ).
ancestors in the hierarchy.
The new class Cnew is the immediate successor
of Cr1 and Cr2 . CA generates pair (enew , dnew )
3) The key derivation from C1 to C4 is the formula
as Step 4, and new key Knew as Step 5 in key
Q
allCl ,Cl C1 ∧Cl C4 H1 (IDl )
generation phase. If Cr1 is a leaf class with
K4 = K1
mod m.
only one immediate ancestor, CA generates pair
(er1 , dr1 ) as Step 4. If Cr2 is a leaf class with
The proof is stated as follows:
only one immediate ancestor, CA does the same
work for Cr2 as the scene of Cr1 . Then, CA
K4 = g d4 mod m
modifies the secret keys of Cnew ’s ancestors. At
= g (d4 d1 d2 d3 d5 d6 d7 d10 )(e1 e2 e3 e5 e6 e7 e10 ) mod m
last CA modifies the authorized relationship to
Q
allCl ,Cl C1 ∧Cl C4 H1 (IDl )
add Cnew .
= K
mod m.
Q

1

3.3

Dynamic Key Management

It is necessary to provide the dynamic key management
ability for a hierarchical key assignment scheme. This
section discusses the key changes of adding and deleting
classes.
3.3.1

Adding a New Class with IDnew

1) Adding a New Leaf Class with Only One Immediate
Ancestor:

3.3.2

Removing a Class with IDdel

1) Removing a Leaf Class with Only One Immediate
Ancestor:
a. The immediate ancestor of the removing class is
not a leaf class with only one immediate ancestor after the deleting.
The removing class Cdel is a leaf class. CA
deletes the key Kdel and public parameter
P Bdel of Cdel . At last CA modifies the authorized relationship to remove Cdel .
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b. The immediate ancestor of the removing class
is a leaf class with only one immediate ancestor
after the removing.
The removing class Cdel is a leaf class with only
one immediate ancestor Cr . CA deletes the key
Kdel and public parameter P Bdel of Cdel . CA
deletes the key Kr and the prime pair (er , dr )
and modifies the secret keys of Cr ’s ancestors.
Then, CA generates random key and XOR public parameter for Cr as Step 5 in the key generation phase. At last CA modifies the authorized
relationship to remove Cdel .
2) Removing a Leaf Class with Multiple Immediate Ancestors in the Hierarchy:
The removing class Cdel is a leaf class with multiple immediate ancestor Cr1 , · · · , Crt . CA deletes the
key Kdel and the prime pair (edel , ddel ) of Cdel . Then,
CA does a test about the class Cr1 . If Cr1 is a leaf
class with only one immediate ancestor after the removing, CA deletes the secret key and prime pair
of Cr1 , and generates random key Kr1 and modifies
public parameter P Br1 for Cr1 as Step 5 in key generation phase. Then, CA modifies the secret keys of
Cdel ’s ancestors. If Cr1 is not a leaf class with only
one immediate ancestor after the removing, CA only
modifies the secret keys of Cdel ’s ancestors. CA does
the same test on the class Cr2 , · · · , Crt . At last CA
modifies the authorized relationship to remove Cdel .
3) Removing a Non-leaf Class:
a. All immediate successors of the removing class
are not leaf classes with only one immediate ancestor after the deleting.
The removing class Cdel is a non-leaf class.
CA deletes the key Kdel and the prime pair
(edel , ddel ) of Cdel . Then, CA modifies the secret
keys of Cdel ’s ancestors. At last CA modifies the
authorized relationship to remove Cdel .
b. Any immediate successor of the removing class
is a leaf class with only one immediate ancestor.
The removing class Cdel is a non-leaf class and
Cr1 , · · · , Crt are the immediate successors of
Cdel with only one immediate ancestor after the
removing. CA deletes the key Kdel and the
prime pair (edel , ddel ) of Cdel and modifies the
secret keys of Cdel ’s ancestors. Then, CA generates new random keys and XOR public parameters for Cr1 , · · · , Crt as Step 5 in key generation.
At last CA modifies the authorized relationship
to remove Cdel .

4

The Efficiency Analysis Between Lo’s and Our Scheme

The efficiency comparisons are comprised of the number of
changed public parameters in dynamic key management,
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space complexity of storage for public parameters and
time complexity of public key generation in key derivation.

4.1

The Number of Changed Public Parameters in Dynamic Key Management

In general scene, CA modifies the public parameters of
the changed node and its all ancestors in Lo’s scheme,
but only the public parameters of the changed node and
its immediate ancestors in our improved scheme. So, our
scheme has less modification about public parameters in
the dynamic management than Lo’s scheme. Firstly, the
computation of changed public parameters which are executed on CA are reduced. Then, it is easily inferred that
the bottle of the interaction is alleviated between CA and
trusted public platform.

4.2

The Efficiency Comparison on Space
Complexity of Public Parameters
Storage

In Lo’s scheme, the public parameter is a product from a
series of large prime numbers, where every one is coprime
with ϕ(m) and satisfies the condition m7/8 ≤ ei ≤ m [3].
Two disadvantages on storage are inevitable. The first
one is that the storage of public parameter for each
class
must be provided as the largest product P Bi =
Q
allCl ,Cl Ci el . Obviously, the storage space is very large
and more wasteful because many public parameters are
shorter than the largest public parameters. The other one
is the stability. When the hierarchical access control layer
adds in dynamic key management, the length of largest
public parameter adds. CA must modify the length of
storage on public parameter for each class. With the operation, the storage of public parameters changes deeply.
Not only more interaction between CA and trusted public
platform but also lower storage stability on trusted public
platform have to be considered.
In our improved scheme, the public parameters are divided into two parts as Table 3. The first part is about
identity, which is the input of Hash function, so the length
of output about Hash function is fixed. So, the storage
on public parameter for non-leaf class and leaf class with
two or more immediate ancestors are cancelled. The other
part is XOR public parameter, which is related with the
length of private key, but the private key is no more than
m bits. So, the storage on public parameter for each class
is m bits. Now, only one base table are considered for
the classes with only one immediate ancestor. Because
of the same length public parameters, the utilization of
storage space is improved greatly. The public parameter
is constant size, so the re-operation about the length of
storage on public parameter for each node does not exist
in dynamic key management. It is good for the system
stability.
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Table 3: The comparison on length of public parameter
Schemes

Lo’s

Our

The public
parameter on leaf
class with only
one immediate
ancestor
m bits

m bits

1) Let us construct an input for
ST ATvour (1τ , G0 , ID, corrv0 ), where gHL = gour .
•
•
•
•

The public parameter
on non-leaf class or
leaf class with more
immediate ancestors
ti · m bits, where ti
denotes the number
of Ci and Ci ’s
successors except
leaves with only one
immediate ancestor
0 bits
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G = G0 ;
pr = H(ID);
u = v is the attacked class;
corru = corrv0 are the keys of the classes which
are corrupted.

2) Let the input of ST ATvour is (1τ , G0 , ID, corrv0 ) and
the output is Kuour .
3) The output of the classes except the leaf class with
only one immediate ancestor are KuHL = Kuour , which
HL 0
our 0
is corresponding to Kv∗
= Kv∗
. Thus,
0
0
P rour [kv∗
= kv∗ ] = P rHL [kv∗
= kv∗ ].

4.3

The Efficiency Comparison on Time
Complexity of Key Derivation

For a simple description, a POSET is defined as following: Cj , Ci has tj , ti child nodes, respectively, and they
have the relationship Ci  Cj and ti ≤ tj . A division
must be executed between Cj ’s and Ci ’s public parameters for the derivation key in Lo’s scheme. It is a division of tjQ
e bits, because of the relationship Ci  Cj and
P Bj = allCl ,Cl Cj el . The latest research transforms
one time division to the equal length multiplication in the
time complexity O(nlog2 3 ) [18], so this computation is tj e
bits multiplication in the time complexity O(nlog2 3 ). In
our improved scheme, it is an e bits accumulative multiplication
Q in tj − ti times, because of the derivation key
zji = allCl ,Cl Cj ∧Cl Ci el . So this computation is no
more than (tj − ti )e bits multiplication in the time complexity O(n) . Obviously, our improved scheme is more
efficient than Lo’s scheme because of O(n) < O(nlog2 3 )
and (tj − ti )e ≤ tj e as Table 4.
Table 4: The comparison of time complexity
Schemes

The length of
lager number
tj · e bits
(tj − ti ) · e bits

The time complexity
of computation
O(nlog2 3 )
O(n)

So, we can conclude that our scheme is have the same
security with Harn-Lin scheme.
0

HL
our 0
4) Assume that we have the result of Kv∗
= Kv∗
as
3). Concluding the front result and the random secret
key Ki of leaf class which attacker A owns, we modify the public parameter of leaf class to P Bi = Ki ⊕
our 0
HL 0
, IDi , IDu ).
H2 (Kv∗
, IDi , IDu ) = Ki ⊕ H2 (Kv∗
Now, it is a negligible advantage to distinguish the
0
and Kv∗ for the attacker who only has the leaf
Kv∗
class key . Thus,
0
0
P rour [Kv∗
= Kv∗ ] = |P rHL [Kv∗
= Kv∗ ] + εH −1 |.

So, we can conclude that our scheme is have the same
security with Harn-Lin scheme.
Combining the above result, we can conclude that our
scheme has the same security with Harn-Lin scheme. The
security proof of Harn-Lin scheme on the key recovery
model is provided in [7]. So, our improved scheme is
secure on the key recovery model. This concludes the
Theorem 2.

6

Conclusion

The paper proposes an improved ID-based hierarchical
cryptography access control scheme which the public platLo’s
form only store constant size of public parameter for the
Our
leaf classes with only one immediate ancestor. The improved scheme does a great optimization as following:
The first one is the storage space of public parameters.
The second one is the system stability on public platform
part in key dynamic management, the third one is the
5 Proof of Security
information interaction between CA and the public platTheorem 2. The improved scheme is secure on the key form and the last is the efficiency of key derivation. Then,
to reduce the storage space further, the paper introduces
recovery model in Definition 1.
ID as a part of public parameter. Comparing with the
Proof. Challenger C constructs Kv0 ∗ , but attacker A same type schemes, the improved ID-based scheme has
only have a negligible advantage to distinguish the Kv0 ∗ high efficiency on space and time complexity and less inand Kv∗ .
teraction between CA and the public platform of trusted.
At last, the paper does the work of security analysis for
Algorithm ST ATvour (1τ , G0 , ID, corrv0 ):
the improved ID-based scheme on the key recovery model.
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Abstract
Since 2002, several identity based signcryption schemes
have been proposed. The purpose of designing a signcryption scheme is to perform signature and encryption both
in one step but at lesser cost than performing signature
and then encryption separately. In this paper, we present
a literature survey on signcryption schemes for identity
based setup. Our primary focus is on the schemes recently
developed in standard model as the schemes in random
oracle model are not actually practical. We present detailed comparison among the schemes based on computation cost, security features and suggest some final recommendation based on some future perspectives.
Keywords: Identity based cryptography, public key cryptography, signcryption, standard model

1

Introduction

The field of cryptography deals with providing various aspects of security for computer based communication [37].
For network based communications, confidentiality and
authentication are the two most essential security features, which must be addressed. Confidentiality of message communicated between two or more users can be
achieved through encryption. The properties of authentication (to confirm/verify the sender’s identity), integrity
(the message should not get altered before reaching the
receiver) and non-repudiation (the sender can not deny
the authorship of the message after the completion of the
communication) are achieved by signatures.
The concept of identity based cryptography was first
introduced by Shamir [33] in 1984. In ID based encryption/signature schemes, the identity of the user is used as
the public key, or some well-known algorithms (or hash
functions) are used to derive the same. Such an identity
can be the email address, social security number or some
string that can help to identify the user unambiguously.
This alleviates the certificate management issue as the

public key is implicitly authenticated. Although, the necessity of PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) is removed but
this does require a PKG (Private Key Generator), which
acts as a trusted authority to generate the private keys
for the user with respect to their identity as and when
requested by the user.
The implementation of ID Based Signature scheme
(IBS) were presented by [13, 16] but, until 2001 the practical implementation of IBE (ID Based Encryption) was an
open problem. Boneh and Franklin [7] presented the first
practical IBE using bilinear pairing over elliptic curves.
Many other IBE schemes [6, 31, 34, 39] were proposed
thereafter. In ID based encryption/signature schemes,
some other security properties are also introduced such as
public verifiability, forward secrecy etc. We will discuss
about these terms in the later sections of this paper.
In 1997, Zheng [41] coined a term signcryption, which
he derived by combining the words signature and encryption. The idea was to achieve signature and encryption
both in a single logical step (in a single algorithm), which
will cost less than the combined cost of performing signature and then encryption with the help of two separate
algorithms. Zheng also presented a signcryption scheme
based on Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP).
Later, Baek et al. [9] presented the security proof for
Zheng’s scheme by introducing a security model. In 2002,
Malone-Lee [28] proposed the first identity based signcryption scheme including its security model. Later on,
many signcryption schemes [4, 8, 11, 12, 27, 29] were presented. Most of these schemes were proven secure in the
random oracle model by Bellare and Rogaway [5]. Although, the schemes provably secure in the random oracle
model are quite efficient but the flaw in this model were
pointed out in [2, 3, 10, 15]. Yu et al. [40] proposed the
first identity based signcryption scheme without random
oracle. Their scheme is based on Water’s scheme [39].
Thereafter, several signcryption schemes were proposed
in standard model. A survey of identity based signcryption was carried out by Li and Khan [22] by analysing
ten signcryption schemes and their security parameters.
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Since, the paper did not discuss much about the comparison among the signcryption schemes in standard model
(only two schemes) as very few paper were published till
that time. In this paper, we present a detailed analysis
of the signcryption schemes and compare their efficiency
and security properties.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains preliminaries about the bilinear pairings.
In Section 2.3, we give a general setup for signcryption
scheme. In Section 3 we describe several security models. In Section 4 we give detailed analysis of the various
signcryption schemes both in random oracle model and in
standard model with help of the tables and in Section 5
we conclude our paper with some suggestions for future
work.

to compute abP . The Gap Diffie-Hellman Assumption
(GDHA) states that the probability of any polynomial-time
algorithm solving the GDHP is negligible.

2

Although, confidentiality and unforgeability are the
two primary security requirements for any signcryption
schemes but there are some special security properties
like forward secrecy and public verifiability that have become essential for IDSC. In addition to this, Boyen [8]
and Chow et al. [12] have defined few more security features like ciphertext unlinkability, ciphertext authentication, ciphertext anonymity and public ciphertext verifiability (see Figure 2). A single signcryption algorithm
may not be able to ensure all these additional security
features, as we will see that some of them contradict with
each other. But, having some of these specialized security
parameters might be very effective for security in a particular domain. We will discuss these security parameters
in view of identity based signcryption setup. In the rest
of this section we will give generalized definition of all
the security parameters that we have mentioned above.
Since every author defines his own security model based
on which he gives his security results, our purpose is to
give our readers a general idea about these security models.

Preliminaries

This section describes bilinear pairings and computational
hardness problems, which are taken into consideration for
the designing of an ID based signcryption schemes.

2.1

Bilinear Pairings

Let G1 be an additive group and GT be a multiplicative
group of prime order p. Then, bilinear pairing is a map
ê : G1 ×G1 → GT , which satisfies the following conditions:
• Bilinearity: For all X, Y, Z ∈ G1 , ê(X + Y, Z) =
ê(X, Z) · ê(Y, Z) and ê(X, Y + Z) = ê(X, Y ) · ê(X, Z);
• Non-degeneracy: ê(X, X) 6= 1;
• Computability: ∀X, Y ∈ G1 , there is an efficient algorithm to compute ê(X, Y ).
Many pairing based cryptographic schemes use the bilinear pairing and depend on the intractability of some
known problem like BDHP (Bilinear Diffie-hellman Problem), DBDHP (Decisional Bilinear Diffie-hellman Problem), CBDHP (Computational Bilinear Diffie-hellman
Problem), etc.

2.2

Computational Hardness Problems

This section provides the computational hardness problems, which are used as a base to the security protocols.
Definition 1. Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem
(CDHP): Given a generator P of G and aP , bP for unknown a, b ∈R Z∗n , the task of CDHP is to compute abP .
Definition 2. Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem
(DDHP): Given a generator P of G and aP , bP , cP for
unknown a, b, c ∈R Z∗n the task of DDHP is to decide
whether the equation abP = cP holds.
Definition 3. Gap Diffie-Hellman Problem
Given a generator P of G and aP , bP for
a, b ∈R Z∗n and an oracle DDHP (aP, bP, cP ),
turns 1 if and only if abP = cP , the task of

(GDHP):
unknown
which reGDHP is

2.3

General Setup

Lee [28] proposed the first IDSC (Identity Based Signcryption Scheme). We derive our general setup for IDSC
from that scheme. The general setup for signcryption is
explained in Table 1 and the process of secure exchange
of message between the sender and receiver with the help
of PKG is diagrammatically presented in Figure 1.

3

3.1

Security Models

Confidentiality

Confidentiality ensures that any third party (except the
sender and receiver) will not be able to access or derive
any information about the message being communicated.
An et al. [1] suggested the notion of insider security and
outsider security models. In the outsider security model,
the adversary only has access to his own private key and
he can signcrypt the message using the public keys of
other users i.e. the adversary is having capability just
like a user. Since, this is very weak assumption about an
adversary so, we will neglect this case in the rest of our
paper. In the insider security model, an adversary is given
the power to perform adaptive chosen ciphertext attack
also known as CCA2. It gives an access to adversary to
unsigncrypt oracle, so that, he can unsigncrypt any ciphertext of his own choice (of course except the challenge
ciphertext, otherwise life would be so easy for him, right!).
In the rest of our paper we will only consider the insider
security model.
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Table 1: General setup for signcryption
Step
Setup

Extract

Signcrypt

Unsigncrypt

Action Performed
• For a given input 1k , the PKG generates system parameters using some algorithm, where k is
some security parameter
• It also generates master public key mstp and master private key msts . It keeps the master
private key secret to himself
• For a given input (identity of the user), the PKG uses Extract algorithm to generate the private
key and gives it to the user
• The Extract algorithm will make use of the master private key msts for this purpose e.g. if
user A with identity IDA requests for a private key then, the private key SIDA = Extract(IDA )
• If IDA wants to send a message m to IDB , then the Signcrypt algorithm takes as input the
message m, the private key of the sender IDA and the identity of the receiver IDB . The output
ciphertext σ = Signcrypt(m, SIDA , SIDB )
• This algorithm takes the ciphertext σ as input, the identity of the sender IDA and the private
key of the receiver SIDB and returns a message m or symbol ⊥ if the ciphertext is invalid one
• Consistency check: If σ = Signcrypt(m, SIDA , IDB ), then m = U nsigncrypt(σ, SIDB , IDA )

Figure 1: ID based signcryption

The following game is played between the challenger C
and an adversary A.

the receiver’s identity IDB to the challenger C.
The challenger responds with results as follows:

1) C runs the setup algorithm with security parameter k
and gives the system parameters to the Probabilistic
Polynomial Time (PPT) adversary A.

i. The private key of IDB .
SIDB =
Extract(IDB ).
ii. U nSigncrypt(σ, SIDB , IDA ), the result can
be the symbol ⊥ in case of invalid ciphertext
as input.

2) Phase 1: A makes a polynomially bounded number
of queries adaptively. By the term “Adaptively”, we
mean that every request can depend on the response
to the previous query.
a. Key Extraction: A gives an identity IDA and
C computes SIDA = Extract(IDA ) and gives
SIDA to A.
b. Signcryption Queries: A requests the challenger
C to produce a signcryption on the message
m by the sender IDA to the receiver IDB .
Challenger responds with private key SIDA and
σ = Signcrypt(m, SIDA , IDB ).
c. Unsigncrypt Queries: A requests to unsigncrypt
a ciphertext σ with sender’s identity IDA and

3) The adversary can make as many queries as he wants
in the Phase 1, with restriction that he can’t ask for
the private key of the receiver of the actual ciphertext
on which he is being challenged.
a. The adversary chooses two plaintexts m0 , m1
and the sender’s identity IDS and the receiver’s
identity IDR on which he wants to be challenged. Remember that he can’t make extraction query on IDR in Phase 1.
b. The challenger takes a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}
and computes σ ∗ = Signcrypt(mb , SIDS , IDR )
and gives σ ∗ to A.
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Figure 2: Security models

4) Phase 2: A can perform a polynomially bounded
number of queries adaptively, similar to Phase 1 but
with restriction that he can’t make key extraction
query on IDR or IDS . Also, he can’t make an unsigncrypt query on σ ∗ . A produces a bit b0 and wins
the game if b0 = b. The advantage of A is defined as
Adv(A) = |P robability(b0 = b) − 21 |.

sender or not can’t be verified by anyone. Such property
may be very helpful in certain situations such as security
agents communicating with their base station from and
some other cases as mentioned by Boyen [8].

3.4

Ciphertext Authentication

Definition 4. An ID based signcryption scheme IDSC is
IND-CCA2 (Indistinguisability against adaptively Chosen
Ciphertext Attack) secure if a PPT adversary A doesn’t
have non-negligible advantage in the above game.

This property is kind of an exception case of Ciphertext
Unlinkability. The receiver can authenticate that the ciphertext indeed came from the sender who has signed the
message that it contains but he can’t prove it to anyone.
The detailed description is given by Boyen [8].

3.2

3.5

Unforgeability

This property ensures that the adversary can’t produce
the similar signature as of the challenger on a given message. For IDSC we consider the following game played between the challenger C and the adversary A. The Steps 1
to 4 of previous section will be again repeated for this
game. So, we will directly discuss the 5th step. A gener0
) i.e. a triple, which was
ates a new triple (σ ∗ , IDS0 , IDR
not generated by the signcryption oracle. The adversary
A was not allowed to make request for the private key of
IDS0 during the Phase 1 of the game. At the same time
the adversary is allowed to request for the private key of
the receiver, this will prevent a dishonest receiver to make
forgery of the sender.
A wins the game if U nSigncrypt(σ ∗ , SIDR0 , IDS0 ) 6= ⊥.
Definition 5. An IDSC scheme is EU-CMA (Existential
Unforgeability against Chosen Message Attack) secure if
for all PPT adversaries, the advantage of A in the above
game i.e. Adv(A) = Probability of success in above game
is negligible.

3.3

Ciphertext Unlinkability

Ciphertext Anonymity

This property makes the ciphertext anonymous i.e. except the receiver no one should be able to know about
the author or recipients of the message.

3.6

Forward Secrecy

Forward secrecy means that even if a private key of the
sender gets compromised, still it will not be possible
for someone to unsigncrypt the messages that were signcrypted previously by the user [12]. In the insider security
model, forward secrecy is naturally achieved because if a
scheme is CCA2 secure then it will also provide forward
secrecy.

3.7

Public Verifiability

This property states that if a ciphertext is provided by
the receiver and also the corresponding message and some
other information to a trusted third party, the third party
should be able to verify that the ciphertext is valid signature on the message by the sender even if the private key
of the sender is not available.

This property gives the sender of a message the power
3.8 Public Ciphertext Authenticity
to deny having sent a message to the receiver even if
that message might contain the signature of the sender This notion was presented by Chow et al. [12]. This proponly. It means that although the message is signed by the erty makes it possible for any third party to verify the cisender only but whether the ciphertext was sent by the phertext’s origin and also to check its validity. The third
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party is not allowed to get any information from the re- 4.2 Identity Based Signcryption Schemes
ceiver. This property directly contradicts with the cipherin Standard Model
text authenticity definition above, so it is not possible to
In 2009, Yu et al. [40] proposed the first ID based signachieve both of them simultaneously in one scheme.
cryption scheme in the standard model. They combined
the ideas from Waters [39] and Paterson and Schuldt’s [32]
to design their new scheme. This scheme was proved in4 Analysis of Identity Based Sign- secure by Bo Zhang [42], Zhengping et al. [17], Wang
and Qian [38] and Zhang et al. [43]. This scheme is
cryption Schemes
vulnerable to IND-CCA2 attack and the SUF-CMA attack and therefore this scheme is neither semantically seWe divide our discussion in two parts. First we will discure nor unforgeable. The improved scheme proposed by
cuss about the schemes that are proposed under random
Zhengping et al. [17] was also cryptanalysed by Li et
oracle model and then about the schemes proposed in
al. [14]. In 2010, Zhang [42] proposed a scheme, which was
standard model.
later proved IND-CCA2 insecure by Li and Takagi [24],
thus attacking the semantic security of this scheme but
it still provides unforgeability. Li and Takagi [24] im4.1 Identity Based Signcryption Schemes proved Zhang’s [42] scheme and proposed a new scheme,
which was proven both IND-CCA2 and EUF-CMA insein Random Oracle Model
cure by Selvi et al. [35]. Further improvement given by
After the practical implementation of ID based encryp- Li et al. [25] was also proven insecure by Selvi et al. [35].
tion by Boneh and Franklin [7], Malone-Lee [28] pro- In 2011, another scheme was proposed by Li et al. [23] in
posed the first ID based signcryption scheme. He also which they achieved both confidentiality and unforgeabilpresented a security model to prove its security. But, Lib- ity at less computational cost in comparison to previous
ert and Quisquater [27] pointed out that since the signa- schemes. But flaws in their proof for security against INDture on the plaintext is visible in the ciphertext, therefore CCA2 attack were pointed out by Selvi et al. [35]. Selvi
the scheme can not ensure confidentiality of the message. et al. [35] presented a signcryption scheme by direct comThey proposed three new schemes, the first one alleviated bination of IBE and IBS. They took the IBS in standard
the semantic security issue, in the second scheme they model proposed by Paterson and Schuldt [32] and IBE in
modified the previous scheme to produce shorter cipher- standard model proposed by Kiltz and Vahlis [18]. They
text and in the last scheme they added the forward se- followed sign and then encrypt method as this is the only
crecy property but by doing this the scheme lost the pub- combination that is both IND-CCA2 and EUF-CMA selic verifiability property. They further proposed an open cure. Although this scheme is secure but it does suffer
problem to construct a signcryption scheme that provides from inefficiency.
both forward secrecy and public verifiability. In 2004,
In 2012, Li et al. [26] presented a fully secure ID based
this problem was solved by Chow et al. [12]. They not signcryption scheme, which is having shorter ciphertext
only designed a new scheme that provides both forward than the previous schemes. They also compared the efsecrecy and public verifiability but also added a new se- ficiency of their scheme with previous schemes and precurity property called public ciphertext authenticity. In sented an analysis based on that. Such a scheme may be
the same year McCullagh and Barreto [29] also presented preferable in real time applications. But later, Ming and
a new scheme to address the same issue.
Wang [30] proved that their scheme is not semantically
In 2003, Boyen [8] introduced some specialized security secure against chosen-message attacks and it is also not
parameters, such as, ciphertext unlinkability, ciphertext existentially unforgeable against chosen-message attacks.
authentication, ciphertext anonymity and presented a Lee et al. [20] presented a signcryption scheme that proscheme to achieve a two layer sign and then encrypt com- duced even shorter ciphertext in size compared to Li et
bination. This scheme facilitates multi-recipient signcryp- al.’s scheme. Kushwah and Lal [19] present two ID based
tion i.e. encrypting the same message with a shared sig- signcryption schemes, the first one provides the semantic
nature and also single bulk message encryption. In 2005, security and unforgeability and the second scheme proChen and Malone-Lee [11] improved Boyen’s [8] scheme vides public ciphertext authentication. In 2012, Selvi et
and made it more efficient. Barreto et al. [4] improved al. [36] proposed the most secure ID based signcryption
it further to achieve the most efficient ID based signcryp- scheme in standard model. Their security model fulfills
tion scheme. In 2007, Li et al. [21] presented an effi- the strongest notion for security in identity based signcient signcryption scheme with the property of ciphertext cryption schemes. Their scheme provides public cipheranonymity.
text authenticity. But this increased the computational
Since, security proof in random oracle models are not cost for the scheme. So, we can see that there is trade-off
applicable in real time situations [2, 3, 10, 15], therefore it between the tightness of security and the efficiency of any
is important to design schemes that are secure in standard signcryption scheme.
model. In the next section we discuss about such schemes.
The computational costs of all the signcryption
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schemes that have been discussed are tabulated in Table 2. In Table 2, in the pairing (Pair) column we have
considered the total number of pairings required to either signcrypt or unsigncrypt. Multiplications (Mul), Exponentiations (Exp), Inverse (Inv), Addition/Subtraction
(Add/Sub) are all performed in group (either in G1 or in
GT ). All these constitute to the cost of computation of a
signcryption scheme. In the Hash column, only the number of hashing performed is listed and the type of hash
function depends on the choice of the designer. IDL denotes the bit length of all the identities and ML denotes
the bit length of the message. In a row, for example in the
first row, the upper row describes the computational cost
for signcryption and the lower row describes the cost in
unsigncryption. ROM refers to ”Random Oracle Model”
and SM to ”Standard Model”.
The security analysis is presented in Table 3. The
Cryptanalysis (C.A.) column describes by which author
the cryptanalysis was done and the Attack (Att.) column describes which type of attack was made. The security parameters considered are Confidentiality (Con),
Unforgeability (Unf), Public Verifiability (PuV), Forward
Secrecy (FoS), Ciphertext Unlinkability (CiU), Ciphertext Anonymity (CiA), Ciphertext Authenticity (CiAu),
Public Ciphertext Authenticity (PuCA).

5

Conclusion

Identity based signcryption has become a very important
area of research as it performs both encryption and signature in one logic step and at lesser cost than direct
combination of signature and encryption. By this survey
we draw following conclusions:
1) Since random oracle models are not feasible to implement in real time applications, so schemes in standard model with tighter security and more efficiency,
need to be designed.
2) The cost efficiency of signcryption can be very useful
in areas such as wireless sensor networks, mobile ad
hoc networks. Further new areas of implementation
of ID based signcryption need to be explored.
3) The security of the latest IDSC schemes also has to
be analysed. Since, most of the previous schemes
in standard model has been cryptanalysed so it is
important to thoroughly analyze the latest schemes
before implementing them for practical purpose.
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Table 2: Computational cost comparison
IDSC
Malone-Lee [28]
Libert and Quisquater* [27]
Libert and Quisquater* [27]
Libert and Quisquater* [27]
Boyen [8]
Chow et al.* [12]
Chen and Malone-Lee [11]
Barreto et al. [4]
McCullagh et al. [29]
McCullagh et al. [29]
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Yu et al.[40]
Zhengping et al. [17]
Zhang [42]
Li and Takagi [24]
Li et al.* [25]
Li et al. [26]
Selvi et al. [36]
Selvi et al.* [35]
Li et al.* [23]
Lee et al. [20]
Kushwah and Lal [19]
Kushwah and Lal [19]
* This scheme also uses a symmetric cipher.

Pair
1
4
2
4
2
4
1
2
1
4
2
4
1
3
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
4
1
6
1
6
1
6
1
6
0
5
1
6
1
6
1
6
0
5
0
4
1
6
1
6

Exp
0
1
2
2
2
2
1
0
4
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
4
0
4
0
6
2
6
2
6
0
4
0
5
2
8
3
5
2
7
2
4
0
4
0

Mul
3
0
2
2
2
2
3
2
3
1
2
3
3
1
3
2
2
1
3
1
3
1
IDL + ML + 2
IDL + ML + 4
IDL + ML + 2
IDL + ML + 4
IDL + ML + 3
IDL + ML + 5
2IDL + ML + 3
IDL + ML + 5
IDL + ML + 1
IDL + ML + 3
IDL + ML + 2
IDL + ML + 4
IDL + ML + 3
IDL + ML + 5
IDL + ML + 3
IDL + ML + 5
IDL + ML + 3
IDL + ML + 6
IDL + ML + 3
IDL + ML + 5
2IDL + ML + 1
IDL + ML + 3
IDL + ML + 2
IDL + ML + 4

Hash
3
2
3
3
4
4
3
3
6
7
2
2
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
0
1
1
4
4
2
1
2
2
4
3
3
2
2
2

Inv
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
1

Add/Sub
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Model
ROM
ROM
ROM
ROM
ROM
ROM
ROM
ROM
ROM
ROM
ROM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
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Table 3: Security analysis
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Y
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Abstract
In Cloud computing environment, resources include virtual machine, CPU and Storage. These resources are accessed by tenants. Group key may be used to access the
resources securely. Group key is constructed using tree
by considering tenants in a group. In existing scenario,
different key trees are formed even if tenants are common among multiple groups to access the resources. This
paper addresses the issues of overlapping tenants that accesses resources. If there are overlapping members in multiple groups, combined key trees may be formed. Through
the analysis, it is observed that computational overhead
is decreased by 24% if we combine the key trees than the
separate key trees. It is also observed that key establishment time for combined key trees is less compared to
separate key trees.
Keywords: Computational cost, key tree, resource, resource access membership matrix

1

Introduction

projects. Multiple tenants can be involved in multiple
projects. For security purpose, members in a group form
the group key to access the resource.
The other examples can be users of whatsapp/facebook
sharing multiple files in groups. Many members can be
overlapped in groups to access the files.
The solution is to combine key trees for resources which
containing common members. We prove that our approach is efficient than the forming separate key trees for
overlapping resources access members.
It reduces computational overhead and group key establishment time. It helps to support on demand resource
access property of the cloud computing.
To form the group key, TGDH protocol is used [9, 12,
13]. More specifically our contributions are
1) Illustration of the algorithms through the examples.
2) Computation cost analysis of resource key formation
for separate key trees and combined key tree in terms
of total number of sequential exponentiation operations.
3) Formulation of key establishment time and analysis.

In cloud computing environment, resources are considered
as virtual machine, CPU, storage. These resources are accessed by multiple tenants. Users of facebook may share
data (multiple files) in multiple groups. Members in a
group accesses the resources. To protect the resource from
unauthorized users, each member in the group shares the
partial information for forming the group key. In present
scenario, group key is formed by considering separate key
trees even if members are common to access multiple resources. It incurs redundant operations and thus leads
to increase in computational cost and key establishment
time. It causes delay in accessing the actual resource
which an obviously violates the feature of cloud computing such as on demand resource access. Thus our paper
proposes combined key trees formation and its analysis
for the tenants overlapped in multiple resources.
Other example, member can be a part of multiple

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe about resource. Section 3 describes combining key
trees algorithm in brief, Section 4 presents computational
cost details in terms of sequential exponential and key
establishment time, Section 5 covers results and analysis
and Section 6 presents conclusion.
Assumption: Tree based Group Diffie Hellman Protocol [13] is used. Member who is acting as sponsor assumed
to be trustworthy. The words “tenant” and “member”
used alternatively.

2
2.1

Resource
Initializations

Let Resource group R = {R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , ....Rn };
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Consider two resources R1 and R2.
Thus to calculate group key at node < 0, 0 >, member
Let {m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 , ...mn } be the members accessing m2 two sequential exponential operations mainly at node
< 1, 0 > and node < 0, 0 > are required.
resource R1.
Let {n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , ...nn } be the members accessing
resource R2.

2.3

Resource Access Membership Matrix

Every tenant that is part of the resource, entry is made
It is possible to have members overlapped to access the in its resource access membership [RAM] matrix also for
any member that joins/leaves the resource. RAM matrix
resources R1 and R2.
Assume R1∩R2 = cm where cm is number of overlapping contains the following entries.
Members m1 , m2 , m3 , . . ., mn represents the entries
members which accesses the resources R1 and R2.
in row wise.
Resources R1 , R2 , R3 , . . ., Rn represents the entries in
2.2 Resource Key Tree
column wise.


Figure 1 shows resource key tree with leaf nodes repre1 1 ··· ···
 1 0 ··· ··· 
sents group members m1, m2, m3, m4 etc. [8].


 1 1 ··· ··· 
Group Key
1 ··· ··· ···
<0,0>

It shows that there are R1 , R2 , . . ., Rn resources. Member m1 accesses resource R1 and R2 i.e. overlapped to access the resources R1 and R2 while member m2 is part of
resource R1 , m3 is a part of resources R1 and R2 . Three
dots (...) indicates entry either 0 or 1.

<1,1>

<1,0>
h
<2,0>

<2,1>

<2,2>

<2,3>

3
m1

m2

m3

m4

Combining Resource Key Trees
Algorithm

In existing key management algorithm [11, 16, 20, 24],
separate key tree is built for each resource, even if same
members are accessing multiple resources. Buchade and
Diffie and Hellman presented two party key exchange
Ingle gives combining key tree algorithm [4]. This algoprotocol called TGDH in 1976 [13].
rithm takes consideration of resource access membership
• In TGDH [1, 6, 22, 23] group key is formed from matrix. Key tree of overlapping members are formed as
well as key tree of non overlapping members are formed.
bottom-up fashion.
These key trees are combined. The combined key tree of
• Members m1, m2, m3 and m4 have α1, α2, α3 and overlapping members is rooted at the root node to reduce
α4 private keys, respectively.
the height of the tree.
Figure 1: Resource key tree

• Each member forms the public key called as blinded
key.

4

Computational Cost

• In this case, g is generator, p is prime number Mem- This section covers the proof of sequential exponentiation
ber blinded keys are g α1 mod p, g α2 mod p, g α3 mod and key establishment time for combined and separate
p, and g α4 mod p.
key trees.
• Each member knows all keys on key path and all Lemma 1. Total number of sequential exponentiation
blinded keys. Key path of m2 includes the node at (SE) for separate key trees (SKT) required more than
combined key tree (CKT).
< 1, 0 > and node at < 0, 0 >.
• Thus resource group key is formed as below.

Proof. Total number of sequential exponentiation operations with SKT

g α1.α2.α3.α4 mod p
[SESKT ] =
Let h is the height of the key tree. From Figure 1, h=2.
Number of exponential operations performed serially
by the member are called sequential exponentiation operations. It is observed that number of sequential exponentiation required to form the group key = 2h - 2.

NX
RK

(2hi − 2)Ni

(1)

i=1

where hi = log(Ni ) (property of binary tree); NRK =
Total number of resource key tree; hi = height of it h resource key tree; Ni = Number of members of it h resource
key tree. Average height of each member, h = log(N ).
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Total number of SE due to overlapping members:

980

Example: Single Member Join

This example illustrates how member m3 join to access
[SEOM ] =
(2hj − 2)Oj ,
(2) the resource and how resource access membership matrix
is maintained. Member uses TGDH [13] to join to access
j=1
the resource.
where hj = log(Oj ), h > 1 otherwise SE=1; NOT = 1) There are two resources namely R1 and R2;
Number of trees formed due to overlapping members;
hj = height of j t h resource key tree; O = Number of 2) Member m1, m2 accesses the resources R1;
overlapping members; Average height of each member, 3) Member m5,m6 accesses the resources R2;
h = log(O).
4) Each member has to maintain resource access memSE due to combined key trees [SECKT]
bership matrix.
= SE due to SKT - SE due to Overlapping members.
N
OT
X

Example:
Thus it is observed that SE for separate key trees is
more compared to combined key trees.

Lemma 2. Key establishment time for SKTs is more
than key establishment time for CKT. It depends on Number of members overlapped to access the resources.

1) Member m3 joins R1.
2) Member m3 wants to access R2, broadcast join request for R2 alongwith message containing it is already having membership with R1.
3) Each member in R1 and R2 notices and makes the
entry ‘1’ against the entry of m3 in resource access
membership matrix.

Proof. For SKT, total Number of members,
N=

NX
RK

4) Sponsor of R2 gives/broadcast blinded keys, membership details.
Ni

5) Thus m3 is made sponsor. Because it is a member of
R1 and R2.

i=1

Average height of each member, h = log(N/N RK); Time
required to form the group key =
(2h − 2) ∗ DHt = (2log(N/N RK) − 2) ∗ DHt ,

(3)

where, NRK = Number of resource key trees; Ni = Number of members of ith resource key tree; DHt = Time
required to perform one Diffie Hellman Exponentiation
operation.
For CKT, total Number of members = N − cm, where
cm = Number of overlapping members; Average height of
each member, h = log((N − cm)/N RK); Time required
to form the group key =
(2h − 2) ∗ DHt = (2log((N − cm)/N RK) − 2) ∗ DHt (4)
From Equations 3 and 4, it is observed that key establishment time for SKTs can be more than key establishment time for CKT. It depends on number of overlapping
members.

4.1

Single Join

Buchade and Ingle stated algorithm when tenant wants
to access the resource [4]. If the joining tenant is not
overlapped, it is added in the key tree as per TGDH. If
it is overlapped to other resources forms the key graph.
The details of the algorithm is given in detail through the
examples below.

6) Member m3 joins for resource R2 and builds key
graph.
7) Member m3 builds key graph as it is overlapped with
R1 and R2. It also makes the entry in resource membership matrix.
8) Each Member of R1 and R2 has its own tree view.
9) Each member of R1 except m3 has the following view of Resource Access Membership Matrix.
R1=m1, m2, m3; Rows represents members m1 , m2 ,
m3 ; and Columns represents Resources R1 , R2 .


1 0
 1 0 
1 1
It indicates that m1 represents that m1 is part of
(access) of R1, m2 is part of R2 and m3 is part of R1
and R3.
10) Member m3 has the following view of Resource access
membership matrix. Rows represents members m1 ,
m2 , m3 , m5 , m6 and Columns represents Resources
R1 , R 2 .







1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
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R2

R1

Member m3 has information of m5 and m6 because
they are the members of resource group R2. RAM
matrix maintained by m3 indicates that m1 is part
of resource group R1, m2 is part of resource R2, m3
is part of resource R1 and R2, m4 is part of resource
R2 and m5 is a part of resource R2.
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m3
Sponsor

11) Each member of R2 except m3 has the following view
of Resource Membership Matrix. R1=m1, m2, m3.
Rows represents members m3 , m5 , m6 and Columns
represents Resources R1 , R2 .


1 1
 0 1 
0 1
Figure 2 shows that m1, m2 are the members of resource R1 and m5, m6 are the members of resource
R2. Figure 3 shows member m3 joins R1. Figure 4
shows member m3 builds key graph as it is overlapped with R1 and R2. Figure 5 shows each Member
of R1 and R2 key tree view.
R1

m2

m1

m5

m6

Figure 4: M3 joins R1 and R2, keygraph at M3
R1

R2

m3
Sponsor
m1

m2

m3
Sponsor

m5

m6

Figure 5: Each member view of R1 and R2

R2

Key trees are build by considering overlapping members and non overlapping members in multiple resources.
The details are given in the example.
m1

m5

m2

m6

4.2.1
Figure 2: Members and resources
R1

R2

m5

m1

m2

m6

m3

Example: Batch Member Join

In existing key management algorithm [11, 16, 20, 24],
seperate key tree is built for each resource, even if same
members are accessing multiple resources.
For HDTV, Enhance layer channel subscribers can see
enhance layer, Medium layer and Basic layer TV Channel. Medium layer channel subscribers can see Basic layer
and Medium layer TV Channel. Basic layer channel subscribers can see Basic layer TV channel.
In existing approach, Enhanced layer members has to
maintain three types of key trees.
1) For accessing EL Channel;

Figure 3: M3 joins R1

2) For accessing ML Channel;

Table 1 illustrates the analysis of when single member
joins to access the resource.

3) For accessing BL Channel.

Our approach combines all key trees and eliminates
redundant
operations. Thus it helps to reduce key estab4.2 Batch Join
lishment time.
Buchade and Ingle states the algorithm when multiple
Each EL subscriber maintains resource access membertenants in a batch wants to access the resources [4]. The ship matrix. EL Channel considered as R1, ML Channel
algorithm is classified into
considered as R2 and BL Channel considered as R3. Any
member broadcast request for joining the resource, the
1) Some tenants in a batch access single resource;
entry by EL subscriber is made in the resource member2) Some tenants in a batch access the multiple re- ship matrix. EL subscriber forms key tree as mentioned
in Figure 6.
sources.
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Table 1: Analysis of single join
SE for SKT
SE for CKT

(N + 1)(2 log(N + 1) − 2)
where N = total Number of members
if overlapped
(N )(2 log(N ) − 2) − (cm + 1)(2 log(cm + 1) − 2)
where cm = Number of overlapping members
if not overlapped
(N + 1)(2 log(N + 1) − 2) − (cm)(2 log(cm) − 2)

R3

R3
R1 EL Layer Channel

R2 ML Layer Channel

R2 ML Layer Channel
R2

R3 BL Layer Channel

R3 BL Layer Channel
R2

R1

m3
m4
ML Layer subscriber
members
m1
m2
EL Layer subscriber
members

m3
m4
ML Layer subscriber
members

m5
m6
BL Layer subscriber
members

m5
m6
BL Layer subscriber
members

Figure 7: Key tree for ML members

Each BL member maintains resource access membership
matrix. Any member broadcast request for joining
Figure 6: Key tree for EL members
the resource, the entry by BL subscriber is made in the
resource membership matrix. BL subscriber forms key
EL members maintains the entries in resource access
tree as mentioned in Figure 8.
membership matrix is shown below. Members m1, m2,
m3, m4, m5 and m6 represents the rows while Resources
R3
R3 BL Layer Channel
R1, R2 and R3 represents the entries in columns.


1 1 1
 1 1 1 


 0 1 1 


 0 1 1 


 0 0 1 
m5
m6
0 0 1
BL Layer subscriber
Each ML member maintains resource access membership matrix. ML Channel considered as R2 and BL Channel considered as R3. Any member broadcast request for
joining the resource, the entry by ML subscriber is made
in the resource membership matrix. ML subscriber forms
key tree as mentioned in Figure7.
ML members maintains the entries in resource access
membership matrix is shown below. Members m3, m4,
m5 and m6 represents the rows while Resources R2 and
R3 represents the entries in columns respectively.


1 1
 1 1 


 0 1 
0 1

members

Figure 8: Key tree for BL members
BL members maintains the entries in resource access
membership matrix is shown below. Members m5 and
m6 represents the rows while Resources R1 represents the
entries in columns.
 
1
1
Thus our approach is more suitable for the applications
mentioned in [9] and reduces computation overhead in
terms of sequential exponential.
Table 2 illustrates the analysis when multiple members
join to access the resources.
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Table 2: Analysis of batch join
SE for SKT
SE for CKT

4.3

(N + n)(2 log(N + n) − 2)
if all subscribers overlapped
(N )(2 log(N ) − 2) − (cm + n)(2 log(cm + n) − 2)
if some subscribers overlapped
(N + nom)(2 log(N ) − 2) − (cm + om)(2 log(cm + om) − 2)
nom = Number of not overlapping members
om = Number of overlapping members
if not overlapped
(N + n)(2 log(N + n) − 2) − (cm)(2 log(cm) − 2)

Single Leave

Buchade and Ingle states the algorithm when member
leaves the access of resource [4]. It broadcast the leave
request. Entry is removed from the resource access membership matrix. Each member build the key tree by considering overlapping and non overlapping members. The
Table 3 gives the analysis of single leave.

4.4

Batch Leave

Buchade and Ingle states the algorithm when members in
a batch leaves the access of resources [4]. The entries of
the same is made in the resource membership matrix. The
entries of member removed from RAM matrix when members not accessing any resources. Overlapping members
Figure 9: Computational cost, Number of resources = 2,
builds the key tree graph and non overlapping members
cm = 30
builds the key tree. The analysis of the batch leave is
given in Table 4.
key trees.
From Figure 13, it is observed that when Number of
5 Results and Analysis
resources are 2, group size = 100 and overlapping members varying key established time required for separate reAnalysis is done by taking resources, varying group size source key trees required more as compared to combined
and overlapping members.
resource key trees.
From Figure 9, it is observed that when number of reFrom Figure 14, it is observed that when Group size
sources are 2, Number of overlapping members, cm=30 = 200, overlapped members = 50 and as we varying the
and group size varying, Number of sequential exponen- Number of resources, key establishment time for separate
tiation required for separate resource key trees required resource key trees required more as compared to combined
more as compared to combined resource key trees.
resource key trees.
From Figure 10, it is observed that when number of resources are 2, group size = 200 and overlapping members
varying, Number of sequential exponentiation required 6
Related Work
for separate resource key trees required (23.66%) more
as compared to combined resource key trees.
[14] proposes the scheme of tree key graph design but it
From Figure 11, it is observed that when group has computation overhead for connection network gensize = 200, overlapped members = 30 and as we varying eration. [2, 19] proposes share based key management
the Number of resources, sequential exponential opera- scheme. KDC Scheme is used. It can cause single point
tions for separate resource key trees are more (11.16%) as of failure. Key-user tree is proposed. Storage cost is anacompared to combined resource key trees.
lyzed. Scheme is applicable to group communication. [8]
From Figure 12, it is observed that when Number of proposes IGK scheme, considers TGDH approach. Auresources are 2, overlapping members = 50 and group size thor describes service group containing equal Number of
varying, key establishment time required more for sepa- members. But in real scenario, members can vary in the
rate resource key trees as compared to combined resource group. Sponsor selection is as per TGDH. The author ap-
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Table 3: Analysis of single leave
SE for SKT
SE for CKT

(N − 1)(2 log(N − 1) − 2)
if overlapping member leaves
(N )(2 log(N ) − 2) − (cm − 1)(2 log(cm − 1) − 2)
if non overlapped member leaves
(N − 1)(2 log(N − 1) − 2) − (cm)(2 log(cm) − 2)

Table 4: Analysis of batch leave
SE for SKT
SE for CKT

(N − n)(2 log(N − n) − 2)
where N = Number of members
if overlapping member leaves
(N )(2 log(N ) − 2) − (cm − om)(2 log(cm − om) − 2)
if non overlapped member leaves
(N − nom)(2 log(N − nom) − 2) − (cm)(2 log(cm) − 2)
if non overlapping and overlapping member leaves
(N − nom)(2 log(N − nom) − 2) − (cm − om)(2 log(cm − om) − 2)
where nom = non overlapping members and om = overlapping members

Figure 10: Average computational cost, Number of re- Figure 11: Average computational cost, group size = 200,
sources = 2, group size = 200
overlapping members = 30
plies the scheme to specific type of example. [10] proposes
tunable group key agreement protocol. Tree structure is
used to form the group key among the members. [5] proposes share based hierarchical access control scheme is
used. Group manager is considered. It assigns secret
shares. Multi-group key management scheme is proposed.
Computational analysis not done. [9] shows study of existing access control models done. Detailed analysis not
done. [18] describes that group members are arranged in
the hierarchical fashion. DH key agreement is applied.
Sponsor not broadcasting blinded keys. But overlapping
members not considered.
[16, 17] described group key formation techniques. It
allows group members to consent on a shared group key.
It is used to protect a shared file system present in the

cloud. Any member can be sponsor. Concept of key lock
boxes are used and represented in tree manner. Multiple
members overlapping among different resources (e.g. files)
in terms of group key management not considered. [7,
15, 22, 24, 25] uses TGDH but does not addresses issues
of overlapping members. In [7] Huffman-based join-exittree scheme for contributory key management is proposed.
It mainly concerns with key establishment time. But it
does not concern with overlapping members. [3] describes
key management methods and how it can be applied to
computing scenario. Group key management method is
also mentioned but not in detail. [11] Decisional square
Diffie hellman approach is used. [21] proposes group key
agreement protocol. Computational Diffie-Hellman used.
But does not consider overlapping members.
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Figure 12: Key establishment time, Number of resources Figure 14: Key establishment time, group size = 200,
= 2, cm = 50
overlapping members = 50

References

Figure 13: Key establishment time, Number of resources
= 2, group size = 100

7

Conclusions

Group key is used to secure the access of resource in Cloud
Computing. Group key is formed by tenants using resource key tree. TGDH is used to form the group key by
building the key tree. In existing scenario, different key
trees are formed even if tenants are common in multiple
groups to access the resources. It causes computational
overhead. We have proposed advance TGDH in which
key trees may be combined if there are overlapping members in groups. Examples and analysis of algorithms are
given. Through the analysis it is observed that computational overhead with respect to sequential exponentiation operations is decreased by 24% if we combine the
key trees than the separate key trees. It is also observed
that key establishment time for combined key trees is less
compared to separate key trees.
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Abstract
An embedding attack based on constraint Lenvenshtein
distance was proposed by Golić and Mihaljević to analyze
a statistical model of a key stream generator which contains an additive noise of probability p, where any value
of p < 1/2 is possible. This attack is significant only if
the embedding error caused by the noise is less than that
caused by an incorrect candidate initial state. We show
that this condition is not satisfied when p ≥ 1/4.
Keywords: Cryptanalysis, LFSR, probabilistic analysis,
stream cipher

1

Introduction

mon feature: Its input LFSR is regularly clocked. An
irregularly clocked key stream generator is desired. Golić
et al. [7] studied the security of this type of generator
by considering the model Yi = Xf (i) + Ei , i = 1, 2, · · · ,
Pi
where P (Ei = 1) = p < 1/2, f (i) = i + j=1 aj and
{aj } is another LFSR. They proposed a constrained embedding attack to this model. When p = 0, this model
degenerates to a decimation generator.
Golić and O’Connor [8] proposed an (un)constrained
embedding attack to this generator when the irregularly
clocking step is bounded by D. The embedding probability for D = 2 was given in [9]. Zhang [16] proposed a new
attack to the decimation generator.
Given a partial key stream Y1 , · · · , Yn of the model
Yi = Xf (i) + Ei with Pr(Ei = 1) = p < 1/2, Golić
and Mihaljević considered a noisy embedding attack: Try
to embed Y n into the prefix X̂1 , · · · , X̂2n of a candidate
LFSR X̂ for X (assume the resulting
error sequence is
Pn
Ê n ) and find X̂ with the least i=1 Êi as the solution for
X. The attack succeeds if it gives the solution X̂ = X.
Notice that when generating Y n from X 2n , the noise sequence P
is E1 , · · · , E
n . Hence, this attack is significant
P
n
n
only if i=1 Ei < i=1 Êi for any LFSR X̂ other than
X (otherwise, Y1 , · · · , Yn is less noisy when considered as
generated from a wrong LFSR X̂). In this paper, we show
that this condition is invalid when p ≥ 1/4.

A key stream generator is a function that maps a short key
into a long stream, which can be used to efficiently encrypt
a plaintext stream by bit-wise XORing with the latter.
The main purpose is to make it fast. The lightweight key
stream generator Sprout [1] is such an example. However,
proposing a secure key stream generator is very tricky. In
fact, Sprout has been effectively attacked [12, 17]. See [2,
4, 5] for other examples of key stream generators. In this
paper, we consider the key stream generator based on a
linear feedback shift register (LFSR) sequence [10] which
is a very efficient mechanism for a key stream generator (of
course, LFSR has many applications such as frequency2 Preliminaries
hopping communication [3]).
In fact, most of generators in the literature are designed
Notions: We will use the following notions.
using it. However, many of them are broken by exploiting
the linearity of LFSRs; see the correlation attack [14] for
• For a set S, s ← S samples an element s from S
an example. A popular method for this type of attack is
uniformly randomly.
to reduce a complicated generator to a statistical model
• For j ≤ n, unj denotes sequence uj , uj+1 , · · · , un , and
Yi = Xi + Ei , i = 1, 2, · · · , where {Xi }i≥1 is a secret
sequence un1 is simply denoted by un .
LFSR sequence, {Yi }i≥1 is the key stream and Ei is a
binary noise with P (Ei = 1) = p < 1/2. For instance,
• For n ∈ N, [n] denotes the set {1, · · · , n}.
Zeng et al. [15] reduced generators [6] to this model and
• i.i.d. is a well-known abbreviation of “independently
completely broke them using a linear syndrome attack.
identically distributed”.
Generators subject to this attack usually have a com-
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2.1

LFSR and Key Stream Generator

A binary linear shift register sequence (LFSR) S =
s0 , s1 , · · · is a sequence generated using a linear recursive
relation sj+k = sj ck−1 + sj+1 ck−2 + · · · + sj+k−1 c0 over
F2 , starting with an initial state (s0 , · · · , sk−1 ), where
c0 , · · · , ck−1 ∈ F2 are called connection coefficients.
A key stream generator is a function f : {0, 1}k →
{0, 1}∗ that maps a secret key w ∈ {0, 1}k into a long
binary stream z1 , z2 , · · · . It can be used to encrypt a
plaintext stream m1 , m2 , · · · by simply bit-wise XORing:
m1 ⊕ z1 , m2 ⊕ z2 , · · · . When a receiver with the secret key
w, receives the ciphertext, he can recover the plaintext in
an obvious way. For the generator to be useful, we must
make sure it is secure against some attacks.
A relatively weak attack is a ciphertext-only attack,
which requires an adversary to recover the secret key w
when only a partial ciphertext stream is given. A widely
considered attack is a known plaintext attack: The adversary is given a partial ciphertext and its corresponding plaintext and his objective is to recover the secret w.
Equivalently, the attacker is given a partial key stream
z1 , · · · , zn , from which he tries to recover the secret w. It
is well-known from Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [13] that
LFSR with an initial state and connection coefficients as
the secret key is not a secure key stream generator. However, LFSR is a very useful tool to construct a reasonably
secure key stream generator.
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Pi
where f (i) = i + t=1 at and e1 , e2 , · · · , are i.i.d. with
P (ei = 1) = p < 0.5. Strictly, this is not a key stream
generator as it involves an additive noise ei . However, this
could be a useful abstraction of a key stream generator.
Specifically, ei could be an a statistical approximation to
a complicated structure.
The initial state recovering problem for this generator
is to find the initial states of X and A, assuming the noise
probability p, a partial key stream z n and connection coefficients of X and A are known. A näive approach for
this is to search for all possible initial states of X and A
and verify whether xf (i) matches with zi for i = 1, · · · , n
with probability roughly p. However, if each of X and A
has an initialize state length k, then it requires O(22k )
times of tests.

3.2

Constrained
Attack

Levenshtein

Distance

Golić and Mihaljević [7] proposed a noisy embedding
attack based on Constrained Levenshtein Distance (CLD)
to recover {xi }i≥1 from z n . We call it a CLD attack.
Their approach is as follows. For each candidate X̂ of X,
they generate a partial sequence x̂2n and compute the
CLD between x̂2n and the known key stream z n , where
CLD is defined as follows.

D∗ (x̂2n , z n ) = minimal number of deleting and complementation operations required to produce z n from x̂2n , by
2.2 Hoeffding Inequality
first deleting an arbitrary prefix of x̂m and then following
the model at Equation (1).
We now introduce the famous Hoeffding inequality. For
Let X be the set of candidate X̂ for X. If the inidetails, see [11].
tial state of X has k bits, then |X | = 2k . Given z n , the
∗
Lemma 1. [Hoeffding] Let X1 , · · · , Xn be n indepen- attack outputs X that minimizes CLD (among all possequences in X ) as its solution for X. It succeeds if
dent RVs with ai ≤ Xi ≤ bi for i = 1, · · · , n. Then, for sible
∗
X
=
X.
∀t > 0,
For each X̂, [7] showed that CLD(x̂m , z n ) can be comn
2 2

1 X
puted in O(mn) time and hence is efficient.
− Pn 2n t
2
Xi − µ ≥ t ≤ e i=1 (bi −ai ) ,
P
Note that the number of deletions in producing z n
n i=1
from x̂2n is the constant n. This attack is equivan
2 t2
1 X

2n
lent to minimize the number of complementing opera− Pn
2
P
Xi − µ ≤ −t ≤ e i=1 (bi −ai ) ,
tions. We denote the number of complementing operan i=1
tions in D∗ (x̂2n , z n ) by D(x̂2n , z n ). In the sequel, instead
P
n
of D∗ (x̂2n , z n ), we will focus on D(x̂2n , z n ).
where µ = n1 i=1 E(Xi ).
Note that z n is generated from X, A in the real pronumber
cess with the complementing sequence en . So theP
n
of complementing operations in this process isP i=1 ei .
n
Hence, the CLD attack is meaningful only if i=1 ei <
3 Problem Statement
D(x̂2n , z n ) for each X̂ ∈ X − {X}. That is, the real num3.1 A Statistical Model of a Clock- ber of complementing operations should not be greater
than that under a wrong candidate sequence X̂. Hence,
controlled Generator
we consider
Golić and Mihaljević [7] considered the following statisn


X
tical model of a key stream generator. Let X = {xi }i≥1
α = P D(x̂2n , z n ) ≤
ei .
(2)
and A = {ai }i≥1 be two LFSR sequences. The key stream
i=1
Z = {zi }i≥1 is generated noisily as follows.
As in [7], we model an LFSR as a purely random sezi = xf (i) + ei , i = 1, 2, · · · ,
(1) quence. So α is defined over the uniform random x̂2n , x2n
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and the randomness of z n and en .
number of X̂ in X with D(x̂2n , z n ) ≤
PnThe expected
k
k
i=1 ei is 2 α, as |X | = 2 . Thus, the CLD attack is
k
meaningful only if 2 α is small. The problem in this paper
is to lower bound α and show that α > constant when
p ≥ 1/4. In this case, 2k α is large, which makes the attack
fail to identify which X̂ will be the true X.
Finally, we notice that D∗ (x̂2n , z n ) permits deleting an
arbitrary prefix of x̂m . However, here the prefix can be
changed to postfix without affecting α in Equation (2).
Indeed, we can convert a postfix into a prefix version
in the following way. We can start to embed z n reversely to x̂2n . That is, we can embed zn , zn−1 , · · · , z1
into x̂2n , · · · , x̂1 . If z1 is embedded at x̂j , then x̂j−1 can
be deleted by the convention.
Since z n and x̂2n are uniformly random and independent, the distribution of zn , · · · , z1 , x̂2n , · · · , x̂1 and
the distribution of z1 , · · · , zn , x̂1 , · · · , x̂2n are exactly the
same. So the two ways give the same α. In this paper,
for convenience, we use the postfix version for D(x̂2n , z n )
(i.e., we revise “prefix” in the definition of D∗ (x̂2n , z n ) to
“postfix”).

4

Lower Bound on α When p ≥ 1/4

In this section, we show that α is larger than a constant
when p ≥ 1/4. Our strategy is as follows. For an embedding algorithm E that embeds z n into u2n , we use
E(u2n , z n ) to denote the number of flips in the embedding process. Then, E(u2nP
, z n ) ≥ D(u2n , z n ). It follows
n
2n n
that α ≥ P (E(u , z ) ≤ Pi=1 ei ). Hence, it suffices to
n
2n n
show that P (E(u , z ) ≤ i=1 ei ) > constant for some
algorithm E. So the main task is to design E.
Now we present our algorithm E to embed z n to u2n ,
in which the average number of complements is n/4. The
formal description is in Algorithm 1. The idea is as follows. It sequentially embeds z1 , · · · , zn into u2n . Let zi
be the current bit to be embedded and uj be the currently
unused bit awaiting to embed zi . Initially, i = j = 1. If
zi 6= uj and zi 6= uj+1 , then one complementing operation
(recorded in a variable F ) is used and zi is embedded at
uj+1 ; otherwise, zi is embedded to uj when zi = uj and
embedded to uj+1 when zi = uj+1 . Finally, increment i
and update j to the next unused index.
Before analyzing our algorithm, we first present a general lemma. It considers a function f : {0, 1}m → [m − 1].
It states that if f satisfies a certain property, then for uniformly random U m in {0, 1}m and J = f (U m ), we have
that (UJ , UJ+1 ) is independent of U J−1 . We remark that
this independency does not trivially follow from the uniformly randomness of U m , as J depends on U m and is
implied from U J−1 (by looking at the dimension).
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Algorithm 1 Embedding algorithm E
Imput: u2n , zn ;
Output: F
1: Begin
2: Set i = 1, j = 1, F = 0
3: for i = 1 to n do
4:
if zi = uj then
5:
j =j+1
6:
else
7:
if zi = uj+1 then
8:
j = j + 2;
9:
else F = F + 1 and j = j + 2;
10:
end if
11:
end if
12: end for
13: Return F
14: End
Proof. For j ∈ [m − 1], let Nj be the set of uj−1 such
that f (uj−1 , vjm ) = j for some vjm . By the property of f ,
def

the set of all um with f (um ) = j is exactly Sj = Nj ×
{0, 1}m−(j−1) . As any um must map to some j ∈ [m − 1],
Pm−1
it follows that j=1 |Nj |2m−(j−1) = 2m . So
m−1
X

|Nj |2−(j−1) = 1.

(3)

j=1

Notice that J can be derived from U J+1 by looking at
the dimension. Hence, U J+1 = uj+1 if and only if J = j
and U j+1 = uj+1 . So,
P (U J+1 = uj+1 )

=

P (U j+1 = uj+1 , J = j)

PU j+1 (uj+1 )PJ|U j+1 (j|uj+1 )
(
2−(j+1) , uj−1 ∈ Nj
=
(4)
0,
otherwise,

=

where we have used the fact PJ|U j+1 (j|uj+1 ) = 1 if uj−1 ∈
Nj and zero, otherwise. Similarly,
P (U J−1 = uj−1 )

= P (U j−1 = uj−1 , J = j)
= PU j−1 (uj−1 )PJ|U j−1 (j|uj−1 )
(
2−(j−1) , uj−1 ∈ Nj
=
(5)
0,
otherwise.

Therefore, PU J+1 (uj+1 ) = 14 PU J−1 (uj−1 ). As
PUJ UJ+1 (a, b)

=

n
X

PUj Uj+1 J (a, b, j)

j=1
(∗)

=

X

|Nj | · 2−(j+1)

j

= 1/4, (by Equation (3))
Lemma 2. Let f : {0, 1}m → [m − 1] be a function with
the following property: if f (um ) = j, then f (uj−1 , vjm ) =
where equality (∗) follows from the fact
j for any vjm ∈ {0, 1}m−j+1 . Let U m be uniformly random (U , U , J) = (a, b, j) if and only if
j
j+1
in {0, 1}m and J = f (U m ). Then, (UJ , UJ+1 ) is indepenU m ∈ Nj × {a} × {b} × {0, 1}m−(j+1) ,
dent of U J−1 .

(6)
that
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and the fact that U m is uniformly random over {0, 1}m .
Hence, Equations (4) (5) (6) imply
j+1

PU J+1 (u

j−1

) = PUJ UJ+1 (uj , uj+1 )PU J−1 (u

).

(7)
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dimension). Hence,
P ((UJi , U1+Ji ) = (a, b))
X
=
P ((Uj , Uj+1 , Ji ) = (a, b, j))
j

That is, (UJ , UJ+1 ) is independent of U J−1 .

=

X

P ((Uj , Uj+1 ) = (a, b))P (Ji = j)

j

We are ready to analyze our algorithm E. We will use
the following notations. Let U 2n = U1 , · · · , U2n be a sequence of purely random binary stream. We define a binary RV Fi with respect to algorithm E(U 2n , z n ) such that
Fi = P
1 if and only if F = F +1 is executed in loop i. Then,
n
F = i=1 Fi . Since E is deterministic, the randomness of
F is over U 2n . Let Ji be the index j at the beginning of
loop i (e.g., J1 = 1). Define function δ : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1}
is defined such that δ(x, y) = 1 if and only if x = y.
In the following, we show that F1 , · · · , Fn are independent and that δ(UJ1 , z1 ), · · · , δ(UJn , zn ) are independent
too, where the independency for both collections follows
only from the randomness of U 2n .
Lemma 3. Given z n ∈ {0, 1}n , if U 2n is uniformly random in {0, 1}2n , then

=

1X
P (Ji = j) = 1/4.
4 j

Hence, from Fi = (zi ⊕ UJi ) ∧ (zi ⊕ U1+Ji ), we have
P (Fi = 1) = 1/4.
2) As UJi is independent of U Ji −1 , we have δ(UJi , zi ) is
independent of δ(UJ1 , z1 ), · · · , δ(UJi−1 , zi−1 ) for any
i. Hence, δ(UJ1 , z1 ), · · · , δ(UJn , zn ) are independent.
Finally, as Ji is deterministic in U Ji −1 (by looking at
the dimension), UJi is independent of Ji . Thus,
X
P (UJi = 0) =
P ((Uj , Ji ) = (0, j))
j

=

X

P (Uj = 0)P (Ji = j)

j

1) RVs F1 , · · · , Fn are i.i.d. with P (Fi = 1) = 1/4.
2) RVs δ(UJ1 , z1 ), · · · , δ(UJn , zn ) are i.i.d.
P (δ(UJi , zi ) = 1) = 1/2.

=
with

1X
P (Ji = j) = 1/2.
2 j

This completes our proof.

Proof. Notice that for any i ≤ n, we have Ji < 2n. By
We are ready to prove our theorem. This mainly is
Lemma 2, if f (U 2n ) = Ji , then (UJi , UJi +1 ) is indepenachieved
using Heoffding inequality to F1 , · · · , Fn and the
dent of U Ji −1 . This will be used in our proof.
true error sequence e1 , · · · , en in producing z n .
1) We start with the following claim.

Theorem 1. If p = 1/4, then α ≥ 1/2; if p > 1/4, then
2
α
≥ 1 − e−(p−.25) n .
n
Claim 1. For fixed z and i, we have that
Pn
Proof. Notice that F = i=1 Fi is the number of com(F1 , · · · , Fi−1 ) is deterministic in U Ji −1 .
plements in a specific embedding process. Hence, F ≥
D(U 2n , z n ). Hence,
Proof. Indeed, by our algorithm, if zi−1 = UJi−1 ,
n


X
then Ji = 1 + Ji−1 and Fi−1 = 0; otherwise, Ji =
2n n
α =P D(U , z ) ≤
ei
2 + J , and F
= 1 if and only if z
6= U
.
i−1

i−1

i−1

1+Ji−1

i=1
Here we can see that in any case, Fi−1 is computed
n
n


X
X
only using U Ji −1 . So for any ` < i, F`−1 is deter≥P
F
≤
e
(8)
i
i
mined by U J` −1 (which in turn is determined by
i=1
i=1
U Ji −1 ). Thus, (F1 , · · · , Fi−1 ) are deterministic in
Since F n only depends on U 2n , it is independent of en .
U Ji −1 , when z n is fixed. This concludes the proof
If p = 1/4, then F1 , · · · , Fn are identically distributed
of our claim.
with e1 , · · · , en . Then, by symmetry, α ≥ 1/2. If p >
1/4, then since F1 , · · · , Fn , e1 , · · · , en are independent, by
From the algorithm description, we can write Fi = Hoeffding inequality with 2n random variables,
(zi ⊕ UJi ) ∧ (zi ⊕ U1+Ji ). Thus, Fi is deterministic in (UJi , U1+Ji ). From claim 1 and the fact that
P (e1 + · · · + en − F1 − · · · − Fn ≥ 0)
X
(UJi , UJi +1 ) is independent of U Ji −1 (see the begin=1 − P ( (ei − Fi ) − n(p − .25) < −n(p − .25))
ning of the proof), we know that Fi is independent
i
of (F1 , · · · , Fi−1 ).
−(p−.25)2 n
≥1 − e
.
(9)
Finally, notice that (UJi , U1+Ji ) is independent of Ji ,
as Ji is deterministic in U Ji −1 (by looking at the This completes our theorem.
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Now we look at how many bits Algorithm E has used
in order to embed z n . In fact, after embedding zn , the
next available index of Uj is Jn+1 . So the number of bits
def

in embedding z n is Nn = Jn+1 − 1. From our algorithm
description, J`+1 = 1 + δ(UJ` , z` ) + J` . Thus,
Nn = n +

n
X

δ(UJi , zi ).

(10)

i=1

Notice that in the
process in producing z n , we know
Preal
n
that f (n) = n + i=1 ai , where a1 , a2 , · · · , are i.i.d. and
uniformly random over {0, 1} (as idealized in our analysis). Therefore, by Lemma 3, the distribution of Nn is
identical to the real distribution. This demonstrates an
interesting aspect of our algorithm.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we revisited the noisy embedding attack
from constraint Lenvenshtein distance by Golić and Mihaljević to a noisy key stream generator that contains an
additive binary noise term of probability p, where any
value of p < 1/2 is possible. We showed that this attack
is not successful if p ≥ 1/4. One immediate interesting
question is to study the success for the case p < 1/4.
When p is very small, the exponentially small embedding
probability without a noise showed in [9] trivially implies
the success of this algorithm. However, in general, this
does not seem to be a trivial question. We leave it as an
open question.
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Abstract

raphy (ID-PKC). In 2002, Zhang et al. [16] proposed the
first ID-based ring signature scheme. Nguyen [9] proposed
the first ring signature with a constant number of pairing
computations and a constant size signature. Au et al. [3]
proposed the first secure ring signature scheme in standard model. Herranz [7] and Tsang et al. [14] respectively
provided the ID-based ring signature schemes from RSA.
However, ID-based cryptography usually suffers from the
inherent key escrow problem.

The ring signature scheme is a simplified group signature
scheme for no manager while preserving unconditionally
anonymous of the signer. Certificateless cryptography is
introduced for eliminating the use of certificates in Public
Key Infrastructure and solving the key-escrow problem in
ID-based cryptogratography. Recently, Qin et al. proposed the first RSA-based certificateless ring signature
scheme which was proved unforgeable in random oracle
model. In this paper, we demonstrated that this scheme
In 2003, Al-Riyami and Paterson [2] introduced the
was not secure against the Type I adversary.
concept of certificateless public key cryptography (CLKeywords: Certificateless cryptography, ring signature, PKC) which not only avoids the key escrow problem but
also moves the digital certificates. In CL-PKC, there is a
RSA
third party called Key Generate Center (KGC) to issue
the users partial private keys with their identities. However, the KGC has no right to access the full private key
1 Introduction
which is generated by combining the partial private key
In 2001, Rivest et al. [11] formally introduced the con- and a secret value chosen by the user itself. The public
cept of the ring signature in which the verifier can be keys are computed by the secret value and then published
convinced that the message was authenticated by a ring by users. The CL-PKC has attracted a lot of further studincluding the signer while keeping the signer uncondition- ies [6, 8, 13]. Yum et al. [15] proposed a general construcally anonymous. Anonymity and spontaneity are inherent tion of certificateless signature (CLS) scheme which was
properties of the ring signature. Anonymity allows any- a less efficient scheme. Zhang and Mao [17] designed the
one to verify the validity of the ring signature without first RSA-based CLS scheme.
revealing the signer’s identity. Spontaneity means that
the signer can generate the ring signature without any
In 2007, two certificatelss ring signature (CL-RS)
help or cooperation from the other ring members. The schemes [5, 18] were proposed independently. Chang et
ring signature allows the signer to decide all ring mem- al. [4] constructed a more efficient (t,n) threshold ring
bers. The ring signature scheme in [11] is based on RSA signture scheme. The above CL-RS schemes are all based
cryptosystem. Abe et al. [1] proposed the first ring signa- on bilinear pairings which is an expensive operation for
ture scheme based on discrete logarithm problem. These the computational cost. Qin et al. [10] proposed the first
ring signature schemes are all based on traditional Public RSA-based CL-RS scheme without bilinear parings and
Key Infrastructure which requires a great amount of com- proved their scheme was secure in random oracle model.
puting time and storage to manage the certificates. In or- However, we found that Qin et al.’s scheme was vulnerader to avoid the heavy burden of certificate management, ble to a Type I adversary who can replace the public key
Shamir [12] introduced Identity-based public key cryptog- of any signer.
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Preliminaries

2.1

Security Model of the Certificateless
Ring Signature Scheme

There are two kinds of adversaries in the security model
of CL-RS scheme. Type I adversary A1 can replace the
public key of any user at his will but is not able to visit
the partial private key. Type II adversary A2 models
the malicious-but-passive KGC who generates the partial
private keys for users, but cannot replace any users’ public
keys. We define two games, Game 1 for A1 , and Game 2
for A2 .
• Game 1: Let S1 be the challenger to interactive with
A1
1) Initialization: S1 runs Setup and MasterKeyGen algorithms to get the system parameters mpk and the master key pair msk.
Then S1 publics mpk while keeping msk secret. S1 maintains three lists L1 , L2 , L3 initiated empty. (1) L1 records the identities whose
partial private keys have been required by A1
in PartialKeyGen queries. (2)L2 records the
identities whose public keys have been replaced
by A1 . (3) L3 records the identities who have
been corrupted by A1 in Corruption queries.
2) Query: A1 adaptively performs a polynomially
bounded number of queries.
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3) Forgery: At the end of the simulation, A1 outputs (R∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) as the forgery. We say that
A1 wins the game:
– (R∗ , m∗ ) has never been required for the
verification.
– V erif y(R∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1 and (L∗ID ∩ L1 ∩
L2 ) ∪ (L∗ID ∩ L3 ) = ∅ for L∗ID is the set of
ring members’ identities.
• Game 2: Let S2 be the challenger to interactive with
A2
1) Initialization: As with the initialization of
Game 1, except that S2 sends the master key
pair (mpk, msk) to A2 . In Game 2, lists L2 , L3
are maintained by S2 .
2) Query: A2 makes the queries of UserKeyGen, Corruption and Ring-Sign in the same
way as in Game 1.
3) Forgery: At the end of the simulation, A2 outputs (R∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) as the forgery. We say that
A2 wins the game:
– (R∗ , m∗ ) has never been required for the
verification V erif y(R∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1
– L∗ID ∩ L3 = ∅ for L∗ID is the set of ring
members’ identities.

– UserKeyGen: On input a user’s identity Definition 1. (Unforgeability). A CL-RS scheme is unID, if ID has not been created, S1 run forgeable if the advantage of any polynimail bounded adUserKeyGen to generate (upkID , uskID ), versary in the Game 1 and Game 2 is negligible.
upkID is returned.
– PartialKeyGen: A1 requests the partial
Cryptanalysis of Qin et al. CLprivate key of the user ID. If ID ∈
/ L1 , S1 3
first sets L1 = L1 ∪ ID and then runs ParRS Scheme
tialKeyGen. Otherwise S1 does nothing.
Finally pskID is returned.
3.1 The Qin et al. ’s CL-RS Scheme
∗
, if
– ReplaceKey: On input ID and upkID
• Setup: On input 1k as a security parameter, the
ID has been requested in UserKeyGen,
KGC randomly selects two k-bit prime number p, q
S1 first sets L2 = L2 ∪ID and then updates
∗
and computes N = pq. The KGC picks two prime
the public key of ID as upkID
. Otherwise
numbers e, d satisfying gcd(e, ϕ(n)) = 1 and ed =
nothing is carried out.
1 mod ϕ(n), where ϕ(n) denotes the Euler totient
– Corruption: A1 requests the full private
function. Finally, the KGC chooses two hash funckey of the user with identity ID.
∗
tions H1 , H2 which satisfy H1 : {0, 1}∗ → ZN
and
a. If ID ∈ L2 , S1 cannot output the full
H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l . The KGC publishes the pubprivate key of ID whose public key is
lic parameters mpk = {N, e, H1 , H2 } while keeping
replaced, S1 returns ⊥.
the master key msk = {p, q, d} secret.
b. Otherwise, S1 first sets L3 = L3 ∪ ID,
and then returns the partial private key
pskID as well as the user secret value
uskID .
– Ring-Sign: On input a message m, a ring
R containing the identities and the public
keys of ring members, S1 outputs a ring signature σ.

• PartialKeyGen: For the user with ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
the KGC computes its partial private key pskID =
H1 (ID)d .
• UserKeyGen: The user ID selects xID ∈ Z2|N |/2−1
as its secret value uskID and sets its public key
upkID = H1 (ID)xID , where |N | denotes the binary
length of N .
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• Ring-Sign: Let R = LID ∪ Lupk , LID = The forged signature can pass the verification:
{ID1 , · · · , IDn } denotes the set of ring members’
Rπ1 = ueπ1 H1 (IDπ )cπ
identities with the corresponding set of public keys
= H1 (IDπ )eh H1 (IDπ )cπ
Lupk = {upkID1 , · · · , upkIDn }. To sign a message
= H1 (IDπ )rπ1 −cπ H1 (IDπ )cπ
m ∈ {0, 1}∗ on behalf of the ring, the signer IDπ
= H1 (IDπ )rπ1 mod N
performs the following steps by using its full private
0
Rπ2 = H1 (IDπ )uπ2 (upkIDπ
)cπ
key SKIDπ = (pskIDπ , uskIDπ ).
0
0
= H1 (IDπ )rπ2 −xIDπ cπ H1 (IDπ )xIDπ cπ
– Selects two random numbers rπ1 ,rπ2 ∈
= H1 (IDπ )rπ2 mod N
Z2|N |/2−1 .
f (0) = H2 (m||LID ||Lupk ||(Ri1 , Ri2 )i ∈ [1, n])
– Computes Rπ1 = H1 (IDπ )rπ1 mod N, Rπ2 =
For the reason that rπ1 is a random number, cπ is
H1 (IDπ )rπ2 mod N .
generated
by polynomial f decided by random num∗
– Randomly chooses ui1 , ci ∈ ZN
, ui2 ∈ Z2|N |/2−1 bers c (i ∈ [1, n], i 6= π) and hash function H which
i
2
pairwise different, for i ∈ [1, n], i 6= π. could treated as a random number. The probability that
e
ci
Then IDπ computes Ri1 = ui1 H1 (IDi ) mod r − c dividing by e holds is 1/e which is no negligible.
π1
π
ci
N, Ri2 = H1 (IDi )ui2 upkIDi
mod N .
In conclusion, the Type I adversary can forge the CL-RS
– Computes c0 = H2 (m||LID ||Lupk ||(Ri1 , Ri2 )i ∈ in a non-negligible probability.
[1, n]).
– Generates a polynomial f over GF (2k ) with degree n − 1 such that c0 = f (0), ci = f (i) for
i ∈ [1, n], i 6= π.

4

Conclusion

Certificateless public key cryptography could eliminate
– Computes cπ = f (π), uπ1 = (pskIDπ )rπ1 −cπ the use of certificates in Public Key Infrastructure and
modN , uπ2 = rπ2 − xIDπ cπ .
solve the key-escrow problem in ID-based public key cryp– Outputs the ring signature on message m as σ = tography. Certificateless ring signature schemes can provide anonymous authentication for ad hoc networks. Re(m, f, (ui1 , ui2 )i ∈ [1, n]).
cently, Qin et al. proposed a RSA-based CL-RS scheme
• Verify: Given a CL-RS σ = (m, f, (ui1 , ui2 )i ∈ which was proved unforgeable in random oracle model.
[1, n]) on message m, the verifier executes as follows: However, we found that the scheme was not secure against
the Type I adversary. In the future, we will design a
– Checks if f is a polynomial over GF (2k ) with more efficient CL-RS scheme without bilinear pairing.
degree n − 1.
The novel scheme should be unforgeable in random ore
ci
– Computes ci = f (i), Ri1 = ui1 H1 (IDi ) mod acle model.
ci
mod N for i ∈
N, Ri2 = H1 (IDi )ui2 upkIDi
[1, n].
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Abstract

Nowadays, the multi-server environment [1, 4, 5] has
attracted increasing popularity such that a user may acquire services provided by multiple servers simultaneously. As a result, a practical remote user authentication scheme must take the multi-server environment into
account to satisfy the requirement of single registration,
that is, any user only needs to register at the registration center (RC) once without registering to each server.
This can simplify the registration procedure and diminish
computational burden of the RC’s.

Nowadays, multi-server remote user authentication
schemes have been studied extensively in the literature.
Recently, Chuang and Chen proposed a multi-server
authentication scheme based on trust computing using
smart cards and biometrics. Their scheme is more efficient
and can achieve more security requirements than other
related schemes. However, we found that Chuang and
Chen’s scheme can disclose private information shared
between a legal user and an authorized server to another server. Moreover, loss of smart card attacks can
However, one of the shortcomings of conventional
be amounted and user anonymity cannot be achieved.
multi-server remote user authentication schemes is that
Keywords: Anonymity, authentication, disclosure of pri- if both the user’s smart card and password are stolen,
vacy, loss of smart card attack, multi-server
authentication schemes may be susceptible to some malicious attacks. To enhance the degree of security, Chuang
and Chen [1] proposed a multi-server authentication
scheme based on trust computing that integrates the
1 Introduction
user’s unique biometrics (e.g., fingerprints and irises) with
Along with the rapid development of wireless communi- smart card and password. Their scheme is more efficient
cation technologies, more and more people can acquire and can achieve more security requirements than other redifferent types of Internet service through their mobile de- lated schemes. Unfortunately, we found that Chuang and
vices effortlessly. Therefore, how to verify the validity of Chen’s scheme suffered from some security weaknesses.
remote login users before they access the services has be- More specifically, their scheme can disclose private inforcome a significant security problem in wireless networks. mation shared between a legal user and an authorized
A remote user authentication scheme based on smart server to another server. It cannot withstand loss of smart
card [2, 3] and password is the most extensively used card attacks and is not able to ensure user anonymity eimechanism to solve the aforementioned security problem ther. These security weaknesses will be demonstrated and
due to its simplicity and high efficiency.
analyzed in detail in the following section.
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3) The RC stores the parameters {IDi , Bi , Ci , Di , h(·)}
on a new smart card and issues the smart card to user
Ui over a secure channel.

In this section, we first briefly review the multi-server
authentication scheme proposed by Chuang and Chen [1], 2.1.2 The Login and Authentication Phase
and then discuss its security weaknesses.
1) User Ui inserts his/her smart card into a card reader
and then inputs his/her IDi and P Wi and scans
his/her BIOi at the sensor.
2.1 Review of Chuang and Chen’s

Scheme
Chuang and Chen’s scheme [1] contains three types of
entities, i.e., the user, the registration center (RC) and
multiple servers. These entities perform three phases: 1)
the registration phase; 2) the login and authentication
phase; and 3) the password change phase. In the registration phase, servers and users must register at the RC
respectively. Based on the concept of trust computing, all
authorized servers constitute an alliance and trust each
other. Each authorized server must register at the RC
and share a common secret key P SK with the RC before
providing services to users. Furthermore, Chuang and
Chen’s scheme assumes that the key P SK is impossible
to be compromised and it will be used in the login and
authentication phase later. On the other hand, each user
only needs to register at the RC once without repeating
registration to each server. After registration, the login
and authentication phase is executed to achieve mutual
authentication between the user and the server. In addition, users can select and update their passwords easily
without depending on the RC. In the following, we give
the detailed description of the user registration phase and
the login and authentication phase in Chuang and Chen’s
scheme, and the notations used throughout the scheme
are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Notations list in Chuang and Chen’s scheme
Ui
RC
Sj
IDi
P Wi
BIOi
x
SIDj
Ni
h(·)

The user i
The registration center
The authorized server j
The identity of user Ui
The password of user Ui
The biometrics information of user Ui
A secret value of RC
The identity of authorized server Sj
A random number
A collision-free one-way hash function

2) The smart card checks IDi and then examines
whether h(P Wi ⊕ BIOi ) ⊕ Ci is equal to Bi or not.
If the equation holds, the smart card generates a
nonce N1 , and then computes M1 = h(Bi ) ⊕ N1 ,
AIDi = h(N1 ) ⊕ IDi , and M2 = h(N1 k AIDi k Di ).
3) The smart card sends the authentication message
{AIDi , M1 , M2 , Di } to server Sj .
4) Server Sj retrieves Ai = Di ⊕ P SK and N1 =
M1 ⊕ h2 (Ai ). Then,Sj computes and checks h(N1 k
AIDi k Di )? = M2 . If it holds, the phase continues; otherwise,Sj terminates the phase. Next,
Sj generates a nonce N2 and constructs the session
key SKij = h(N1 k N2 ). After that, Sj computes
M3 = N2 ⊕ h2 (N1 ) and M4 = h(SIDj k N2 ).
5) Server Sj sends the authentication reply message
{SIDj , M3 , M4 } to the smart card.
6) The smart card retrieves N2 = M3 ⊕ h2 (N1 ) and
checks whether h(SIDj k N2 ) is equal to M4 or not.
If it holds, the smart card can generate the session
key SKij = h(N1 k N2 ) and M5 = SKij ⊕ h(N2 ).
7) The smart card sends M5 to server Sj .
8) Server Sj retrieves h(N2 ) = M5 ⊕ SKij and checks
the validity of this value.
If the authentication is passed, the server and the user
can mutually authenticate each other and establish a
shared session key SKij for the subsequent secret communication. In Subsections 2.2 - 2.4, we will show the
security weaknesses of this authentication scheme.

2.2

Disclosure of Privacy

In the multi-server environment, a user does not need
to register to each server but only registers to the RC
once [4, 5]. Moreover, Chuang and Chen assumed that
their multi-server authentication scheme are based on
trust computing, which means all authorized servers can
trust and work in close collaboration with each other. Although authorized servers can be considered as an alliance
2.1.1 The User Registration Phase
in Chuang and Chen’s scheme, it does not imply that one
1) User Ui sends IDi and h(P Wi ⊕ BIOi ) to the RC authorized server has the privilege to access the private information shared between a user and another authorized
through a secure channel.
server. Unfortunately, we have found that the session
2) The RC computes Ai = h(IDi k x), Bi = h(Ai ), key shared between a legal user and an authorized server
Ci = h(P Wi ⊕ BIOi ) ⊕ Bi , and Di = P SK ⊕ Ai .
can be disclosed to another authorized server. Under the
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assumption that there are three entities, i.e., user Ui and 2.4 User Anonymity
servers SA and SB , and SKiA is the session key shared between Ui and SA , we demonstrate how SB obtains SKiA Chuang and Chen claimed that their scheme can ensure
the user anonymity such that an attacker has no way to
without detection by the following steps.
obtain the original identity of a user. This is because the
1) Server SB registers at the RC and shares a secret key user’s identity is concealed in AIDi as AIDi = h(N1 ) ⊕
P SK with the RC.
IDi and the random number N1 selected by user Ui is
not revealed. However, the following scenario shows that
A
A
A
2) SB intercepts the messages M1 , Di , and M3 that
attacker Eve can determine the original identity of a user.
are transmitted between user Ui and server SA
through the public channel in the authentication.
1) Attacker Eve intercepts the messages AID , M , and
i

A
A
3) SB retrieves AA
i = Di ⊕ P SK and then uses M1
A
A
2
A
A
and Ai to compute N1 = M1 ⊕ h (Ai ).

4) SB uses M3A and N1A to obtain N2A = M3A ⊕ h2 (N1A ).
5) With N1A and N2A in hand, SB can immediately extract the session key SKiA = h(N1A k N2A ) shared
between user Ui and server SA .

2.3

Loss of Smart Card Attack

Here, we explain why Chuang and Chen’s scheme is unable to withstand loss of smart card attacks. Assuming
that an attacker Eve has stolen user Ui ’s smart card, Eve
can extract all the secret information, i.e., IDi , Bi , Ci ,
Di , and h(·) preserved in the smart card and successfully
launches the loss of smart card attack without knowing
Ui ’s password P Wi and biometrics BIOi as follows.

2

Di .
2) Since M2 = h(N1 k AIDi k Di ), Eve can easily find
out the correct value of N1 via M2 , AIDi , and Di by
launching an off-line guessing attack.
3) Eve computes IDi = AIDi ⊕ h(N1 ).
Therefore, we can conclude that Chuang and Chen’s
scheme cannot achieve user anonymity.

2.5

Conclusions

In this paper, we pointed out the security weaknesses
in the multi-server authentication scheme based on trust
computing proposed by Chuang and Chen. Although
their scheme combines the user’s biometrics with smart
card and password to enhance the security, it still suffers
1) Without Ui ’s correct parameter N1 , Eve must choose from three security problems, i.e., 1) the disclosure of the
a random number N1∗ and generates M1∗ = h(Bi ) ⊕ session key shared between a legal user and an authorized
N1∗ , AIDi∗ = h(N1∗ ) ⊕ IDi , and M2∗ = h(N1∗ k server; 2) it cannot withstand loss of smart card attacks;
AIDi∗ k Di ) by himself/herself.
and 3) it cannot guarantee user anonymity.
2) Eve impersonates Ui to send {AIDi∗ , M1∗ , M2∗ , Di }
to server Sj .
3) Sj retrieves Ai = Di ⊕ P SK and N1∗ = M1∗ ⊕ h2 (Ai ).
Then, Sj checks whether h(N1∗ k AIDi∗ k Di ) is equal
to M2∗ . If it holds, Sj continues the procedure.
4) Sj generates a nonce N2 and constructs the session
key SKEj = h(N1∗ k N2 ). Afterwards, Sj computes
M3∗ = N2 ⊕ h2 (N1∗ ) and M4 = h(SIDj k N2 ).
5) Sj sends {SIDj , M3∗ , M4 } to Eve.
6) Eve retrieves N2 = M3∗ ⊕ h2 (N1∗ ) and checks whether
h(SIDj k N2 ) is equal to M4 . If it holds, Eve
computes the session key SKEj = h(N1∗ k N2 ) and
M5∗ = SKEj ⊕ h(N2 ).
7) Eve sends M5∗ to Sj .
8) Sj retrieves h(N2 ) = M5∗ ⊕ SKEj and checks the
validity of this value.

Based on the above analysis, it indicates that when the
smart card is stolen, the server can be convinced that attacker Eve is a legal user and they will establish a common
session key. Therefore, loss of smart card attacks can be
amounted in Chuang and Chen’s scheme.
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